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Abstract 

Mathematical and engineering aspects of direct and inverse scattering and diffraction 
problems posed in more than one dimension are considered. A unified approach is in
troduced. Descriptions of scalar linear wave motion that are commonly invoked when 
treating inverse problems are summarised and extended. Several original contributions 
( developed in association with others) to branches of inverse theory are presented. Two 
aspects of computed tomography ( CT) are treated : first, previously neglected con
sequences of the inevitable sampling of data are examined; second, account is taken 
of finite (and variable) detector resolution as well as attenuation (the coefficient being 
assumed constant, as is common) of the radiation on its passage through the body to 
the detectors, for single photon emission CT. A generalised volume source formulation 
of scattering/ diffraction is developed; it is shown to lead to a sequence of useful approx
imate formulations which are potentially suitable bases for inversion algorithms. Two 
particular implementations of the Newton-Kantorovich approach to inverse scattering 
(in which the form of the scatterer is iteratively refined, with the direct problem being 
solved at each iteration) are developed: first; the null-field method ( or extended bound
ary condition) is treated; second, a numerical algorithm is devised and implemented 
for a global inverse theory (previously formulated only analytically) . Four aspects of 
Fourier phase retrieval are investigated : first, the effect of choice of image support 
for complex images is examined; second, it is shown in an inverse scattering con
text, that extra information, likely to be available in practice, permits complex-valued 
image-forms to be readily recovered; third, an extension of the electron-microscopal 
Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm, adapted for the radio engineering problem of deducing 
an antenna's aperture distribution from only the magnitude of its far-field radiation 
pattern, is presented; fourth, a reconstruction is reported of a structure consistent 
with one of the widely-heralded recently-recorded (by Shechtman) electron diffraction 
patterns suggestive of quasi-crystalline specimens not exhibiting crystalline symmetry. 
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Preface 

My goal in writing this thesis has been to produce a systematic overview of inverse 
scattering theory, both approximate and exact, and to incorporate within it the orig
inal contributions that I have made (together with others) during my Ph.D. studies. 
Because an integral part of, and usually a precursor to, a study of inverse problems is 
examination of associated direct problems, I have also included detailed discussions of 
such problems in this thesis. 

The contents of each chapter of the thesis are successively summarised in the 
following eight paragraphs. The original contributions are presented as appendices to 
Chapters 3, 5, and 6. Each appendix is in the form of either a reprint of an already 
published journal paper, or a preprint of a paper that has recently been submitted. 
These papers are listed at the end of this preface and are identified (in this preface) 
by numbers in square brackets. 

Chapter 1 serves to introduce, in general descriptive terms, the types of in
verse problems considered in this thesis, and their associated direct problems. Basic 
terminology is defined, and three major tasks involved in treating an inverse scattering 
problem are identified. Chapters 2, 3 and 4, and 5 and 6, examine each of these in turn. 
Inverse problems suffer from "ill-posedness", and the consequences for computational 
solutions are indicated. 

Many physical processes manifest themselves as scalar linear wave motion un
der a wide, but not completely encompassing, range of scientifically and technologically 
interesting situtations. So, such wave motion serves as an effective basis for treating 
the respective direct and inverse problems in a unified manner. Chapter 2 derives 
the time-domain wave equations resulting from mathematical models of several of the 
more ubiquitous physical processes. After transforming to the (temporal) frequency
domain, it transpires that these equations can then be manipulated to a common 
form. The quantities of interest in inverse scattering problems are represented by a 
generalised constitutive parameter, appearing as a coefficient in a partial differential 
equation. There appears to be a preference in the literature to pose inverse scattering 
problems in the frequency-, rather than the time-, domain and some reasons for this 
are suggested. 

Chapter 3 introduces some concepts of wave propagation that prove useful 
when examining direct and inverse scattering problems. Although many more tech
niques have been devised for particular direct problems (notably, the geometrical the
ory of diffraction), ways of incorporating them into inverse problems have yet to be 
found, and for this reason they are neglected in this thesis. An extension [9] of the 
volume-source formulation of scattering is included as Appendix 3-A. 

Various approaches to direct problems that can be incorporated into formula
tions of the corresponding inverse problems are examined in Chapter 4. Important ap-
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proximate schemes are included. Also emphasised are tractable numerical approaches. 
Appendix 3-A is pertinent to this chapter. 

It is rare that a worthwhile technological or scientific problem succum"bs to 
straightforward unqualified solution. Often, the available data are sufficiently limited 
or distorted versions of idealised data that preprocessing techniques are required to 
massage the data into a form suitable for an inversion algorithm. Several such problems 
are discussed in Chapter 5. Four endeavours [1,2,3,5], reproduced as Appendices 5-
A, 5-B, 5-C, and 5-D, respectively, form a systematic investigation of the manner in 
which additional information may be incorporated in iterative algorithms to retrieve 
the phases of radiated wavefields. Appendix 5-E examines an aspect of ( conventional, 
remote probing) computed tomography, namely the effects of possessing only discrete 
samples of individual projections [4). 

Inverse scattering algorithms per se are treated in Chapter 6. Mathematical 
as well as numerical aspects of each technique are considered, and limitations likely 
to be experienced in practice are outlined. Appendix 6-A treats a problem in remote 
sensing computed tomography [7]. Appendices 6-B and 6-C are preprints of papers 
are specialised invocations of the iterative Newton-Kantorovich algorithm for solving, 
to arbitrary accuracy, two specific inverse problems [10,11]. 

Finally, Chapter 7 assesses the significance of this thesis and suggests directions 
for further research. 

References are identified in the text in the form "[Name date]" or "Name [date]" 
depending on the context, with the full citation list following Chapter 7. References 
to books generally specify the pertinent chapter or section but, in order to maintain 
consistency with different editions, not specific pages. 

Computer programs to implement aspects of the work contained in this thesis 
were written by the author in both FORTRAN and Pascal on the VAX 11-750 and 
Micro VAX-II facilities of the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, 
University of Canterbury. The typesetting of this thesis has been performed with VAX 
implementations of TEX and lb.TEX, written respectively by D. E. Knuth, Stanford 
University, and L. Lamport, Digital Equipment Corporation, and printed on a Hewlett
Packard LaserJet Series II laser printer with the aid of software by N. H. Beebe, 
University of Utah. 

During the course of my studies, the following papers have been published, 
submitted, or presented at conferences : 

[1] R. H. T. Bates and D. G. H. Tan. Fourier phase retrieval when the image 
is complex. In A. J. Devaney and R. H. T. Bates, editors, Invers e Optics II, 
pages 54-59, Proceedings SPIE volume 558, August 1985. 

[2] R. H. T. Bates and D. G. H. Tan. Towards reconstructing phases of inverse
scattering signals. Journal of the Optical Society of America A, 2(11):2013-2018, 
November 1985. 

[3] P. H. Gardenier, C. A. Lim, D. G. H. Tan·, and R. H. T. Bates. Aperture 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PREAMBLE 

This thesis is concerned with the theory of procedures for locating, and determining the 
structure of, distant objects from non-invasive or remote measurements. This is often 
called the "imaging problem" [McKinnon 1980] and falls into the realm of "inverse 
problems" [Santosa et al. 1984,Baltes 1978,Baltes 1980]. 

The need for imaging arises in many diverse disciplines such as radar, 
sonar, non-destructive testing, X-ray crystallography, electron microscopy, geophys
ical exploration and remote sensing of the earth [Sabatier 1978], [Boerner et al. 1981], 
[McLaughlin 1984a], [Bond and Reynolds 1987]. There are many medical imag
ing modalities : X-ray computed tomography (CT), single photon emission CT 
(SPECT), positron emission CT (PET), ultrasonic B-scans, nuclear magnetic reso
nance (NMR) imaging [Wells 1987,Malacara 1985], and electrical impedance tomog
raphy [Brown et al. 1987] are now common diagnostic tools. Motivation for studying 
such problems is given in Section 1.2. 

Literature on imaging techniques is widespread. Because techniques have been 
developed independently in many disciplines, different terminology is often applied to 
essentially similar concepts. One of the aims of this thesis is to unify existing methods 
within a framework which enables comparison of the various schemes. Section 1.3 
introduces the terminology for such a framework and defines the general direct and 
inverse problems. Whereas an inverse problem typically involves determining causes 
from effects, a direct problem entails predicting effects from causes. Direct problems 
are, on the whole, far better understood than inverse problems. 

In Section 1.4, three tasks involved in any treatment of an inverse problem 
are identified. These are : forming a model of the physics of the situation in ques
tion, examining the direct problem, and finally devising a procedure to determine the 
parameters characterising the object of interest. 

Considerations that follow from the desire to implement inversion algorithms 
numerically are intimated in Section 1.5. The relevance of the ill-posed nature of 
inverse problems is also discussed. 

A prime illustration of the motivation presented in Section 1.2 is the problem 
of echo-location [Kock 1973,Wells 1977]. Section 1.6 poses the echo-location problem 
and outlines its solution. The organisation of Section 1.6 demonstrates the division 
of the inverse problem into the three tasks mentioned above. Echo-location is the 
prototype of the situations considered here and is significant in that a solution to the 
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problem exists, is conceptually simple, and is capable of producing meaningful results 
in practice. 

Echo-location relies on many idealizations of the real world. In various situa
tions of scientific and technical importance, these idealizations can prove inappropriate, 
as is discussed in Section 1.7, which also indicates some features that, if accounted for 
in a more sophisticated model, would significantly improve our ability to form faithful 
images of remote objects. This serves to establish a context in which the remainder of 
this thesis should be understood. 

1.2 MOTIVATION 

All our knowledge of the physical world is obtained through our senses (sight, hearing, 
touch, smell, and taste). The physical characteristics of our environment can often 
be determined from direct observation or measurement with the unaided senses. For 
example, objects within visible range can be located and identified. Oncoming traffic 
can be detected by listening. The surface of an object within physical reach can be 
touched to infer texture or temperature. The human sense of smell is considerably less 
developed although other animals rely extensively on smell to detect predators and 
prey. Tasting a substance usually has the undesirable (from the point of view of this 
thesis) effect of drastically changing its physical constitution. 

The interest here is with the theory of techniques for forming images of the 
nature of objects, without sensibly altering them, when direct measurements by the 
unaided senses are inadequate. For example, when the sense involved is sight, an object 
may be occluded, as internal organs are by flesh. Alternatively, there may be detail 
too small to be discerned by the naked eye. In such circumstances, imaging must be 
performed with the use of indirect or remote measurements. 

Remote imaging instruments and techniques have been with us for several cen
turies, and it is convenient to think of them as belonging to three "generations", as 
defined in the following paragraphs. Within each generation, a further distinction can 
be made between "remote probing" and "remote sensing" [Bates et al. 1983). Often, 
the object being viewed is actively stimulated by the observer, in which case the imag
ing procedure is termed "remote probing". If the observer merely passively receives 
radiation emitted from the object, the imaging procedure is termed "remote sensing" . 

First generation remote imaging techniques are those that enhance the sensi tiv
i ty of the natural senses. Instruments such as astronomical telescopes and microscopes 
enable viewing of objects too small or too far away to be seen by the naked eye. The 
use of a telescope is an example of remote sensing. The object being viewed ( a star 
or other celestial body) emits radiation ( visible light) which is captured by the tele
scope. If a person operating a microscope deliberately controls the light illuminating 
the specimen, the resulting image can be thought of as formed by remote probing. By 
employing such instruments, visible light ( or, equivalently, audible sound) can be used 
to examine surfaces of objects and transparent objects. The class of objects that can be 
viewed this way is, however, restricted. The interior of an object remains inaccessible 
if light or sound cannot penetrate beneath its surface. 

Second generation imaging techniques employ physical processes that can pen
etrate where the natural senses cannot. These processes are here called emanations 
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( defined formally in Section 1.3), and include electromagnetic radiation outside the vis
ible light band, and acoustic waves beyond limits of audible sound. Because the natural 
senses are insensitive to general emanations, transducers are needed to convert them 
to a readily interpretable form. Often this form is a display on some two-dimensional 
surface, such as a CRT monitor. Second generation techniques are typified by the 
resultant images being of one dimension ( at least) less than the object of interest. An 
image formed by such a procedure cannot, even in principle, be a faithful representa
tion of the spatial distribution of the object, but it can nevertheless be useful. Perhaps 
the most effective application of a second generation imaging procedure is in medicine. 
X-rays passing through a human body can be detected by a fluorescent screen or pho
tographic film. The image formed on the recording surface, which is sometimes called 
a shadowgram, is the line-integral ( along straight rays in the direction of the prob
ing X-ray beam) of the X-ray attenuation coefficient of the body. A shadowgram is, 
thus, a two-dimensional distribution whose intensity in a particular area contains con
tributions from a three-dimensional volume of the body. Trained clinicians routinely 
use shadowgrams as a diagnostic tool. A certain amount of ambiguity rernains when 
information is presented in this way. Features in one plane of the object are not imme
diately distinguishable from features in another. Consequently, a shadowgram is not 
a faithful representation of the X-ray attenuation distribution of a body but merely a 
projection of it. 

Third generation imaging techniques also employ the general emanations used 
by second generation techniques. The images formed, however, are of the same dimen
sion as the object, and are (ideally) directly proportional to the distribution of what
ever material property of the body is being imaged. The reconstruction corresponds 
to a region of the object of exactly the same dimension. So, whereas a shadowgram 
contains the superposition of many planes, a two-dimensional computed tomographic 
reconstruction represents a single planar cross-section through a body. 

A large number of diverse scientific and technological applications depend on, 
or benefit from, the ability to perform remote imaging. There is a tendency for workers 
to remain ignorant of developments in applications with which they are not intimately 
involved. This is particularly unfortunate where imaging is involved because principles 
invoked in one application often have analogies in another. This has prompted this 
thesis to have the following aims. 

First, existing imaging methods are extensively reviewed. The literature in 
specific fields is comprehensively referenced, permitting readers to pursue their own 
particular interests, but also indicating related work in other applications. More im
portantly, such methods are presented as viewed within a systematic interpretation of 
inverse scattering methods. Different models and techniques exhibit a variety of so
phistication, ranging from very approximate ( and easy to implement) to theoretically 
exact ( and hard to implement). The approach taken in this thesis enables limitations 
of various theories to be identified. Furthermore, such an approach permits identifica
tion of areas where theory is lacking. The original work reported in this thesis reflects 
the author's research into some of these areas. 
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1.3 DEFINITION OF GENERAL DIRECT AND 
INVERSE PROBLEMS 

Following Bates et al. [1983], the following terms are defined : 

• The experimenter is anyone solving or wishing to determine the material prop
erties of an object. 

• The body represents any object whose material properties are to be determined. 

• The emanations represent any physical process used to study the body from 
outside. 

• The generalised constitutive parameter represents the spatial distribution of what
ever material properties of the body the experimenter wishes to reconstruct. 

• The system represents the combination of apparatus, measurement scheme, and 
emanations employed by the experimenter. 

• A neighbourhood is the smallest spatial element (volume or cross-section) of a 
body, that can be resolved by the system. 

• A clean image of the generalised constitutive parameter is one for which the value 
reconstructed at any spatial point is (ideally) uncontaminated by values of the 
true parameter outside the neighbourhood of the point. 

The general problems considered in this thesis are : 

the general direct problem : given the generalised constitutive parameter of the 
body, predict the behaviour of emanations that interact with it, and 

the general inverse problem : given measurements, made remote from the body, 
of emanations that have interacted with the generalised constitutive parameter, 
reconstruct a clean image of the generalised constitutive parameter. 

The general inverse problem is usefully subdivided into : 

the general inverse source problem : in which the experimenter has no control 
over the source of the emanations. The generalised constitutive parameter to be 
reconstructed is the distribution of this source. This is also known as the remote 
sensing problem. 

the general inverse scattering problem : in which the experimenter controls the 
source of the emanations. The generalised constitutive parameter to be recon
structed is the distribution of the material property that interacts with the em
anations. This is also known as the remote probing problem. 
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1.4 APPROACH ADOPTED IN THIS THESIS 

In Section 1.3, the general direct and inverse problems are defined descriptively. Herein 
is presented a general mathematical framework from which these problems can be 
attacked. The treatment of an inverse problem can be partitioned into three major 
tasks [Santosa et al. 1984]. The first, which is addressed in Chapter 2, is to form a 
model of the physics describing the situation. This involves deciding what species 
of emanations are of interest, what physical parameters characterise the generalised 
constitutive parameter, and how the two quantities interact. The second is to examine 
the direct problem, and occupies Chapters 3 and 4. The benefits of this are two
fold. First, the model can be verified. Typically, this is done by solving the direct 
problem for some test object. Theoretically predicted measurements are then compared 
with experiment. A thorough understanding of the direct problem also facilitates 
determination of what parameters can, in fact, be inferred from inverse problem data. 
This is discussed further in Section 1.5. The third task is to devise procedures to 
infer the parameters of the body from remote measurements; this represents the actual 
solution of the inverse problem, and is dealt with in Chapters 5 and 6. 

It is hardly ever the case with significant inverse problems that the three tasks 
mentioned in the previous paragraph can be approached in a sequential manner. The 
nature of research is to advance, with the benefit of hindsight, by gradual refinement of 
previous efforts. Nevertheless, the peculiarities of various approaches to inverse prob
lems seem best presented by organising them according to their respective approaches 
to the three tasks mentioned above, rather than adhering to strict chronological order. 

The complexity of the model employed is crucial to the usefulness of any image 
reconstruction procedure. Simple models lead to relatively simple algorithms. One 
of the simplest is the echo-location model described in Section 1.6. Despite many 
idealizations, the success of radar, sonar and ultrasonic B-scan imaging are convincing 
examples that such simple models can often yield satisfactory results in practice. 

There are, however, many applications where simple models are insufficient. 
Two approaches may then be taken. The first is to increase the sophistication of 
the model. This can be done by increasing the number of variables describing the 
generalised constitutive parameter and the emanations or, perhaps more importantly, 
describing more accurately the interaction between them. As might be expected, the 
benefit of using a more accurate physical model is offset by the need to use more 
complicated, if not impractical, algorithms. The second approach is to treat deviations 
from a simple model as perturbations. One may then attempt to compensate for such 
perturbations by relatively simple algorithms . In the real world, a compromise must 
be reached. The model is made as complicated as possible while still permitting a 
solution to be obtained, subject to other constraints ( e.g. limited computer time, cost 
of obtaining measurements). In this thesis, emphasis is placed on models permitting 
reconstruction algorithms which are practicable, given current technology or imminent 
technological advances. 

The most general species of emanations must be represented by vector fields 
satisfying nonlinear equations of motion. In the present state of understanding of 
inverse theory it is profitless to start from such an unconstrained basis. The following 
is the most general model considered in this thesis. The body is contained in a region 
Ys (refer to Figure 1.1). The generalised constitutive parameter is denoted by X· The 
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Figure 1.1: General geometry for direct and inverse problems. The generalised con
stitutive parameter Xis contained in a region 1 3 • The total emanation 'I/; is the sum 
of two fields 'lpi and 'lp 5 • Measurements for the inverse problem are made in the region 
Ym. 
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emanations are represented mathematically by a scalar field 'l/J which, at each point in 
space and time (or, equivalently, at all temporal frequencies), assigns a specific value 
to the emanations. This value is in general a complex number, and is often a single 
component of a vector field, although many applications can be characterised by an 
intrinsically scalar field. It is convenient to partition 'l/J into the sum of two fields 

(1.1) 

where VJi is (ideally) completely under the control of the experimenter, and VJs is the 
difference between '!p and VJi• Often, VJi represents some initial or incident field, and 
VJs the secondary or scattered field. The interaction between the emanations and the 
generalised constitutive parameter is described by an operator equation, here indicated 
symbolically by 

(1.2) 

The direct problem can be considered as finding the result of the mapping (1.2) 
when n, X, and VJi are all given. Since VJi is given, the unknown in the direct problem 
is effectively '<Ps• It may be required to determine '<Ps either inside or outside Y s· The 
mapping n is often linear with respect to '<Pi, i.e. 

(1.3) 

for any complex numbers, a and b, and any incident fields, '<Pi and <Pi, It is only when 
extensive simplifications are made that n is also linear with respect to X· 

In the inverse problem, VJ is measured in the region Y m, remote from Y 8 • The 
reconstruction of the generalised constitutive parameter can be expressed in terms of 
the inverse to the direct problem operator, i.e. 

(1.4) 

Note that (1.4) cannot be implemented directly unless 1/J is known within Ys, which 
is rarely the case. In fact, examination of (1.2) shows that VJ depends on X, making 
(1.4) an implicit, nonlinear, equation for the unknown X· Thus, the inverse problem is 
generally more difficult than the direct problem. 

1.5 DISCRETE VERSUS CONTINUOUS 
REPRESENTATION OF FUNCTIONS AND 
ILL-POSEDNESS 

The relationships between x and VJ as defined by n and its inverse are normally so 
intricate that it is necessary to resort to numerical computation. While the description 
of the mathematical physics defining n is usually best performed by treating 1/; and 
x as functions of continuous variables, any computer implementation can only involve 
a finite number of quantities, whose values are themselves quantised. Typically, the 
quantisation is fine enough to be neglected in the sense that any finite representation 
of X can be considered [Harrington 1968, Chapter l] an approximation in terms of 
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known basis functions, 2m say, whose coefficients Xm are essentially arbitrary complex 
numbers, i.e. 

(1.5) 
m=l 

The finiteness of the summation is emphasised by the upper limit M. The summation 
(1.5) permits a great deal of flexibility in the choice of basis functions. Usually the 
minimum stipulation is that, in the limit as M tends to infinity, the error (measured 
in whatever manner is deemed appropriate) in the approximation decreases to zero. 

The degree of approximation associated with (1.5) depends on the nature of 
the functions being approximated, the basis functions 2m, and also M. The analytical 
results that exist for certain situations [Cheney 1969,Rivlin 1969] tend to be of little 
practical significance, because the effect of a finite approximation on an inversion algo
rithm usually eludes analysis when the direct mapping is nonlinear. While it would be 
desirable to have analytical means by which to estimate the magnitude of M required 
to achieve a specific accuracy, the former is invariably chosen by computational exper
iment, that is, by the unimaginative procedure of solving a progression of numerical 
problems for successively larger values of M until the true solution is adjudged to have 
been attained (to within the desired accuracy) [Bates 1975a]. 

The complexity of inversion algorithms is such that the computational effort of 
manipulating inverse problem data is often more demanding than storage limitations. 
As M is increased, the predominant limitation of computer resources is often the 
amount of computation time required to solve the discretised problem which grows far 
more rapidly than storage requirements (see, for example [Johnson and Tracy 1983], 
[Tracy and Johnson 1983], [Johnson et al. 1984]). 

The nature of many direct problems is such that their corresponding inverse 
problems are "ill-posed" [Deuflhard and Hairer 1983,Hammerlin and Hoffmann 1983], 
[Sabatier 1983], [Colton 1984], [Cannon and Hornung 1986], [Craig and Brown 1986]. 
One consequence of ill-posedness is that, although the error associated with the finite
ness of M in (1.5) decreases with increasing M, other sources of error (such as noise 
and finiteness of quantisation) assume a greater, and sometimes dominant, signifi
cance [Nashed 1981]. This prevents solutions of arbitrary accuracy being attained. In 
general there is an optimum value lvl for lvl which provides a compromise between 
reducing the approximation error and amplifying the round-off error (see Figure 1.2) 
[Natterer 1983]. The best choice for M depends on circumstances beyond the influ
ence of the direct problem itself, such as the level of noise present on the data, and 
judgement can only be made with the aid of a priori information. 

A more systematic approach to overcoming ill-posedness is to introduce a pri
ori information in such a way as to replace the original ill-posed problem by a well
posed problem. Typically, this can be done by requiring the solution to the well
posed problem to satisfy closely, but not exactly, the original problem while possessing 
other desirable properties such as smoothness or positivity [Backus and Gilbert 1970], 
[Deschamps and Cabayan 1972]. 

The technique known as Tihonov (Tikhonov) [1963a,b] regularisation is an 
implementation of the above ideas [Craig and Brown 1986, Chapter 5]. The original 
ill-posed problem is replaced by an optimisation problem, to be solved by conventional 
means [Fletcher 1980], [Fletcher 1981], [Gill et al. 1981]. 

Solution of the optimisation problem is only likely to be effective if the original 
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Figure 1.2: The finite number M of basis terms leads to approximation error ( the 
dashed curve) which decreases with increasing M. Ill-posedness causes other errors to 
increase with M (the dotted curve) . The combined effect is to produce an optimum 
M for which the combined error ( the solid curve) is least . 
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ill-posed problem has at least a reasonable conceptual (i.e. feasible in the ideal situa
tion of no noise) solution. The essential concepts underlying inversion algorithms can 
be understood without explicit consideration of ill-posedness . Of course, any numer
ical implementation should not disregard ill-posedness but regularisation techniques 
to overcome ill-posedness can often be incorporated simply into the numerical scheme 
(see, for example, Appendix 6-B). For this reason, remedies for ill-posedness are not 
explicitly considered in the body of this thesis ( only in the appendices). 

1.6 AN ARCHETYPAL EXAMPLE: 
ECHO-LOCATION 

Suppose a homogeneous medium exists with constant speed of propagation and con
stant attenuation coefficient both known. It suffices to consider this medium to be 
confined to a plane. The arguments of this section and the next easily generalise to 
three ( or more) dimensions. A pulse is transmitted from Tx ( see Figure 1. 3a). If 
no scatterers are present the pulse radiates, unperturbed, uniformly in all directions. 
Assume that there are small scatterers embedded in the medium, whose locations and 
amplitudes are to be determined. The scatterers must be small enough to be consid
ered isolated point scatterers, as defined below. Two scatterers are deemed isolated 
if they are sufficiently far apart to ensure that the time taken for a pulse to travel 
between them is more than the duration of the pulse itself. An individual scatterer 
can be considered a point scatterer if any radiation impinging on it is scattered, to a 
good degree of approximation, uniformly in all directions. Assume further, that the 
scatterers are weak, first in the sense that radiation from Tx incident upon a scatterer 
gives rise to a single scattered wave, and second in that multiply scattered signals can 
be neglected. A receiver at Rx intercepts part of the scattered radiation. Thus, the 
signal recorded here consists of delayed (with respect to the transmitted pulse) echo 
pulses of varying amplitudes (see Figure 1.3b). 

Since the speed of propagation is constant, the set of points consistent with a 
given time delay form an ellipse having Tx and Rx as foci, as shown in Figure 1.4a. 
The attenuation due to a scatterer at this range can be calculated and the amplitude 
of the scatterer deduced. In order to locate the precise position of the scatterer it is 
necessary to make further measurements. By moving Tx, or Rx, or both, different 
ellipses are produced, all intersecting only at the true positions of the scatterers (see 
Figure 1.4b ), thereby solving this simple inverse scattering problem. 

1.7 BEYOND ECHO-LOCATION AND 
STRAIGHT RAYS 

The echo-location principle introduced in the previous section is the basis of radar, 
sonar, and medical B-scan imaging . Hs appeal can be attributed to the simple model 
of the physics involved. In radar, the emanations employed are electromagnetic waves, 
while the latter examples employ acoustic radiation. Because it is so simple to un
derstand and to apply, it is tempting to invoke the echo-location principle whenever 
one attempts to probe a distant or opaque medium ( of any kind) with arbitrary wave-
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Figure 1.3: (a) Scatterers are situated at points X. Tx transmits an incident pulse. 
Rx receives the scattered field which has travelled along the dashed paths. (b) The 
transmitted and received time waveforms. 
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Figure 1.4: (a) All travel times from Tx to points on the ellipse (solid line), and then 
to Rx, are the same. (b) Ellipses generated by different Tx-Rx pairs all intersect only 
at the true positions of the scatterers. 
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like emanations. However, caution must be exercised. For the echo-location principle 
to be useful, the emanations and their interaction with the generalised constitutive 
parameter must satisfy various constraints. In situations where these constraints are 
significantly violated, and the behaviour of the emanations is no longer simple, it is 
necessary to increase the sophistication of the model in order to maintain an adequate 
description of the interaction. It is desirable to resist the introduction of more compli
cations than are absolutely necessary, both for conceptual and practical considerations. 
In the remainder of this section, the assumptions underlying the echo-location principle 
are identified. Departures from these assumptions likely to be significant in practice, 
and possible ways of compensating for them, are outlined. 

First, as is indicated in Section 1.6, it must be assumed that the medium can 
support wave motion, and that the waves travel with a constant speed of propagation. 
The wave motion can then often be adequately described in terms of straight rays 
and simple laws of reflection, enabling the problem to be solved geometrically. This 
assumption is implicit in all applications of radar [Kock 1973,Skolnik 1962]. Such a 
description is equivalent to requiring the radiation to satisfy Fermat's principle of least 
action in a homogeneous medium, and is encompassed in the theory of geometrical 
optics [Kline and Kay 1965]. The propagation speed is governed for electromagnetic 
and acoustic phenomena, respectively, by the permittivity and permeability, and by 
the density and compressibility, of the medium [Jones 1964]. Variations in these pa
rameters cause the propagation speed to vary. If the variations are small enough, it 
may be possible to describe the wave motion with curved rays [Cornbleet 1983]. Time 
delay, however, is no longer directly proportional to range. Variations in attenuation 
coefficient have a similar effect on amplitude estimation. In general, propagation speed 
variations cause reflection, refraction, and diffraction of the wave motion [Jones 1964]. 
Depending on the extent of the variations, and on the application, these effects may 
render echo-location totally or partially ineffective. 

Secondly, it is assumed in Section 1.6 that each scattering object is small 
enough to be associated with a single point in the medium. This depends on the 
duration of the pulse employed. If two scatterers are too close to be considered iso
lated, then any received echoes they generate overlap. If the received echoes overlap 
sufficiently, the scatterers become virtually indistinguishable and are said to be unre
solvable. An intuitive solution to this difficulty is to reduce the duration of the pulse. 
However, in order to radiate a finite amount of energy, the duration of the pulse must 
remain above some finite level. Furthermore, the maximum size of scatterer that can 
be considered a point is directly proportional to the pulse duration. By reducing the 
duration of the pulse, the radiation scattered from an object ultimately ceases to be 
isotropic and acquires significant directivity. Thus there is an unavoidable compromise 
here between reducing the pulse duration, which improves resolution, and maintaining 
the validity of the assumption of point scatterers. The geometrical theory of diffraction 
[Keller 1962,James 1976], the theory of physical optics [Bouwkamp 1954,Bates 1974], 
and the physical theory of diffraction [Ufimtsev 1971] are three approaches to describ
ing scattering by such extended object~ ( those that are not point scatterers). Moffat 
et al. [1981] use techniques such as the singularity expansion method [Baum 1976] to 
describe the scattered signals, and to infer the structure of the scatterer. All these 
approaches represent considerable departures from the simple concepts underlying the 
echo-location principle. 
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Another assumption made in Section 1.6 is that multiple scattering is neg
ligible. If this is invalid, received signals contain extraneous returns, so that false 
targets are predicted when the signals are interpreted in basic echo-location terms. 
Because scattered signals spread out and are attenuated as they propagate away from 
a scatterer, the strength of multiply scattered signals depends on the distance between 
scatterers. As the separation between individual scatterers decreases, the significance 
of multiply scattered signals tends to increase. 

Table 1.1 lists a selection of emanations, constitutive parameters with which 
they interact, transducers which transmit and receive them, and applications in which 
they may potentially be used for imaging. Notably, the schemes which are currently 
most successful are those based on the principles underlying echo-location, which is why 
echo-location has been introduced in this opening chapter. For the imaging methods 
listed in Table 1.1, that are predicated on physical models more sophisticated than 
those invoked for echo-location, many of the difficulties associated with them can be 
attributed to the incompatibility of each model with one or more of the assumptions 
underlying the echo-location principle. It is wi th overcoming these difficulties that this 
thesis is concerned. 
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Emanations Constitutive Transducers Imaging Applications 
parameters 

X-rays X-ray atten- X-ray sources; Diagnostic radiology 
uation coeffi- scintillation detec- (DR); 
cients ( elastic tors non-destructive test-
and Compton mg (NDT); package 
scattering be- and luggage surveil-
sides true ab- lance 
sorption) 

Gamma-rays Concentration Scintillation coun- DR 
from radio-isotope la- of radio- ters 
belled ingested or in- labelled sub-
jected substances stance 

Electron (wave) Schrodinger Electron Microscopy; tomogra-
beams potential dis- guns; film; photo- phy 

tribution multiplier/TV 

Acoustic and elastic Density; Any electro- DR; NDT; geological 
waves compressibil- mechanical trans- prospecting (GP); un-

ity; refractive duction device derwater sonar 
index; at ten-
uation 

Low-frequency Electrical Electrodes Crude 1magmg 
electric currents conductivity of blood vessels; GP; 

distribution NDT 
Magnetic fields Distribution (Electro )magnets; Magnetic resonance 

of RF coils; magne- imaging (MRI); mag-
nuclear spins; tometers netohydrodynamic 
blood flow unagmg 

Radio frequency (RF) Electron Capacitors; coils; MRI; DR; GP; radar; 
and microwave fields spms; per- antennas determination 

mittivity and of atmospheric mate-
conductivity rial and electron den-
distributions sities; microwave hy-

perthermia imaging 

Spatially In- Celestial Antennas; X-ray, Astronomical 1mag-
coherent electromag- bright- ultraviolet, optical, ing; mapping temper-
netic radiation from ness distribu- infrared, radio tele- ature distributions in-
microwaves to X-rays tions; volume scopes side human and other 

temperature bodies 
distributions 

Table 1.1: Emanations and generalised constitutive parameters 
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Chapter 2 

MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS OF 
SCATTERING 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is concerned with the first task involved in examining an inverse prob
lem, namely, forming a mathematical model of the physics describing the behaviour 
of emanations that interact with whatever objects occupy the region of interest. In 
Section 2.2 is presented a description of the most general time-domain behaviour of the 
emanations considered in this thesis. This description is defined by what is termed the 
underlying time-domain equation, and is a scalar linear partial differential equation in 
which the constitutive parameters characterising the afore-mentioned objects appear 
as coefficients. The equations employed in standard models of the behaviour of some of 
the emanations listed in Table 1.1 are manipulated and shown to be special cases of the 
underlying time-domain equation . It is considered instructive to include such details 
in order to enable identification of the assumptions required in the physical models, 
to reduce the equations to the underlying form. Thus, circumstances in which such a 
model is invalid can be determined. In Section 2.3, the equivalent frequency-domain 
formulation of the underlying time-domain equation is presented. 

In Section 2.4 are presented certain transformations to convert the general for
mulations of the first two sections to forms more suitable for examining direct and 
inverse problems. First, the underlying frequency-domain equation is subjected to a 
transformation converting it to what is termed the canonical form, involving a gener
alised constitutive parameter. The corresponding time-domain transformation and its 
limitations are discussed. 

There are two forms of generalised constitutive parameter widely considered 
in inverse scattering literature. One of these is that due to a variable refractive in
dex, leading in the frequency domain to the Helmholtz equation with inhomogeneous 
wavenumber. The other is that due to a quantum mechanical scattering potential, lead
ing to the Schrodinger equation. These two forms lead to quite different approaches to 
the respective inverse problems. The second transformation indicated in Section 2.4, 
valid for situations in which the constitutive parameter due to a variable refractive in
dex depends on only one spatial variable, can be invoked to convert the inhomogeneous 
Helmholtz equation into the Schrodinger equation. In such circumstances, techniques 
originally devised in quantum mechanical contexts can thus be applied to problems 
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concerned with wave scattering from regions of variable refractive index. 
In addition to the equations of Sections 2.2 through 2.4, it is necessary to 

introduce supplementary equations in order to completely describe the behaviour of 
emanations. Typical supplementary equations are collected in Section 2.5. 

In Section 2.6, the relative merits of the various time- and frequency- domain 
formulations are assessed. It is concluded that, in order to proceed with a unified 
treatment of all the phenomena considered in this chapter, the frequency-domain ap
proaches are more suitable. This is in accordance with the majority of inverse scattering 
literature. 

The concept of temporal frequency can be extended to spatial frequency. Sec
tion 2. 7 introduces the multi-dimensional Fourier transform and itemises some standard 
identities [Bracewell 1978], [Bates and McDonnell 1986, Chapter 2] that are usefully 
invoked in later chapters. 

2.2 TIME-DOMAIN EQUATIONS 

We take the emanations to be adequately represented in the time domain by a complex
valued scalar field 1/J(x It) that exists for all time, t E R, and all points in space, x E i. 
The temporal variable is preceded by 'I' to avoid ambiguity with the frequency-domain 
field 1/J(x, k) introduced in Section 2.4. No restriction is placed on the dimension I( 

of the vector x, whose components are denoted (x 1 , .. . , Xg ), although in two spatial 
dimensions it is more convenient to write ( x, y ). The underlying equation, describing 
the most general behaviour of the emanations considered in this thesis, is 

where Ot denotes partial differentiation with respect to time, and 'v is the spatial 
gradient operator. The operators £ 0 and £ 1 are differential operators of the form 

N1 

£1 (xi a;at) I: an (x) an;atn, (2.2) 
n=O 
No 

£0 (x I a;at) - I: f3n (x) an ;atn, (2.3) 
n=O 

where the an, f3n, and I are constitutive parameters of the region i. It is assumed 
that these parameters are time-invariant, at least for the duration needed to gather 
whatever data are required. For inverse source problems, as defined in Section 1.3, 
~ is also a constitutive parameter of the scattering region and must also satisfy the 
condition of the preceeding sentence. For inverse scattering problems, however, ~ 
represents the probing emanations that are under the control of the experimenter, and 
may vary arbitrarily in space and time, provided this variation is completely known 
to the experimenter. Note that the spatial derivative operator is in self-adjoint form 
'v ·( ,-1 'v) [Copson 1975, Chapter 5] and that I is assumed to be strictly positive. 
For almost all of the physical situations that are adequately described by the linear 
equation (2.1), the integers N 0 and N1 are either 0, 1, or 2. When the equivalent 
frequency-domain formulation is introduced in Section 2.3, it is seen that N 0 and N 1 
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can in principle be any non-negative integers. Outside Y s the constitutive parameters 
assume free-space values, here defined to be 

,(x) 1, 

ao ( x) 1, all other CTn ( x) = o, 
f32 ( x) 1, all other f3n ( x) = 0, (2.4) 

E (x) 0, whenever x E Y \ Ys, 

where the equation for E only applies to inverse source problems. Note that the 
notation Y \ Y s denotes the complement of Y s in Y. Thus, the free-space equation is 
merely the wave equation for a homogeneous medium whose speed of propagation is 
normalised to be unity, 

(v2 - 8tt) 1/; = - E. (2.5) 

It is perhaps surprising, given the simple nature of wave propagation in a ho
mogeneous medium, that an equation of such generality as (2.1) is required. However, 
the simplicity of the wave equation in a homogeneous medium is deceptive. vVhen inho
mogeneities are introduced ( without inhomogeneities there are no inverse problems!), 
it is very easy to make what are in fact unjustified generalisations of the homogeneous 
model, and to arrive thereby at an exceedingly inaccurate description of the behaviour 
of the emanations. (Hopefully, in such circumstances, careful examination of the be
haviour predicted theoretically by the direct problem can be found to be inconsistent 
with actual measurements, so that significant errors in the model can be detected.) 
For this reason, the equations governing macroscopic electromagnetism, elastic wave 
motion, and acoustic wave motion are derived in some detail below. These derivations 
state precisely the assumptions and approximations involved, and demonstrate that 
the underlying equation (2.1) contains the minimal amount of complication required 
to provide a unified treatment of the inverse scattering procedures considered in this 
thesis . 

2.2.1 Electromagnetism 

For the purposes of this thesis, macroscopic electromagnetic phenomena are adequately 
described by Maxwell's equations [Jones 1964, Chapter 1] 

'v-13 0, (2.6a) 

v.jj P, (2.66) 

VAii J+n, (2.6c) 

V!\E 
:... 

(2.6d) -B, 

where E is the electric field vector, ii is the magnetic field vector, D is the electric 
flux density, 13 is the magnetic flux density, J is the current density, and p is the 
charge density. All bodies considered here are taken to be linear and isotropic with 
constitutive equations of the form [Jones 1964, Chapter 1] 

jj 
..., 

EE, (2.7a) 
..., ..., 

(2.7b) B µH, 
..., 
J O"E, (2.7c) 
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where the permittivity 1:, the permeability /l, and the conductivity a- are real, scalar 
functions of space characterising a particular medium. Media not considered in this 
thesis include those whose constitutive parameters vary sufficiently rapidly in time 
to contribute significantly in the time-derivative terms of Maxwell's equations, and 
anisotropic materials whose constitutive parameters a.re tensors. 

Substituting (2.76) into (2.6d) produces 

V/\E = -µH. (2.8) 

Taking the curl of both sides and invoking a vector identity [Arfken 1970, Chapter 1] 
yields 

V(V·E)- v 22 V/\V/\E 

-V/\(µH) 
. . 

- V /l I\ fj - µ V /\H. (2.9) 

Expanding the RHS of (2.9), with the aid of (2 .8) and the time derivative of (2.6c), 
gives 

V(V•E) - v 2 E = v fl I\ (1/ µ)VAE - µ(J + D). 
By employing (2.7a) and (2.7c) and rearranging, 

.. . 
V 2E- /lEE- µa-E = V(V•E) -(Vlnµ) /\ (V/\E), 

is easily obtained. Furthermore, substituting (2.7a) into (2.66) results in 

V-(1:E) = P, 

and expanding the divergence leads to 

V-E = p/1: - E · V(ln1:), 

so that (2.11) becomes 

V 2E- µ1:EJ- µa-E5 = V(p/1:) - V (E. V(ln1:)) - (Vlnµ) /\ (V/\E). 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

For all negligibly magnetic materials (i.e. the majority), it is sufficient to approximate 
µ by /lo = permeability of free space, so that the last term of RHS (2.14) vanishes. 
Now, if the functions E and a- vary with only one spatial variable x, say, and if E is 
entirely directed (i.e. is polarized) perpendicular to the x-direction, the second term in 
RHS (2.14) also vanishes. Thus, the equation a.rising from (2.14) for this perpendicular 
component of E is of the form of the underlying equation, 

2 .. . v 2 E - v E - fJE = -~, 

where 

V ftiio, 
µa-, 

-o(p/ 1:)/ ax, 
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and the units are chosen so that the free space parameters Eo and µ0 satisfy (2.4), i.e. 

(2.19) 

If E varies with more than one spatial variable but, nonetheless, much less 
rapidly than E, then the second term in RHS (2.14) can still be neglected, so that 

.. . 
V2 E - v 2 E - {3E = V(p/E). (2.20) 

Even though (2.20) is a vector wave equation, if Eis expressed in a Cartesian coordinate 
system, so that the unit vectors are constant in direction as well as in magnitude 
[Arfken 1970, Chapter 2], then each component of E satisfies an equation of the form 
of (2.15). 

In electrostatics, all the time derivatives are identically zero. Hence, (2.6d) 
implies that E can be written in terms of a potential function 

E = -VV. (2.21) 

Equation (2.12) now becomes 
V·(EVV) = -p, (2.22) 

which is an elliptic form of the underlying equation. The significance of this is further 
discussed in Section 2.6. Note that it is not necessary to assumeµ is constant here, nor 
that ln(E) varies negligibly in comparison with V, as was assumed in deriving (2.15). 

2.2.2 Elastic waves 

The physics of elastic and acoustic waves is formulated here within the framework of 
continuum mechanics [Spencer 1980], which attempts to describe macroscopic phenom
ena that occur in typical laboratory conditions on earth. Thus, velocities are assumed 
small relative to the speed of light, enabling relativistic effects to be ignored. Fur
thermore, the "continuum particle" is not a microscopic quantity but an aggregate of 
atomic particles over a sufficiently large volume to justify considering quantities such 
as density to be continuous. 

There are two alternative, but completely equivalent, approaches commonly 
used to describe motion of a continuum [Truesdell 1977, Chapter 2]. These are the 
Lagrangian (sometimes called referential or material) description and the Eulerian (or 
spatial) description, and are distinguished by the choice of independent variables. In 
the Lagrangian description, the independent variables are time, t, and the positions, 
X, of material particles at some convenient reference time. Motion is then described 
by the positions of these particles at later times, 

x = x(x It) . 

Displacement and velocity are defined, respectively, by 

u(x It) 

v(x It) 
x(x It) -x, 

~~(x It). 
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In the Eulerian description, the independent variables are time and fixed points in 
space, x. At any time t, a specific material particle occupies the point x, i.e. 

x = i(xl t). (2.26) 

The convective derivative of a quantity </>( x It) is defined by 

D</> = 84> (v. 'v) ,1, 
Dt at + 'I-', 

(2.27) 

where 84> / 8t is ordinary partial differentiation with respect tot (i.e. xis held constant). 
In the convective derivative, the motion of the particles is taken into account by the 
second term in RHS (2.27). 

The law of conservation of mass stipulates that the increase in mass of a volume 
moving with the medium is equal to the mass flowing into the volume. In differential 
form, writing the density of the medium as p, this becomes the continuity equation 
[Truesdell 1977, Chapter 3] : 

(2.28) 

or, making use of (2.27) , 
Dp n _, 
Dt + pv · V = 0. (2.29) 

Newton's second law of motion states that the time rate of change of linear 
momentum of a region is proportional to the resultant force applied to it, producing 
the equation of motion [Truesdell 1977, Chapter 3] : 

Dv _, 
P Dt = 'v . T + Pf. (2.30) 

In (2.30), f represents the external body force per unit mass. The constitution of the 
medium is described by the Cauchy stress tensor T. For linear isotropic elastic media 
[Spencer 1980], 

T;j = ½i = A 'v. 'UOjj + µ ('l.lj,j + Uj,i)' (2.31) 

where .A ( x) and µ( x) are the Lame parameters, 8 is the Kronecker delta, and the 
partial derivative of a scalar quantity c.p with respect to the i-th spatial coordinate is 
denoted by 

(2.32) 

with the obvious generalisation to higher order derivatives. 
Let p0(x) denote the density of the medium at rest. If there are no body forces 

then the medium remains at rest. Now consider only a small perturbation from the 
static case. The displacement and density are expressed as 

u(xl t) 
p(xl t) 
f(xlt) 

dJ(xlt) 
Po(x) + cp1(xlt), 

ch(xlt), 
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(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 



where€ is a small dimensionless number. Substitution of (2.33) into (2.31) and retain
ing only terms of first order in € produces, in the notation of (2.32), and with implied 
summation over any repeated index, 

(V•T)i J;i,i 

~ ( ,\ 'v·U) ,i +µ (Ui,ii + Ui,iJ 

~ [(,\ + µ) V.0-] ,i +µ'v 2Ui, (2.36) 

where it has been necessary to assume that gradients ofµ are negligible. Thus, using 
a vector identity [Arfken 1970, Chapter 1], 

V-T = V [(,\ + 2µ) V-U] - µVI\ V /\U. (2.37) 

The convective derivative in (2.30) is nonlinear in v. Since only small amplitude wave 
motion is being considered, terms nonlinear in € can be ignored. So with the aid of 
(2.37), (2.30) becomes 

pofJ2U ;at2 = V [(,\ + 2µ) V-0-] - µVI\ V /\U + Po!~- (2.38) 

Thus, to first order in c, perturbations of the static density p0(x) have no effect on the 
resultant wave motion. Furthermore, p0 commutes with time derivatives. Now, any 
vector p0i1 can be written as [Morse and Feshbach 1953, Chapter 1] 

poU = 'vVJ + V /\A, (2.39) 

and similarly, 
Pof~ =VF+ V /\G, (2.40) 

Substitution of (2.39) and (2.40) into (2.38), and separation of the gradient and curl 
terms, respectively, results in the pair of equations 

p + 2µ) v. [Po1 (vVJ + v /\A)] + F, 

-µv I\ [Po 1 (vVJ + v /\A)] + a, 
(2.41) 

(2.42) 

which describe the propagation of compressional and shear waves, respectively, in an 
elastic medium. 

Under the assumptions made here, the continuity equation (2.28) becomes 

p(xit) + v2~ = o. (2.43) 

Integration of (2.43) with respect to t, gives the perturbation of the density in terms 
of VJ. 

Note that propagation of compressional and shear waves is coupled through 
the appearance of VJ and A in both (2.41) and (2.42), which are scalar and vector wave 
equations, respectively. If an elastic fluid is being considered then, by definition, no 
shear stress can be supported. Consequently µ, G, and hence A, are all identically 
zero. The resulting equation for VJ is of the form (2.1) : 

,\ V · (Po 1 V VJ) - ;/; = - F. 
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A model of elastic solids incorporating the effects of a non-zero µ must involve 
solving both equations simultaneously. Current ability to solve direct problems involv
ing vector wave equations is insufficient to be usefully applied to the associated inverse 
problems. Boyse and Keller [1986] and Blackledge et al. [1987b] employ a slightly 
more general model, in which non-zero µ is permitted, and gradients of,\ and µ are 
not neglected in (2.36). In both treatments of the associated inverse problem, recourse 
is made to the Born approximation described in Section 4.2.1, which imposes just as 
severe a restriction on the validity of their models . In addition, both experimenters 
eventually assume that the effect of shear waves is negligible or can be identified, so 
that ultimately only a scalar wave equation is considered. 

2.2.3 Acoustic waves 

The derivation presented here closely follows Vvilcox [1984, Chapter 1], but includes the 
effect of viscosity [Wall 1987]. The physical parameters characterising a compressible, 
viscous, heat conducting fluid are pressure p(x It), density p(x It), velocity v(x It), 
temperature 0(£1t), conductivity K(xlt), and entropy per unit mass S(xlt). As for 
elastic waves, motion is described by (2.28) (or, equivalently, (2.29)) and (2.30). In 
addition, equations describing the thermal properties of the medium are required. 
These are firstly, an equation relating the variation of S to the diffusion of heat, and 
secondly, two equations representing the thermodynamic equation of state. Thus, the 
field equations are 

ap/at + v-(pv) 0, (2.45a) 

pDv/Dt 
_, 

'v•T + pf, (2.45b) 

pDS/Dt e-1 \/·(K\/0), (2.45c) 

<I?(p, p, 0) 0, (2.45d) 

c/>(p, p, S) 0. (2.45e) 

The constitutive equation for Newtonian (linear) isotropic viscous fluids relate 
stress to pressure and shear rate [Spencer 1980, Chapter 8] : 

~j = ½i = ( -p + ..\ v-v) oij + µ ( vi,j + Vj,i), (2.46) 

where ..\( £) and p( £) are the coefficients of viscosity. 
Consider, first, a static fluid in which the external body force is zero. Denoting 

the static fluid parameters by a subscript zero, it is seen that 

vo = f~ = 0, To= -po(x)I, 

where I denotes the Kronecker delta. Thus, (2.45b) reduces to 

'vpo = 0, 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

implying that p0 is constant . If the static temperature distribution 0 0 ( £) is specified 
then p0(x) and S0 (£) are determined by (2.45d) and (2.45e). 
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Now consider a small perturbation of the static situation. Using E for a small 
dimensionless parameter, the fluid parameters are written as 

f(x It) Ef~(xlt), 
p(x It) Po+ Ep1(x It), 
p(x It) Po + EP1 ( x I t), (2.49) 

v(x It) Ev1(x It), 

S(x It) So(x) + ES1(xlt). 

These expressions are now substituted into (2.45a) through (2.45e) and (2.46), terms 
containing powers of€ higher than the first being neglected. In addition, the adiabatic 
hypothesis is assumed, which stipulates that acoustic disturbances are so rapid thaf 
heat diffusion is negligible during the passage of the acoustic waves. Thus, setting 
K = 0 in ( 2 .45c) results in 

DS/Dt = 0. (2.50) 

The local phase velocity may be introduced in the following manner. First, the con
vective derivative of (2.45e) yields, after invoking (2.50), 

fJcp Dp + 8¢> D p = O 
op Dt op Dt . (2.51) 

By applying the definition (2.27) of convective derivative to p and p, the linearised 
expressions 

Dp/Dt 
Dp/Dt 

€0pi/8t, 

E(8pi/8t+v1 ·Vpo), 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

are obtained. Furthermore, the partial derivatives of cp may be expanded in a Taylor 
series about (po, po, So) : 

where 

cp~(x) = ~<P (Po,Po(x),So(x)), 
up 

and 

cp~(x) = ~<P (Po,Po(x),So(x)). 
up 

So, to first order in E, (2.51) reduces to 

cp~8pi/8t + cp~(opifot +v1 · Vpo) = 0. 

Defining the local phase velocity c(x) by 

-cp~/ <P~ 

Opl 
Op So' 
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(2.54) 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 

(2.59) 



the pressure perturbation is seen to be related to density by 

(2.60) 

After similar manipulations to those presented in Section 2.2.2, the continuity equation 
becomes 

0 8pif 8t + 'v Po· v1 + Po 'v•v1 
c-2apif 8t + po'v·v1, 

and the equation of motion becomes 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

To obtain an equation in terms of velocity, differentiate (2.62) with respect to t and 
use (2.61) to eliminate p, resulting in 

In an analogous manner to (2.39), express p0v1 as 

pov1 = 'vVJ + 'v AA, 

and recall (2.40). Separation of gradient and curl terms in (2.63) yields 

(2.63) 

(2.64) 

(2.65) 

(2.66) 

Again, in order to neglect vector wave motion, it must be assumed that µ = 0. A 
simple rearrangement of (2.65) results in an equation of the underlying form (2.1) : 

(2.67) 

where 
~=F. (2.68) 

The term >.at causes viscous dissipation, which has an effect similar to the diffusion of 
heat [Morse and Ingard 1968, Section 6.4]. 

2.3 FREQUENCY-DOMAIN EQUATIONS 

Since the underlying time-domain equation is linear in ~JJ(x It), (but not in the con
stitutive parameters) a totally equivalent theory can be formulated in terms of the 
monochromatic temporal frequency components of VJ [Goodman 1968, Chapter 1]. It 
is convenient to introduce what is here called a preliminary frequency-domain field 
¢(x, k), which is defined by 

¢(x, k) = 1: VJ(xl t)e-ikt dt, 
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and obeys the inverse relation 

(2. 70) 

Upon substitution into (2.1 ), ,(ii is found to satisfy the underlying frequency-domain 
equation, 

where 

£0(x, k) 

N1 

L an( x)( ik t' 
n=O 

No 

L f3n(x)(ik)n, 
n=O 

(2. 71) 

(2.72) 

(2. 73) 

and t ( x, k) is defined in terms of E( x I t) in the same way that ,(ii ( x, k) is defined in 
terms of 1/;(x It). Recall that (2.5) implies that the free-space wavespeed c is normalised 
to unity. For other conventions, k is replaced above by the angular frequency w = kc. 

The linearity of (2.1), together with the assumption that the constitutive pa
rameters are time-independent, permits the individual frequency components of the 
field describing the emanations to be analysed independently. In the time-domain for
mulation (2.1) the constitutive parameters an and (311 , describing the region of interest, 
appear in differential operators that involve taking time-derivatives of 1/;( x It). By in
troducing the function ,(/i( x, k ), which is the ( temporal, as opposed to spatial) Fourier 
transform of 1/;( x It), these parameters now appear in expressions (2. 72) and (2. 73) 
which are merely polynomials in k. Thus, all time-derivatives are replaced by a prod
uct of the undifferentiated field and the ratio of two polynomials in k. Furthermore, 
(2. 71) contains spatial derivatives of order no greater than two and, since , is assumed 
strictly positive (refer to Section 2.2), is an elliptic partial differential equation. Com
ments on the consequences this imposes for inverse scattering techniques are made in 
Section 2.6. 

2.4 TRANSFORMATIONS TO CANONICAL 
FORM 

Examination of the underlying frequency-domain equation (2. 71) reveals that, although 
the constitutive parameters an and f3n appear in a single ratio, the term I appears 
separately. It is convenient to perform the following transformation so that all these 
functions are incorporated in a single term. Make the substitution [Brekhovskikh 1960] 

,(/i(x, k) = , 1l2(x)1/J(x, k), 

which implies that 

11/2V1/; _ (l/2),-1/21/;V,, 

-112 [v2 v2, - 3V,. v,] .1, 
'Y + 2, 4,2 'I-'· 
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(2. 74) 

(2. 75) 

(2.76) 



Thus, (2. 71) can be written as 

(2.77) 

Upon multiplying through by 1 1/ 2 , the following canonical form is attained : 

[v2 + k 2x2 (£, k)] 'lj;(x, k) = -E(x, k), (2.78) 

where 

(2.79) 

and 
(2.80) 

The term x is seen to be the generalised constitutive parameter referred to in Sec
tion 1.4. Substitution of (2.4), (2.72), and (2.73) into (2.79) reveals that the free-space 
value of x is unity. 

The transformation (2.74) can be applied equally well to 'lj;(x It) to produce 
1~(£1 t). When the manipulations corresponding to (2.75) and (2.76) are inserted into 
(2.1), the following is obtained: 

(2.81) 

where 

(2.82) 

and 
E(£ It)= , 112E(£ 1 t). (2.83) 

It is not possible, however, to divide (2.81) by £ 1 which is still a differential operator 
involving time-derivatives. 

From the point of view of this thesis, the time-domain is now sufficiently ex
plored. Because it is argued in Section 2.6 that, although advantages accrue from 
employment. of the time-domain, the frequency-domain leads to greater ease in under
standing and solving inverse problems, attention is now concentrated on frequency
domain approaches to direct and inverse scattering. 

Inspection of (2.15),(2.44), and (2.67), reveals that x2 , as given by (2.79), 
assumes the form 

v 2 -i(J/k, 

Po 2po V 2po - 3V Po· V Po k-2 
T + 4p5 • ' 

Po 2poV2po -3Vpo · Vpok_ 2 

p0c2 + ik>. + 4p5 " ' 

(2.84) 

(2.85) 

(2.86) 

for electromagnetic, elastic, and acoustic, media respectively. Only a minority of liter
ature on electromagnetic inverse problems consider the frequency-dependent attenua
tion term i(J / k. The computational difficulties a.re so great that often only problems 
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involving one spatial dimension are tractable [Kristensson and Krueger 1987]. When 
attenuation is ignored, the canonical equation (2. 78) reduces to the inhomogeneous 
Helmholtz equation 

(2.87) 

The constitutive parameter v describes variations in the refractive index of the medium. 
The Helmholtz equation also applies to elastic media of constant density, so that v 2 = ,\ 
in (2.85). Perfect acoustic fluids are described by (2.86) with ,\ = 0. The most com
monly employed model for inverse acoustic scattering assumes that density is constant, 
leading again to the Helmholtz equation. Although the .assumption of constant den
sity is questionable, recent results indicate that variations in density are often of minor 
importance compared with sound speed variations [Robinson and Greenleaf 1986]. 

If an elastic medium varies in such a way that p0 ( x) = >.( x) everywhere, then 
(2.85) reduces to a function of the form [Rose et al. 1985] 

(2.88) 

so that the canonical equation (2.78) becomes 

(2.89) 

The last equation is more familiar as the frequency-domain Schrodinger equation where 
V represents the scattering potential. Note that the refractive index, which is de
termined by the part of (2.88) that is independent of k, is unity. Besides being 
equivalent to the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, the time-domain version of 
(2.89), obtained by Fourier transformation (see Section 2.3), is also referred to as the 
plasma-wave equation [Newton 1985], [DeFacio and Rose 1985]. The one-dimensional 
version of (2.89) has been used to model radio-wave propagation in the ionosphere 
[Budden 1985,Jordan and Ahn 1979]. 

Perhaps the two most common forms of underlying equation considered in the 
inverse scattering literature are the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation (2.87) and the 
frequency-domain version (2.89) of the Schrodinger equation. When v depends on 
only one spatial variable x, say, it is possible to transform the Helmholtz equation into 
the Schrodinger equation. Make the change of independent and dependent variables 
[Olver 1974, Chapter 6], [Bates and Wall 1976] : 

X 

J(x,k) 

[x
00 

v( z ) dz, 

11 1l 2'lj;(x, k), 

(2.90) 

(2.91) 

and denote v( x) in the new coordinate system by 11( x). Since k is to be treated as an 
arbitrary, but fixed, constant and because x and x are merely scalar variables, gradient 
and Laplacian operators reduce to ordinary first and second derivatives, 

VJ'( X) 

(2.92) 

and 

(2.93) 
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so that (2.87) becomes 

¢"(x, k) + (k2 + V(x)) 1f(x, k) = -~, (2.94) 

where 

V( ~-) = ( v') 2 - 20011 

X ~2 4v 
(2.95) 

and 
(2.96) 

The one-dimensional Helmholtz equation has thus been transformed into the Schrodinger 
equation. Three-dimensional problems involving the Helmholtz equation that are 
spherically symmetric are, in effect, only one-dimensional since only the radial coordi
nate is involved [Eftimiu and Huddleston 1984]. Such problems can also be converted 
to the Schrodinger equation [Prosser 1972]. Provided only one spatial variable is con
sidered, the transformations (2.90) and (2.91) can also be applied to the time-domain 
versions of (2.87) and (2.89). Thus, 

(2.97) 

can be converted to 
(axx - att + V)¢(x It)= 0. (2.98) 

In the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation, waves travel with a velocity l/v(x) 
that varies with position. The transformations (2.90) and (2.91) invoked above de
fine a new spatial coordinate in which waves travel with a constant speed. In one 
dimension, this is possible since the direction in which the waves are transmitted 
(and reflected) is known. Bates and Millane (1981] comment on the desirability of 
generalising the transformation to higher dimensions, but the task proves impossi
ble. The reason for this is that the velocity of a wave passing through a particu
lar point depends on the value of v at that point, and is also affected by the di
rection in which the wave is travelling at that instant ( as determined by the laws 
of refraction). It is only within a quasi-particle description of wave propagation 
[Marcuvitz 1980], [Calderone et al. 1985], [Lee and Marcuvitz 1986] or the parabolic 
approximation [DeSanto 1977], [Corones and Krueger 1983], [Siegmann et al. 1985], 
[Thomson and Wood 1987] to the Helmholtz equation that an equation of the 
Schrodinger type is obtained. The Helmholtz equation then admits what 
is called factorisation [Fishman and McCoy 1984a], [Fishman and McCoy 19846), 
[Fishman and McCoy 1984c], [Weston 1987]. 

2.5 SUPPLEMENTARY EQUATIONS 

In this thesis, differential equations a.re understood in the context of generalised func
tions (Shilov 1968,Stakgold 1979]. In such a setting, classical (i.e. sufficiently continu
ous and differentiable) solutions are permitted as well as "weak solutions" that exist 
only in an operational sense. Consequently, precise meaning can be attributed to 
entities such as the Dirac delta function. 

In order to specify a complete description of the behaviour of particular ema
nations, the differential equations of the previous two sections must be supplemented 
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by conditions that are entirely dependent on the particular physical situation under 
consideration. Below are listed typical supplementary conditions. First, boundary 
conditions are considered. Boundary conditions apply in both time- and frequency
domain formulations. In the former, each is taken to apply for all time. Thus, no 
explicit functional dependence of VJ is shown. Initial conditions only apply in the 
time-domain. Radiation conditions are appropriate in unbounded spatial domains. 

2.5.1 Boundary conditions 

The spatial domain over which the differential equation is defined is denoted n, and 
its boundary denoted an. Boundary conditions are applicable on an and fall into 
three classes : 

Dirichlet boundary condition : 
VJ= 0 on an. (2.99) 

Such a condition can be used to describe the vanishing of the tangential electric 
field on the surface of a perfect conductor. Alternatively, if VJ is the velocity 
potential for acoustic waves, then (2.99) is appropriate for a completely flexible 
(non-rigid) boundary, and is often called the "sound soft" boundary condition. 

Neumann boundary condition: 

aVJ/an = 0 on an, (2.100) 

where a/an denotes the normal derivative on an. This describes the "sound 
hard" boundary condition, requiring the acoustic velocity across the surface (i.e. 
in the direction of the normal 11,) to vanish identically. It also applies to the 
tangential magnetic field on the surface of a perfect conductor. 

Impedance boundary condition : 

aVJ/an - ZVJ = 0 on an. (2.101) 

Here, Z represents an impedance, and may be a function of position on the 
boundary. There do not seem to be any physical situations exactly described by 
an impedance boundary condition, which can nonetheless be convenient and use
ful, e.g. for highly but not perfectly conducting boundaries (Senior 1960]. When 
treating inverse problems, the shape of the region n is often unknown. Since Z 
depends on the region under consideration, it is unlikely that the impedance can 
be specified a priori, and therefore cannot be easily incorporated into an inverse 
technique. Exceptions to this difficulty are the boundary conditions listed above, 
which correspond to Z = oo and Z = 0 respectively. 

2.5.2 Initial conditions 

These specify the field and its derivatives throughout D at some convenient time, t = 0, 
say. In wave problems, it is often more convenient to impose the equivalent condition 
of causality 

VJ(xlt)=0, t < O. (2.102) 
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2.5.3 Radiation condition 

Let S denote a closed surface. The Sommerfeld radiation condition [Muller 1969, 
Chapter 3], 

J ls 18¢/on + ik'l/JI dS = o(l) as s --too, (2.103) 

ensures that scattered waves travelling in an unbounded region contain a finite amount 
of energy. Note that the notation f(x) = o(g(x)) means [Olver 1974, Chapter 1] 

lim f(x)/g(x) = 0, (2.104) 
X-+00 

which is not to be confused with f(x) = O(g(x)) which means [Olver 1974, Chapter 1] 

lim J(x)/g(x) = L, (2.105) 
X-+00 

L being finite in general. 

2.5.4 Jump conditions 

Classical solutions of a differential equation are required to be sufficiently differentiable. 
Thus, the classical differential equation only applies in domains where the functions 
appearing as coefficients are suitably continuous. \iVeak solutions of a differential equa
tion are not restricted in the same way, but must be constrained across discontinuities 
by jump conditions. Jump conditions are distinct from boundary conditions because 
boundary conditions must be imposed independently from the differential equation 
whereas jump conditions are· stipulated by the differential equation. 

To derive jump conditions, the differential equation is rewritten in integral 
form. A differential equation is often derived from an integral expression representing 
the conservation of some physical quantity (such as mass or charge). The differential 
equation is merely the manifestation of the integral expression when the volume of 
integration is of infinitesimal size. Homogeneous jump conditions typically express 
continuity of some physical quantity across an interface, and take the form 

0, 

0, 

(2.106) 

(2.107) 

where [x] denotes the difference in value of x on either side of the interface. The 
forms assumed by e and r:v, which are simply related to the constitutive parame
ters of the medium under consideration, for standard mathematical models of phys
ical situations can be found in any number of texts [Jackson 1975, Introduction], 
[Born and vVolf 1970, Chapter 1], [Jaunzemis 1967, Chapter 3]. 

Jump conditions cause a significant increase in the complication of integral for
mulations of scattering, as is shown in Section 3.4, and prohibit simple computational 
solution of inverse problems [Angell et al, 1987,Colton and Monk 1987]. The class of 
problems governed by the uniform jump conditions, 

[el = [wl = o, (2.108) 

comfortably avoid the extra complication associated with incorporation of non-uniform 
jump conditions because both ¢ and its normal derivative are continuous everywhere. 
The conventional volume-source formulation, which encompasses the Born and Ry
tov approximations ( described in Chapter 4) that lead to diffraction tomography ( see 
Section 6.5), implicitly assume that the uniform jump conditions hold. 
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2.6 COMPARISON OF TIME- AND 
FREQUENCY- DOMAIN FORMULATIONS 

The previous sections in this chapter demonstrate how time- and frequency- domain 
formulations can be derived to model various physical processes. This section summa
rizes the advantages and limitations of the respective models . 

A feature of formulating scattering problems in the frequency-domain is the 
ability to pose the problem in terms of a single generalised constitutive parameter X, as 
demonstrated in Section 2.4 [Bates 1984). Phenomena such as dispersion, which require 
special treatment in time-domain approaches, are easily accounted for by permitting 
complex and frequency-dependent values of X· The constitutive parameters appear in 
X as coefficients in a polynomial fraction of k. If x can be determined for all x and 
sufficiently 111.any k, then the simple functional dependence of x on k pennits , and 
each an, fJn to be extracted. All that is required is to merely solve a set of linear 
simulta;neous equations, obtained at different values of k. 

Note, however, that by assuming k to be fixed, the experimenter loses one 
degree of freedom in the ability to vary the incident field. Inverse scattering algorithms 
developed in the frequency-domain usually gather data from remote measurements 
performed at a variety of combinations of transmitter/receiver positions. In time
domain approaches, where the frequency of the incident field can be varied, it is often 
sufficient to keep either the transmitter or the receiver position fixed. 

The major conceptual distinction between tirne- and frequency- domain fornrn
lations can be understood by noting that the underlying frequency-domain equation 
is an elliptic partial differential equation whereas the time-domain equation is hyper
bolic [Garabedian 1964, Chapter 3]. Partial differential equation theory reveals that 
solutions to elliptic equations are "better-behaved" than their hyperbolic counterparts. 
Whereas solutions to elliptic equations are "smooth", hyperbolic equations admit the 
propagation of discontinuities [John 1978, Chapter 5]. This property of hyperbolic 
equations is most often exploited in time-domain approaches by employing the notion 
of a pulse of radiation that exists for a finite duration. Hyperbolic differential equations 
also admit the concept of a domain of dependence [Garabedian 1964, Chapter 5]. The 
ability of a disturbance at (xi t) to remain unnoticed at (:i:1 I ti) until lt1 -ti > lx1 - xi 
forms the essence of the concept of causality. This concep t is sacrificed in the frequency 
domain since monochromatic waves with the implicit temporal dependence exp(ikt) 
necessarily exist for all time, thereby excluding the notion of a pulse. The notion of 
causality is a powerful argument for the preferability of time-domain approaches, but is 
also a major weakness, due to the numerical instabilities inherent in solving problems 
involving discontinuities. 

Although from an analytical perspective, time- and frequency- domain ap
proaches are equivalent, and despite the conceptual advantages of invoking the concep t 
of causality, the numerical difficulties arising when solving scattering problems in the 
time-domain are daunting. The above arguments suggest that it is more profitable 
to perform analysis in the frequency-domain. Consequently, the remaining chapters 
develop solutions to both direct and inverse problems using (2. 78) as a starting point. 

The above conclusion does not hold for scattering in a single space dimen
sion or, equivalently, for scatterers whose constitutive parameters vary in only one 
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dimension. This is because, as demonstrated in Section 2.4, one can readily transform 
between the one-dimensional Helmholtz and Schrodinger equations. From the point of 
view of this thesis, however, the above remark does not invalidate the conclusion drawn 
in the previous paragraph, since the aim ( as stated at the beginning of the Preface) 
is to provide a general overview of inverse scattering, and one-dimensional scatter
ers are highly specialised, arising only rarely ( even approximately) in the real-world. 
Consequently, one-dimensional scatterers are only discussed briefly in this thesis, in 
Sections 2.4 and 6.8. 

2.7 THE FOURIER TRANSFORM 

The description of sinusoidally varying time waveforms by employing the frequency
domain is universally understood for all linear, time-invariant, systems (refer to Sec
tion 2.3). An analogous decomposition of a spatially varying function into spatial 
frequency components, each with a definite spatial periodicity, introduces the concept 
of multi-dimensional Fourier transforms. There are many notations for the Fourier 
transform of a function [Bracewell 1978, Chapter 2]. In this thesis, a function of xis 
generally written as a lower-case Roman or Greek letter, for example J(x) or ¢(x, k), 
while its Fourier transform is denoted either by F[f ( x)] ( 17) or by the corresponding 
upper-case letter, e.g. F( il) or \JI( 17, k ), with the arguments omitted whenever the mean
ing is clear. The Fourier transform variable 17 = ( u 1 , ... , 'lll() corresponding to x is, 
in two spatial dimensions, more conventionally denoted ( u, v) (refer to Section 2.2). 
Image-function space consists of all functions J( x) and their Fourier transforms F( il) 
constitute Fourier-function space. All integrals in this section are understood to extend 
from -oo to oo for each component of x or 17. 

The Fourier transform off is defined as [Bracewell 1978, Chapter 2] 

F(il) F[f ( x)]( 17) 

J f ( x)e-i21ru-x di. (2.109) 

The inverse relation is given by 

f( x) F- 1 [.f ( 17)]( x) 

j F( 17)ei21ril-x d17 

F [F[.f]( 17)] (-i). (2.110) 

The classical condition for existence of the Fourier transform is that lfl 2 is Lebesgue in
tegrable, although this can be extended in the theory of distributions (see, for example, 
Arsac [1966] or Shilov [1968, Chapter 2]). 

The Fourier transform of a real function is conjugate-symmetric [Bracewell 1978, 
Chapter 2], 

[F[.f]( -17)]* = F[f]( 17). (2.111) 

The effect of translating a function is to introduce a linear phase shift to its Fourier 
transform 

F[f(x - a)](17) = e-i21r17•°F[.f(i)](17). 
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The convolution of two functions, g(x) and h(x), is defined by [Bracewell 1978, 
Chapter 3], 

f(x) g(x) 0 h(x) 

j g(y)h( x - fl) dy 

h(x) 0 g(x), (2.113) 

where the last line follows by making the change of variables z = x - fl. The Fourier 
transform of a convolution is [Bracewell 1978, Chapter 6], 

F[f] = F[g]F[h]. 

The Dirac 8-function 8 ( x) is defined in a dis tri bu tional sense by 

J f(x)8(x) dx = J(o), 

where O is the zero vector. Clearly, from the properties of the 8-function, 

J(x) = f(x) 0 8(x), 

holds for any f ( x). 
The autocorrelation off is defined as 

ff(x) = f(x) 0 f*(-x). 

(2,114) 

(2.115) 

(2.116) 

(2.117) 

When ii is permitted to have complex-valued components, ff has the Fourier transform 

F[ff(x)] J J f*(y)f(x + i/)e-i21ru•x dx di/ 

j j f*(ii)f(i)e-i21ru•(z-y) di di/ 

j f*(if)ei21ra .g di/ j f(z)e-i21ru• z di 

[.r[f] ( u~) ]* F[f] (ii). (2.118) 

In the event that the components of ii are real-valued, u~ = ii, the Fourier transform 
of ff is entirely real, i.e. 

F[ffl( ii) = IF[!]( ii)J 2 . (2.119) 

Denote by supp(!), the support of J, i.e. the set of points at which f is non-
zero, 

supp(!)= {x: f(x)-/= O} . (2.120) 

A function f is said to be of finite extent ( compact support) if the linear extent of 
supp(!) in each Cartesian direction, Li say, is finite, 

f(x) = 0 if any lxd > Li/2. 

For functions that satisfy positivity, i.e. 

f(x) 2: 0 for all x, 
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ff is also positive and has a linear extent in each Cartesian direction, LLi, double that 
of J, 

(2.123) 

The position has now been reached where it is appropriate to provide a concrete 
example of the manner in which a function can be represented by an expansion in terms 
of basis functions (refer to Section 1.5). Consider a two-dimensional function f(x,y) 
of finite extent. The discrete Fourier series representation for f within supp(!) is 

(2.124) 

The exponential functions are to be associated with the 2m of Section 1.5 ( after suitable 
re-ordering of the pair of integers m 1 , m 2 ) while the quantities Fm1m2 are the expansion 
coefficients. The sampling theorem [Bates and McDonnell 1986, Section 10] states 
that the Fm1 m2 are merely samples of the Fourier transform off spaced at intervals of 
1/ L1 and 1/ L2 in the 1l and v directions respectively, i.e. 

(2 .125) 

For general f, M 1 and lv[2 are infinite. Truncation to finite values of M 1 and M 2 is not 
only necessary for the reasons intimated in Section 1.5, but also represents a procedure 
for overcoming ill-posedness, for the 1Fm1 m2 I associated with physically meaningful 
functions f inevitably decrease with increasing m 1 and m 2 to a level comparable to 
the noise present in the system. The intricacies of dealing with infinite summations 
becomes apparent when it is realised that, with the 2-norm (the energy norm) and the 
oo-norm (the maximum norm) defined respectively by 

ll!ll2 
ll!lloo 

[ ] 
1/2 J lf(x)l2 clx 

sup !f(x)I, 
x 

(2.126) 

(2.127) 

(2.124) converges to f in the former but not the latter. This is commonly known as 
Gibb's phenomenon [Bracewell 1978, Chapter 10]. 
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Chapter 3 I 

WAVE PROPAGATION 
CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The canonical frequency-domain equation (2. 78), together with appropriate supple
mentary equations (see Section 2.5), describes the underlying relationship between the 
generalised constitutive parameter x and the field 'l/; characterising the emanations. 
Explicit analytical expressions for 'l/; in terms of readily evaluable functions exist only 
for a limited class of geometries [Bowman et al. 1969]. Typically, the boundary of x 
must coincide with a coordinate surface in one of the "separable" coordinate systems 
[Arfken 1970, Chapter 2], and variation in x is restricted to a very small number of 
parameters, e.g. a constant value within the radius of a single cylinder. 

For a general X, it is difficult to establish explicit expressions for 'l/;. From 
the differential equation, it is not apparent how changes in x affect 'l/;. Physical in
sight concerning the radiation process can be gained by reformulating the differential 
equation as an integral equation, in which the inhomogeneity is replaced by equivalent 
sources that radiate according to some propagation principle. Before presenting general 
integral formulations in Section 3.4, it is appropriate to introduce some preliminary 
notions. 

In Section 3.2 are presented some common propagation principles that have 
been successfully applied to direct problems, and may lead to useful inverse techniques. 

A second fundamental concept is that of a Green's function. The development 
of Green's functions presented in Section 3.3 has slightly different emphasis to that 
usually appearing in scattering theory. 

In Section 3.4, Green's (second) theorem is invoked to obtain a general inte
gral relation between the generalised constitutive parameter and the field, from which 
are derived several expressions that are of use in direct and inverse scattering prob
lems. One of these is further developed in Appendix 3-A, which is a generalisation 
[Tan and Bates 1988] of the volume-source [Jones 1964, Section 6.13], or polarisation
source [Bates and Ng 1972], principle. 

Integral formulations of inverse scattering tend to be adopted in favour of dif
ferential formulations, for which there appears to be two plausible reasons. First, as 
is shown by the development presented in this chapter, they permit incorporation of 
whatever propagation principle is considered appropriate for a particular situation. A 
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second advantage of integral over differential formulations is that 'ljJ and x appear ex
plicitly in integrals , which are more readily susceptible to analytical manipulation and 
approximations. The integral relations of Section 3.4 foreshadow a detailed discussion 
in Chapter 4 of various approaches to the direct problem. 

3.2 TRAVELLING WAV·ES AND THEIR GEN
ERALISATIONS 

Consider, first, the canonical frequency-domain equation (2.78), without the source 
term E and with the generalised constitutive parameter taken to be independent of 
frequency (and therefore written more conventionally as v(x)), i.e. 

(3.1) 

The equation governing wave propagation in free-space, where the generalised consti
tutive parameter is everywhere unity (refer to Section 2.4), is 

('v2 + k2 )'1jJ(x, k) = 0. (3.2) 

For any vector k that obeys k • k = k2, the function 

(3.3) 

is a solution of (3 .2) throughout the whole of Y. The time-domain equivalent of (3.3) 
( obtained by Fourier transform - see Section 2.3), 

'ljJ ( x I k) = 5 ( t - k . x), (3.4) 

represents an impulsive plane wave travelling in the direction of the unit vector, k = 
k- 1 k. For (3.3), surfaces of constant phase, 

k · x = const, (3.5) 

coincide with surfaces of constant amplitude. 
When the refractive index is inhomogeneous, so that v varies throughout Ys, 

the wave-front of a forward travelling wave is retarded by different amounts depending 
on the variation of the inhomogeneity. Consequently, it is preferable to express the 
field as [Jones 1964, Chapter 6] 

'ljJ(x, k) = A(x, k)e-ikS(x,k), (3.6) 

where wave-fronts are defined to be surfaces on which S is constant. The functions A 
and S are determined by substitution of (3.6) into (3.1) and collecting like powers of 
k: 

O k2(v 2 - 'v S · 'v S)A 

- ik(A'v 2S + 2'v A· 'v S) 

+ v72A. 
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If k is large, the most significant term in (3.7) is the coefficient of k2. Equating this 
coefficient to zero results in the eikonal equation [Born and Wolf 1970, Chapter 3] : 

vs· vs= ll2 • (3.8) 

Along with initial conditions, (3.8) determines Sin terms of l/. 
A geometrical ray r( l) is defined to be any curve everywhere perpendicular to 

the geometrical wave-fronts, and represents the direction in which energy propagates. 
The problem of computing a ray path can be formulated in several ways. One common 
method invokes arc length as the parameter along a particular ray. The differential 
equation for a ray becomes [Born and Wolf 1970, Chapter 3] 

d ( dr) dl lJdl = Vll. (3 .9) 

Ray tracing algorithms [Fawcett and Keller 1985,Lawrence 1985] determine a particu
lar ray by solving (3.9) together with equations specifying the initial direction of the 
ray. 

An alternative method for computing a ray can be formulated after introduc
tion of the point characteristic function [Born and Wolf 1970, Chapter 4], 

V(x1,x'o) 111 

lo 
1J (r(l)) dl 

S(x'1) - S(xo), (3.10) 

which defines the optical length of the ray r( l) joining the points x0 = r( l0 ) and 
x1 = r(l1 ). Fermat's principle of least action, together with (3.10), is often used as the 
foundation of geometrical optics : a ray is defined as a curve for which RHS (3.10) is ex
tremal, with respect to other paths joining the same two points [Cornbleet 1983]. The 
rays, as defined by (3.9), are also solutions to the Euler-Lagrange equations [Fox 1950] 
for the variational problem. 

It is convenient to introduce Cartesian coordinates (e,11), whose origin O co
incides with that of the fixed ( x, y) Cartesian system, that are rotated with respect 
to O so that the 77-axis runs parallel to the straight line joining the points x0 and x1 , 

which fall on the line e = fo. Denote by </> the angle formed by the positive e- and 
x- axes (refer to Figure 3.1). When the refractive index variation is moderate enough 
that the ray passing through x0 and x1 is directed predominantly in the 77-direction, it 
is appropriate to parametrise the ray by 

e(11 ), 
e(171) = ea, 

(3.11) 
(3.12) 

where, in the rotated coordinate system, x0 = (fo, 770 ) and x1 = (fo, 771 ). Under this 
parametrisation, and using subscripts to denote partial differentiation but ' to denote 
total differentiation, the ray equation becomes [Norton and Linzer 1982] 

(3.13) 

which must be solved together with (3.12) . 
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Figure 3 .1: Rotated Cartesian coordinates 

X 

Returning to (3. 7), the term in k yields the first transport equation, 

In view of the eikonal equation (3.8), 

'VS= vi, 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

where i denotes the unit tangent vector at x of the ray emanating from x0 . Using 8/8! 
to denote differentiation along the ray, (3.14) becomes 

A'V·(vi) + 28A/8l = 0. (3.16) 

When only one spatial dimension x, say, is involved, the tangent vector to the ray is 
always in the x-direction, and (3.16) reduces to 

Av'+ 2A'v = 0, (3.17) 

where ' denotes total differentiation with respect to x. Integration of (3.17) yields 
[Jones 1964, Chapter 6] 

(3.18) 

C being an arbitrary constant. 
For a general inhomogeneous medium that depends on more than one spatial 

variable, it is difficult to simplify the first term of (3.16). The expression (3.18) is only 
an approximate solution to (3.16) whose error is tolerable, by some subjective criterion, 
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for a limited class of refractive index variations. Neither, in general, does the third 
term in (3.7) vanish identically. Consequently, an expression of the form {3.6) is not a 
true solution of (3.1). A more accurate solution can be obtained by expressing -ip(x, k) 
as an asymptotic expansion in inverse powers of k [Born and Wolf 1970, Chapter 3], 

00 

-ip(x,k) = e-ikS(x) L An(x)(iktn, (3.19) 
n=O 

which is particularly appropriate at high frequencies (i.e. when k is large), and provides 
a better description of the field in the forward direction. 

The generalisation of the ray principle to an inhomogeneous medium, in which 
x is frequency-dependent and complex-valued, is encompassed in evanescent wave the
ory, or complex ray analysis [Ghione et al. 1984]. The point characteristic function is 
redefined as 1/1 

V(x1,x0 ,k) = x(r(l),k)dl. 
lo 

(3.20) 

Provided the real part of xis large compared with the imaginary part, the propagation 
is predominantly wave-like. The major effect of the imaginary part is to cause attenua
tion. In particular, the ray paths are still specified by (3.9) [Einziger and Felsen 1982]. 
In an analogous manner to (3.8) [Born and vVolf 1970, Chapter 4], 

'vV · 'vV = x2 (x, k). (3.21) 

Although it is possible to develop expressions analogous to (3.19) that better 
approximate the field in the forward direction, it is often more important to introduce 
terms to explicitly account for reflection and diffraction. A procedure for doing this is 
developed in the Section 3.4.1. 

3.3 GREEN'S FUNCTIONS 

A function g( x, x1 , k) that is a solution to the equation 

( 2 (-: k) (3(-: -: k)) (-: -, k) _ o(x - x'1) 
'y + Q X, + X, X1, g X, X1, - - A(i:i' k) , (3.22) 

is said to be a Green's function for the operator ('v2 +a+ (3). The quantities a and (J 
are general functions which are specialised later in this section for particular Green's 
functions. The amplitude factor A(x\, k) is necessary to account for the dependence 
of the Green's function on the variation of the medium, as shown by (3.44) below. 
Throughout this section, x1 is arbitrary, but fixed, and all derivatives are with respect 
to x. For the situations envisaged in later chapters, Y is an unbounded domain, 
implying the need to impose the radiation condition (2.103), so that g represents an 
outgoing field emanating from a point source at £1 . 

Two forms of Green's function are now introduced. 

3.3.1 Conventional Green's function 

The most familiar form for g is obtained by setting 

kz , 
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(J 

A 

0, 

1. 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

The Green's function then satisfies the Helmholtz equation with constant wavenumber 
and is the familiar free-space Green's function [Jones 1964, Section 1.34] 

xER3, 
xER2, 

(3.26) 

where r = Ix - x\l, The far-field form of g occurs when R = lxl is large enough that g 
is adequately represented by [Abramowitz and Stegun 1965, Chapter 9] 

(3.27) 

where x = x / R. Apart from the amplitude attenuation factor ( depending only on R 
and k) needed to maintain conservation of energy, g behaves far away from the source 
as a plane wave, exp(-ik(R - x1 · x)). In any particular direction, the wave-fronts 
are given approximately by (3.5). This is because, at great distances, the curvature of 
spherical wave-fronts becomes negligible. 

The conventional Green's function describes radiation from a point source in 
an isotropic uniform medium, for which there is no reason to expect non-symmetric 
behaviour. Indeed, g depends only on the distance Ix - x1 I between two points, and 
not on the actual points themselves. Note, also, that g(x,x1 ,k) = g(x1 ,x,k). 

The 11 separable coordinate systems [Morse and Feshbach 1953, Chapter 5] de
serve special mention. A general right-handed separable coordinate system is denoted 
by (l1 , 6, 6) where l 1 is the radial coordinate and 6 and 6 are angular coordinates. 
In such coordinates, it is possible to form a set of functions [Morse and Feshbach 1953, 
page 891-893] 

Ym(l2, 6) = X2n(6)X3p(6), (3.28) 

that are mutually orthonormal with respect to some weight function w( 6, 6), 

(3.29) 

the integral extending over a surface of constant 6- The indices n and pin (3.28) are 
related to the separation constants, but it is not necessary to explicitly include the 
functional dependence of (3.28) on the wavenumber k, which is assumed constant, or 
on the separation constants. The relevant point is that n and p, and hence m, can 
be associated with the integers. The set {Ym} also forms a complete set, or basis, for 
functions of 6 and 6- An arbitrary function f(6, 6) can be expressed as 

(3.30) 
m 

where the basis, or expansion, coefficients are given by 

(3.31) 

on account of (3.29). 
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Associated with each Ym are solutions, y~~)(6)1~n and Y,\~)(l1)Ym, of the Helmholtz 
equation that are, respectively, standing waves regular (finite) at the origin and out
ward travelling waves at infinity. (Standing waves infinite at the origin and inward 
travelling waves can also be derived.) The free-space Green's function can be expressed 
as [Morse and Feshbach 1953, Section 7.2] 

g( 6, e2, 6, e~' e~, e~, k) = L Cm( e~, e~)w(e~' e~)YT): (e;, e~)Ym(e2, 6)ytl(6<)Yt)( 6>) 
m 

(3.32) 
where 6< and 6> are, respectively, the lesser and greater of 6 and ei- Note that each 
cm only depends on e~ and e;. The forms for { and {hi} are tabulated in Chapter 5 
of Morse and Feshbach [1953], wherein the weight function w, {Nm}, and {Ym} are 
discussed in general terms in Section 7.2, and those that arise in particular separable 
coordinate systems are dealt with in Chapter 11. For reference ·in future chapters, the 
expressions appropriate in cylindrical polar coordinates (p; ¢, z) for fields independent 
of z are [Morse and Feshbach 1953, Section 7.2] 

Ym( </>) 
w(</>) 

g(p; </>, p'; ¢') 

1/21r, 
(X) 

m=-oo 

Note that the simple addition theorems 

Ym( </> )Yn( </>) 
Ym(<P + </>') 

do not hold in more general coordinates. 

Ym+n( </> ), 
Ym( </>)Ym( ¢'), 

3.3.2 LJWKB Green's function 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

When xis inhomogeneous, it might be expected that a more physically representative 
description of propagation must incorporate refraction. The eikonal (3.20) discussed 
in Section 3.2 provides such a description. The Liouville-JWKB Green's function is 
now defined, in three (spatial) dimensions, as 

x-1/2(£ k)e-ikV(x,x1,k) 
g(WI<B)(£, Xi, k) = ---'-(-_,-_,-k_) __ _ 

41rVx,x1, 

Elementary algebra reveals that, when x f=- x1 , 

Vg(l,V[(B) 

V2g(WKB) 

- (vlnx1l2 + ikVV + Vln v) g(WKB), 

-(a(x, k) + f](x, X1, k))g(WKB), 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

in accordance with (3.22), when a(x, k) is chosen to be those terms in V 2g(WKB) that 
are independent of x1 and /3( x, x'i, k) is chosen to be the remaining terms : 

Q(WKB) 

/J(WKB) 

k2x2 - V ln xl/2 . V ln xl/2 + v21n xl/2) 

(1 + ik V)('\72 ln V - V ln V · V ln V - V ln x · V ln V). 
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Provided x is smoothly varying, the Liouville-J\i\TKB Green's function near x = x1 

behaves as 
x-1/2(£ k)e-ik,·x(x1,k) g(WKB)(i X k) rv _1 __ ._1_, ____ _ 

• '. 1 ' 41rrx( i 1 , k) . (3.43) 

Comparison of (3.43) with (3.26) reveals that 

A(wKBl(x, k) = x3f2(x, k). (3.44) 

3.4 INTEGRAL FORMULATIONS 

With appropriate restrictions on the function f, and on the domain D whose boundary 
is denoted S, Green's second theorem is (John 1978, Chapter 3) 

(3.45) 

Here, g is taken to be an arbitrary Green's function, obeying (3.22). To obtain an ex
pression relating the field and the generalised constitutive parameter that incorporates 
the propagation principle governing g, the canonical frequency-domain equation (2.78) 
is rewritten as 

(3.46) 

If i 1 is in the volume D then substitution of (3.22) and (3.46) into (3.45) yields 

f E(x, k )g(x, X1, k) dV(x) JD . 
+ k[k 2x2(i, k) - a(x, k) - f3(x, i1, k )Jg(x, i1, k )'1f;(x, k) dV(x) 

+ ls ('lj;(x,k);~(i,i1,k)-g(x,i1,k)!~(x,k)) dS(x). (3.47) 

For inverse scattering problems, the term E represents the source of radiation 
completely under the control of the experimenter. It is appropriate to consider this 
source as generating the incident field 'lpi( x, k) that is used to probe the object of 
interest, 

(3.48) 

and to decompose the total field into the sum of the incident field and a scattered field 

ifs(x,k), 
ip(x, k) = 'lj;i(x, k) + '1f;s(x, k). (3.49) 

There is no approximation involved in (3.49), which can be viewed as defining 'lp 3 in 
terms of ip and 'lpi, By appropriate selection of the source term E, any desired inci
dent field can be used to probe the inhomogeneity [Moses and Prosser 1986]. When 
(3.4 7) is multiplied by A( x1 , k ), and the roles of integration variable and indepen
dent variable are interchanged, the definition of the incident field (3.48) results in 
[Tan and Bates 1988] 
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VJ( x, k) VJi(x,k) 

+ A(x, k) k[k 2x2(x1, k) - a(x1, k) - /3(£1, x, k )]g(xi, x, k )VJ(X1, k) dV(x1) 

+ A(x, k) ls ( VJ(x1, k) i~ (xi, x, k) - g(xi, x, k) !~ (x1, k)) dS(x1)- (3.50) 

Examination of (3.49) reveals that the second and third terms of RHS (3.50) comprise 
the scattered field. 

It is worth noting at this point that the corresponding time-domain manipu
lations are somewhat less general because it is necessary to collect the highest order 
time-derivatives in a term a(xl Ot), thereby restricting the freedom to choose a partic
ular form for g. An exception is the plasma wave equation (2.98) in more than one 
dimension, for which the free-space Green's function can be employed. The equivalent 
of (3.50) then becomes the Lippmann-Schwinger equation [Newton 1966, Chapter 10]. 

Three forms of (3.50) are now considered. 

3.4.1 Generalised volume-source formulation 

Suppose the inhomogeneity is continuous not only throughout Ys, but throughout the 
whole of T. That is, x must be unity on the boundary of Ts. It follows that the field 
and its first derivative are continuous throughout T, i.e. VJ satisfies the uniform jump 
conditions (see Section 2.5.4). The domain D in (3.50) can be taken to be the whole 
of i. The boundary integral is then over a surface at infinity and vanishes because g 
satisfies the radiation condition (see Section 3.3) . It is appropriate to define an integral 
operator whose result K[VJ] is a function of x and k, 

K[VJ](x,k) = A(x,k) h[k2x2 (x1,k)- a(x1,k)-f3(x1,x,k)]VJ(x1,k)dT(x1) (3.51) 

so that (3.50) reduces to 

VJ(x, k) = VJi(x, k) + KVJ(X, k). (3.52) 

which represents an integral formulation of the interaction between the field and the 
generalised constitutive parameter completely equivalent to the differential formula
tion (2. 78). The integral formulation is a generalisation of the conventional volume
source [Jones 1964, Chapter 6] or polarisation-source principle [Bates and Ng 1972]. 
The scattered field is viewed as being comprised of radiations from sources, radiating 
according to some propagation principle, as determined by the particular choice of 
g. The conventional volume-source formulation adopts the free-space Green's func
tion. The conventional equivalent sources, therefore, radiate isotropically. Refraction 
and diffraction are only accounted for implicitly by the need to treat (3.52) as an 
integral equation for the total field. The advantage of the generalised volume-source 
formulation over both the conventional volume-source formulation and the differential 
formulation is its capacity to instill desirable features into the expression for VJ by se
lection of the appropriate Green's function. The specific forms assumed by (3.50) for 
particular choices of Green's function, and hence I(, are developed in Section 4.2. 

Note that this argument is developed more fully in Appendix 3-A. 
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3.4.2 Surface-source formulation 

Here, D is taken to be a region contained entirely within the free-space region. The free
space Green's function can be employed while the volume integral in (3.50) vanishes. 
Provided xis taken to lie within D, 

The possibility exists, however, that :i; does not lie in D. The arguments leading to 
(3.50) remain the same except that the LHS is identically zero, since the 8-function 
has no effect : 

The null field method of Section 4.3 is based on (3.53) and (3.54) . 

3.4.3 Volume-source formulation for discontinuous fields 

The generalised volume-source formulation, of which most formulations of scattering 
employed in inverse scattering are special cases, is only valid provided the inhomogene
ity is continuous everywhere. \,Vhen x is discontinuous across a number of interfaces, 'ljJ 
and its first derivative exhibit jump discontinuities (see Section 2.5.4). In such cases, a 
more general form of Green's theorem [Shilov 1968, page 44] must be employed which 
incorporates terms to accommodate discontinuities of the field. 

Discontinuities are often the dominant cause of scattering and refraction 
[Jones 1964, Chapter 6], [Beylkin 1985], [Robinson 1984]. It is consequently not al
ways possible to disregard them or use smooth but rapidly varying approximations. 

As mentioned in Section 2.5.4, the introduction of discontinuities poses a signif
icant complication for inverse problems, where the location of the interfaces at which 
they occur may be unknown. Introduction of terms to account for discontinuities 
leads to nonlinear expressions for the field which cannot be inverted analytically. It is 
unlikely that a non-iterative exac t inversion procedure can be found for such a rela
tion. Efficient computational solution of direct problems incorporating discontinuities 
of the field is now becoming viable, so that promising prospects exist for solving the 
corresponding inverse problems by the procedures out.lined in Section 6. 7. 

Computationally viable inverse diffraction algorithms such as diffraction to
mography, discussed in Section 6.5, that are based on the generalised-volume source 
formulation do not explicitly account for the extra terms introduced by jump con
ditions. Such techniques are not completely inadequate, however , because the extra 
terms can be considered as distortions that are to be reduced by further processing of 
the image generated by relatively simple algorithms. 
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3-A GENERALISED VOLUME SOURCE FOR
MULATION OF DIFFRACTION AND A SE
QUENCE OF APPROXIMATIONS 

The following is a preprint of a paper (authors: D. G. H. Tan and R. H. T. Bates) to 
appear in Wave Motion. 

Abstract 

We introduce a new generalisation of the conventional volume source, or po
larisation source, formulation of diffraction of scalar linear wave motion. The 
phase-integral, or Liouville-JWKB, principle is incorporated in such a way that a 
sequence of approximations is readily developed . The levels of the approximations, 
and the norms of the associated integral operators, are listed·. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Diffraction of linear scalar monochromatic wave motion by material bodies large com
pared to the wavelength is so computationally demanding that one is driven to invoke 
approximations . Provided all else is equal, the simpler the approximation that one can 
contrive the better, especially for inverse problems. The simplest approximation is un
doubtedly that commonly named after Rayleigh and Gans [1, §6.13), sometimes called, 
particularly appropriately when the wave motion satisfies the Schrodinger equation [2] 
or the plasma wave equation [3], the Born approximation [4, §3 .2]. 

The Rayleigh-Gans approximation can only be usefully invoked for a body 
whose largest linear dimension ( expressed in wavelengths) is less than roughly 7r /2 
divided by the average variation of the body's refractive index about the mean [5, 
§15]. Consequently the Rayleigh-Gans approximation is only effective in the real
world when either the refractive index is unity by definition ( e.g. for non-relativistic 
quantum mechanics as characterised by the Schrodinger equation), or the body is 
extremely tenuous ( as most crystals are to X-rays [6]), or one is merely interested in 
the gross statistics of diffracted fields ( e.g. scattering of wave motion by randomly 
fluctuating media, such as sound waves in the ocean [7, §17.2], or radio waves in the 
troposphere [8]). 

The conceptual and computational advantages of the Rayleigh-Gans approxi
mation are so great, however, that one feels impelled to search for transformations of 
wave equations that will permit it to be usable in a wide range of practical acoustic and 
electromagnetic applications. The problem would be solved immediately if the macro
scopic wave equation could be transformed into the form of the plasma wave equation 
( or Schrodinger equation) . While this is easily done for wave motion depending only 
on a single spatial dimension [9],[10, §16], it appears to be impossible for wave motion 
exhibiting variations in two or more dimensions ( despite recent claims to the contrary 
which are discussed in Section 3 below). 

In this paper we derive an integral equation that reduces to a mere integral 
(in Rayleigh-Gans fashion) under conditions much wider than those for which the 
Rayleigh-Gans approximation is useful. The reason for this is that our formulation 
explicitly accounts for curvature of wavefronts and variable incremental phase delays. 

The conventional volume source [1], or polarisation source [11] formulation is 
exact, but it only implicitly accounts for wavefront curvature, because its diffracted 
field comprises spherical waves (propagating as if in free-space) emanating from each 
point in space where the constitutive parameters ( of the material body) differ from 
their free-space values. This tends to lead to numerical ill-conditioning and makes it 
difficult to introduce useful approximations. 

Our new integral formulation constitutes a generalised volume source formu
lation, which is apparently superior to other extensions of the volume source principle 
[12] in that, besides accounting explicitly for refraction and variable phase delays, it 
also suggests several approximations, the error involved in each of which can be read
ily evaluated. Our treatment encompasses the phase-integral [13], or Liouville-JWKB 
[14], principle, together with the conventional volume source formulation, our new 
approximations of Rayleigh-Gans type, and some other approximations. 

Section 2 states the diffraction problem . Ways of transforming the refractive 
index to unity are discussed in Section 3, in which we a.lso discuss a generalised Green's 
function of Liouville-JWKB type . We introduce our generalised formulation and se
quence of approximations in Sections 4 and 5 respectively. In Section 6 we assess the 
significance of our results and foreshadow their application to inverse problems . 
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2 THE DIFFRACTION PROBLEM 

Three-dimensional space T, in which the position vector of an arbitrary point is de
noted by x, is partitioned according to 

T=T+UT_, (1) 

where the volume of T _, which is simply connected, is finite. Linear scalar wave 
motion (having the suppressed time-dependence exp( iwt) with w being the angular 
frequency), which is characterised by the wave function 7/J = 1/J(x, k), where k is the 
free-space wavenumber, propagates throughout T according to 

(v'2 + k2 n 2 + ika + b)1/J = -s, (2) 

where v'2 is the Laplacian operator, n = n(x, k) is the refractive index (varying in 
general with both x and k), a= a(x) and b = b(x) are the other (besides n) constitutive 
parameters of the medium supporting the wave motion, i = ,P, and s = s(x, k) is 
the source density, assumed confined to a region T O contained entirely within T +, of 
the wave motion. 

The wave function is expressed as 

VJ= 0 + ¢, (3) 

where 0= 0(x,k) and¢= </J(x,k) are the incident and diffracted fields respectively. 
Space is free throughout T + ( so that the source of the wave motion is outside the part 
of space, i.e. T _, where the medium is inhomogeneous), i.e. 

n = l and a = b = 0 for x E T +. (4) 

The diffraction problem is: given n, a and b throughout T _, and s throughout 
T0 , determine <p throughout T. 

It is understood that the source density s gives rise to 0, which is to be thought 
of as impinging upon the medium. Diffraction by ( or scattering from) the medium 
thereby generates ¢. 

3 SOME PRELIMINARY MANIPULATIONS OF THE 
WAVE EQUATION 

A convenient "canonical" form for (2) is 

(5) 

where V = v(x, k) andµ= µ(x) are defined by 

v=n+ia/2/m and µ=b+a2 /4n2 • (6) 

Restricting the spatial variation of v ( called the complex, or effective, refractive 
index),µ and 7/J to a single Cartesian direction, described by the coordinate x, the wave 
equation (5) reduces to 

(7) 

On introducing the notation q = d(lnv)/dx, q' = dq/dx, s(x,k) = s(x,k)/v312(x,k), 

x = fox v(x, k)dx and , = 1 (x, k) = v112(x, k)1/J(x, k), (8) 
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we see that (5) transforms to [9], 

d21 /dx 2 + k 2, + (µ/v 2 - q' /2 - q2 /4), = -s, (9) 

which is equivalent to the one-dimensional Schrodinger, or plasma wave, equation be
cause v has been removed from the term involving k2 (i.e. the effective refractive index 
is now unity), provided the term in parentheses multiplying I has no k-dependence. 
Strict equivalence with the Schrodinger equation requires that a be identically zero. 

It has been suggested [15,16] that the above approach can be extended to two 
or more dimensions by introducing a curvilinear coordinate system i and defining its 
associated gradient operator by V = vV. We have since realised that this device is only 
approximate (and to a degree that it is difficult to assess) because such a curvilinear 
coordinate system attempts to coincide with the wavefronts and rays determined by 
the refractive index 11 according to Fermat's principle. Each point in the medium, 
however, possess its own set of rays and hence requires its own coordinate system. 

Since there is seemingly no general, exact way to transform the refractive index 
to unity, one has to seek alternative means of handling more-than-one-dimensional wave 
motion. For media characterised by cert ain pairs of cons tit utive parameters one can ( as 
indicated in Section 4) construct Green's fun ctions which exactly describe propagation 
from point sources of unit amplitude located arbitrarily in such media. On denoting 
such pairs of parameters by a = a( x, k) and /3 = (3( x, {, k), we write the equation 
satisfied by a generalised Green's function g = g( x, {, k) as 

(10) 

where the factor B({, k) is included on RIIS (10) to account for the variability of the 
medium's constitutive parameters, and where V 2 operates on the parts of g depending 
explicitly on x. We evaluate B( {, k) by considering the strength of the Green's function 
singularity at x = {. It is worth noting that it is in general impossible to avoid including 
parameters ( e.g. (3 and B) depending upon { as well as x. Note also from ( 4), since 
space is free throughout Y +, that g( x, x0 , k) is identical to the standard free space 
Green's function for all points for which the straight line from { to x does not intersect 
Y _ , implying that B({, k) can be normalised to unity whenever { E Y +· In particular, 
B({, k) = 1 whenever [ E Yo, As specified in Section 2, we define 0 by 

0(x,k) = { s({,k)g(x,{,k)dY([), Ir0 

(11) 

where dY({) is the element of volume. On multiplying (10) bys([, k) and integrating 
over Yo, we see from ( 11) that 

(V2 + k2v 2 + a)0(x, k) 

So= so(x,k) 

-s0(x, k) - s(x, k), 

{ s(x0 , k)f3(x, x0 , k)g(x, x0 , k) dY(xo). 
fro 

(12) 

(13) 

The most obvious way to invoke g to define </>, but consistently with (2) and 
(3), is to introduce an equivalent source density, say T = T(x,k), and to write 

</>(x,k) = J T({,k)g(x,{,k)dY({). y_ 
(14) 

Combining (10) and (14) gives 

(V2 + k2v2 +a)</>+ L + Tj B 

T_ = L(x,k) 

0, (15) 

{ T({,k)f3(x,{,k)g(x,[,k)dY([). (16) Jr_ 
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It follows from (3),(5), and (11) through (16) that 

T(x,k)/B(x,k) = [µ(x)-a(x,k)]0(x,k)-s0(x,k)+ 

f [µ(x) - a(x, k) - ,6(x, (, k)] T((, k)g(x, (, k) dY((), (17) }y_ 

which, for x E Y _, is to be thought of as a Fredholm integral equation of the second 
kind for T(x, k). This is the essence of the approach introduced by Hudimac [12]. 

The approximation of Rayleigh-Gans type to (17) is obtained by neglecting 
the integral over Y _. An iterative solution for T can be constructed be defining T = 
I:;;;>=0 Tm where 

Tm+1(x,k) = f h(x,(,k)Tm((,k)dY((), }y_ (18) 

with h(x,(,k) = (µ( x)- a(x,k)-,6(x,{,k)) g(x,(,k) and ro(i,k) = h(x,xo,l.:). It is 
not easy to make a priori estimates for the convergence of the series for T. Neither can 
one readily assess the errors involved in neglecting Tm for m, greater than any particular 
integer. 

4 THE GENERALISED VOLUME SOURCE FORMU
LATION 

We adopt the definitions (10) and (11) for the Green's function and incident field, so 
that we hold to (12), but we define¢ differently. We note from (3), (5), and (12) that 

(V2 + k2 v2 +a)¢= -a'lj; + so, (19) 

where the negative of RHS (19) is appropriately called the generalised volume source 
density, with 

a= a(x, k) = µ(x) - a(x, k). (20) 

Taking both g and ¢ to satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition at infinity 
[17], which is compatible with (10) and (19), and assuming the field and its normal 
derivative are continuous on the boundary of Y _ and Y +, it follows from the divergence 
theorem [18] that 

0 = f [g(x,{,k)V 2¢(x,k)- ¢(x,k)V2g(x,(,k) ] dY(x), (21) }y_ 

which leads, when (10) and (19) are invoked, with x and (being interchanged, to 

¢(x,k) 

w = w(x,k) 

p = p(x, {, k) 

= w(x,k)+B(x,k) f p(x,{,k)¢((,1.:)dY({), }y_ 

= B(x,k) f [a((,1.:)0((,k)- s0 ((,k) ]g({,x,k)dY({), 
}y_ 

[a({, k) - ,6({, x, k )]g({, x, k ). 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

Eqn. (22) is our generalised volume source formulation for the diffracted field. 
It is instructive to rewrite it as a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind [19] 
for the unknown 'if;, in terms of the known 0 and the known constitutive parameters, 
e .g. for x E Y _, 

'l/J(x, k) 

wo(x,k) 

= 0(x,k)+w0(x,lc)+B(x,k) f p(x,{,k)'if;({,k)dY({), }y_ 

B(x,k) f [,6((,x,k)0((,k)- s0((,k)]g({,x,k)dY({). }y_ 
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Once 'l/; is evaluated,¢> is found from (3). Since the condition number [20] of the matrix 
inverse which must be computed in order to evaluate 'l/; tends to worsen appreciably 
as k increases, and the number of terms required to represent 'l/; is linearly related to 
frequency for each of the three spatial dimensions, so that the computational cost is 
proportional to k6 log k3 , it is generally necessary to resort to iteration : 

00 
'1/J(x,k) = L ef>n(x,k) with ef>o(x,k) = 0(x,k) + wo(x,k), (27) 

n=O · 

so that ¢>(x,k) = wo(x,k)+ L':'=oef>n(x,k). Note, for n > 0, that 

ef>n(x, k) = B(x, k) f p(x,{, k)ef>n-i([, k) dY([), Jr_ 

represents n-th order multiple scattering within the inhomogeneous medium. 

(28) 

The Neumann series (27) is only useful if it converges, which requires N < l 
where the norm N is given by 

N= sup IIB(x,k) fi p(x,[,k)¢>({,k)dY([)II, 
11¢11=1 1-

(29) 

computed in any convenient norm. We adopt the "uniform norm", II · lloo, given by 

11¢11 00 = sup 1¢(£, k)I. 
xEY_ 

(30) 

A useful feature of our generalised volume source formulation is that it permits 
some control over N by appropriate choice of Green's function. The form of the 
latter governs the magnitude of N and determines its frequency dependence. Another 
advantage is that approximate formulations are readily devised, and their accuracy 
can be estimated straightforwardly, as we demonstrate in Section 5. 

4.1 Conventional Volume Source Formulation 

The standard free-space Green's function is adopted [1], [21, §7.2] : 

g(x, [, k) = (1/41rlx - [I) exp( -iklx - [I), (31) 

so that 

a= k2 (1 - v2 ), /3 = w 0 = 0, B = l, and a= k2(v2 - 1) + µ. (32) 

The integral equation (22) becomes formally simple but tends to be computationally 
inefficient because a is usually appreciable throughout Y _. Furthermore, N = O(k2 ) 

implying that this conventional formulation is only effective when the wavelength is 
below a limit set by the physical dimensions of, and the magnitude of fluctuations 
of (v2 - 1) within, y _. This is intuitively satisfying because the formulation does 
not accommodate incremental delays and curvatures of wavefronts, which are always 
manifested by wave motion in inhomogeneous media. 
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4.2 Liouville-JWKB Volume Source Formulation 

The Green's function is chosen to be 

g(x, {, k) = (11-112 /41rS) exp(-ikS), 

with S = S(x,{,k) satisfying the eikonal [22,23] 

implying that 

vs· vs= 112, 

1l(x) 
S = _ vdl, 

1(0 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

where l = l( x) describes path length along the concourse of rays from { to all points x 
through which the rays pass. On defining 

2p = ln(v), q = ln(S) and z = V 2 q - Vq · Vq - 2Vp · Vq, (36) 

we see that 

a= V2p - Vp · Vp, /3 = (1 + ikS)z, and B = 11 - 3 / 2 , (37) 

indicating that a is only appreciable where the cons ti tuti ve parameters of the medium 
change significantly. This, together with the O(k) dependei1ce of /J at high frequencies, 
tends to reduce N markedly by comparison with the conventional formulation. This 
stems from g satisfying the mathematical. physics of the problem (i.e. incremental 
delays and curvatures of wavefronts are explicitly accommodated). 

4.3 Forward Scattering Liouville-JWKB Volume Source Formula-
tion 

When the sources of the incident field a.re sufficiently far away from the inhomogeneity, 
and the medium is tenuous enough, that scattering is predominantly in the forward 
direction (as is conventionally assumed when the standard parabolic approximation 
[24] is invoked), it can be appropriate to choose the Green's function 

g(x,{,k) = v-1l 2 exp(-ikS), 

with (34) through (37) still applying, except that 

/3 = il;-,Sz, 

(38) 

(39) 

where z is defined in (36). The usefulness of this Green's function relies on the ability 
to describe the field in terms of plane waves. The norm N exhibits the same general 
behaviour as for Section 4.2, but its magnitude is significantly reduced when certain 
physically interesting conditions apply, as is demonstrated in Section 5.4. 

5 VARIOUS LIOUVILLE-JWKB APPROXIMATIONS 

Before the formulations introduced in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 can be implemented, the 
phase function S(x,{,k) (it might be better called the wavefront function) must be 
evaluated throughout Y_ (i.e. for all x) for ea.ch { E Y_. Only a finite number of 
points, say M, can of course be considered in practice. lt follows that whatever integral 
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formulas - e.g. (14) or (22) - are invoked for </>, the latter can only be evaluated in 
practice by approximating an integral by a summation. In order to faithfully reproduce 
the interference of the fields scattered from the interior of Y _, it must be partitioned 
into sub-regions having linear dimensions >./ iD rather less than the average wavelength 
>./ D within Y _, where ii is the average value of 11 and e is not less than 2. If N >. is 
the mean linear dimension of Y _, we see that a useful estimate of lvl is ( iD N )3 • This 
estimate can be reduced when ( as noted in Section 4.2) variations of the generalised 
volume source density is small in parts of Y _. 

Except when the simplification noted in Section 5.2 can be justified, ray-tracing 
algorithms [25,26) must be invoked to compute S( x, [, k) for the point [ at the centre 
of each of the abovementioned sub-regions. 

We now introduce a number of approximations to the formulations introduced 
in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. 

5.1 Far-field approximation to 0 

This applies when the separa tion of all x0 E YO from all x E Y _ is large enough that 
/3( x, xo, k) is everywhere negligible. It then transpires that 

So= Wo = O and </>o(x,k) = 0(x,k). (40) 

The values of Ix - x0 j for which this approximation is valid, to any required accuracy, 
depends upon the behaviour within y _ of p and q (refer to Sections 5.3 and 5.4 below). 

5.2 Approximate evaluation of S(x,{,k) 

On introducing the notation 

r = Ix - [I, S = ii(r + () and v = ii(l + 1:), ( 41) 

where ( = ((x,[,k) and E = 1:(x,k), we see that 

fJ(jfJr = €, (42) 

satisfies (34) to first order, assuming that 11:I is appreciably less than unity throughout 
most of Y _, which is to be expected in many important practical applications ( e.g. 
for light and radio waves propagating though planetary and stellar atmospheres, sonar 
in the ocean, medical-diagnostic ultrasound). If x is the angle made by 'v S with the 
(x - [) direction at x, then 

I 8(/8t I 
fJ(/Br = tanx, (43) 

where the t-axis intersects the point x perpendicularly to (x - [), such that there is 
no component of 'v S perpendicular to both (x - {) and the t-axis. Now, substituting 
(41) and (43) into (34), and solving for the positive root of the resulting quadratic 
equation for 8( / fJr, gives 

8(/8r=cos2 x l+ 1:~1: -1. [ ( 2 2) 1/2 l 
cos X 

(44) 

Provided Eis moderately small in the abovementioned sense, implying that xis unlikely 
to exceed, say, 0.5, we see that 8(/ fJr is approximately ( 1: - ( 1:2 /2) tan2 x) . It follows 
that the relative error in the estimate ( 42) for 8(/ fJr is roughly 1:x2 /2, which is unlikely 
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to exceed 0.1 in any of the applications mentioned above, and can be expected to be 
much less. The formula ( 42) is thus likely to be acceptably accurate under wide sets 
of circumstances. 

When the approximation ( 42) is valid, S' can be evaluated much more con
veniently than by the computationally expensive procedure (which must incorporate 
comprehensive error-checking) of ray-tracing. We evaluate ( simply by integration of 
E along radial paths between all points ( and x in Y _. 

5.3 Approximate evaluation of a and (J 

Substituting (36) and (41) into (37) gives 

v21: 3V1:•V1: 
0: = 

2(1+1:) 4(1+1:)2' 

2/r + V2( 2 + 4fJ(/fJr + 2V( · V( 
r + ( (r+ ()2 

z = fJ1:/fJr +VE· V( 
(1+1:)(r+() · 

(45) 

(46) 

Provided J1:J and JV1: • V1:/(l + 1:)V21:J are both somewhat less than unity throughout 
most of Y _, which one expects to be true in many (perhaps the great majority of) 
applications of physical interest, it is justifiable to approximate ( 45) by 

(47) 

The behaviour of z needs to be examined both near r 0 and for r large. 
Since, as noted in the introductory paragraph to Section 5, the spatial variation of v 
is negligible on the average for r less than some r 0 , we see from (41), (42), (44), and 
( 46) that 

z = 0 for r < ro, ( 48) 

Consequently integrals, such as those on RHS (25 ), are finite. The lower limit of the 
integration with respect to r is r0 , so that the integrand remains bounded. 

Note from (37) that (3 behaves the same as z for small r . 
Reverting to the approximation ( 42) for 8( / fJr, we see that ( 46) reduces for 

large r to 
21: 82(/8t2 - (81:/fJr)(fJ(/fJr) 2( 

z ~ -- +----------+ - + .. ·, 
r2 r r3 

( 49) 

on the assumption that the angle x introduced in (43) is appreciably less than unity 
(i.e. is as small as one expects in the applications mentioned in Section 5.2). Whether, 
in any particular instance, the greater contribution comes from the 1/r or the 1/r2 

term in ( 49) depends upon the magnitudes of the spatial derivatives of E compared 
with J1:J throughout T _. The maximum absolute value of z depends, therefore, on 
( 48) and on the variations mentioned in the previous sentence, and so is appropriately 
expressed as 

Jzl < Z/ro, 

where Z is the maximum value of rz . 
Note from (37) that (J varies as O( zr) for larger. 

(50) 

5.4 Approximate evaluation of (3 for the forward scattering volume 
source fonnulation 

Reference to Section 4.3 indicates that the radial coordinate r introduced in ( 41) 
should be replaced by a Cartesian coordinate, x say, parallel to the forward scattering 
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direction. The approximate formula ( 4 7) for a still appl ies, but the factor ( r + () 
appearing in three denominators in ( 46) should be replaced by x, because Section 4.3 
is (in effect) predicated upon the sources of the wave motion being far removed from 
Y _ (refer to Section 5.1). It follows from (37), (39) and ( 49) that 

(J ~ ikii [82( I 8y2 - ( 8€/ ax)( &( I &x )], (51) 

where it is appropriate to replace t by the explicitly Cartesian coordinate y. 

5.5 Liouville-JWKB Rayleigh-Gans/Born approximation 

By analogy with the conventional Rayleigh-Gans approximation [1, §6.13] we approx
imate (27) by 

'l/J(x, k) = </>o(x, k) + </>1(x, k), (52) 

which of course assumes that N ~ l. The considerable attraction of this approxima
tion, which has in a limited sense been employed by Clayton and Stolt [27], is that the 
integral equation (25) for 'l/J(x,k) is reduced to a mere integral. 

5.6 Norms of integral operators 

When Rayleigh-Gans approximations are inadequately accurate, one must resort either 
to some kind of matrix inversion of (22) or to iteration. As noted in Section 4, the 
former is often impracticable. The magnitude of N a.s defined by (29) and (24), 
governs first of all whether the Neumann series in (27) converges, and secondly how 
many iterations are required to solve the diffraction problem to any desired accuracy. 
If N is greater than unity, (27) diverges. At the other extreme, if N is appreciably less 
than unity, then it may be sufficient to sum just the first two terms of the Neumann 
series, resulting in the approximation (52). It is instructive to examine the values at 
high frequencies (i.e. k is large) of the norms arising from the Green's functions of 
Section 4 in terms of N >., the largest linear dimension of Y _ expressed in wavelengths. 

In view of (32), the norm of the opera.tor a.rising from the conventional Green's 
function is 

N IIJ-L + k2(v2 - l)lloo(N .X) 2 /2 

~ 20jj(v2 - l)jj 00N2 as k -too. 

In contrast, the norm for the Liouville-JWKB Green's function is 

N=ZN, 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

where Z is defined by (50). These expressions have an interesting interpretation in 
the context of inverse diffraction where, in order to obtain high resolution in recon
structions, it is desirable to employ high frequency radiation. The norms stated above 
both increase with increasing N, which is itself proportional to k. For the Liouville
JWKB volume source formulation, N is, ho~vever, only linearly proportional to N, 
so the Liouville-JWKB formulation can be expected to be valid for a larger range of 
frequencies than the conventional formulation. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

We have placed the Rayleigh-Gans/Born approximation into a physically acceptable 
context (i.e. one explicitly accommodating wavefront curvature and differential phase 
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delays) by expressing it through the phase-integral or Liouville-JWKB principle. While 
in a sense merely following a long line of predecessors, we claim that the new slant 
introduced in Section 4 gives better insight into the diffraction problem and makes it 
easier to devise and assess the level of various approximations ( as done in Section 5). 
In fact, when it is justifiable to approximate S as in Section 5.2, the Liouville-JWKB 
version (Section 5.5) of the Rayleigh-Gans approximation is only somewhat less con
venient than the conventional version. 

The approximations discussed in Section 5.2 are reasonable from the points of 
view of perhaps the great majority of applications of linear wave motion that it may be 
worth attempting to evaluate them comprehensively in practical contexts. One might 
then discover why, for instance, simple imaging techniques function surprisingly well 
under unlikely conditions, e.g. ultrasonic imaging through severely distorting media 
(28). 

Our chief motivation for devising the generalised volume source formulation has 
been to find a formalism for the direct diffraction problem which can be conveniently 
incorporated into the Newton-Kantorovich forrnulation of the inverse problem. The 
conventional Rayleigh-Gans formulation is highly convenient in this regard, as is well 
known (29,30]. We find that the approximations introduced in Section 5.2 and 5.3, 
when combined with the Liouville-JWKB Rayleigh-Gans approximation of Section 5.5, 
lead to what seems to be a widely applicable inverse formalism [31] . 
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Chapter 4 

APPROACHES TO THE DIRECT 
PROBLEM 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is concerned with the second task involved in examining an inverse prob
lem, namely, analysing the corresponding direct problem. The starting point for the 
direct problem is the canonical form (2. 78) of the underlying frequency-domain equa
tion (2.71), or its equivalent integral formulations derived in Section 3.4. In the direct 
problem, the generalised constitutive parameter X is known throughout the region Y, 
as is the incident field VJi. The canonical frequency-domain equation then becomes 
a conventional linear partial differential equation to be solved for the unknown func
tion VJ, and the integral formulations become linear Fredholm integral equations of the 
second kind. 

Solution of the direct problem defines a mapping ( see Section 1.4) 

n:C-tE, ( 4.1) 

from the space C of generalised constitutive parameters and incident fields, to the 
space E characterising the scattered fields. When the direct problem is considered in 
isolation, accurate numerical determination of this mapping for a particular element of 
C is performed by resorting to computational solution of either a differential or integral 
equation (see, for example, Harrington [1968] or Smith [1978]). A thorough discussion 
of the direct probl~m requires several theses in its own right, as is attested to by the 
amount of active research interest it continues to generate. It must be remembered 
that, for this thesis, examination of a direct problem is merely a prerequisite to solving 
an inverse problem. It is preferable ( although not always possible) not to resort to 
numerical solution of the differential or integral equations defining the direct problem, 
but rather to merely analytically establish integral expressions for the scattered field VJs 
(or, equivalently, the total field 1/;) in terms of the generalised constitutive parameter 
and incident field. Of particular interest are relations that can be inverted to give the 
generalised constitutive parameter in terms of the incident and scattered fields. This 
chapter, therefore, contains only those aspects of the direct problem that bear usefully 
upon the inverse scattering techniques discussed in the next chapter. 

Although the interaction between the emanations and the generalised consti
tutive parameter is stated concisely in both the differential and integral formulations 
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of scattering, a general explicit expression for VJ in terms of x or, of more relevance to 
inverse problems, ah expression for x in terms of VJ, cannot be stated. This is because 
the direct problem for a given generalised constitutive parameter x is linear with re
spect to different incident fields, but depends in a nonlinear fashion on the generalised 
constitutive parameter. Solutions to inverse problems are considerably simpler (both 
conceptually and numerically) if the (unique) solution of the direct problem can be 
usefully approximated by an expression for (some simple functional of) the scattered 
field that is linear with respect to X· Consequently, approximate solutions of the direct 
problem are often employed to facilitate tractable inversion algorithms. Section 4.2 em
ploys the generalised volume-source formulation ( which is introduced in Section 3.4.1) 
with the view to deriving approximate expressions for the scattered field whose validity 
can be readily assessed. The most convenient analytical simplification is the neglect of 
multiple scattering. 

Subsections of Section 4.2 contain the two major approximate solutions of the 
direct problem that are employed in inverse scattering problems. The first is the Born 
approximation [Newton 1966, Chapter 3] (also known as the Rayleigh-Gans approxima
tion [Jones 1964, Chapter 6]). The second is the Rytov approximation [Mueller 1980]. 
A key feature in the derivation of the Rytov approximation is the transformation of 
(2. 78), which is a linear partial differential equation, to a nonlinear partial differential 
equation. The far-field forms of the Born and Rytov approximations are shown to be 
particularly convenient for numerical solution of direct problems, the corresponding 
inverse problem being considered in Section 6.5. Appendix 3-A contains a sequence 
of approximate solutions to the direct problem derived from the generalised volume
source formulation of diffraction. 

There are many occasions, if they do not constitute the majority, where sim
ple analytical expressions for the scattered field are elusive, and numerical methods, 
evaluable to arbitrary accuracy (in principle), for solving the direct problem must be in
voked. One such method is the null-field method presented in Section 4.3, and is based 
on the surface formulation of Section 3.4. The computational procedure is invoked in 
a particular method of solution of an associated inverse problem in Appendix 6-B. 

The major computational effort involved in the null-field method is the deter
mination of an equivalent source distribution that produces the same scattered field 
as the true obstacle. The physical optics approximation outlined in Section 4.4 re
moves this difficulty while retaining sufficient accuracy to be usefully applied in many 
applications. 

4.2 GENERAL VOLUME-SOURCE FORMULA
TIONS 

When invoking the generalised volume-source formulation of scattering to describe the 
direct problem, the incident field VJi and the integral operator I(, as defined by (3.48) 
and (3.51) respectively, are both known, so that (3.52) is a linear Fredholm integral 
equation of the second kind [Zabreyko et al. 1975, Chapter l]. It is worth noting that 
the values of the field required to compute K1p are unavailable in the inverse problem, 
because the field is not measured within the region containing the inhomogeneity, over 
which the integral is performed. The Neumann series [Zabreyko et al. 1975, Chapter 2] 
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is formed by defining 

so that 

¢(0) ( x, k) 
¢(nl(x,k) 

'!fi( x, k ), 
K[¢(n-l)](x, k) 
}\.rn 0 J,(O), > 1 

'f' n_ ' 

n n-1 

¢ = lim "'¢(i) = '!fi + lim "'J{ ¢(i), 
n-+oo L-i n--+oo L-i 

i=O i=O 

(4.2) 

( 4.3) 

( 4.4) 

is the (unique) solution to the direct problem, provided the series converges. Conver
gence of the Neumann series is ensured by the (sufficient, but not necessary) condition 
IIKII < 1, measured in some appropriate norm, which depends on the Green's function 
that determines J(. The operator J( depends on the generalised constitutive parameter 
X, so that terms defined by (4.3) for n 2 2 are nonlinear with respect to X· Such non
linear terms may be neglected if the convergence criterion is replaced by the stronger 
restriction IIKII ~ 1. Specific instances when the resulting linear approximation is 
valid are now discussed. The rn.aximum linear dimension of the region Y s is denoted 
by L. 

4.2.1 Born approximations 

When the conventional Green's function (see Section 3.3) is employed, the integral 
operator K becomes 

The restriction on the norm of this operator to ensure convergence of the series ( 4.4) 
can be written [Leeman et al. 1985] 

( 4.6) 

The terms defined by ( 4.3), which represent multiple scattering, assume a 
significantly simpler form when x = Rx ( a caret adorns unit vectors) is in the far-field 
of Y s, so that the free-space Green's function is adequately approximated by (3.27) : 

where a factor depending only on R and k has been neglected. Since x assumes the 
value unity outside Ys, the integral can be extended to the whole of Y. Invocation of 
(2.109) simplifies (4.7) to 

(4.8) 

where ,\ = 21r / k is the wavelength of the radiation. That is, a Fourier transform 
relationship exists between ¢(8 ,N) and (x2 - 1 )¢(8 ,N-l). The Fourier transform relation 
still holds when X is frequency dependent, provided k is kept constant. 
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Figure 4.1: Fourier transform relation within the Born approximation. The far scat
tered field is related to the portions of the Fourier transform of x on a circle in Fourier 
space. The centre of the circle is determined by the direction k of the incident field. 
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In the event that the incident field is a plane-wave with direction of propagation 
k, with JkJ = k, so that 

1Pi(x, k) = e-if.x, (4.9) 

it is seen that the approximation to the scattered field given by the first term in 
the Neumann series, introduced in Section 4.2 above, which is called the first Born 
approximation (also known as the Rayleigh-Gans approximation [Jones 1964, Chapter 
6]), becomes (by setting N = l in ( 4. 7)) 

'lp(B,l)(x, k) = r [x2 (x1, k) - 1] e-i(k-kx)•x1 dYs(x1). (4.10) 
Ir. 

On defining 
( 4.11) 

and using the notation of Section 2.7, the (first) Born approximation in the far-field 
can be written as 

'l/J(B,1l(x, k) = F[x2 - 1J(k'). ( 4.12) 

That is, the value of 'lj}(B ,l) around a circle in the far-field is propor tional to the Fourier 
transform of (x2 -1) on an offset circle in Fourier space of radius _\- 1 (see Figure 4.1) 
[Wolf 1969]. 

The Neumann series is known as the Born series when the conventional Green's 
function is employed. Higher order Born approximations are constructed by taking 
account of increasing numbers of terms in the Neumann series. 

The condition ( 4.6) is sufficient to ensure convergence of the Born series and is 
often readily evaluable, but is unnecessarily restrictive. It is, however, an appropriate 
criterion for gauging whether the first Born approximation is a useful approximation to 
the scattered field. For, not only must the incident field be much greater in amplitude 
than the scattered field, but it must suffer negligible phase delay (no more than ±1r /2 
radians, say) on its passage through the inhomogeneity [Slaney et al. 1984]. Note that 
the assumptions of the echo-location model are precisely that the Born approximation 
is valid. 

Despite a lack of justification in many instances, the Born approximation re
mains one of the most commonly invoked approximations [Blackledge et al. 1987a], 
[Blackledge et al. 19876], [Boyse and Keller 1986], [Norton 1983], due to the ease with 
which its inverse ( discussed in Section 6.5) can be formed . 

4.2.2 Rytov approximations 

The Rytov approximation is obtained by a similar approach to that of the previous 
section. First, new variables are introduced [Ishimaru 1978, Chapter 17] : 

ti 

Elementary calculus reveals that 

exp(,), 

ti + t s, 
ln 1Pi· 

'l/JV,, 
'l/J(V2, + V, · V,). 
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(4.136) 

(4.13c) 

(4.14) 

( 4.15) 



Furthermore, the free-space Green's function is employed, and VJ; is taken to to be a 
plane-wave of the form ( 4.9), implying that ~ can be taken to be zero. Substitution of 
(4.15) into (2.78) yields 

,J2, + 'v,. 'v, + k2x2 = 0. 

But (4.13b) and (4.13c) imply that 

'v, 

where (3.2) has been applied to 1/J;. Thus, (4.16) becomes 

Now put 

so that ( 4.19) becomes 

,s1/;;, 

VJi'v/S + /S 'v1/;;, 

1p;'v21s + 2'v,i · 'v,s + /s 'v2VJi 

'IPi ( 'v 2,s + ;i 'v'ljJi · 'v,s) - k 2VJi(s 

VJ;('v21s + 2'v ln VJi · 'v,s) - k2</J, 

(4.16) 

( 4.17) 

( 4.18) 

(4.19) 

( 4.20) 

( 4.21) 

( 4.22) 

( 4 .23) 

The linear equation (2. 78) has thus been transformed to a nonlinear differential equa
tion involving the product of two gradient terms. 

The conventional volume-source formulation (see Section 3.4) for ( 4.23) in
volves a nonlinear integral operator 

( 4.24) 

where the operator J((B) is defined by ( 4.5), converting ( 4.23) into a nonlinear integral 
equation 

for </J. The Rytov approximation is obtained by inserting the initial estimate 

<P(R,O) = 0, 
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into ( 4.25), resulting in an expression of exactly the same functional form as the Born 
approximation : 

<p(R,1) J((R) ( <p(R,O)) 

J((B)VJi• ( 4.27) 

The Born and Rytov approximations are distinguished by their different in
terpretations of the quantity J((B)VJi which, in the Born approximation, represents an 
approximation to the scattered field VJs• In the Rytov approximation, however, the 
expression represents the quantity </; which is related to the total field through 

( 4.28) 

Defining higher order approximations recursively, 

( 4.29) 

is reminiscent of the fixed-point algorithm to solve nonlinear equations [Rall 1969]. 
Weston [1985] exploits this to derive conditions under which the Rytov approxima
tion becomes the leading term in a series converging to the exact solution of ( 4.25). 
Keller [1969] interprets the Rytov approximation as an asymptotic expansion, superior 
to the Born approximation in the forward direction, but inferior when reflection is 
significant. 

A class of transformations has been proposed [Kaveh et al. 1982] incorporating 
both the Born and Rytov approximations as special cases. Bates et al. [1976] describe 
expressions which partially compensate for the term 'v (-$;) · 'v (-$;) in ( 4.23). 

The far-field form of the (first) Rytov approximation for the complex phase 
function is identical to the expression obtained for the far-field form of the (first) Born 
approximation, i.e. 

¢)R,1l(x, k) = F[x2 - 1J(k'), ( 4.30) 

using the notation of Section 4.2.1. 

4.3 NULL-FIELD METHOD 

The null-field method [Bates 1968,Bates and Wall 1977a,Varadan and Varadan 1980], 
which is an adaptation of Waterman's [1965,1969] extended boundary condition (known 
in optical contexts as the Ewald-Oseen extinction theorem [Lalor and Wolf 1972], 
[Pattanayak and Wolf 1972]), is a formulation of the direct problem that is based on 
the surface-source description of scattering introduced in Section 3.4.2. The null
field method has been successfully applied to a multitude of direct scattering prob
lems in electromagnetic, acoustic [Peterson and Strom 1975], and elastic wave motion 
[Pao and Varatharajulu 1976,Varatharajulu and Pao 1976,Varadan et al. 1978]. The 
null-field method appropriate for problems involving an impenetrable object governed 
by the Dirichlet boundary condition, first introduced in Section 2.5.1, is now formu
lated in terms of any one of the 11 coordinate systems in which the Helmholtz equation 
separates. The null-field method best suited numerically for a particular scattering 
obstacle is the one that employs the coordinate system in which the boundary of the 
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obstacle most closely corresponds to a coordinate surface [Lewin 1970). In preparation 
for the inverse problem considered in Appendix 6-B, the general null-field equations 
are stated explicitly for the specialisation to cylindrical polar coordinates under the 
further assumption that the direct problem is independent of z, as is appropriate for 
two-dimensional problems. Modifications of the procedure derived here to incorporate 
the other class of impenetrable objects, i.e. those for which the Neumann boundary 
condition applies, involve only minor variations in the algebra (see, for example, Bates 
and Wall [1977a]) . 

Consider, then, an impenetrable obstacle embedded in an otherwise homoge
neous medium whose boundary, denoted S, is a simply connected closed curve that 
partitions Y in to an interior region Y s, containing the origin O, and an exterior region 
Y + which is assumed to be homogeneous with wavespeed normalised to unity. It is 
assumed that Sis star-like, i.e. an arbitrary point on Scan be represented by 

(4.31) 

where the notation of Section 3.3.1 applies throughout this section. 
The wave motion is governed by the equations of Section 3.4.2 which, when 

the Dirichlet boundary condition applies, simplify to 

f (' -::_ -::,
1 

k)au(-::' k)dS(-:t') = { -'l/Ji(x,k), xE Ys, 
g x x , a x , x ,. ( -- k ) -- y S n 1ps X, " , X E +· 

( 4.32) 

It suffices to assume that the incident field is regular throughout all of Y, so that 
its angular variation is appropriately expressed in the form (3.30), while its radial 
variation is also comprised of regular functions, 

( 4.33) 
m 

For x E Y s, (3.32) applies with 6> = e~ and e1< = 6- The right hand side of 
( 4.32) is in this case known to the experimenter, making ( 4.32) an integral equation for 
an equivalent surface source density. Invoking ( 4.31) to parametrise S, and recalling 
(3.32), an infinite set of moment equations can be obtained by applying the "test" 
functions {CmY~}, and the Petrov-Galerkinmethod [Harrington 1968, Chapter 1). The 
set { Cm} are constants chosen to improve the numerical conditioning of the resulting 
null-field equations, so obtained, 

Cm j j J(e~, e;)cm(e~, e;)ytl(t~ (t~, t;))Y,~(l~, t;) cl(~ d(; = Cmam, for all m, ( 4.34) 

where the surface source density f depends on S: 

J(e~,e;) = !~ (t~(e~,e;),e~,e;,k) . 

Adopting the expansion (3 .30) for f, 

f(t~, e;) = L .fmYm(l~, e;), 
m 

the null-field equations reduce to solving the infinite system of linear equations 

L Hmnfn = -Um, for all m, 
n 
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where, for each pair m, n, 

( 4.38) 

When x E Ys, el> = 6 and 6< = e~, so that the arguments of yg) and Yt) 
occurring in (3.32) as employed in ( 4.32) are interchanged. The scattered field then 
has the form 

( 4.39) 
m 

where the bm are given by 
( 4.40) 

and 
( 4.41) 

As a special case, consider the development for two-dimensional fields in cylin
drical coordinates. The radial distance from the origin to a point on the boundary of 
the obstacle is conveniently expressed as a function of angle, i.e. 

p' = p'(¢/) . 

The angular harmonics are given by (3.33), so that Cm = 1 for all m, and 

f( fl - p''( f) + ( :; )' :: (p'( ,f/); ,f,', k) 

Since f has period 21r, it is appropriately expanded according to ( 4.36), 

00 

J(¢/) = L fmeim<f/_ 
m=-oo 

In the far-field, the scattered field reduces to the asymptotic form 

00 

VJs ~ 2(1rkrt 112 exp(-ikr) L bmimeim<f,, 
m=- oo 

and, consequently, 

{21' 
Cm lo H;;l(kp'(¢/))exp(i(n - m)¢/)d¢/, 

{21' 
lo lm(kp'(¢/))exp(i(n - m)¢/)d¢/ . 

( 4.42) 

( 4.43) 

( 4.44) 

( 4.45) 

( 4.46) 

( 4.47) 

Note that, since lm is the real part of HJ;), much of the computation involved in 
evaluation of integrals in ( 4.46) and ( 4.4 7) is the same. 

When solving the direct problem for a particular p'( ¢/), the conditioning of 
( 4.37) is improved by suitable normalisation of the Hankel functions appearing in 
( 4.38) [Wall 1980]. Equivalently, this may be accomplished by choosing the constants 
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Cm to be 1/ HJ,';)(kp'(O)). Thus, in the event that Sis a circle of radius p~, Hmn reduces 
to the Kronecker delta, and [Wall et al. 1985] 

(-ir I H~~)(kp~), 
(-i)m lm(kp~)/ H~l(kp~), 

as can be deduced from separation of variables [Bowman et al. 1969]. 

( 4.48) 

( 4.49) 

In practice, the Fourier series are truncated to a finite number of terms, as are 
the matrices H and J. 

4.4 PHYSICAL OPTICS 

The major computational effort associated with the null-field method described in the 
previous section is the solution of an integral equation to determine the equivalent 
source density f, existing at points Q on the surface S of the scatterer, which radiates 
the same scattered field as the actual scatterer exterior to Y s• The method is, in 
principle, exact. Considerably less effort is required when an approximate equivalent 
source ~s( Q) is employed, whose value at each point Q can be postulated on the 
basis of an intuitive assumption, which is thought (because of the physics of whatever 
situation is being considered) likely to lead to a useful degree of approximation. In 
the physical optics approximation, the equivalent source is taken to be that which 
is exact for a body, here called the assumed body, belonging to a particular class of 
bodies of certain specified constitution. Furthermore, the tangent planes at Q of the 
actual body and the assumed body are required to coincide [Bates and \i\Tall 1977b]. 
This assumption may seem quite unwarranted at first sight. However, it often leads to 
results in remarkable agreement with experiment. 

There are several species of physical optics. The best known, most com
monly referred to as merely physical optics [Senior 1965] or the Kirchoff approxima
tion [Bouwkamp 1954], is what Bates and vVall [1977b] call planar physical optics. 
The assumed body has an infinite planar surface, and is usually totally reflecting 
[Bleistein and Cohen 1980], but can in fact have any homogeneous constitution since 
exact expressions can be derived for such scatterers [Jones 1964, Chapter 6]. The 
equivalent source assumes non-zero values only in the region directly illuminated by 
the incident wave, while within the penumbra and umbra it is set to zero (see Fig
ure 4.2a). 

Planar physical optics can give highly accurate results for actual bodies of large 
transverse extent such as the ocean surface or a large aircraft viewed from above or 
below. It tends to be much less satisfactory when scattering from the penumbra of the 
actual body becomes significant, and for objects whose largest transverse dimensions 
are a few wavelengths or less. One can then employ other forms of physical optics 
[Bates and Wall 1977b] in which the assumed body surface coincides with more general 
surfaces defined by coordinate systems in which the Helmholtz equation separates (refer 
to Section 3. 3 .1). In such a coordinate system, it is necessary to generalise the notion 
of directly illuminated and shadow regions. The directly illuminated region consists of 
all points (eid),6,6) on S such that, for particular values of e2 and 6, (6,6,6) is 

exterior to Y s whenever 6 > dd). The shadow region consists of all other points of S 
(see Figure 4.26 ). 
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Figure 4.2: Physical optics geometry. A plane wave is incident on a scatterer contain
ing the origin 0. (a) In planar physical optics, the equivalent source density is zero 
throughout the umbra and penumbra. The illuminated region contains points Q and 
extends to Qe . (b) Other versions of physical optics permit more faithful approximation 
source densities over a generalised illuminated region, whose extent is increased. 
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Chapter 5 

PRE-PROCESSING FOR 
INVERSION ALGORITHMS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter and the next are concerned with the third task involved in examining 
an inverse problem (refer to Section 1.4). Relationships between emanations and 
the generalised constitutive parameter, established in previous chapters in the context 
of the direct problems, are reconsidered from the point of view of inverse problems. 
The particular concern is with devising algorithms to infer the generalised constitutive 
parameter from whatever functional of the scattered field represents the data avail
able in an inverse problem. Since the great majority of solutions to inverse problems 
involve intricate computations, a critical consideration is the numerical stability of 
any algorithm which infers the generalised constitutive parameter from given values 
of its scattered field. It must be remembered that inverse problems are often ill-posed 
(refer to Section 1.5 ). Consequently, some form of regularisation is required, either 
explicitly (i .e. replacing the original problem by a well-posed one) or implicitly (i.e. by 
considering a suitable finite dimensional space to represent the unknowns). 

Mathematically, the relations of Chapter 4 are viewed notionally as examples 
of the mapping ( 4.1) from a space of generalised constitutive parameters and incident 
fields, to a space characterising the scattered fields. For the corresponding inverse 
problem, the roles of the generalised constitutive parameter and the scattered field are 
reversed. In both problems, the incident field is under the control of the experimenter 
(refer to Section 1.3). The process of solving an inverse problem can thus be written 
in terms of evaluating the inverse mapping 

n-1 : E -t C. (5.1) 

A thorough understanding of the well- or ill- posedness of an inverse problem depends 
on the nature of the inverse map, which in turn depends on the characterisation of 
the spaces E and C . Note that an ill-posed problem can often be converted to a well
posed problem by the incorporation of a priori information that serves to regularise the 
original problem. The Newton-Kantorovich method (see Section 6.7) is particularly 
amenable to such regularisation. 

It only makes sense to ask whether an inverse problem is ill-posed if the physical 
model underlying the associated direct problem and its mathematical description are 
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sufficiently simple and well understood that the components of the inverse problem, i.e. 
the spaces C and E, and also n, can be characterised to the extent that it is meaningful 
to ask the question in the first place. There are a large number of applications in which 
the question seems inappropriate due to lack of adequate knowledge of any one of these 
components. 

Useful solutions to inverse problems are only possible in practice if satisfactory 
data sets are available. The techniques presented in Chapter 6 are predicated on the 
assumption that all required data are available. In the real world, however, data sets 
are usually incomplete. Often, the quantity of data is sufficient, but the quality is 
inadequate in some sense. If the data contamination is due to random noise, of a 
level which is excessive for the purposes in hand, then nothing can of course be done. 
There are many situations, however, wherein the deficiencies of the data happen to be 
such that they can be rectified to a useful degree by either appropriate preprocessing 
or invoking a priori information or both. The remainder of this chapter discusses 
situations in which the data need considerable preliminary massaging before they can 
be operated on usefully by an inversion algorithm. The particular instances examined 
concern data that are : 

(a) explicitly complete in quantity but blurred (Section 5.2). 

(b) apparently incomplete, in the sense that complete data sets are not immediately 
available, but can (sometimes) be inferred (Sections 5.3 and 5.4). 

( c) palpably incomplete, wherein the data cannot be completed in any reliable man
ner, although the use of heuristics often leads to results that can be interpreted 
by trained practitioners (Section 5.4). 

Section 5.2 is concerned with the archetypal problem of type (a), namely, 
deconvolution. 

One way that the data sets of type (b) can be made satisfactory is by in
voking <L priori information which allows the invocation of theoretical constraints. 
This is demonstrated in Section 5.3 in the context of retrieving phases of scat
tered fields from magnitudes. This problem area is one of the most active presently 
under investigation by the image processing community [Bates and Mnyama 1986], 
[Fienup and Wackerman 1986]. Since the majority of data sets for inverse problems 
are obtained from measurements on wave fields, the phases of data are as important 
as their intensities. As is explained in Section 5.3, there are certain severe practi
cal impediments in the way of retrieving inverse scattering phases. The published 
paper [Bates and Tan 1985a] reproduced as Appendix 5-A was perhaps the earliest 
to emphasise the computational niceties of these impediments. The published paper 
[Bates and Tan 1985b] reproduced as Appendix 5-B was the first to show how to 
invoke extra information ( which can be expected to be readily available in practice) 
that allows the impediments to be circumvented with some ease. The published pa
per [Gardenier et al. 1986] reproduced as Appendix 5-C demonstrates another way 
in which a priori information , despite being possibly inexact, can be incorporated 
into a phase retrieval algorithm. The published paper [Bates and Tan 1986] repro
duced as Appendix 5-D applies phase retrieval techniques to a relatively new discov
ery in material science [Shechtman et al. 1984] that has aroused considerable debate 
[Pauling 1985] . 
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Section 5.4 is concerned with the models employed in a class of imaging tech
niques called computed tomography (CT). The archetypal CT model is predicated 
upon a description of the emanations as travelling along straight rays . Although the 
projection theorem is the basis of the remarkably successful reconstruction algorithms 
discussed in Section 6.3, it is convenient to introduce it in this chapter. The projection 
model has achieved remarkable success when applied to imaging the X-ray attenua
tion coefficient of opaque materials, for the purposes of medical diagnostic radiology. 
Section 5.4 discusses methods for approximately transforming projection data so that 
they correspond to straight-line projections, even though the data are not inherently 
of such form. Instances of type (b) and ( c) are included. The particular example of 
incompleteness examined in Appendix 5-E concerns the effects on reconstructions of 
detector resolution and finite sampling of projections. 

To accord with the terminology of this thesis, the quantity of interest f(x) 
is referred to throughout this Chapter as the irn.age [Bates and Mnyama 1986], al
though the term "object" is also popular in phase retrieval contexts [Fienup 1983b], 
[Arsenault and Chalasinska-Macukow 1983], [Fienup 1984], [Byrne and Fiddy 1987] . 

5.2 DECONVOLUTION 

One of the ways in which practical reality falls short of mathematical ideality is appar
ent when one remembers that data are acquired by some transduction process (refer to 
Section 1.2). Rather than consisting of precise measurements, available data sets are of
ten "blurred" by "point spread functions" or "instrument functions" [Goodman 1968, 
Chapter 6], [Bracewell 1978, Chapter 3], [Bates and McDonnell 1986, Sections 3-4]. 
Although such blurring is itself ideal, because it is point spread invariant or isopla
natic, it occurs to a good approximation at least in many situations of scientific and 
technological importance. Before attempting to operate on such data with inversion 
algorithms, it is appropriate to preprocess them to remove as much of the blurring as 
possible. 

An appropriate description of the relation between isoplanatically blurred data 
s(x) and the data of interest f(x) is supplied by a convolutional model 

s(x) = f(x) 0 h(x) + c(x), (5.2) 

where h( x) is known as the point-spread, or blurring, function, and c( x) is the con
tamination. The Fourier transforms of s and f are related through 

S( it) = F( ii)H( 17) + C( ii), (5.3) 

which follows from the formulas presented in Section 2.7. 
In those situations wherein the blurring is negligible, the point-spread function 

effectively reduces to 8(x), or equivalently H( 17) becomes unity. When, as is perhaps 
more usual, the blurring is significant, it is necessary to estimate the form of h( x) before 
one can recover f(x). Current research [Lane and Bates 1987a], [Lane et al. 1987], 
[Lane and Bates 19876) suggests that it may soon always be possible to do without 
prior knowledge of h(x). At present, however, when presented with a single blurred 
image s(x), a prior estimate of h(x) is in general needed. From this, one can form the 
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"VViener filter" [Bates and McDonnell 1986, Section 16] 

vV( 17) = H*( 17)/[IH( 17)12 + <I>( u)], (5.4) 

where <I>( 17) characterises the available knowledge of the dependence upon 17 of the 
noise-to-signal ratio for the data. An estimate F( u) of F( 17) is then generated : 

F(u) = F(u)TV(17). 

Note that, in the absence of contamination, vV( u) reduces to the "inverse filter" 
1/ H( u), implying that F( u) becomes identical to F( 17). It is also worth remembering 
that <I>( u) can incorporate differences between the actual h( x) and whatever estimate 
of it is available. 

Wiener filtering can be performed when only a single blurred image is available, 
provided a reasonable estimate of H is available. The dominant component of (5.2) 
must be the convolution, with the contamination much less significant. Often, the 
contamination is so severe that deconvolution is impracticable unless a number of 
differently blurred images are available. There is a class of image processing techniques, 
originally devised in astronomical imaging contexts [Labeyrie 1970], [B ates 1982], that 
can be usefully invoked on occasions in which an ensemble of blurred images is given, 
rather than to a single convolution. The blurring has a "speckly" character due to the 
way in which the images are formed [Dainty 1974], [Dainty 1975b], [Goodman 1975]. 
The speckle images, as they are commonly called, are assumed to be due to point
spread functions that are statistically independent. Prior estimates of these point 
spread functions are not required. Them-th speckle image is expressed as a convolution 
of the true image with a point-spread function hm(x) plus a contamination term cm(x), 
i.e. 

sm(x) = f(x) 0 hm(x) + Cm(x). (5.6) 

Denote the point at which Sm has greatest magnitude by Xm, The technique known as 
shift-and add (SAA) forms an image fsAA by shifting each speckle image so that its 
brightest point is positioned at the origin of image space, normalising each so that the 
phase at the origin is zero, and then averaging the shifted images [Bates and Cady 1980], 
[Bates and Minard 1984]. Denoting this reconstruction by fsAA, it is seen that 

fsAA(x) (sm( x + Xm)s~(xm)/lsm(xm)I) 

f(x) 0 (hm(x + x'm)) + (cm(i' + i\n)), (5. 7) 

where ( ·) denotes the ensemble average. 
The usefulness of SAA in any particular application depends primarily on 

the extent to which the convolutional component of (5.6) dominates the contam
ination term. It is now well appreciated that the technique can be very effective 
for imaging spatially incoherent source distributions [Bates 1982], [Baba et al. 1985], 
[Freeman et al. 1988], [Bates and Davey 1988]. It is becoming apparent that SAA can 
also be usefully invoked as a post-processing procedure to yield faithful images of 
objects which emit quasi-monochromatic fields exhibiting a high degree of spatial co
herence [Minard et al. 1985]. This is discussed further in Section 6.6. 
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5.3 PHASE RETRIEVAL 

It is implicit in the inversion algorithms considered in the next chapter that the data 
available are in the form of measurements of both the magnitude and phase of the 
scattered field. There are a number of applications in which measurement of the 
phase of the scattered field can only be performed with more difficulty ( expense), or 
to much less accuracy, than measurement of magnitude [Gerchberg and Saxton 1971], 
[Fright 1984, Chapter 2], [Morris 1985], [Anderson and Sali 1985]. Measurement of 
the phase can even be impractical [Ramachandran and Srinivasan 1970, Chapter 1], 
[Misell 1973], [Ferwerda 1978], [Bates 1982]. In such cases, it is useful to attempt to 
infer the phase from the magnitude of the scattered field. 

It is often the case that the quantity available is the magnitude IF( u)I of the 
Fourier transform of f(x). The problem of inferring the phase of Fis then referred to 
as Fourier phase retrieval [Bates and McDonnell 1986, Chapter 4]. 

It is instructive to define an equivalence class [Herstein 1975, Chapter 1] of 
an image f(x), containing all translations f(x - a), any multiplication by a complex 
constant (Jf(x), and all shifted conjugate reflections f*(a - x). All members of an 
equivalence class possess the same Fourier transform modulus, apart from an overall 
multiplicative factor, and hence a phase retrieval algorithm. cannot distinguish between 
them. The absolute position of the image and its orientation are irretrievably lost, but 
they can often be inferred by other means and are equally often relatively unimpor
tant [Bates and Fright 1983,Bates and Mnyama 1986] This non-uniqueness is usually 
disregarded because all images belonging to an equivalence class have the same appear
ance, or "image-form" [Bates and Fright 1983]. The phase retrieval problem is more 
meaningfully posed as : recover the image-form off from IFI. 

The support off, denoted supp(!), is defined as the set of points, x, at which 
f( x) is non-zero ( see Section 2. 7). It is assumed that the support of f is bounded, 
which is certainly valid for all of the applications envisioned in this section. Denot
ing the maximum linear extent of supp(!) in each Cartesian direction by Lx and Ly 
respectively, the sampling theorem ( refer to Section 2. 7) states that f is determined 
by samples of F ( of both magnitude and phase) spaced by 1/ Lx and 1/ Ly in each 
of the corresponding Fourier space variables, u and v. The autocorrelation ff of f 
has extent no greater than 2Lx and 2Ly, and is determined by samples of its Fourier 
transform IFl2 (see (2.119)), spaced by no more than 1/2Lx and 1/2Ly, It is assumed 
in this section that IFI is sampled by at least the latter rate so that ff can be inferred 
immediately from the data, and an estimate of supp(!) obtained by halving the linear 
dimensions of supp(ff). 

The Fourier phase problem is, equivalently, posed as finding the image-form of 
f from its autocorrelation ff. The issue of uniqueness of the image-form for an image 
composed of 5-functions weighted by complex numbers, 

M1 Mg 

J(x) = I: 
m1 =-1'11 

L fnq, .. ml(5(x1 - 7711, ••. 'XI( - 111[( ), 

Tnl(=-lil/g 

can be most readily appreciated by introduction of the complex z-transform 

J\.11 MK 

P(z) = L ~ f' 7 m1 .,. _ml( 
L..., . m1 .. . m 1, ~ 1 · · · ~ I\ · 

TTIJ =-/111 
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Each component of z is a complex number. The z-transform and Fourier transform of 
f are related by 

F[f]( u) = P( e-i2m1), (5.10) 

where the exponentiation is to be understood component-wise. The image-form of 
f is completely characterised by the surface in complex z-space on which P(z) = 0. 
This surface, which is of dimension (2K - 2), and is embedded in a 2K-dimensional 
complex z-space (i.e. 2 real dimensions for each complex component of z), is known as 
the zero-sheet of P(z) [Lane and Bates 1987a,Lane et al. 1987]. The z-transform of ff 
is, from (2.118), 

p P(z) = P*( z )P(z), (5.11) 

where the components of z are z1 = 1/zt, and z1 is the ordinary complex conjugate of 
z,. On denoting the zero-sheet of P(z) by Zp, the zero-sheet of P P(z) is given by 

Zpp = Zp U Zp •. (5.12) 

In one dimension, it is well known that even the image-form is not unique 
[Bruck and Sodin 1979]. The zero-sheets are merely 0-dimensional, i.e. a set of discrete 
points. The z-transform off reduces to an ordinary polynomial which can always be 
factored, 

M 2A1 

P(z) = I: fm zm = Z II (z - Zm), (5.13) 
m=-A1 m=O 

where Z is an unimportant term proportional to z-M. The z-transform of ff is, likewise, 

2M 

p P(z) = P*( z )P(z) = 1z1 2 II (z - Zm)(z - 1/zm), (5.14) 
m=O 

The zeros of PP can be inferred from ff, or equivalently IFl2 (because of analytic 
continuation), and form a discrete set of pairs in the complex z-pla.ne. There is clearly 
no way to deduce which of each pair belong to f and which to its mirror image. There 
are instances where a number of selections a.re still consistent with other constraints 
such as positivity (see Section 2.7) off. 

The situation in more than one dimension is completely different. Each zero
sheet forms a continuous (in fact, analytic) sheet. The intersections of Zp and Zp. in 
Zpp occur at points. However, if one imagines a. continuous line passing from Zp to Zp. 
through any such point, contained entirely within Zpp, this line ceases to be analytic 
at the said point. This makes it possible to construct an algorithm for separating Zp 
from Zp., and hence to infer f(x) [Lane et al. 1987]. The computational and practical 
implications have yet to be fully appreciated. Consequently, it is still necessary to 
invoke iterative procedures, of the kind discussed below, in order to effect practical 
phase retrieval. However, the concept of the zero-sheet graphically demonstrates when 
the multi-dimensional phase retrieval can in general be expected to possess a unique 
solution (image-form). 

The main concern of this thesis is multi-dimensional inverse scattering. The 
remainder of this section considers problems that involve more than one dimension. 

The techniques for phase retrieval that a.re simplest to invoke are iterative 
algorithms [Gerchberg and Saxton 1972], [Fienup 1978], [Fienup 1979], [Fienup 1980], 
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J(/) 

Apply image 
space constraints. 

Increment l 

Fourier transform p(l) 

Apply Fourier 
space constraints 

j(l+l) -- Inverse Fourier transform - _F(I) 

Figure 5.1: A typical Fienup iteration. The cycle proceeds clockwise. Horizontal arrows 
represent (inverse) Fourier transformations. Vertical arrows represent imposition of 
other constraints. 
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[Fienup 1982), in which it is relatively easy to incorporate other information. The es
sential components of a Fienup iteration are shown schematically in Figure 5.1. An 
estimate J(/) of the image is Fourier transformed to produce p(l). Fourier space con
straints are then applied to p(I) to yield fr(!). An inverse Fourier transform results 
in JU+ 1). Finally, image-space constraints are imposed upon j(l+i) to generate J(/+i) 

which completes one iteration. The respective relationships between J(/) and p(I), and 
fr(!) and JU+ 1 ), are 

p(l) 

j(l+l) 
.r[JUl], 
F-l[frUl]. 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

The Fourier space constraint most commonly applied is the combination of the known 
Fourier magnitude with the phase of F(1), 

fr(!) = JFJ ei lfi'CI) ' (5.17) 

where L· denotes the phase of a complex number. 
It remains to specify image-space constraints that define J(/+l) in terms of 

jU+ 1 ). The extent to which iterative phase retrieval is successful depends on the 
amount of extra information that can be incorporated in this part of the algorithm 
[Dainty and Fiddy 1984,Fienup and Wackerman 1986]. Examples of practical signifi
cance are : knowledge of the support of the image, positivity of the image, partially 
inaccurate knowledge of the scattered field phase, and partial knowledge of the magni
tude of the image. Usually, at least a crude estimate of the supp(!) can be inferred from 
supp(ff). The support constraint is that f(x) = 0 whenever x (j. supp(!). Positivity 
( see Section 2. 7) is a useful theoretical constraint because it forces the image-form to 
be "most compact" [Bates and Fright 1985]. Denote by V(I) the set of points at which 
the support constraint, and any other image-space constraints, are violated by JU+ 1). 

The technique known as error reduction modifies j{l+l) according to 

1u+1)( x) 
jU+l)(x) 

o, x E vu), 
j(l+ 1)(x), x(j.vul. 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

An important constraint that is employed in the iterative Fienup algorithms applied 
to astronomical imaging is that of positivity. When positivity is invoked to determine 
VU), error reduction is known to never diverge, although stagnation frequently occurs. 
The hybrid input-output technique, which is defined by 

jU+l)(if) 
j(l+l)(if) 

j(1)(if) - f3JU+ 1\x), x E vu), 
j(l+1)(if), x r/. v(I), 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

where /3 is known as the relaxation parameter, usually produces better reconstructions 
although the error fluctuates and convergence is not assured. 

In inverse scattering contexts, the equivalent source distribution is complex
valued. Consequently, the positivity constraint is meaningless . Appendix 5-A demon
strates how the performance of Fienup algorithms diminishes when the positivity con
straint is removed. The only constraint imposed on the reconstructed images was a 
support constraint . The accuracy to which the support is known vastly affects the 
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performance of the algorithm [Fienup 1987]. It is interesting to note, however, that 
Lane [1987] shows that complex image-forms can be successfully reconstructed, but 
only after expenditure of so much computational effort that it is arguable whether it 
could ever be justified in technological contexts. 

The investigation [Bates and Tan 1985b] reproduced as Appendix 5-B indi
cates that scattered fields recorded from time-domain inverse scattering experiments 
provide enough extra information to allow the scattered field phase to be readily re
covered. The results demonstrate that when the extra information is incorporated into 
modifications of the iterative Fienup algorithms, reconstruction of complex-valued im
ages is greatly accelerated. 

A further demonstration [Gardenier et al. 1986] of how extra information, which 
is significantly erroneous, can be successfully incorporated into a phase retrieval algo
rithm is reproduced as Appendix 5-C. The algorithm stems from the Gerchberg
Saxton technique in electron microscopy [Gerchberg and Saxton 1972], [Saxton 1978, 
Chapter 5], [Gerchberg 1986]. 

There has recently been discovery of diffraction data that appear to exhibit for
bidden crystallographic symmetries. Whilst several researchers have proposed physical 
models to explain this phenomenon, Appendix 5-D attempts to deduce the structure 
from the diffraction data alone. The algorithm converges because the image is forced 
to be positive. 

5.4 COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY (CT) 
MODELS 

When the real part of x assurn.es its free-space value of unity throughout all of Y, 
including Ys, the ray paths, as given by (3.9), are merely straight lines. When two 
spatial dimensions are considered, it is appropriate to employ the rotated coordinate 
systems of Section 3.2, so that each ray is characterised by the angle <P between the 
ray direction and the fixed, unrotated y-axis, and by the perpendicular distance l from 
the ray to the origin (see Figure 5.2). 

Denoting the imaginary parts of x and the point characteristic function by f 
and p respectively, (3.20) reduces to 

P(l;</J)= j J(x)o(l-x·l)dx, (5.22) 

where l is the unit vector in the l-direction and depends on the angle ¢;. For fixed 
<P, the one-dimensional function of l defined by (5.22) is termed the projection of f 
at angle </y. The Radon transform of f is the set of its projections for O :S <P < 21r 
[Radon 1917,Barrett 1984]. Note that the Radon transform is a linear mapping. The 
ideal CT problem is to invert the Radon transform, i.e. infer f from its projections. 
Other names for this are computer assisted tomography, computer aided tomography, 
and image reconstruction from projections . McCullough and Payne [1977], Herman and 
Lewitt [1979], and Garden [1984] review the historical development of CT particularly 
informatively. 

The projection theorem [Garden 1984], [Bates and McDonnell 1986, Section 9], 
sometimes called the projection-slice theorem [B arrett 1984], relates the one-dimensional 
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Figure 5.2: A ray is a straight line characterised by an angle ¢ and a distance t The 
parameter along the ray is 'r/· The value of a projection is the line integral of x along 
each ray. Back-projection (see Section 6.3) of a projection assigns the value of a point 
on a projection to each point in the image on its associated ray. 
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Fourier transform of a projection to the two-dimensional Fourier transform of x along 
a radial line in Fourier space : 

F1[p(~; ¢)](p; ¢) = F2[f(r; 0)](p; ¢). (5.23) 

In principle, therefore, knowledge of projections for all angles completely determines 
the two-dimensional Fourier transform of X, which can itself be determined by two
dimensional inverse Fourier transformation : 

f(r; 0) = .r21 [F1[p](p; ¢)] (r; 0). (5.24) 

It turns out that (5.24) does not provide the best reconstructions when the discrete 
nature of the data is considered. Projections, when Fourier transformed, lead naturally 
to samples in Fourier space that fall on a polar grid, preventing application of the FFT 
algorithm [Brigham 1974]. Better implementations of reconstruction from projections 
are discussed in Section 6.3. 

Undoubtedly, the application for which the the physical process is most suc
cessfully modelled by the Radon transform is imaging of opaque objects (notably, those 
composed of biological tissue) with X-ra.ys, where f is the X-ray attenuation coefficient 
of the body. The intensity I of an X-ray beam, initially of intensity 10 , is conventionally 
related to a projection by [Stanton 1969, Chapter 4], [Kak 1979], [Greenleaf 1983] 

p(~;¢) = ln(I0 /I). (5.25) 

The advances in diagnostic radiology that have arisen from CT [Axel et al. 1983] are 
testimony to the usefulness of the Radon transform (5.22) to accurately model the prop
agation of the emanations employed. It should be noted, however, that the scattering 
of X-rays is a complicated process [Stanton 1969], [Joseph and Spital 1982] whose be
haviour is not entirely faithfully described by (5.22). 

The ideal projection model is so simple, because of its linearity, that one is 
tempted to apply it in all sorts of situations which do not strictly satisfy the assump
tions on which conventional X-ray CT is predicated. The success of such a strategy 
depends, of course, on how large are the discrepancies between actuality and the ideal 
model. Some of the more pertinent deviations from the ideal are discussed below from 
the point of view that the data are incomplete straight-line projections. 

Although the clinical and commercial success of X-ray CT in medical con
texts is testimony to the reasonableness of the projection model to adequately describe 
the propagation of X-rays through biological tissue, it is much less appropriate in 
electromagnetic and acoustic applications where the physical dimensions of the in
homogeneous features are comparable to the wavelength of the radiation em.ployed 
implying that the refractive index is palpably variable which invalidates the assump
tion that the emanations travel along straight rays. Thus, time-of-flight measurements 
[Johnson et al. 1975,Glover and Sharp 1977,Spiesberger 1985] are line-integrals along 
curved ray paths, as given by (3.9). Time-of-flight measurements are apparently in
complete because it is not immediately obvious how the ray paths over which the 
measurements are defined can be expressed in terms of any known quantities. Tomog
raphy is only effective when a sufficient number of rays traverse the cross-section being 
imaged. \iVhen refraction is involved, there exist "forbidden regions" [McKinnon 1980, 
Chapter 4], [McKinnon and Bates 1980] about which no information can be obtained 
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from time-of-flight measurements. There have been schemes proposed to estimate es
timate straight-line projections from time-of-flight data [Norton and Linzer 1982], or 
to apply techniques that are modified forms of the iterative technique presented in 
Section 6.7 [Johnson et al. 1975,Schomberg 1978]. Images formed by application of 
similar correction schemes to integrals, along curved rays, of attenuation measure
ments [Kuc 1984] are more difficult to interpret because attenuation is attributable to 
three mechanisms : scattering, absorption and diffraction. 

Even when the suitability of the projection model is accepted, there are sev
eral practical constraints that arise which cause the quantity of data to be incomplete. 
Practical constraints may limit the domain of each projection ( with respect to e) 
[Lewitt et al. 1978], (Lewitt and Bates 1978b], or in angle, either evenly spaced but 
few [Garden 1984] or a limited angular range of projections [Sezan and Stark 1984], 
[Hayner and Jenkins 1984). The definitive treatment of the limited angular range prob
lem is by Davison [1983]. 

Data collected from fan-beam geometries (Bennett and Byer 1986], 
[Peng and Stark 1987], are essentially complete because all projections are present in 
the data, but in a reorganised form [Soumekh 1986b). 

When considering practical numerical implementation of the inverse Radon 
transform, it must be remembered that only a finite number of measurements is 
available. It is, therefore, necessary to consider aspects of sampling and discretisa
tion [Joseph and Schulz 1980], [O'Sullivan 1985], [Ohyama et al. 1987] (also see Sec
tion 1.5). The sampling theorem (refer to Section 2.7) requires samples of projections 
to be spaced by no more than 1/2R in order to reconstruct an object confined to a re
gion of radius R. The data are incomplete if this sampling requirement is not satisfied. 
Although the effect of insufficient sampling of projections is qualitatively well known, 
it does not seem to be quantitatively appreciated the extent to which it can degrade 
image reconstruction. An published study to remedy this deficiency [Tan et al. 1986] 
is reproduced as Appendix 5-E. 

As mentioned above, it is tempting to seek ways in which CT can be adapted 
to situations in which the projection model (5.22) is insufficiently representative of 
the physical process at hand. Other manifestations of incomplete projections include 
situations in which the physical process is not sufficiently well modelled. An exam
ple occurs when the generalised constitutive para.meter exhibits temporal variations 
during scanning [Garden 1984]. A second is the phenomenon termed beam-hardening 
(Brooks and Di Chiro 1976a], [Alvarez and Macovski 1976], (Joseph and Spital 1978). 
An X-ray beam is never perfectly monochromatic. Rather, a finite spectrum is trans
mitted with the lower energy (frequency) components experiencing greater attenuation. 
After passing through the body, the beam contains a greater proportion of higher en
ergy X-rays and is said to be "harder". Effects of beam-hardening are most apparent 
at the edges of high density areas such as bone. The proposals that have been made 
to compensate for beam-hardening are seemingly of limited applicability because they 
are based on inappropriately incomplete, simplistic models of the underlying physical 
process [Garden 1984, Section 5.2]. 
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5-A FOURIER PHASE RETRIEVAL WHEN THE 
IMAGE IS COMPLEX 
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Fourier phase retrieval when the image is complex 

IL II. T. Bates and D. G. H. Tan 

Electrical and Electronic engineering Department, 
University of Canterbury, Christchurch 1, New Zealand 

Abstract 

Fienup's iterative phase retrieval algorithms are applied to an image (confined to a 
support l,aving a concave perimeter ) whose phase can be chosen either zero, or varying arb
itrarily between O and w, or quite arbitrary. Reconstructed images are confined (or, more 
precisely, we attempt to confine them) to e ither the support or the rectangle just enclos
ing it. Both positive reconstructed images ar e faithful (as expected) when positivity is 
enforced. Oipolar and complex images reconstructed within the support are recognizable, 
but are scarcely recognizable when reconstructed within the rectangle. The bipolar recons
tructed images are superior to the complex ones. 1~ese results reinforce the general ex
perience that a support-constraint tends by itself to be too weak to ensure faithful image 
reconstruction. 

Introduction 

computational experience 1 now confirms that the phase of the Fourier transform of almost 
any two-dimensional, positive (i.e. real and non-negative), compact (i.e. of finite size, 
or having finite support) image can be recovered from the magnitude of its Fourier trans
form. Furthermore, such phase retrieval is encouragingly tolerant of noise on the given 
magnitude 2 'l. The samples of the magnitude must be spaced at least twice as closely as is 
needed to compute the image (by Fourier transformation) when tho phase is also given. 
l~hile much of the underlying theory has bee n illuminated''' 5 ' 6 some murky aspects persist, 
especially as r e gards the effec ts of noise on the data 1 and the most effective way of hand
ling images whi c h we cal l foggy 8 • 

This paper r e presents a preliminary assay at rectifying the previous neglect (in the ph
ase retrieval literature) of bipolar (i.e. real but possessing botl1 negative and positive 
parts) and complex images. The rationale for hoping to be able to recover such images from 
their Fourier magnitrnles is explained in the next section. We then outline our phase retr
ieval strategy. After presenting some computational results we conclude by assessing their 
significance and commenting on future possibilities. 

Rationale for unique image recovery 

Arbitrary points in image sp'.'ce and visibility space are identified by Cartesian coor
dinates (x,y) and (u,v) respectively. •rhe image, each pixel of which can be a complex num
ber, and its visibility are written, respectively, as f(x,y) and F(u,v), which satisfy 

F(u,v) f(x,y) (1) 

where the symbol<--• ide ntifies the meio1bers of a Fourier transform pa~r. Given !F(u,v) I we 
can i~nediately c ompute (by Fouri e r transformation) the autocorrelation ff(x,y) of the im
age, because it is a mathematical theorem thatG 

I F ( U, V) I 2 <· · • ff ( X, y) 

We give tho name imaqe box to the region b(x,y) which coincides with the ~~>pot·t of 
f(x,y) . '!'he corrospond!ngregion bb(x,y) for ff(x,y) is called the autocorrel.at1on box. 
Recall thatt 

ff(x,y) ff f*(x',y') f(x'+x,y'+y) dx' dy' 
b(x',y ' ) 

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. 

(2) 

(3) 

Given !F(u,v) I, and hence ff(x,y) from (2), and he nce bb(x,y) from inspection of ff(x,y), 
it is obvious from (J) that there is a lower limit on the size of b(x,y). There is no up
per limit because 

!F(u,v) cxp(i 'l(u,v))! !F(u,v) I (4) 
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where o/(u,v) is any real function of u and v. We call any f(x,y) that exists within the 
smallest image box compatible with (3), for a ny particular ff(x,y), a most compact image. 
It is worth recalling that, whe n f(x,y) is known to be positive, the only images compatible 
with ff(x,y) are necessarily most compact 6 . 

We say that (exp(ia) f(x-al,y-a2)) and (exp(i fl) f*(-x+bl,-y+b2)) have the same 
image-form 1 ns f(x,y), where a, B, al, a2, bl and b2 are arbitrary real constants. The 
image-form is all that can be recovered when phase(F(u,v)} is lost. However, each mani
festation of the image-form "looks like'' the image. Consequently, the image-form is all 
that is sought in many phase retrieval applications. 

We pose the Fourier phase problem for complex images as: given IF(u,v) I, recover the 
most compact image-form of f(x,y). 

Phase retrieval procedure 

Because this paper reports only a preliminary study, we merely present results for an 
image having a fairly simple form (refer to next section). We therefore think it unnec
essary to resort to either sophisticated initial phase estimates 1 for starting Fienup's 
iterative algorithms 9 or intricate sequences of the various a lgoritl,ms 10 • We employ 
pseudo-random starting phases followed by a single error-reduction iteration, after which 
we execute 99 iterations of the hybri d -input-output algorithm (using a gain factor of 0,5). 
We thus make a direct comparison (in a special case) of the relative difficulty of recon
structing positive, bipolar and complex image-forms. 

Each iteration involves a forward and a reverse Fourier transformation, ~~ich we of cou
rse implement ~1ith the FF'r 11 . Sufficient samples of the visibility are included to ensure 
that each transformation from visibility space fills the rectangular autocorrelation box 
UB(x,y), where the latter's perimeter is that rectangle whicl1 just encloses bb( x ,y). 

The computational examples presented in the following section involve an image which can 
be either positive (i.e. its phase is zero ), bipolar (i.e. its phase alternates arbitrarily 
between O and w) or complex (i .e. its phase is arbitrarily distributed throughout the range 
O to 2 n) • Positivity is enforced in image space wh e n reconstructing the positive image
form. We apply a support-constraint in image space for all image-forms. This involves 
attempting to confine the reconstructed image-form to either b(x,y) or B(x,y). The latter 
is the rectangular image bo~ 1·1hose pcrime tei.: is that rectangle which just encloses b(x,y). 
Denoting eithei.: b(x,y) or B(x,y) by U(x,y), we i.:ecall 9 that, while the image-form is set to 
zero outside Q(x,y) for the error-reduction algorithm , the hybrid-input-output algorithm 
merely "urge s" the image - form to confine itself to Q(x,y). This "urging" is effec ted by 
appropriately combining fractions of the present and previous estimates of the i mage -form . 

The point of investigating two different "support-constraints" is that, when we have no 
prior knowledge of the shape of b(x,y), we may only be able to deduce B(x,y) directly from 
the given IF(u,v) I, It is therefore of practical interest to gain experience of how well 
bipolar and complex images can be reconstructed when B(x,y), rather than b(x,y), represents 
the support-constraint. 

Computational results 

We present results for an image consisting of 9 "gaussians", i.e. 

f (x ,y) 
9 
I A(n) exp(-((x - E;(n)) 2 + (y - ri(n)) 2 ))/2 (o(n)) 2 ) 

n;l 

The values of IA(n) I, i;(n), ri(n) and a(n) are listed in 'l'able 1, which also includes the 
values of phase(A(n)} for the positive, bipolar and complex versions of the image. 

Table 1. Parameters for positive, bipolar and complex versions of the image 

n IA(n) I i; (n) rJ (n) o(n) 
phase I\ (n) /11 

positive bi.po ar comp ex 

l 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.10 0 0 0.33 
2 0.67 0.00 0.20 0.03 0 0 1.00 
3 1.00 0,30 0.20 0.03 0 1 0.25 
4 0.67 0.10 0.20 0.06 0 0 l. 33 
5 0.33 -0. 20 0. 20 0.06 0 0 1. 25 
6 0.67 -0.10 0.15 0.03 0 1 0.00 
7 0. il3 -0. 20 -0.15 0.03 () l. .l.00 
8 0 .17 -0.10 -0.20 O.OG 0 1 l.. 00 
9 0.33 0.20 -0.05 0,06 0 1 1. 83 
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\~e truncate f(x,y) outside the image box b(x,y) s hown in f'igure 1, in 11hich the rect
angular image box D( x ,y) is also shown. Contour plots of the magnitudes of the positive, 
bipolar and complex images are s hown in Figures 2 throuc,h 4. /ld jacen t contours .in eac h of 
these plots (and of those shown in l'ig ures 5 through 10) correspond to mag nitude changes of 
0.14 of the image's maximum rnagnitud e . 

Figures 5 through 7 show the Jllil<Jnitudes of the i111<1g cs reconstructed within b(x,y). 
l~hile the positive (Figure 5) ilnd biµolar (Fi<Jure G) reconstructions arc, respectively, 
very ilnd r easonably faithful, the cornple x reconstruction (Figure 7) is only recognizable 
with hindsiyht. 

Figures 8 through 10 show the mil<Jnitudes of the im,HJ CS reconstructed within o (x,y). 
While the positive (Figure 8) reconstructions remilins very faithful (a s expected from gen
eral computational experience), the bipolar (Figure 9) and compl e x (Figure 10) reconstruct
ions are, respectively, barely recognizable and virtually unrecognizabl e . 

Conclusions 

Our results reinforce the cornputational experience of everyone who ha s studied Fourier 
phase retrieval in any sort of deptl1: that e nfo rcing positivity is far more ef fective than 
a support constraint. /Is is well appreciated now 10 , it is often advantageous to relax the 
support constraint in the final stages of the reconstruction of a positive image. 

It seern s that phase retrieval suffers from a Parkinsonian principle in tl,at reconstruct
ed images tend to "expand to fi ll the space available"! They can only be dissuaded from 
tl1is inflationary behavior when they are positive, because the only images then compatible 
with given Fourier magnitudes are necessarily mos t compact (as me ntioned in the "rationale" 
section of this paper). 

'!'he accepted uniqueness arguments'''~' 6 ' 7 ilre nevertheless compelling, so that we feel 
ourselves obliged to continue the Quest for the Grail of Direct Phase Hetrieval. 
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Figure 1. Image boxes. The perimeter 
of B(x,y) is the outer square, while 
the perimeter of b(x,y) is the irregular 
curve plus the parts of the square bet
ween points where the curve meets it. 

Figure 3. Magnitude of bipolar f(x). 

89 

Figure 2. Magnitude of positive f(x). 

0 

• 
Figure 4. Magnitude of complex f(x). 
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Toward reconstructing phases of inverse-scattering signals 

R. II . T. Bates and n. G. H. Tan 

/li,purlnwnt of 1-:1"':lric:ul 11111I J-:l"':lmnii: l•:ngin,wring, lJnivcrsily of C11nli,rh111y, Chrislchurch, N!!II' Zi,ulund 

Hoce ived fnnuary 15, '1905; nccoptod July 23, 1Ull5 

Hccenl worl< on the Fouricr-phnsc prohl em is shown lo he relevant lo lhe reconslrnction of lhe relative phases of 
fi elds scatlered lo n lnr~e nurnher of sepnrnted inaccurat e ly surveyed locnlions. A proposed approach lo phnse 
rclricvnl is illuslrnled with n comp11lnlion11I example. IL is nssumerl lhn t Urn wnveforms of the scnllered fields cnn 
he recorded ul cnch locnt ion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Most of I.he nli:orit.hms 1 that hnve heen dcvc lopccl l'or inrcr
rini: the chnrncl.erisl.ics or bodies from scnl.(e red fields re
quire (.he lnll.cr's phnses lo he known ns well as I.h ei r inlcns i
ties. However, it is far from easy lo record nccurntely (.he 
rclnl.ive plwscs of elccl.rnrnn[:ne l.ic signnls received ut widely 
sepnraJ.ecl locn l ions. IL is consequent.ly worl h inquirin[: 
whet.her such ph 1rnes cnn he com puled from mensurecl inlen
sil.ies. We show here how recent. results perlninini: (.o the 
Fourier-phase probl em~ might he nclupted lo I.he recovery of 
inverse-scattering phases. 

Pertinent feuturcs of the Pourier phase problem are sum
mnrizecl in Section 2. Certain technical nspecl s of inverse 
sc:nl.lerini: urn disc11ssr,cl in Sect.ion :J, 11ncl in Seel.ion ,t we 
fornntlnle the problem of inrerrini: the rel11t.ive phnses of 
scnU.erecl fi e lds received al. a n111nher of sepnrnlecl points 
lying inn plane. Seel.ion fl presents n comp11lnt.ional exam
ple t.hnt serves hot.h lo expl11in our proposed nppronch to 
phnse recons truct.ion and tu cl emonslrnl.e lhnt it shows 
promise or heini: 1rncf'ul in prnctice. We assess I.he sii:nif'i
c:anc:e or our results in Sect.ion (i uncl outline I he kinds of 
invesl.i~nJ.ion I hnt nre neeclecl in I.he rut.urc. 

2. CONNECTION DETWEEN FOURIER PHASE 
AND INTENSITY 

There nre two virtually clisl.inct phase problems associn(ecl 
with pairs of q11nntil.ies thnl are ench other's Pourier truns
fornrn. The older of I.hose, known as the crystnllo11rnphic
phnse prohlem," cannot he nll.ncked hy I.he techniqnes sum
m11rizecl in this sect.ion, for a reason (hot.h illumi1111ting ond 
important) thnl is explained late,·. Hcce nt research indi
cnl.es t.hnt th e second prohlern , which we call I.he fo'ourier
phnse proble m, is npposit.ely forrnulnl.ecl as follows . First, 
we nre present.eel with u positive (i.e ., real oncl nonn e[:n tive) 
q111111til.y /(u) that. is we ll hehnved 1.hrout{hout on L-dimen
sionnl spnce (hern culled Fomicr sp11ce) in which u is I he 
position vector of 1111 mhitrnry point. IL is nppropriale lo 
cnll /(u) the Fomier intensity. We are (hen required lo f'ind 
thul renl qnantil.y •J,(u), which should he ussociat.ecl as n 
ph11se with I.he posil.ivu sqnnre root of /(u). It is appropri
ate lo cnll •f,(u) the Fourier phase. Unless some exl.rn condi
tion is imposed, there nre, of course, no const.rninl s on •l•(u). 
A particularly user11I wuy of constrninini: the l~ourie r phnse 
is now outlined. 

07,(1) .:1~: t~/Ba/ 11 ~Ill :l -llll$m.1111 

We define 

/, 

IHn)] 11~ exp li•l•(u)] = F(u) • • /(x) , (t) 

where L connects the memhern of an L-dimensional Fourier-
1.rnnsf;;;.m pai r, xis the position vector of nn arhitrury poi11t 
inn second L-dimensionnl space (here called ima[:e spnce), 
nnrl i = J::_·i'. It is upproprinl.c to cull /(x) the image, J,'(u) 
I.he l•'ourier complex ampliJ.ude, nnd jF(u)i = ll(u)jl l~ the 
Fourier mngnitucl e. We next d emuncl (.hat the support of 
the imnge he effectively finite, in t.he sense that if 

1/(x)I < t for all x fl r (2) 

wh ero , is some posil.ivc constnnl. nncl "I' is a region (here 
cn ll ed the iinni:e ho x) or imnge spuce, then th e inle[:rul (here 
culled (.he /,-d ime11sionnl in1uge volume II) over imni:e s pnce 
of the quanl.il.y, which is unity for x E "I' and zero f'or x ff T, is 
finite . Finally, we require V In he the smnllest imnge vol
tune compntihle with l~q . (I). 

IL is a mnlhematicnl theorem t.hut·1 

/, 

/(u) ... //(x), (3) 

where //(x) is the nulocorrelntion or /(x) . lt is npproprinl e 
lo introduce (.he nul.ocorrelnlion hox "I',., dcl'inecl hy 

llf<xll < ,, for all x fl r.,, (4) 

where 11 is nnolher positive const.nnt. The nuJ.ocorrelnl.ion 
volnme V., is l he integral over imnge space of the quantity 
Lhnl is u11it.y for x E T,. nnd zero for x Cf "1'0 , 

There is no simple connection hetween rand T.,, in gener
al, when f nml ,, nrc chosen urhit.rnrily. However, when the 
l'ollowing conditions holcl (which we lielieve I.hey 11111s t in the 
majority of physicnl npplicnlions of the concepl.s hcing out.
lined he re ), there is n purl.i culnrly simple connection. Sup
pose lhul. lhe l'orm of /(11) is such th at, first, V und V,. ca n 
hol h remni11 finite, with, nncl ,, heini: ns smnll ns we plense, 
uncl, second , I.he surf'nces a and er., hounding T nnd T,,, respec
tively, nre holh single connected and convex . Now consider 
t.he /,-dimensional reel.angular parallelepiped s A nnd A., (.hat 
just enclose "I' and "I'"' respectively. The sides of A ancl An are 
pnrnllel lo Cnrt.esinn nxcs set up in imn[:e s pnce. We denole 
hy b1 nnd n1, respectively, I.he leni: ths or I.he sides of A 1111d A., 
in the /1.h direction. IL is ohvious from the form of the 
inle[:rnl that defines the nul.ocorrelolion lhnt• 
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u1 = 2b1 fur nil/ E 11, 2, :J, ... , /,I, (5) 

ll is upproprial.e l.o scl up Curlcsiun uxes in Fourier space 
ulso, wilh Lhc correspondence hclween Lhc /Lh coordinule u, 
and lhe /Lh coordinule .q in imot:e epnce bcin11 c.lefinec.l by lhe 
Fourier inlegrul fonnulu 

F(u) = f <!:} f /(x)cxp(i21ru , x)di 
/, 

wilh u • x = L u1x1, (G) ,., 
where J (/,) J impli es un /,-climensiunnl i11le1:rul and c.lT is 
Lhc volume element in imuge spuce. 

In prnclicol npplicnlions, few physical 4un11Lilies ore re
cordec.l ns conlinuous funclions of lime and/or c.lislnnce. 
They nre usually sampled in bolh t.i111e nnd spnce. The 
Lheorem represcnled by expression (:!) Lhus ca n be lnltcn 
advnnloge of in the real world only if lhe points (here culled 
lhe sample points) belonging lo Lhe sel lu1;i = l, 2, ... , JI al 
which /(u) is given (or measmec.l ) are spaced sufficienlly 
closely. The sampling Lheorem·1 de1nanc.ls lhal Lhe spacing 
in Lhe /Lh Cartesian direclion be no grealer lhcn I/a,. It is 
Lhis Lhol clislin!(uishcs Lhe crys(.11llo1;raphic:I nncl Fourier2 

phuse problems. Fur Lhe former, Lhe corresponding sample 
spacing is unavoidably larger, because cryslnllographic im
ages are (by definition) periodic, repealed lhroughoul image 
space wilhin conliguous parallelepipeds (which ure, in fncl, 
nonreclangular, in general). When lhese parallelepipeds 
are rectnngular, the (courier inlensi'Ly is observnble only nt 
points spaced by 1/b, in lhe /Lh direction. E4ualion (5) 
shows this spacing lo be Lwice I/a,. 

Given only (,he Fourier inlensity, it is imposible lo find 
where lhe imnge is localed. Furthermore, oue cnnnotdislin 
guish belween lhc image and Lhe complex conjugate of ils 
reflect.ion in the coordinate origin. However, 011 object is 
uol chnn1;ed by shiflint: il, aud ils refleclion renrnius rccoll
niznble even when ils phase is reversed. We2 say Lhal /(x -
y) and /'(-x + z) have Lhe snme image form as /(x), where y 
and z are arbilrnry conslant position vectors and Lhe asterisk 
denotes complex conjugnlion. 

When some Fourier phase informolion is available, as in 
the situation envisaged in Seel.ion 4, we can choose between 
/(x) and /*(-x), The uncerta inly over lhe image's posilion 
persists, however, but this has no significance in inverse
scnl.lering contexts. 

When L = 1, there is no unique conneclion betweeu the 
Fourier inlensily nnd lhe image form. When L > I, howev
er, Lhere is almost always o unique connection (in fncl, lhe 
available evidence2 strongly suggests that, in practice, the 
conneclion is always unique for Lhe image form whose sup
port is as compacl, os is consislent wilh the dola). 

3. INVERSE SCATTERING 

Consider a finile body, say, B (refer to Fig. 1), illuminated 
wilh prescribed electromngnelic rad iat.ion. We denote a 
particular linearly polarized component of lhe scatte red 
field (received al the point P) by lhe signal .~(r, </>, 0, t), where 
t denoles lime. If, as is usual, Pis in Lhe far field (Fraunho
fer re!(ion) of B for a ll s ignificanl frequencies present in lhe 
signal, lhen Lhe r dependence becomes lriviul, ond Lhe 11011-
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trivial funclional dependence of Lhe signal is expressed hy 
s(,/,, 11, t), Lhe lemporal Fourier lrnnsl'orm of which is wrillen 
ass(<{,, 0, h), where '1 = 2rr/X is lhe wave number correspond
ing lo lhe free -space wavelenglh X. So, 

I 

s(</>, 0, h) - s(,t,, 0, l), (7) 

'l'he scallered field cnn be ri1;orously re1;nrded os rerodin
l.iuns fron1 equivnlcnl sources, upproprintely culled polarizn
lion sources, initially inc.luced in Lhe hody by the incidenl 
illu111i11aliun, The rerndiations induce furlher sources, elc., 
so lhnt Lhe nclual equivalent-source dislribulion is self-con
sistenl wilh bo th the illuminalion and the conslilution of lhe 
body.& 

When, as is usual in lhe real world, il is feasible lo sense 
the scollered field only within reslricled ranges (of extent 
appreciably less Limn ,r) of the angles•/• and O (we cnll lhese 
Lhe angular measurement ranges), we can inlroduce a Lheo
retical simplificulion Llrnt, all.hough approximate, neverthe
less often gives accurate results in practice. A fictitious 
plane (here called the equivalent-image plane) is set up 
conliguous lo Lhe aforesaid polnrizution source dislrihution, 
with lhe IRller 011 the side opposile Lhat of Lhe sensors of lhe 
scallered field. lf Lhe correcl forms ore ndopled for e4uiva
lenl surface sources on the whole (infinile exlenl) plane, Lhe 
far field redialed by them exnclly equals s(</>, 0, t). This is 
one wny of expressin!( Huygens's principle malhemulically 
(cf. Buker and CopsunB). 

The above-mentioned exacl l'ormulalion is of liltle help, 
however, when Lhe se nsors cover only a reslricl.ed field of 
view. One musl Lhen resort lo Lhe following device, which is 
ocluolly implicil in virlually all useful inlerpretulions of Lhe 
i111 nges formed by microscopes, l.heocle lit.es, Le lescopes , eyes, 
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ct.c. 'l'hc principle has heen given precise fonnnl express ion 
hy Silver, in his apert.ure-field method.7 We draw rays l'rolll 
nil poinl~ in (he polnrizalion source disl.rihulion lo nil sen
sors. The pnrl. of I.he eq11iv11le11t.-im11ge plane pierced hy 
I hese mys (we call I his lhe support of the equivnlent. imnge) 
idcnlil'ics I he pnl'I. of I.he cquivalcnt-so11rce clist.ril111t.iuu (we 
call I.his pnrt. the cquivalenl. illlage) t.hnt is reconsl.ruclnhle 
i'rolll lllensurerncnls made wil.h lhe sensors. The recon
sl rncl.ion cannot. he cxncl., of course, hut it is quite oft.en 
pnlpnhly faithful. '!'his principle is implicit, for exalllple, in 
I.he npproximale physical-optics formulation of inverse scal
lering8 und in I.he concept.uni l'oundations of successful llli
crownvc•i11u1ginJ{ lechniqucs.!1, 111 Our ullrnsonic-imnging 
cxpcriment.s 11 nre exp licit demonstrnl.ions of I.he cllcclive
ness of this concept.. One lllust, of course, recognize thut I.he 
size of any detail I.hat cnn he resolved is necessarily inversely 
proporl.ionnl lo the extents of the a~gulnr rnensurement 
rnn(:!cs. 

'!'he Fourier phase prohlelll (see Section 2) is formulated 
in terllls or images having compact support. Since signals 
lend l.o he of pnlpnhly finite durnlion, it is approprialc l.o 
I.real I as one imnge coordinnl.e. Recuuse (.he suppOl'I. of I.he 
equivalent image is also effectively finite, we lake Carlesinns 
(x and.\', sny) in I.he equivnlcnt-imnge plane lo he the other 
lwo imugc coordinut.es. 'l'o ensure I.hut. I.he cquivu len l. imnge 
f(x, .\', I l is I he Folll'ier I rnnsf'orm of' I.he scnl.l ere cl f'ielcl, the 
Fourier-spnce coordinnl.cs must he /1 nnd '1 11 = lsin(/1) 
X cos(,/,)J/X nnd t• = lsin((l)sin(,/,)1/X, where the pole of Lhe 
spherica l system (r, ,J,, II) is to be I hought of as pussing 
through a cenl rnl point. of I he nngulnr l!lensmement ranges. 
Sox, Y, and t and 11, u, and h ore the respective components of 
I.he t.hree-dimensional vectors x und n. We writes(,/,, 0, h) as 
S(11). 

We envisnge I.hat. signnls nre received al. poinls spncecl in 
I.he II and II di red.ions, rcspecl.ivcly, hy 1w more l.hun one half 
or the rcciprocnl of I.he linear ex lent in the x nnd \' di reel.ions 
of I.he eq11ivnlent imnge. This is necessary t<,· permit I.he 
phnse-rcl.rievnl ti,drniq11es outlined in Sect ion 2 t.o he ap
plied. 

Since the mens111·cmcnt. rnnges nre f'inile, lhe ohservahle 
S( 11) is lrnnrnled. This do,is nol. prcvi,n(. imaging f'ron1 
liein1: pcrf'orniecl in prncl.ice, ns explainccl uliove. IL is nclvis
ahlc, however, lo nn1cliomle I.he cfTccls of the l.l'llnca(.ion hy 
npprnprinlc preprocessing, such os windowing or eclge exte n
sion of I.he ohscrvccl dnln 12 (the 1111.Lcr lcchni<]lle is oflcn 
quite e1Timcio11s1") . We clenole lhe preprocessed f'orm or 
.'i(11) hy 

/•'(11) = WIS(nll. (8) 

where IVI · I represcnls whatever form of preprocessing is 
nclnplecl. 

/in exceedingly pertinent prnct.ical point is that /(x) is 
lnlwn lo he positive (i .e . , renl nnd nonnei:111.ive) in nil reporls 
ofsuccessf'11l phnse rcl.rievul. 2 In genernl, I here is no renson 
lo ex peel. I hut. n f,'( 11) pel'l.nining l.o inverse-seal le ring dnl.n is 
l lw l•'1111rier lransform of a positive quanl.il.y . '!'his would 
nwan I hal rcconsl l'lld.ion of inverse-scatlering clatu would 
he imprnclicnl if 1w purl. of I.he phnse of /•'(11) could he 
niensurcd clirccl.ly. 1 lnppily, n consiclcrnhle nnwunt of 
phase inl'ornrntion is i111nwcli111ely infcrrulile from 1ucns11re
me11L, 11s is explainecl in Section ,f. 
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4. TWO-DIMENSIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

To ensure I.hat IF(ull is uniquely connected with its imnge 
form, l he dimension of the posit.ion vcclor u need he no more 
lhnn 2. From now 011 we nss11111c lhnl. I' lies in I.he plane 
clel'inecl hy •/• = 0 and•/•= ,r, so thnt (he sii;nul's 1'11nclio11nl 
clepenclcnce reduces l.o s(/1, t), nncl u hns the two cor11pone11ls 
11 nnd Ii. The respective imnge-spnce coordinates are x und 
l. 

All.houl(h t.he wuveform of I.he signal received at P cnn he 
readily recorded for f'r.-iquencies as high as those of the infra
recl' ·1 (and opl.icnl het.eroclyning will presumnhly soon he
collie rouline), I.here are lilrnly lo he nppreciahle errors in 
practice, howevc1·, in esl.imntes of I' 1111d I.he Lime origin for 
cnch point I'. This mcnns thnt, nil.hough I.he major func
tional dependence of •I•(u) = •J>(u, II) is readily cleclucihle 
from the measurecl data, we must expect significanl. errors in · 
the avcrnge value nnd the slope (in (he Ii direction) of !he 
Fourier phnse for each vnlue of II at which dul.n s111nplcs a re 
avu il ahle. So lhe esl.imnle •i•(u, Ii) of the flourier phase 
ohluinahle directly from I.he measurement can he expected 
Io he of I.he form 

•i•(u, ii)= •J>(u, h) + 1Y(11) + /1/3(11). (D) 

The unlrnown {J(u) can he removed ensily, We lllercly 
Fo11rier I rnnsl'orlll I.he dntn one-clilllensionnlly (with respect 
lo Id for ench vnlue of II nnd t.lwn sh ift. the trnnsformed 
values such I.hat lhcy nil spnn the same rc1:ion of I values. 
Consequenl.ly, I.he only serious errors in the data are rep,·c
senled hy l\'(11), whose correction is described in Seel.ion 5, 
wherein we explain our approach to phase reconsl ruction 
with the uid of n computnliona l example. For convenience, 
we I.alee 'f l.o fill all A, whose size is normalized such that 

so that n 1 = n! = 2. ( 10) 

We po~e lhe inverse-scnl.l.erinl( phase prohlem ns follows: 
Given vnlues of /(m/2, 11/'!.) und •i•(m/2, 11/'!.), for sufficient 
inlcgers m nnd 111.hat//(x, t) con he reconstructed (t.o within 
whateve1· nccurncy is specil'ied) i'rom the given snmples of 
/(11) = /(u, Id, reconsl.rucl the Fourier phase <J,(u, II) . 

5, PHASE RECONSTRUCTION: AN EXAMPLE 

The concern he re is solely with the reconstrucl.ion algoril hm. 
'!'he duln are not lnken from an net.uni inverse-scat.lering 
prnhlelll. Whal. needs lo he demonslrnted ut Lhis stn~e is 
I hnt I.he Fourier phnse cnn he rcnclily retrieved when I.he 
imnge is complex. Son rnmplex /(x) = f(x, I), existing l'nr l.rl 
< I/'!. nncl ltl < 1/2 in nccordance with l!'.q. (10) hus heen 
chosen nrhit.rnrily. The data for I.he inverse-scnl.lering 
prohlelll were generated from I.he co1111u1ler Fourier t.rnns
l'om1 of lhc image. 

'l'hc first sl.cp is t.o declucC1 I.he size of A« from lhe !liven 
san,ples of /(u, h). We lnlw lhis ns nccomplislwd, indicating 
l.lrnl. A« !urn sides of length 2. As exp lained in Seel ion '!., I his 
shows inuuuclinle ly lhnl. I.he sides of A nro of lcngl.h I . 

The next slep is t.o remove lhe errnr h/J(u) in lhe nwnner 
dcscrihed in Section 4. Since there is no clifficull.y in doin1: 
I.his, wej11sl nss1mie thnl. it is nccolllplishecl, so t.hnt. the given 
phnsc cnn hn expressed in the simplif'iecl form: 

•i•(11, h) = •J>(u, h) + ,,(11). (11) 
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Ji'i1!, 2. llluslrnlion ol' llu· 1wrfor11w111·1• of tlw 11111dil'i t·d Fic11up 
nlgoril.h11,: (11) l/lx)I, (Ii) firs!. vers io11 nl'i/lx )i , 1111<1 (c) fnurlh vcrs io11 
111'1/(xll . 

\Ve 11 11w derine i•'(u, /1) and i{.r , I) h,v 

') 

/;°(11, 11) = IF(u, 11)1 expti•h11, 1.-)) . :. i(.r, I) = i(x), (12) 

whcrn I F(u, 11)1 is I.he positi ve squa re ro11l 11f I.he given Fouri er 
i11t.cns it.y. Since 7(x) is ,·nmpulNI , usi nl-( Llw 1';1 s (.-),'ourier
l rnnsrnr1n ()/FT) al~nrit hn,. ir, rron, I.he gi,•pn s,11npl,•s 111' /(11, 
/,·) and •i-(11, /1) , whi (' h are sp:tcl'd li ,1' 1/:l in li11t.h 1111· 11 and J,, 

din•t:1i1111s, thi s 1·st.i111nl1• or !ht• i111n ge lws rnln<• (in gl'lwntl) 
thronghi,11( ii., . It. is npproprialc l.11 d l'fi11e 
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i(x) = i(x) rnr x t' 1\ 

= () for x r:-= ,\," (J:l) 

where A., is I'"' pnrt. nf A., 1111(. 11c:c:11pi<,d li_v ,\ , 
Writ i111-( l he 1-'),''J' of i(x Ins hul = f.'(11 , /1), II'(' de1111t.o the 

plrns<' 111' I.he lnt.tcr hy •i•( 11 , /1), 

\Ve 11111st. 110w use •h11 , '1) In cst.i111al c I.he error ,.-(11) i11 •Hu, 
'1) as t(ive11 l,y Eq. ( I J ). For ench vnlue o l' "• we cnlculat.e t.he 
nvcrngc differe nce helwecn •l•(u, /,) and •i-(u , h), which we 
cle11ol c hy 

6(111= 11 /N( 11 l l I l•ht1, 111 /'2.1 - •H11 , 111 n 11 , < 1,0 

wlwre N(t1) is (.lw nu11dwr .,r dnla s11111pl,,s for (.h,i par t.ic uln r 
vn lue 111' 11 (i.,, ., it. is I.he 11u111hc r or values 11r 1.- r.,r which data 
nrc given rnr racl, vnluc or 11). W e lalw i'i(11) (o he nm 
1•s t.i11int.c of n (11) . W<• call l•H11 , 1.-J - L'i(u)I I.he corrected 
plrnse. 

I \y n•pla('i111: •H11, /!) i11 l•:q. ( I '.l) h~• I'"' cm-red ed phns<', we 
s1• t. up :111 ii t•rnl iv,• l1111p , whi..!1 is rn11I i11111 ·d 1111( ii 17(.r)I is 1, •:ss 
L11n11 s111 111• pn,scr iln,d t.lircshold L11rough1111( A,, . \'Vi, rnll I.hi s 
procedure (hi' 111111lifil'cl Fit•1n1p algorilh111. 'l'hc s laud ard 
Ji'i euup algoril111u~ is ohlaincd hy rrplnci11n •Hu , h) in l•'.q. 
( J 2) hy •i•( 11 , /1). 

Jo'igurc 2(11) shows 1/(x)I ror u complex i11w~c rn1rnisl.i11t( or 
fiv e "Gm1ss i1111 hlohs" whose rclat.ive phases were der ived 
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from n pseudornndom disl.rihul.ion uniformly dist.riln1led 
between O nnd 2,r. Figure 2(h) shows I.he ma1:nil.ude of' the 
first. version of i(x), which henrs little resemhlnnce to the 
original /(x), as is, of course, to be expected. A fl.er only four 
iterations, however, the form ofi(x) is similar to that of /(x), 
as is shown in J?ig. 2(c). Figure~ shows how I.he mean phnse 
error/!, vories with the number N of iterations, where Eis the 
sum over all pixels in Fourier spoce of I •Hu, Ii) - •i•(11, h)! 
divided hy the numher ol' pixels. 

The modified Fienup al1:oril.hm converges rnpidly, os is 
seen from Fig. :l. In fact, the tenth version ofli(x)! is virtual
ly indistin1:uishahle from 1/(x)!, On the other hand, the 
sl.undurd F'ienup oll{orithm does not seem to conver1:e nt nil, 
ns is confirmed in Vig. a. For insl.nnce, ol. the I.en! h it.ernt.ion 
the reconst.ruclcd im111:e form is much the snme ns t.lrnt 
shown in J>'ig. 2(b). This does not indicate ony inndequacy 
on the p11rt of the standard algorithm, of course, becnuse /(x) 
is complex here. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The first sil{nificnnt point worth noting is t.lrnt I.he dashed 
curve in Fig. 3 conl'irms I.he 1:enernl (olthoul{h larl{ely unrec
orded, as far as the urchival literature is concerned) experi
ence of those workinl{ on Fourier-phase problems 1.hnt recov
ery of complex imn1:e forms from I.heir Fomier intensities is 
difficult. Complex imni:es reconstructed hy st.nndard 
J>'ienup nlgorithms ulwnys seem to sprend themselves more 
or less uniformly throughout A. This slwwsjust. how power
ful is the const.rnint of "positivity," which is invoked in oil 
previous reports of successful phase retrieval.2 

The ~ncouraging conclusion to he drawn from this paper is 
that, even when /(x) is complex, the Fourier phase can he 
retl'ieved nccurat.ely, provided t.hnt. the avnilnhle estimate of 
it can he expressed as in Eq. (D). This su1:i:ests I.hat it may 
well prove to he feasible t.o reconstruct t.he relative phases of 
scattered signnls received nt widely separated sites, therehy 
si1:nil'icnnt ly cnhnncini: I.he physical rclcvnncc of most of the 
existing inverse scattering algorithms. 1 
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APERTURE DISTRIBUTION PHASE FROM 
SINGLE RADIATION PATTERN 
MEASUREMENT VIA GERCHBERG-SAXTON 
ALGORITHM 

l11clexi11g terms: Anlemws, A111t1m1n O/lt.'rture ,li."itrilm1io11s, 
A111,•11w1 rmlimfrm JWlft•rus, J>ha.•.e n!lrit.•1111( 

Computer simulalions indicate that unlcnnu npcrlurc phase 
dislrihutions can he obtained, hy invoking the Gcrchhcrg
Saxlon algorithm urrropriately modified, from a single far
field radiation paltcrn, only the magnilu<le of which is 
measured. The patlcrn must be sampled at signilicanlly more 
than the Nyquist rate, and a sequence of initial phase csti
males must be tric<l . 
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The radiation patterns of large steerable anten nas in general, 
and ground-based antennas for satellite comm1111ications 
sys lems in particular, can he measu red with the aid of special 
salclliles. 1 II is hardly practical lo determine radiation pallcrn 
phase directly unless some holographic scheme is employed .' ·' 
The laller can be inconvenient because ii requires a separate 
large 'reference' antenna lo he placed near the antenna under 
lesl. 

If phase l l-'(11): is known as well as I r:(11, 1>) I, where l-'(11, 1•) is 
an anlenna's far-licld radiation rallcrn, wilh II and 11 being the 
usual spatial frequency co-ordinates,'' then lhe aperture dis
tribution f(x, y) can he immediately compulcc.l by Fourier 
transformation , where x and .l' are the aperture plane Carte
sian co-ordinales conjugale lo II and v, respectively. Inspection 
of phase {I(x, J•)} reveals the locations of imperfections in a 
rellcclor surface a111.l /o r displacemenl of a feed. Morris and 
olhcrs>.t• ha vc shown ii lo he practical lo recover phase 
l/(x, y)} from radiation pallern magnitudes me:~surcd wilh 
the feed in two posi tions along the antenna axis. l(ccenlly 
Anderson and Sali 7 ha vc reported a new algorithm which uses 
lwo separate measurements of lhe ma gnitude of the lield mea
snred in the Fresnel region. These authors imply thal pairs of 
radial ion pallerns need lo he measured if one is lo recover the 
aperture phase reliabl y. 

Since it is often impractica l to make acrnrale measuremenls 
al two different ranges less than the far-lield distance, and 
because it is inconvenient to displace the feed of a la rge 
antenna (unless necessa ry to upgrade antenna performance), 
we ha ve been studying whether the Gerchherg~Saxlon 
algorithm"·'' can be appropriately moc.liliec.l so as lo provide a 
really practical means of inferring the required informalion 
from a single far-licld radiation pallern measurement. 

We envisage that samples of I F(u, 11) I arc obtained for 
sratial frequencies 11 = 111a/1I and 11 = 11a/B, for as many values 
of the integers 111 and II as span the spatial frequency range for 
which I f(u, 1•) I is signilicant, where ,I and IJ arc the sides of 
the rcc langlc which just encloses the aperture. Onr crucial 
linding, inspired by work on the Fourier phase problcm, 10· " 

is that the ractor a should be appreciably less than the value 
unily spccilicd by the sampling theorem. 12 There is no techni
cal diflicully involved in ensuring that a < I. 

The standard Gerchhcrg- Sa.xton algorithm requires hoth 
I F(11, 11)1 and 1/(x, .1•)1 to be given. Although the laller is 
unknown to us in practice, a reasonable approximation lo it is 
its ideal (i.e. designed) form denoted here by o(x, y). 

We begin by choosing (in lhc manner described below) an 
initial aperture phase here denoted by 1/,(x. y), which is 
allachec.l to the ideal o(x, y), giving 

/(x, )') = 11(x. y) exp (j,f,(x , y)) (I) 

as the lirst estimate of /'(x, 1•). The Fourier transform (always 
cn,npuled with the ai;I of · the FFT algorithm) of /(x, J') is 
( ·(11, ,,). The phase of the lallcr is allachec.l to the measured 
I F(11, 11) I lo give lhc lirst estimate of the complex radial ion 
pattern . This is then inverse-Fourier-transformed and the 
phase of the result replaces 1/,(x • . 1·) in eqn. I, thereby se lling 
up an iterative loop of Gerchhcrg -Saxton type. The degree lo 
which the algorithm has converged, at each iteration, is assess
ed hy the error /; de lined hy 

E = f ( I F(11, 11) I - I F(11, ,,) I )2 1/11 du 

H 

(2) 

where /I is !he region of the 11, 1'-plane spa nned hy the mea
sured samples of I f-'(11, v) 1-

Fig. I illustrates lhc convergence of this algorithm when 
,f,(x. y) is generated by a r sc11dorandom number ro11tine and 
l((x, _l')I is identical lo r,lx, y) (i .e. the standard Gerchhcrg
Saxton situation). The solid and broken curves in Fig. I apply 
for a= 1/2 and ct= I, respectively. The increase in lhe rate of 
convergence for the smaller value of a is marked. While accel
erated numerica l convergence is obviously desirable, it is of 
minor rraclical signilicance of itself, because lhc cost of the 
needed comp11ter time is negligible comrarec.1 wilh the ovcrull 
monetary val11c of a satellite con11m111ication system (or even 
of a radio telescope). The real reason for red11cing the val11c of 
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a a becomes fully apparent when one simulates the kine.ls of 
aperture imperfections that arc likely to be of practical impor
tance. We then find lhal it is often impossible to achieve con
vergence unless a is made appreciably less than unity. 

10 

' \ 
\ 

\ 

---

oL---=====:=::====== 0 500 
N 

!000 

onm 
Fi~. I f aoai,1 . .;1 1111111h,•r N ,f it«.•rntio11s .J(,r f(x, y) = o(x, )') = / over" 
drn,/or "J'l'rt11n· 

Both cur\'cs arc averages for 10 scparnlc simulalions, each slarling 
with a uill'crcnl pscudoramlom 1/1(x, y): 
---· a= 1/2 
-- -- a= I 

Our experience suggests that convergence is always 
achieved, with a = 1/2 and ,f,(x, y) made pseuc.loranc.lom, when 
1/(x, y) I dillcrs rscuc.lorandomly from o(x, y) and phase 
{.f(x, y)} is pseudorandom. A greater challenge to the _algo
rithm is prcscnled when lhe aperture rhasc contains a 
'defocus' term corresponding to the feed being displaced. It is 
then necessary for ,J,(x, y) lo correspond to a 'guessed' degree 
of defocus (here represented by the parameter 0, which is the 
phase error at the edge of the aperture, due to defocus). 

Fig. 2 shows the variation of E with the number N of iter
ations for various values of 0, with a= 1/2, when r/1 = 10 was 
the actual degree of defocus. In thi s simulalion, phase {/(x, y)) 
also contained a term, of Gaussian form, which we inserted so 
as lo model a 'de nt ' in the rellector. The dent was cen tred 
halfway het ween the middle and the edge of the aperture, and 
ils effective diameter was 1/8 that of the aperture. To provide 
a severe test for the al gori thm we chose the ma ximum phase 
error due lo the dent to he 5 rad. We took o(x, )') = I within 
the aper I ure. Pseudorandom noise was added to the radiation 
pallern so that , al each far-lield pixel, I F(11, 11) I differed from 
its ideal value hy llfl to I f(0, 0) 1/20. For no val11c of II was 
convergence achieved when we took a= I. 

Inspec tion of Fig. 2 indicates lhat convergence is only 
achieved when I/ is sufricic111ly close to ,J,. The practical impli
cation of this is that one must keer 011 trying different values 
of (I until numerical convergence becomes manifest. The pro
ced ure would he comp11tatio11ally intensive, but would never
theless he economically viable, for the reasons stated earlier 
and because there is no need lo make any physical adjustment 

E 

0 

13 
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Fig. 2 E 11yui11.,·1 NJ(,r" circular ,1p1..•l'l11rc.•, wit/1 a= //2, y(x, J') = / 
Aperture phn sc contains terms corresponding lo dent in rcncctor 
(sec lcxl) and displaced recd (,p = I 0), anu J-'(11 , ,,) la ken as J7ourier 
trn11sfo rm or :ipcrlurc dislrihulion -.:orruptcc..l with nd<litivc psc1ulo
ran<lom noise (sec lex(). Number assigned to each curve is value 
ofll 
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lo lhe anlcnna while galhcring lhe c.Jala on which lhe algo
rilhm operalcs. 

We arc currcnlly slue.lying how lo increase lhc efficiency of 
our modified Gerchherg- Saxlon algorilhm hy incorporaling 
Ficnup's" and our own'"· 11 improved phase rclrieval pro
cedures. 
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Phase retrieval for electron diffrnction pullcrus suggesting orientutionul 
order without lranslutional symmetry 

R ll. 'J' . BatcH ,u1d D. CUL 'J'an 

J•:lm,t.dcnl nnd J•:lrn,l.ronic .l~11ginucri11g .llcp11rl,11w111., Univcrnil.y of U11.11l-0rhmy, Cl11·iHld111rnh, Now 1/,rnllnn,1 

ltocoivcd :n Ocl<>lrnr llltlfi 

Ah•trncl 
Hos11Jl,H nrn 111·11Ho11kd oJ' 11pplyi11g J•'ourior plrnHo rnt.riovnl 

l!1uhniq110R lo roc·onl,l,Y l'!lporl-0,J olecl,ron diffl'll1,t.io11 p11lfornH 
from spoci11wns of I'll pidly cooled Al/.11111 nl lo_\'. 'J'ho sl 1'11111111·11 is 
URR11111od poRiLivo, Rinco pliuso ret.l'ioval would ot.lmrwi1•m l,o jm. 
possihln. Hiffl'll1'1.io11 Jml,lorns H11gguHl,ivo ol' livc-li,1,1 mlat.i111111I 
Hy111111ol,r_y lend I<> Hf,1·11,:!,111·0H whic:11 o.,hihiL t.111,t, sym,1111(.ry "I'· 
proxi11mlolJ 111111 whid, "flfl!\HI' lo hu domi1111t.od h_y disi:rnlu 
"hloha". When Lho Hy111111ol.ry is u11fi,reed, I.Im biol, Hl.nu:l,111·0 
hocomos moro 111·01w1111ced, in nccord wiLh rc1·011L t.lrnorul,ical 
proilict.ions. \Vl11ll, ""'.I' hu 1111oxpocl,ml iH 1-hnL the hlol,s ha.vu 
11 wido rnngo of 11111pli(,11dcs. 

l11l111h 

,viederherslcllung der Ohjek1pl111sc nus Elcktro11c11hcug1111gs
l1iltlcrn, ,lie uuf Ho111tionssy111111clric oh11 c Trnnslnliu11ssy111mc
lrie hinclculcn, Es wordcn Ergohnisso z111· \Vicdcl'licrnl.ullung 
d,n· Ohjuld,phnso 1111a .l~lckLro11c11ho11g1111!(Rhildorn 111il; rlct· 
l•'ouriorlcchnik 11111 .Htli~picl dor sl!l111cll 11hgoki'dillc11 J\l/~l11-L!\
gicrn11g dnrgcsloll!;. .D11111il, oinc l'h11se11roko11sl,rnkl,io11 111iiglich 
ist, wil'II rliu lllal-0ri11lsl.rnkt11r alM posit-iv 1111gl!110111111c11 . il"n· 
g1111gshildur, rlio 11111" eino liziihligu ltul•11l.io11ss.r111111olri11 hi11-
tlo11l ,011, l'iihren 1.11 Kt,r11ld,11rcu, diu dic:-m Hymmol.rio 1111gnfiih1· 
1111i\l'oisc11 1111d wnld,n dnrc:h rliskrolo .,hlohs" IH•lwns,dit. ,,. .. 
Hchoimm . Hoi erhiihl.or Nv111111nl.rio wonlon diNm ,,hlolJH" n.118-
gopriigl<II', WIIH lllll : li in IH;lllUI l.lwor11t.i 1-1 drn11 Vorl10r:-tago11 1111go• 

do11l-0t. winl. U11or11·111·loL sind die grollun A111plil,11rlo11hurnichu 
tlor ,,hlohs". 

l. lnlr0<l11clio11 

\\'o ,lm1w1rnl;r11.te, hy cxa111plc, tlmt rece11f.ly devdoprnl 
l<'ouricr pl11isc rct.rievnl tcch11i,111cH r l, 2, 3.1 WIil he RllcceHH
fully npplic,1 to t.ho fascinating clcutron dill'r1u:t,io11 pat;
[;crns (consist,ing of discrete spots suggestive of cryHbd 
strudurcs) tlmt lmvc lat.cly hccn olrncrve,1 from ccrtn.i 11 
mpidl_y coolC!l nlloy8 of n.ln111i11um [•I]. 'l'hcse patterns 1irc 
inco1rnistc11t, wit.Ii classi,:al cr1•stals, however, liec1111so !;heir 
rnt1it,io111d s1•111111ol,ri1:s do ·11nt 11ecorcl with strncturns 
possessing t,r;i11slat.ion11l sy111111etries. Ruch pal.L,,r1111, which 
have si11111lt.aneo11xly m11l xce111i11gly coincidc11t;ally 11p
pe1ile<l to t,hcorct.icia11s [G, tiJ, 11rc hcgi111ii11g (;o excit:e wide 
scientific interest L 7]. 

.lleca11se o[ (;Jiu potcnlially deep in1plic:tf.io1111 o[ n1c 
afores,dd p11ttorns, it scmncd to us that it would he 1rncful 
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t.o nUempt phnse rctricv1d making 118 few init.ial ns1111mp
tio118 118 possihlu, '.l'IH: poi11(; is tlmt 011c wo11ld like to lruow 
whl\l.cr l·,hc ohscrvcd p11Uer1rn am co11sistu11t wil.lt physi
c,illy rcaso1111hlc strnctures sig11ilieantly different from 
those en vi11agrnl hy tlw t.hcorctici1111s I.fl, Ii j. ']'lie pnrtic11l1ir 
p,iLtnrnH x11gl(<'Hl,ivc or live-Cold rol;1.t.io111d sy111111ct.ry 11'!\l'I! 

wlml; uspcwinlly intrigued 118 Hince we t.h1111ghJ; (for (,ho 

rcasous given i11 § 2) that they might cont.,iin 1111rlicic11t in
fornmtion to allow onr im,igc reconstrnct.ion 111ct,hod11 
1.2, 3J to ho i11u11c1liatcly n.pplic,l. 

J II § 2 1\'C exl.111,lish 11eccss1ny not.11l;iou, ex pin in wl1y it 
11ho11ld Im foasihlo J;o retrieve t,hc phase or particuhu· p11l,
t.1irns wl1i1,h interc11L 11s, 11ud lisL 1,he 1111s11111pt,io11s that; 
cannot lJC 1ivoided if ph1111e retrieval is to he 11Ue111ptcd. 
'J'he dilfrnct,ion p:tUcrn infomrntion nv11ihihlc to 1111 L 4·, u] 
l11HI to lJC pre-processed, in the 1111u111or dcscrihcd in § 3, 
heforc we could omlmrk on phn.sc rntrievnl. 'J'hc i11111go 
rcconstnwt.cd on t.l,c lmsis of the mi11i11111m prnctieal,lc 
1111111her or 11ss11111pl:io1rn is presented in § •1, while in§ r:; we 
indic11t.1i lulll' this iniage clmngcH when [111'1,lrnr <t 1iriori 
axs11111pt.io1111 ,ire 11mdc. 111 § (i, we nsscss t.hc 11ig11iliciince o[ 
our rns11ll,H. 

2. Notntion nnd rnlionnlc 

We tnkc C111-tcRi11n cormlinntcs u, v i11 tl1e pla11c in which 
n11 electron diffraction pnt,tcrn J,'(11., v) is ohservcd. ·we c11ll 
the two-di11u:1111io11al Fourier tm11Hforn1 ol' J,'(u., 1,) tl,e 
i11111gc /(:i:, y), wli!Jl'fl ~; anti !/ arc i11111gc-pla11c C1irl;csia11 
coordi1111(;cH co11j11gat,e to 11 and ·11, i.e. 

F(u, u) = f .f f(x, y) exp [i2n(m: -1- 1•11)J d:c dy (I) 
ll(x ,r,) 

whcrn 71(:i:, y), wliii:1, we cull t,1,c inrngc hox, is the region 
of the i111ng1, pl1111e wit;l1i11 which !:he irnage cxist-s, i.e . 

f( :,,, y) = 0 for (1:, y) out.Hide 11(:c, y) (2) 

H 011ly t.he i11te11Hit_y I l1'(u, v) 12 of the p:ittcrn is oh
served, 1111 exl,i11111te or its ph11sc 11111st somehow he gc1wr-
1d;c,l hcl'orc I.he inmgc ,::in il,xe lf he rcc111rntrui:ted lt_y i11-
voking Lhe i11vernn of t.hc t,rn11sforn111tio11 defi11rnl h_y (l ). 
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'J'herc is 110 a. ·11riori ,wceRRity to place 1i co1rnt.rni11t 011 the 
phase of.((:r., y). 'l'.lm l1ttLcr can he co111ph,x (i.e. it,H plmso 
c1111 vn.ry arhitmrily 1'1'0111 poinL J.o point in i1111tge xp11t:c), 
11ulikc 11 urystullogruphic iumge wliich rn1rnt be posiLivc 
(i.e. real ,md 11011-ncg11tivc) [lUJ. 

]!'ouder phusc rnLriev1d [l, 2, 3J cull at Jll'ese11t only he 
pcrl'or111ctl R111:ccssf11lly when the i11mgu iR p,miLivu. ,vo 
c1111not yet lmndlo complex inrngcs LBJ, unless HHWh ad-
1litio1rnl iufor11111tion iR 11v11il1dilc [!l]. The 1li1Trnction 1mt
tcrn intensities in which we arc intcrcRtcd (e.g. the oues 
presentell by Shcchtnmn d 11I. l1] tlrnt 111'0 R11ggestivc of 
five-fold rotatimmlly symmetric images) 11rc themselves 
ten-fol,! rotatio111dly R)'lllllletl'ic, Ro that they are certainly 
c011siRtent with rc1tl images. l\Jrduly bcc111rnc we woul1I 
otherwiRe Le u1mhlc to proceed, we umkc tJ1c stronge1: 
11sR111nptio11 tl111l; the im11.ges am positive. Ju mitigation we 
plc111I tlutt thiH addiLiu1111I 11ss11n1ptiun Jms 1,lrnornl,iual sup
port lfi, li). 

Our pl111se rd,ricvnl methods 1_2. :JJ rcq11irn I /t'(11, v) I Lo 
Le uvcrsa1nplcd co1n1_mrcd willt wlmt is 11eccss11l'y when 
the phase of lt'(u, 11) rn111 also Le observed. The X-rn_y 
tn·yHtallogrnplu,rn 11mkc 110 such restriction, but Lhcir 
tccltniq11eR LJ UI rcHt 011 the knowledge t.hat Lbc i11rngc is 
coustitutcd of 11toms, whcrnc individual sc11ttcri11g 
clmrnctcristics 11rn well understood. F11rthem1orc, 1111my 
of the uryHt,,d sLruut,urcs which are prcRe11tly cUJrnidcrcd 
11Lost sign ifitmnt m111 not Le u11mvclle1l fro111 11 single 
X-rny <liffrnctiou p11ttcrn (it is often esscnti:d to resort 
to iso111orphouR rcph1cement, etc. ). We do 11ot need any 
o. 1m:ori infor11111tion conccrni11g the co111po11c11t parts of 
the iumgc, nor do we ever dcumnd more tlmn II si11glc 
tlilfrnction 1mLtem. 

When we firnt s11w t.lw 11Lovc-111ent,io11cd !,en-fold sy111-
11Letric diffrnct,io11 1mtlc1·nR, it occurred to UH [;[mt t,]10 
density of the discrete diffrncl,ion spots 111ight he higlt 
enough to rc1iremrnt II sig11ilic1111t, degree of overna111pli11g. 
The results reported in Scut,ions •le and 5 i11di uatc that 
this conjecture is at lm1st rnaso1mhlc. 

3. Compulnlionnl prcliminnrics 

We do uot know of any qu11ntit11Live list.ings of Lite 
measured 11iffrnctio11 patterns. Informed opinion [7, 11] 
seems to he, however, tl111t T,cvi11c 111111 Steiul111nlt'o cal
uulated 1mt,tc rnR 1_5 J 11rc clTeutively identical 1,o those which 
l111v1, hccn observed l:t, l l]. Levine 1111d i-:H,einh11nlt's fig . l 11 
depicts the diffrnction spots 11.~ circles, whoHc di11111eLers 1nu 
tlirectly proportional to 1,ltc relative hrigltt,ncsRcs of tJ1c 
spots. So, we cxm11i11c1I Levine 1111d Steinlml'dt's figure 
with 11 gradtmtcd eyepiece, 11ml t11hle 1 of this Jmper s hows 
t,hc result of our l11bo11rn. ,ve refer Lo "l,rightness" in 
t11hlc l bec1111sc we were at first unclear llR to whether Le
vine 1111tl Stcinlmrdt'R term "inte1rnit,y" implies I F(u., 11) I 
or I 1"(11, v) 12, We eve11tt11dly dccidctl 011 the !alter, aft.er 
nrnking Ute uhcck described in tho final parngrnph of this 
scctiou. 

'l'he dilTrnction spots 11rc idc1dly two-dinrn11siona.l dclt.11 
funutio1rn, 1rnd there is in principle 1111 infinite 1111111l1ct· of 
them. Our phnse rctricv11I tcch11i1p1es rc,[iiirc tliatf(,v, y) 

Tu hlo I. .Doluils nf tliffrn cl.io11 apn l-A 1.nlw11 frn111 l 1t or .Lovinu 
nnd fill\inhnl'dl; Lr,J . The 2/i apnl-s lisletl hcrn 111'(1 conlinctl lo 11 
Ri11glo :rn° Hnnl.01· or u, l'·HJIIWO. Ho, cnnli liHl11cl Rpot,, OX\'Opl, fol' 
t.lw apnl, ci,nl.rrnl 11-I, tho ol'igin, is l'"(1t,11l."d in 1J11d1 ur (.ho ol,lw1· 
1ii11u R1•<:l-11rs, giving 2·11 s11nl,i in 111 I. 'J'lrn 111111il1111"i11g iR Jllll'oly fut· 
ide11Lilirn,l.io11 Jllll'(losos. Tho rclnLivo l,1·ighl,11uHH or cnch spoL is 
111·0JH>l' t irn111I Lo I-he di1111wtcr or I-ho cu1Tospn111li11g cil'clo 011 
Lovine urnl Nl.oinh11rdL 1R figuro, Tho u,,, coorclilrn(.cR 1u·u nor~ 
111nlis1Jd, 

fipnL ·ft I! Hclnl-ivo 
N11111bor eool'tlinnl-o 1·orn·di1mt.o lrl'ight.noAR 

o.ou U.(HJ 1.00 
2 0.00 0.2U 0.24 
3 0.00 0.48 O.liU 
4 II.OIi 11 .77 0,82 
r, 11.00 11.llli 0.12 
Ii 0.011 J.21i O.!J,l 
7 o.uo l.oii 0.47 
8 O.llll .1,7r, 11.:Jr, 
!I IJ.17 ll.li4 O.IH 

10 0.17 1.01 0.2!1 
II tl.17 1,/itl 0.2,l 
J2 0.1.7 I.HI o.:u 
J:l IJ.28 O.Hli O.u:l 
14 11.28 1.17 0.41 
11.i 0.28 1.:ir, 0.12 
lli 0.28 .l.li/i o.1;r, 
17 ll.4/i O.IJ2 0.20 

18 OAG l.11 0.4[ 
lU 0.4fi 1.41 0.7 li 
20 O.,Hi LIJO 0.82 
21 O.fi(j l.2fi ll.12 

22 0.74 i.:n 0,18 
2:1 0.74 1.4!1 O.OG 

24 0.74 l.7U 0.71 
20 0.!12 l.(jfj 0.1.8 

1u11l [1'(11., v) c11ch l,e cll'cctivlcy r.ern outside a liniLc region 
(which we call 11 box) i11, respectively, t,he :1:, y-phmc aud 
the 1t, v-planc. So we lmd to prc-proucsH the idcnl diffrac
t,io11 p11Ll.cr11 to force it (,11 he uo11siHLc11l, wit-.lt l,hcHc m111-
strn.i11tH. 

Denoting the ideal diffraut,io11 p11t.te rn 1,y 0(11-, v), we 
gm1crnl.e l'ro111 it 1rnol;hcr p11tt.ern, ll'l'iUm, aR U(rt, 11), whi ch 
is t.i1C two-di111ensio1111-I Fourier l,rnn111'01 ·111 of an inmge, 
writ.Lm1 as 1!(:1:, y), t:onlined J.o an effcct. ivdy Jini(;e !,ox in 
t he inrnge plane. \\11, ,lo Lltis hy co11volvi11g t he dcl t 11 fulll:

tion rcprcRcnting tmch diffrnclion spot, wit;l1 11 U111rnsi1m 
function i,xp [- 2(112 + v2) n2r2], where 1· is the effective 
1.wlius of the 1i.l1ovc image hox. Note tl111t 

c(,c, !/) = (l/2nr2) r1(,c, y) exp l.-(x2 + y2)/2r2J (:J) 

where r1(:v, !/) is the idc1d i11111gc, which iH t,he two-din1cn
Hi11111d Fourier tranttl'orn1 of O(n, v). 

'l'hn nuxt Hl,np itt to generate t,hc F(u, v), to which we 
1u:t1111lly 11pplicd 0111· phaxc rctricv11l 1dgoritl1111x, by 
wi11dowi11g h'(u., 11) " ·ith another Gaussian f1111uLion: 

F(n, ·r,) = h'(u., 11) exp [- (u2 + u2)/'1,7l2J 
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wl1e1·e His the effective m,lius of the I•'otll'ier lrox (i.e. the 
region of the u, 11-plnue to which Ji'(u., ·v) is effectively co11-
fi11ed). We chose the vnlne /{. such tlmt ouly the 211 spot,s 
i111plicd hy t.1Lhle I 1tre nmnifost in I _l,'(11, •11) I, which itt 
shown in fig . I. 

The convol11f.io11 theorem [12] reminds IIH tlmt tl1c 
windowing of 11'(11, ·11) defined lry (•J) implies t.Jll\t J(:i:, y) itt 
the eonvol11tio11 of,(,,, y) with the two-di111m1ttio111d Fo11rie1· 
trnnsform of exp r-(112 -1- .,,2)/2U2]. ThiH implies that the 
effC<:t;ive rndius of' f.he inmge hox ix i111:r·c11,wd l1y f.l,e fnctor 
11 -1- (1/1:n:2,.21,'2)]1/2, whieh ix in fuct lit.t.lc different fro111 
unit,y hcc:anse (2:rcr/1) itt t.hc rntio of the ell'cc:tivc radii of 
the Fourier hox and cneh of the "G1rnsxi1111 xpots" ,le
pietc,l in fig. 1. 

By Fourier trnnsfor111i11g I Ji'(11, v) 12 we ohtni11 the 
imngc's nutocorreliLtion fl 2], which must he posit.ive if 
j(x, y) is positive. 8imil1trly, the Folll'ier tra1rnfonn of 
I J,'('11, 11) 1·1 is the 1111tocorml11.t,ion'x 1111toi:onclation, which 
11111st of 11011rHe 11180 he posif,ive. This Ht11-(gextcd 1,he follow
inl-( 11•11y of clwcking whct,ho1· t,hc hrighL11nxx1ix lishid in 
tnl,lc 1 nre p1·opol'f.io1111I to Lhe 111nplit11de I (,'(u, •11) I or the 
intenttity I f/( ·11, 1,) 12 of Lhe ideal pnttern , nci,of·,ing f;he 
nmplif;n,le of tire prc-prnccssccl ,liffmction pn.tt.ern shown 
in fig. 1 hy A (u, ·v), the peaks of ench of whose spots !Ll'o 
proport.ional Lo t,he squnrc root ol' the corrcxpo111li11g 
l11·ighf,J1esx listed in h,hle 1, we Fonrir.r f,rnnxfonncd 
A(11, 11), ;12(11., 11) and ;J·l(u, 11). Wherens tl1e firnt of these 
tr,msfornrn poxttesxr.d negative p11rts of 11ppl'cci11hle rn11g11i 
tnde, the Jat,ter two transforms were wholly positive. 
'l'his pernu,ulcd ns that /1(11, v)', nn,l ]1ence fig. 1, n111l the 
R<]l11\l'C roots of the hrigl,tnesses listc,l in ta hie 1 11rc prn
porLimrnl to I ]1'(n, 11) 1· 

,f .• Busic rcconslrncte,I imngc 

We sampled fig . I to form ,L rcprcsent,n.t,ion of I F(u, 1l) I 
1,01rnisl,ing of 128 x ·128 pixels. We then nxxign,id pscndo
mndo111 plmxcs l,o cnch diffrnotion spot., i11sixl.i11g f.1111-L 
phusex of spots rnflected in t,J,c ori:.(in of the 11, 1i-pln.nc 
musL he cq1111l lrnt, opposit.e, thernhy ensuring t.liat.f(:i:, y) 
is rnul. The ovcrnll phuse rctriev11I st.rategy f I, 2, 3] 
gnuhndly forces the image to hccome positive. 'l'he phuse 
is retrieve,! itemt,ivcly hy Fourier t,rnnsf'ormiug hnck nn,I 
forth hetwccn the i11mge pln11c 1uHI the 11, ·v-plune. Before 
trn nsformi ng t.o tho forme1· from the l11Ucr, we each l.imc 
forno t.lto snmc phuse on every pixel lrclo11gi11g to any 
p11rf,im1l11r spot. ·wo do I.his hc<:1111xe t.],e xpof.x 11rc discl'ef'o. 
Uonxcqne11f,Jy, ut mwh il,cration, (:here are 11s 11m11y i11di
vid1111l phuxcs us I.here nrc spots (with the phnses grouped 
in e<jtllll l111t opposite pnirs, us i1Hlic,1tcd i11 I.he second 
sentence of this p1m1grnph). 

Positivity is the only cunstrnint we Will enforce in the 
i111ago pl1111e. Accordi11gly we ,lcfine the i11111ge-errnr e, 
11ftel' cu1:l1 tn111sfornmt.io11 frnm the 11., ·11-pla11H, nx tl1e sum 
of the m1tg11it11des ol' ,di negative pixels divided hy /1'(0, 0). 
'l'he hitter 11eccHH11rily eq1111lx the sum of nil pixelH i11 the 
im1Lge onee it. hns heeome e11Lil'Cly posit.ive. 'l'liis i1le1d gonl 
ci1n 11cver he rcnched, of course, hccnnse of imperfedi011H 
of the ,l11t.11 llll<l romul-off eom1mtn.ti01111l errorn, 1111d he-

.. .. ·.""' .. 
. . ..• ··•·· •.. . · .. :..•····. ·····=•· . 
. . . . -·~. . ... ',, _;;•!.U-19~ .ra;•!•;;, ···_·=~ • ~o•·· ..•. ·.... .. •..•. · ~:-;-cs~ ,. ~o.•:!· .. : . . :.· ·• ................... . 

' .. ····· ... . . .. , ... 
Ii'ig. I. I P(·u, 11) I gonol'llto<l, ne descl'ibo<l in § 3, from tho 
eq1111ro r·onf,a of' 1-110 hright,nossoo of tho dill'rnct,ion upof.s liafod 
i11 lnhlo 1. 

f 
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--- liof.h pofif.ivif.y 111ul roh1t,ion11l Hym111ol,1·y onfOl'cc,1 

cause the ,fobL mny inrlecil be incompn.t.ihlc wit,h complete 
poHitivit,y. Ncvcrtl,eless, the v1Lrin.tion of r. with the num
her N of it,cmt,io11s is t,hc only nvnili1hle ohjcctivc criterion 
of the cll'cct.ivencss of onr ph11se retricvul proce1l11rc. 

Two of' l•'im111p's [1] if,crnf,ivc algorithms lll'C cspeei1dly 
useful : the crror-1·cd11ction 11lgoritl1111, which exp1111ges nil 
the ncg1Ltivc parts of t,he inmgc 11t c1u:h itemtion, nn<l the 
hyhrid -i11pnt-011tpnt 11lgorithm, which merely "mges" 
positivity 011 the i11111ge (described in dctnil clsewhern [2]). 
'l'he former nlgorithm is hest invoke,] to hegin witl, . lt 
t.en,ls to xt11g1111te rcl1ttivcly, quickly, however, 11fter which 
the liyl,rid-inp11t,-on(·,p11t 11lgorithm comes into its own. 

'l'he d1tshed cnrve in fig. 2 Rhows t,l1e varint,ion of i; with 
N for JO orrnr-rn<l11ctio11 iterations followed hy JO hy!Jl'id
inp11t-011tput itemtions, 'rhe i11iti1il rnpi,l ,leerense of e, 
11fter tho l1yhri1l-i11p11t-ontpnt is i11tro,luce1l nt N = ] 1, 
together with the slow i11crcnso wl1en N rcnchcs 18, is 
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typic,d u[ l,hiH 1dgoritlu11 (it. iH worth noting Llial, t.hc crrnr
rnducLion algorit.h111 1111rnt convergt,, whiclt iH of c1n1rne 
why it, also tends to st11gJ1ate). Thu 1ni11i11111111 of I.he 
dnshed curve is 111, N = J 8. Fig. a sl1111rn !,he fonn Ll11t.l; f.he 
i11111-ge has ac<[llircd hy then , lL is don1i11alcd l,y discrnte 
blobs, in 11cconl with the theory LG, Ii]. 

Uarcful iirnpecl;ion of fig. 3 suggests tlmt the phase 
rctriev11l prucedurn is trying to furnc the image to he five
foh.l rotat.io11111ly sy1n111etric. 'l'hc cc11l,rn or rot11tion seems 
to be displ1u:c1l towards the upper middle or the inmgc. 
Further hyhri,l-i11p11t-outp11t it.erntions were seen 1,o de
grade the cl11rity of the hlobs, Lut also moved the centrn of 
rot11t.ion down towards the centrn of the army. We follow 
up tltis deduction in the next s11ctiu11 . 

5. Co11se1111e11ecs of assuming live-fohl rolnlionnl 
sy111111elry nnd discrele poinl form for the image 

WheH/(x, y) is live-fold .rot11tio11111ly sy1111nctric then Ro 
must, F(n, v) be. 'l'he 1liffrnction spots in fiJ.l. l 11m 111T11t11-(ell 
in grnup3 of ten, each member of any group being at the 
s11111e rn.di11l dist111u:e from the origin of then, ·11-pl11110 1rn1l 
sep11rnt,ml i11 1111glc from its ndjncent fellows by n/G. 
Having assigned II pscmlo-rn11do111 pJ111sc, 'I' say, to one 
member of II grn11p, its mljacent fellows 11re nssigned the 
plmso (- 1p), 1111d l,hcir 11<lj11ce11t fcllowH arc nsHiJ,lned 
( + 1p) , cl.c. 'L'.ltis sche1110, which is !\11forced "" e"ch 
it,ernLio11, 11111i11t.a.i11s rc1d11cHH 111111 fiv!\-fold rnl:11l,io111d syn,
mel,ry o[ t.lw inmgn. 

'.L'he soli1l curve i11 fig. 2 Ahows e vcrnus N for JO errnr
reduct,ion itemtio1rn fullowml by 1G hyhdd -i11put-outp11t 
itcrntio11s 111111 111101.her 3G e1To1·-rcduet.io11 itern.t.ioHs. "\Ve 
lll'C 1111surprised (lrcc:11rnc of our exl,cirnive experience of 
llouri1!r phase rel,ricv:d) by the Rolid c11rv!\ hcinl( 11bovc 
the lowest; level reached hy the dashe1l curve 1111Lil N = \!8, 
liec11usc the e11rorcc111c11t of rnL11tio111i-l sy111111ct-,ry slows 
numerical con verge nee until the l/011ricr plrnse ap-

Fig. 4. llcsL i11111go olit1d11ml aflcr c111'urci11g boLh posiLiviLy 
11111[ fivu-l'uld rol11Lionnl ay111111cLry. 

'J':d,lo 2. IJc,l.11ils of' pri11111ry l,lolJH np11111·1111l, i11 fig. 4. J•:111:h 
hlol, is ""I'""·'·"" nl, lllll-(lll:11· spal'i11gs of 11/11 r:idin11H. Thu nil- . 
justed 11111plil,111lu is t.110 n111plit.111lc of I.Im spoL in fig. 4 dividrnl 
hy t.1111 <::111ssi1111 l'n\'101· (l/211r') uxp L- (:1:• · I· y')/2r'J, whid, iH 
i11(rnd11ccd i11 (:I). 

l'ri111My 1.,luh H11di11s 0 Adj11RLcd 
uumho1· A111plil,11do 

2.LU 0.:12 1.87 
2 :1.2!) IJ.74 0.1!1 
:1 :1.:11 l.17 0.21 
,i 4.tiU 0.14 l.lU 
r, U4 OAH 1.17 
() (i.70 O.!Jfi :uw 
7 (i.!J!J 0.:12 l.ti8 

proaches <JlliLc close to if,s "t,nw" value, 11[1,er: which the 
sy111motry hdps to make e decnmsn more rnpidly. 

Sta.g1oaLion sel:s i11 111, 11ro11111I N = •18 (i.e. the solid 
curve i11 fig . 2 hardly ,lecrnaHcH lretwnon N = •18 111ul 
N = liO). '.L'hc form the i11111gc tak!\H 11.l'tcr the 1Slh itcrnLion 
is xlto11·11 i II fig. ,1, which iR H~c11 Lo hn cv1m morn domi1111tc1l 
hy diHcrcLe hlolm than fig. 3. The lJlohs of courne form 
grnupH of [i. T1ihle 2 list,s the "11dj1rnLcd 11111plit11dcs" 111Hl 
cylindrieal polar coordi1111tcs (rndiirn, 0) of t,Jw more pru-
11ot111ecd l,lol1H, 1111111lwrnd :it,conling t.o i11i,rn11si11g rndin.l 
c11ordi11:t-l,c. (J11iy 1,1111 "pri11mry lrloli" of caldl group iH 
liHl:cd (Llris is t.lrn lrlol, 11'11oxc a11g11lar coordi1111l.e, wil,ltin 
t,lrn rn.ngc, 0 < U < \ln, iH le11xl.). 11:11.1·.h. a111plit,11de iH 11d
j11xte,l J,y dividilll,l Lltc 11111plitude o[ Lite ;:01Tcspo1Hli11g 
lrlol, i II fig . 4 lry ( I /2nr2) exp [- (:t2 + y2)/2r2J, wltieh is 
Lite G1111sxin11 fact.or i11trodueed in (:I) l,o c11s11rc that t,lrc 
i11111g11 is confini,d t;o 1111 clTccLivdy li11if.l1 region or image 
sp:ocl,. Ni11cc t.J,c Lhcorctici:1118 I_G, OJ sce111 l,o envisage 11 
di s tril,uLiun or equal-a111plit11de l,lolm, t.:d,lc 2 permits 
!,heir ideas 1,o he directly compared wit;h our rcstilts. 
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6, Discussion 

Our most sig11ificnnt l'csult is perhaps that we have 
dcmonstrntccl tlmt J>lmscs cnn he ohjcct,ivcly mHl sys
tcmaticmlly retrieved for ecrtuin clcetrou ,]iffrnct.io11 pat
terns from pi.rtic:11lr1r spceimcns of 11l11min11m alloys 
mcnsnrcd hy Shcchtman ct nl. [•l] . We clo not lmvc to 
11rnkc any stnwt11ml nssumptions. When only positivity 
is cnforcecl, s11c:ccssivc imap;cs appc1ir to he tcncling 
townrds being fivc-fol,1 rotationally symmetric, so that 
wo feel jnstinc<l in enforcing this sym111ctry explicitly. 
We have no mc1ms of nsscssing whether the faint hnck
gronncl in fig . 4-(i.e. the p1wt oft.he imago not comprisc,l 
of prono11ncc<l hlolm) is strnct11rnlly significant or lms the 
cl11Lnwt,er of 1111111Cll'ical "round-off crrnr". \Ve cn11not 
prove thnt our n iconstrncted intnge is "u niqu e", hut 
virtnully all previous eomput;at.ional experic11cc of Fourier 
phase retrieval (s11mm11.rised in [l, 2, 3)) s11ggcsts that it is 
(at lcnst within the limi ts set hy nny rn1111cl-olf crrnrs). 

'!'ho low values to wl1ich the crrnr curves in fig , 2 f,1ll 
i111lic11te, firnt, that om· 11ss11111ption of the i11111ge hcing 
positive is cc1-t1d11ly rn1iso1111hle and, second, tl11Lt the rc
co1111tr11ctecl i11111gc n11rnt he close to lieing ns fully refi11e,l 
ns the 1fot11 allow. 

Being neither crystnllogrnphers nor ma terial scientists 
we cno not competent to r.omrnent on the physicnl sig
nifici111 cc of fig.·f. We leave that to those (cf. [l:3, HJ) who 
11rc c111Te11t;ly 11rg11i11g tho rnc1111ing of Shcc:htnmn ct 11l's. 
l•l] delightful cxpuri111c11t. 

,vc tl11L11k our eollcagne (in the Dep1u'f;111ent of Chem
istry) Wlll'd 'L'. Rohinson for rnnking HH 11w11.re of this 
interesting clcvelopment in 01·ystnllogmphic/elcctron-dif
frn ction science. 
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Image rcconstruclion from projcclions: 
VIII: Effccls of finite rcsoluLion and sampling of individual projections 

D.G.H.Tan, J.X.Qu*> 11ncl H..H.T.llc1teH 

]~lecLi-ic11l 11ml ]~loclrnnic ]~11ginccl"i11g Dup111·t.monl,, Univornity of C11nt.orh111·y, Chl"ittt.c:h111·cl1, Now Zrn1l11ncl 

Hocoivccl 22 Ou!ohur I 08:i 

Ahslrncl 

Elfoct,i ol" finil<l rnsol11l.ion 11ncl ttpncing of I.he clnlcc:lorH, wit.I, 
whidt projtint.io11H nro 111tmi-i11nHI , aro ovnl1111lod wit.Ii roforrnwo 
lo 11, 111odd i11111go tonHiHl,i11g: of II pnil' of "C:u1rn:-.i1111 ldolH/ 1 , Thu 
11111jnr c:lfoc,l,s urn 11li11si111-: 1111cl loss of rnsol11lion uncl m11t.nrnl. 
] 1'orm11l11tt which cloauribc t.110 c:tloc:Ls q1111nt.il,it.ivcly aru ill11-
st.rnlccl wit.Ii soled"'! comp11lc,I c11rvos. 

lnhnh 

llilJrcko11slruk1io11 011• dcr Projck1io111 VII[. Einflnll ,lcr c111l
liclicn Auf10s1111g: 1111cl Al1tnRl1111g tlcl" ci11:r.cl11cn P'rojd,tiu11c11. 
llrn· Jt:inil11ll clo,· 0111lliulwn A111'1ua1111~ 11ncl clns Al>Hl,1111clos dc:r 
'l>oluklm·on mil; clcnon dio 1.'rnjol,l;ionon gmtwHson wonlon, w111·
,hm liu~iiglidt uiuu~ 1\'lodollhildeH, dnH 1111R oimm1 Punr .,( :n11B
m,ho1· Hlohs" lu,H(.,ht., hcrochnet. llio liedo11l, mclrn1 t•:i11fliiaso 
Hitul Cloisl.orhil,lor 111111 Vorl11H(.o in 1\111'1iiH1111g 11ncl I<onl,rns(,. 
]•'ormoln l'iir clio q111111l ,itid,ivo H1:sd1rnih11ng clo1· f,:Ud<i<: wcnlen 
mit 1u1agowiihlton !:011q111lorlu11·vtlll ill1rnl,rierl,. 

l. lntro,luclion 

'l'hiR iR the eighth in II scl'ieR of pn.pern [l, 2, 3, ,q dc1di11g 
with image rnco11struct.ion from impcrl'cct prnjcdio1rn. 
Our concern hcrn i11 with pl'Oject;io11s s11111plcd with fi11ite 
rcxol11tio11 nt dixc:rct,c poi11ts. So for as we lonve hccn ahle 
to determine, t,hn litel'llturn relating to t,hcsc i111porta11t 
q11c11l;in11H is surprisingly sp11rnc [!i , (i, 7, 8, !lJ, wl,ich ix wl,y 
we have devoted effort at this comparntivcly late elate to 
st,11dies tlmt one might have expectecl to have liccn ,lis
posecl of some tinw 11go. 

r11 ~ 2 we liHI; 11ciccsx111·y prelin1i1mries, '.l'lrn c\ll'eeL of a.ny 
real-world rneas11rn11wnt being i11cvitahly of finite rnsol11-
1·,io11 iR 1111nlysccl. in* 3. 'l'he s1mtial mi111pling of projedion 
111e11surm11c11l·,R is c::rn1nincd in * ,(, while tl,n further 
liltering 11eedcd to rnducc alinxing is Con11ul11l.ed i11 ¾ fl. 'In 
order to derive widely applic,ihlc results, who11n signili
c1111cc ca11 he rnndily npprcciat.e,1, we 11ce<l a Rimple inmge 
motlcl, which is i11trotl11ccd in ¾ Ii, Quantit,iLivc co11sc-

•1 on lmwo from: 
]lcp11l"l,mu11t of Hu<lio a11cl Elcct.ronicH, Univornil,y of ~cienco 
'"HI '.l.'c:ch11ology of China, .Hufoi, Anhui, tho l'eoplo's lt.epnhlic 
of Chiu11, 

<[11ences of finite 111ens11re111e11t resolution :Lrc studied in 
* 7, 1111d in * H ll'C 111·cscnt, a 1111111!1<11· of grnphH which 
cha.rac:kriHo I.ho c:lfoc:l,x c111 rc:c:11nHtr11c:l,c,cl i11111geH ol' finil.ci 
HlllllJ>ling 1111d ol' lilt.cring in l1'011ricr spac:c. In*\) we HHXeHH 
the Hignilic,ancc of our 1·cs1dt11. 

2. Prcliminnrics 

'L'hrcc-,li111c11aio1111I i11111gcs of ,i h(l(]y arc convcnicntly 
h11ilt up frnn, f;wo-di111c11Hio111d i11111gns of 1mrallcl c1'<1RR· 
scc:t.i01rn 1,hrnugh Llt<l hody. 'l'lw eirclc () (of rndi11R 1101·-
11rnlixcd f;o unity), sholl'n in (ig. I, c:irc:unrnc:rihes 11 1111rti
c11lar C:l'ORR·Hccl,io11 which we wiHh to i11m.gc. The particular 
cpmnl',il.y, whic:h we are rcq11il'Cd l,o 11111lrn images of, iH here 
c:allcd I.he density, cle1!ol.ed hy ,l.(r, 0), wl1<:r1: ·r 1L1HI /) lll'll 

c:ylinclricml polar coordinatcR c:orrcsponclinl-( l;o the C11rtc
si11n coordinateH a: and y 11holl'11 in fig. J: 

a:= r c:oH (0) 1u1<I !I= I' sin (0) (I) 

'J.'he ,,, y-c:ool'lli1111tcR arc c011Riclcrccl to he fixccl in (,he 
cl'OHH·Hcc:l.ion whcrcaR the,;, 1i-cool'lli1111t.e11 c:1111 l'Otal',c with 
rc11pect (,o t.hc111 l,,v t.hc 11rhitrnry angle 'I'· 'J'lte cl11t11, 011 

which we arc to operate with the go,d of forming an inrngc 
of t,he clm1Hil·,y, am c:011Htit,11t.cd from what we c:1111 rnytt. Tit<: 
partic1tl:11· rny, :it dixl,1111cc,; nncl angle,,,, iH dclincd hy 

00 

.((!;, '!') = f J.(r, 0) <l17 (2) 
-00 

ll'h<:rc l;hc1 i11li11il,c li111il.s 111crcly c111pJ1axiso tlm.t 1.lu: rn,v 
1rnsses tltroul-(h the whole eruss-scction . .hrnpcctio11 of Iii-(. 1 
rcvc·.dx th11l·, 1.ltesc li111it,s can 1dw11yH 1,c replaced hy 
:I· ( I - t2) 1/ 2 i I' one Ho clcsi ms ( i I, ix, however, 11Hually more 
convc11ic11t. t.o \l'l'itc the li111il.s 11s ~-l: oo). 

When t,hc cla(;a co11sist ol' ,di rnys, within the i11tcrv11l 
I! I < ], we call.((!;, rp) the projection 11t angle 'T'· The 
prnjcctiu11 l.hcorm11 HtatcH Llu,t [l] 

.!(~. ,,,) H (I) ,I((!, •f') (:I) 

wlterc 

}.(r, 0) --. (2) A((!, q,) (•J) 
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]fig. l. Cooriliunt.ca nml 11ul<1tio11 11ppcrhd11i11g Lo II cross
section l,hrough" hody. 

where ++ (n) idontifieR quantities forming 1m n-dimenRio-
11111 Foul.'ier trn,rnform pn.ir. The cylindricrLl pol1Lr coonlina
tett (! 11ml <p identify mt arbitrary 1mint in 1ro11ricr :;pace. For 
f(I;. rp) 111111.11((.1, rp) to lie singlcvaluc1l, we sec U111t 

./(-1;,rp) =f(l;,,p +n) and .11(-(.1,'/I) =.11((.1,'/1 -1- n) (!i) 

The co1tvcntional w11y to rcconstrncl; i111ngcR iR liy rnodi
fic,l lmckprojection [2, 10]. The latter is, however, t;heo
rctirnLlly e11uiv11lent to combining (:l) 11nll (-b), whi(Jh 11rc 
more convenient; to in voke when 01tu is n111ki11g co nqmrn
t ive stmlies of the kind with whicl1 we 11rc here corl(Jernud. 
\Ve t1dcc s1wh IL "J1'011ricr approach" tu im11go reconstruc
tion tltrnuglwut this impel'. 

3. FiniLc rcsol11Lio11 

lt iH irnposHiblo l,o rnc11tt11ro n :;i11glc my in prnet,icc. A 
prnut.icid 111c11.~ urc111cnt, denoted here hy 11(/:;, 111), is more 
rcalisticrdly rcprc:;ented liy tltc onc-di111m1Hional convolu
tion of./(/;, <p) with the instrnnrent funution, or point 
spread ft111(Jtio11 (psf), of whatever dctcutH tho physic11l 
process 1111mifcsti11g tltc rays. We write (;Ire psi' as Ii(/;), so 
tlmt 

p(I;, <p) =f(I;, 111) 0 (l) h(/;) (G) 

where O (n) is the 11-dimonsional convolution uporntor. 
On dclining 

11(~. ,p) ,_,. (l) .fl((!, <p) (7) 

1111,l 11ppc11ling to (:J), we sec from the c111tvul11l;io1t l,hccH'CIIJ 
[ll] th11t 

!J(e, ,,,) = IL ((.I) A((!, rp) (8) 

where h(l;) ++ (1) /J(o), 
The presence of ll((.I) 011 tho right. 111111d Hide (JU LS) of 

(8) 0111ph:rniHcH 1,11111; the rcH11litl,i111t of I.Im 111011R11rc1111n1t iH 
Hot hy tlto rnngo ol'Hp11tial l'rcrp1e11cies i11hcrc11t in tho J>HL 
lt thcrcl'oro 11111kcH HCIIHe f;o c1dl 71(/;, 91) 11 l1l11rrc,d my, or a 
blurred projection when it is given thru11gl1out the rnngo 
I~ I< 1. 

,J .• Sampling 

J II fell' pmcti,ml 11ppliuatio11s 11rc 111c11sure111c11t.~ mndo 
co11ti1111ouHl,l' i11 r 'l'Jic blurrnd )ll'Ujections nm moro often 
s11111plcd. We now exnn1i11e tlw elJ'eut of s11111pli11g at the 
discrcl;n poinl,~ !; = (c; -1- ·m/1), whcrn 11/. iR 11ny int,egcr rrnd 
t: i:; called (,Im oll'Hot. 'J'hcHo Ha111pli11g poinl,H nm ii11lirn1tml 
i II fig . 1 on t;ltc E-11xiH, whiultis parnllcl to Lhc l;-axis. lt is 
i11fon1111tivo to thi11k of IL li11e11r 11rray of detectors with 
Ll1 cir 11porl,111·cH t11nge11t to tho E-axis, the ce11trn of e,w.h 
apm'f.11rc coi11cidm1t, wil,h 11110 ol' tltc Hn111pling point8. We 
call ; I tho m1111pli11g interval. 

We write the H11111plcd hl11rrccl prnj,:ction 11t 1111glc rp nH 

-'!'(!;, 91) = 11(!;, ,,,) s(/;) .... (1) tW((.I, ,p) 

where tho sampling furw t ion .~(/;) iH 1lcli11c1I hy 
(I) 

(\>) 

s(/;)= 2,' o(/; - i; - intJ),-, (l) S((.I) (1()) 
tll. = -00 

whcrn ,5(·) dmwt,cs !·,Ito Dime dcltiL frr11cl,i1111. 'l'hc i11fi11it,c 
li111itH 1111 U10 H1111111111tio11 in (10) am i11Hm'!.cd Holdy for 
1111l;;1ti111ial 1•,1111vm1ic11uo, lilrn 1,ho i11fi11il.u li111il,H 011 l,hc i11l.o
grnl i11 (2). The rnngc of m need of course only he Rtwh that 
nil s1111 11_1li11g pointH within I!; I < l arc i11cl11d cd. Since 
[11] 

00 

S((.I) = exp (i2:TT(.lc) 2,' 0((.111 - m) (11) 
m=-co 

we c:111 again appeal to the uonvolution l,hcornm tu de
duce fru111 (7) anrl (!)) tlmt 

SQ((.I, rp) = Q((.I, rp) 0 (1) S((.I) 

00 

c= (l/11) 2,' cxp(i2mni;j, l)!J((.l -7/I./Ll,r11) (12) 
m = -oo 

We HO(! 1,1ml; 8.fJ((.I, ,,,) co11Hisl.H or !J((.I, ,r) i nlinil.cly l'C(IUllt
cd tl1rn11glw11t Jrourier Hpauc, cllntrcd on circlcR ofrndius 
xcw, J/;J, 2/1.1, etc., ns d~pictcd in Jig. 2. 

5. Fouriur filtering 

U11lcxs wc l.11ko appropri1Ltc prcc:111tio111! , the image re
constr1wtcd fr0111 S!.!((!, rp) will exl1il.,it nn unaccept,ahle 
level of 1iliasi11g. 1\'c must t11kc steps to inhibit nil terms 
in tho H11111111atiu11 i11 (12), except tlmt for in= 0. 

u 

l•'ig. 2. Cuurdi1mtu11 1111<1 11ot.11f,ion apporl-11i11i11g to l!'ouricr 
space. 
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l11Hpectio11 ol' fig . \! s11ggeHl,H, pcrl11q>H, 1.liaL wt, 111igl1L do 
hcHt to rnjecl; all 111' S£J(u, rp) for I' > l /21I. 'l'hiH iH Hal·.iH
facl.ory if ; I is 811111II 1,11011glt 1,lmt !.1((!, <{') is 11ngligihln l'or 
(! > 1/21I. \Vl1e11 .'I is larger t.ha11 I.his, J1011·ever, Hi111plc 
tnnu:atio11 of S!J((!, q•) iH I iahle to lead Lo 111111cceptalilc 
1·ipples (or "ri111ii11g" artefacts) n11mi11g 1tcrnss the re
co118trncted ii11111-(e, Tt iH Lhe11 appropriate Lo i11l.rod11ce 11 

lilt1,r, O((!, <(') sny, which is unity at(!= Cl and re11111i11s 
ncul'ly Ho 1111til (! npprnuchcH 1/\!; I, >Ll'ter whi<:h (,'((!, 91) 
l'allH s11111ol,hly t,o wrn . R11ch IL filter rnprcHe11f,H a r:0111pro
miHc hetwcc11 nlinsing 111ul further rcHoluLion loss. The 
Hhapc ol' Ll1c filter ,Lffects I.he level of ri11gi11g 11r1·.c1'11nl,H i11 
I.ho rnrn111st.n1cl:rnl i11111ge (1.111, crit.irnd <:1111sitlcrnl,i1111 is (·.)ml; 

1.lui shapo sl11111ld lie 1111u11,l,h). 
\Ve write the l1'011ricr-Jill:ercd version ol' SD((!, <1•) ns 

FSfJ((!, rr) = f,'(u, <!') SQ((!, rp) ( 1.'I) 

'l'he cnnvol11tio11 thcore111 the11 confirmH t:hnt, the re
co11strnctiLhlc i1111Lge, denot,c<l hy d(r, 0), iH given hy 

d.(r, 0) = sA(r, 0) O (2) y(r, 0) (l •I) 

whern 'l'A(r, 0) H (2) ],'SD((!,,,,), sA(r, 0) +-> (\!)SD((!,<{') 
1111<1 g(r, 0) - · (\!) (/((!, q•) . 

H iM i111port1111t to recog11iHe thnt only II limited 11111nhcr 
of (hlnrrcd) prnjcet.io11H arc me11s11red in j>l'IIC:f,ice. 'l'he 
11ct1111lly rcconsl;nu:1,al,lt, i111ngu is I.l111H cvm, 11torn i111pel'
fct:1; Lha11 d(r, 0), ns dtdinecl hy (1 ·1) . llowevcr, Hi11ce il,H 
clfeets e,m he se1mrnl,cly nssessecl, hccn11 se t:lwy nm 11011' 

well 1111dernt.oncl I 1, 10], we feel it iH 111111c<:eHHlll')' 1:o t.akc 
explicit 11eco1111t here of t,he 1111111her of projccLio1rn ]Hling 
finit.c. 

6. M0<lcl im11gc 

Since image r<w01rnt.1·110tio11 h11se<l 011 (3) arnl (•I) , or eq11i
vn. lc11Lly 111oclifiecl hnck-project.ion 1'2], is li11c11.1· in 1·,he d1Lt11 
and !:lie i111ag<,, we can nsscHs t.hn elfods ol' fi11it:e rcs11l11t.im1 
n1ul ofHa111pli11g hy apprnpri,d:<l 1L1mlyHiH 111'si111ple 111oclds. 
'l'hc pa rticular mocl<JI i11111.ge whiclt we choose 1.o exa111i11e 
hern is 

A(r, 0) = exp (- r~/21>~) 

-1-A exp 1- (r:l -I- T2 - i!Trcos(fJ - 1p))/ 2u~I (I:>) 

whern the poHi 1·.ive, real r:011sh1.11 t.s a, A, /,, T and 1p II ro 
chosen to lw such f,hut A(r, fJ) is J1egligihle fol' I' > I. Not,e 
that we huve a "t,wo-ga11ssia11 111ocld", wil.h II ancl /, 111:ing 
the "effective radii" of f;l1c two "hlnhs" of cle1rnit.y cnnsti
t·,nting the rnocl<d. We alwa.ys t:1ikc 

b > a (l ti) 

so t.lmt, t.ho wi<lnr hloh itt ccnt.re<l at the Ol'igin, We Mil A 
t.hc a111plit11dn of t.lw 11111·1·owcr 1,loh, which is ccnl,recl 1Lt t.111, 
point whoHO JH>h11· <:nortlit1nt.es nrc (T, 111) , 

l•!vcn thonl-(h mnny difl'crn11t; types of ,]et.er:1'.or am 0111-
ployed in pmcLic,d nppli<:at.innH lfi.l, ll'e 11.ss.,rl, I-hat. a 
n1L11sHi1111 psf ,m11 cl11L1·11cterise the 11111i11 effods ol' linil,e 

l'<,sol11Lio11. 'f'lu, pni11t, iH t:hut it iH the "ulfocl.ive widt.h", 
rr m,y, of Ii(~) (,]mt chiefly clel:el'11ti110H l1ow " l1l11n·c<l" 
11(~. q•) is <:011qmred wil;h.f(~, <{'), I-lo Wt\ tidrn 

(17) 

lt is 11s1111lly nppropri,Lte t.o 11rnke the li'onl'ier filter O((!, <J') 
circ11lnrly sy111111etric. Si11ce a g1111 ssia11 ulrnpe H11tisficH most 
pmeti<:id "H111oot.h11eHH" r,onstrnint,H, we l'cd ii: is sal',iH
fact.ory to set. 

(l 8) 

Tl: is 1.111, rnl.io of]) l.o i i wliinh govnrns 1.1,n r:0111pro111iun 
(110!.cd in§ f>) hel.ween nlinHing a11d furt,her resol11tio11 loHH. 

7. Conlrt1sl loss 1lne lo finite resolution 

Tt. is first of all informative to ex11111i11c tl,c rnconstrnct
nhle 111rnlel imnge without concerning ourselves with the 
effcctH of sum piing. Tt t.hen tmnspireH tlmt rA(r, 0) is the 
two-lli111e11uim11d Fo111'ier tm11sfnrn1 of D((!, <p), us <lefi11cd 
hy (8). On i11voki11g (ln) 1L1Hl (17), nrnl evnliJl\ting I.he 
vnl'io11H Fourinr integrnls, a11d 11orn111lisi11g (·,he n111plibulc 
of rA(r, fJ) l1y 11111ltiplying it hy (l/(2n)1/2 a), we sec tlmt 

d(r, 0) = II' <,xp (- r2/'!,(12) 

+ A' exp [- (r2 + T2 - 2TI' cos (0 - 1p))/2C(2] 

(l \l) 
where 

JI' = 1,2/(112 + ,r2), fJ = (/J2 + a2)1/2, 

A' = An~/(11 2 + u2), C( = (a2 + u2)1/2 (20) 

It i~ 11Hef11l to t,nko the firnt term 011 ]HTS (15) to 1·e
prese11t ii. "l>1u:kg1·01111d" spre1uling am'OHH the wl1olc crnss
scction, t.hcrnhy implying tlmt /, is of the or,ler ol' 1111it.y. 
T11t.e1"esLi11g images c111111ot !Ju formed if I.he resol11tio11 of 
the llWIISlll'lllllHlll,H iu only c:0111p11raliln t,o /,, ·we lllllSt l'C

fjliil'C tlml: 

(\!I) 

in wl1icl1 <:11ue 1/' a.n<l (I cffm,tively rncl11<:e to 1111it,y ,m<l I, 
rcupc<:tively . Ho, the widnr hloh i~ elfoct.ively 1111nha11ge<l 
in t,hc nH:c111Hl,n1<:l.ed i111al-(C. Co111p,iri11µ the seco1ul termH 
011 RI 11-l ( lfi) 1111d .ltlfl-l (1 !I), we sect.hat the mnplit11de nud 
ell'cdive rndi11H ol' the 111,rrowcr hloh tLl'C rcco11strncte<l us 
A' ,tnd C( l'CHJlectivcly. 

Inspect.ion of (20) i1ulic1Ltes t:hnt whether or not the re
co11str11ct.rnl image of the 111Lr1·owcr hloh is <legrnrled <lc
petuls upon Lhc rel1Ltivc v1L111cs of fl. iutcl rr . When tho 
111Lnower hloh is well hclow the rnsolution limit ol' the 
mcrnH11re111<mt (i.e. 11 ~ rr), it tmnspircs th11t C( 11ml A'/A 
rcdnr,e to a 1111d (r1/a)2 respectively. \Ve rndl 

(22) 

the contrnst loss d11e t.o finite rcsol11t.io11. 
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U. Effects of sumpling und filtering 

It, is dclLI' l,l111t uacl'ul inmgca cnn only lrn rn1·.1111al,rnch,d 
ii' 

11 -~ I, 

Whc11 Lhia condit.ion ia c11111hi11cd with (21), we Jind that, 
ruc111rnl,1·11ot,io1rn of t,hu wider biol, aru nugligihly degrndcd 
hy x11n1pli11g 111111 Ji'ourier lill;cri11g, provided (,'(I!,'/') ix it
aol[ 11cgligihlc for I! > (1/, 1 + 111), where w ia auch Lh11(; the 
l;wo-di111cnaio1ml Fourier trnnsl'o1·111 of exp (- r2/2/,2) ia 
111Jgligihl1: fo1 · I!> w. Hince Lliis ffo11ricr Ln1.11xfor111 is 
J1CCCHH1Lrily "1111rrnw", buc1L11sc the wider lilob ia by dcli11i
tio11 "wide", !,here ia 110 practi1:1Lldiflicult,y i1111111i11Lai11i11g 
Urn cu11xt.rni11l; 011 U(u, qi). It, then Lrn1rnpircx Llmt t.he p:u'l', 
ol' r.:l(r, IJ), aa defined hy ( 111), rulat.i11g l;o (,he wider hlol, ia 
given l,o good apprnxi11mtion hy ((2:n) 112 rr/11) tlX (I 
(- r2/2/,2) . l!o11Heq111J11l,ly . provided r.:l(r, IJ) ia 11111'1111Llixud 
hy 11111ILiplyi11g it hy (11/(2n)112 ,,), we need l'"Y 1111 11111rc 
11tLenLion l,o I.he wider biol,. 

Thu al111vn dixcuxaio11 of (;Im wider l,lol, inq,liux t.li:d, Ll11i 
hlurring 1i11d 1·.1111tnrnt, loaa of !,he rcconxLrndi,d 11,Lnowm· 
bloh (110Lcd i11 * 7) arc i11depe11de11L ol' Lhc laUcr l,loh 'x 
puait,io11 in thu cross-mmtio11. Ko, l'ur c1111,·cnic111:n, we 
hcnccl'ortlt Rel; 

(2-l) 

011 1Ldopl;i11g the ahove 11ur1111dia11ti1111, a11d 11111i11Laini11g 
the Hlllllll co11Hl,mintx 011 /;, wu find l'ro111 (II), (12), (1:3), 
(2·l) and the dcfi11itio11H introduced i11 ~ (i t.lmL 

(J/2n)2 f,'SSJ(u, 'fl) = exp (- 2n21,2l!2) 

+ A ,,,2 exp (- 2n2(n2 + a2 -1- IJ2) l!2) 

00 

+ ,1 ,r.2 ).,' {expL-2n2(nLj-a2)(1}-ll'/11)2+i2111m)1IJ 
111 ~, I 

-1- exp I- 2n2(n2 + a2) (I! + 111/11)2 - i2111m:/1IJ} 

ex p (-2n21J2u2) (2f>) 

J t iR the ~u111111ation i 11 (2f>) whiclt clmnu:1,eriHeH Lhc cll'cctx 
of Jinite s11111pli11g. Whctltcr or not sa111pli11g introduces 
1:1ig11ilic1111t distortion can he gauged from t,J1e rnln.tivo 

1.0 

<11-(r) 

1.0 2,0 

1"ig . :i. .l'rulilcs of rccu11sl-r11cl,iu11s of n:11Towrn· hlol., for ;I = I, 
F. = 0, 11/0 = 0.2, 1111<1 t.1/o = l.G. Sulicl curvos 11ro proJilcs fo1· 
indicalml vnlncs of LI/JJ. Dnshccl cun·o is idcnl prulilo c.,p 
(- r'/'2«'). 

a111plil,1111<,s, ill,(! = 1/'.li l, of Uie Ntlco11cl cxp1111c11t,i11I tcr111 
111111 Llw lir.sl, l,er111 i11 Um su11111ml,io11. 'l'ILe [rncl,i1111 of !,lit, 
i11l.egnd ov1i1· l•'ourier space , [or I! > 1/2/ I, ol' Ll,c sc110111I 
cxpo11e11Li11I t.c1·111 itt, i11 fad,, clirnul,ly p1·11poi:l,i11111d l,o its 
vn.l11c 111, I! = J/2; 1. Ho, Liu, f1u:to1· ,if (J,crc cnllc,I t.lic 
ali11accl fnwLi1111), clcli11etl hy 

(20) 

rcprcse11l,H 1m e.stinml,c 111' t.he i11l;cgrnLcd i11l;c11sity ol' tho 
l'rni:l.i1111 ol' Lim n,111111s(;n11:tcd i11111g" wliich is 1di1rncd (i.e. 
LhaL fr11di1111 wl1iul1 reprcsi,11(.s t.liu dist.orl ,i o11 of l,hc rnu1111-
Hl.l'llded i11111gc 1m11aed 1,y li1iil,e .s1u11pli11g). 

'1'111, t.wo-cli111e11ai11nal l~o11rier l,rn11.s[111'111 of l 1'SSJ(I!, <J'), 
11s d1di111 Jd l,y (2f,), 1ia11 l,c cxprnaxed in Lm·111s of complex 
111To1· f11111·.Li11ns, l,11 t. it is as 111111 v111ii1in l, co111 p11 tat.i111rnlly 
t.11 porfor111 Lit<'. i11h•grnLi1111 11111111Jri1::dly. ,v., clcnoLe 1,y 
rt.:l(r) t.h, i rc1 :1111xl,n11 :t.i1111 of (,I,., 1111-1T1111·c r liloh ol1( ,ai11rnl l, y 
l.w11 -di111i,11 xi111mlly l•'11nri1ir l,rn11xfon11i11g 1.111, t.1•r111a in (2:,) 
wliid1 11.rn 1111,lt.ipli\\tl hy ti. l1'ig. :I ah1111·s (,1,1\ v11riu.l.i1111 of 
rtA(r) wiLl1 ,. for A .,- I. I' cc- ll, u/11 = · ll.2 a11d ,. 1/rr "'' J .r,, 
for sov,,rnl ,·1dncs of . 1/ 1). When JJ is xnmll, a..:l(r) is HllCII 
(.o he sig11ili1:a11Lly disl.orl.cd fro111 il,H l,1'111\ g1rnsxin11 s lmpc. 
As /J is i111:rcax1Jd , l,hc di.~t.11rl,i1111 l1c110111i,a less pro11011n1aid, 
l,11t, 1,1, crn is 11 loss of 111,t,h n isol11tion and 1:011t.1·1rnt, in tlmt 
rtA(r) is hoth broader and of lower a111plil,111le Ll11Ln exp 
(- ,.2;2,,2), 

'l'l1e oll'ccl,ivc radius of tl10 n,1:1111sl,r11dcd 111uT1111·t•.r l,loh 
ix always t:loxe t.o (ni - \- 112 + /P) 1i2, wlii,·.h is (;he cllcnLive 
n1.11i11s 111' t.lrn l,wodi111c11xi111ml l1'1111ri1ir Lm11xl'11r111 nl' 1,lw 
xe1:1111d ex111111c11Li11.I t.ern1 i11 (2fi) , t.hrougl1011t (,ltc m11geH 
11f t.lw pn11:Linal i11L1:rcxl, ol' Llrn parn1111\l,1:rn rt, ,1, lJ, f: 1u11I 11. 
'l'l,en•Joni, (,lie f,u ;l;o r 

rl = (I \- (11/11.)2 +(LJ/a.)2)1/2 (27) 

ia 11 111e1111i11gl'11I 111 c11x11rn 111' (,he rcsol11Li1111 loxa. 
'l'J1e 1:1111!.rnHt, loxs, hern dc11ol,ed hy ,·/, ix giv1J11 1,y A'/1I, 

wlwrn ;/' is !,lie n111plit,11do :il, r ·0 · ll 111' l,111, l•'1111rier l,n11m
l'orn1 of Lhc Lcn11s in (2fi) which II-I'll 11111ll,iplii,d 1,y A. \Ve 
li11d t,lmL 

<fJ 

d = (a.2/(1,:2 + D2)) { 1 + 2 2,,' jcxp (- (k2 + 1J2) 'lm2) 
11l = I 

+ n 112 k']m exp (- JJ21f 11,2) llrf(!.:'/m).\ c11H (2111rn/,d )} 

(28) 

;r. 

a11d ,,rf (:i:) = (2/n l/2) J exp (- /2) "'· 
I) 

'l'h,i l'11r11111l11 (28) l'or dis re11dily l\\'ahmt,e,I. \Ve give a 
fow spe1:i111c11 1·ex1ilt.s hem for illusl,rnt.ivc [Hll'POHC8. Fig. -t 
Rl11J1\'H d vernllH i l/V for f: = 0 a11d 11// I = J .0, for Rcvcml 
v11l11ea ol' ,1/11. '.1'11 dc111011xt.rnt,e t.hc 1i11111bi11ed cll'ect,R of 
li11ite s11.111pli11g 111111 a fi11it.c olfact, we show in ligtt. [i 1111<1 li 
t.111, v11ri11t.i1111 111' d wiLI, i i/!) 1111d ,,/11, res pei:l.ivcly, for 
E/: 1 = 0.-l 1111d for various cu111hi1111l;iu11s of 1111n1111eters. 

l'oi11[.s p11.rLic11larly worthy of notice arc t.hat cl reduceH 
t,o the value 111' ,l'/1L givc11 by (22) when 11 bccu111cs snudl, 
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.Fig. ,I, C:nlll.1·11HI·, loss l'ot'HIIH .-1//1 1\11• 
,: ~ II 1111<1 11/: I = 1.11 , C11n•os show ,:I 
fn1· inclii,11t.ecl v11li1<1H or ,,,,1. 

:lo'il( . Ii . C:0111 ,l'IIHI , lnHH VCl'HIIH 11//1 t'ol' 

,:/ , I .. . IIA 1111d <J//1 = l.11 . C!111•vi,s Hhow 
d !CH' imli1:utrnl vnlwm ol' a/a. 

l•'il-(. fl. Conl-rnst. loss v1ws11a rr/ :1 for 
,:/ .:I ~~ 0.4 111111 , 1//1 ,.,-. 0.H. C11rvu.s show 
d 1'01· i111li<:1Ll<HI v,d110H or"'"· 

111111 , ,/ ,focnmxex 11111rlrndly wh1111 hot,h 11/: I a11d rrf.-1 ,,re 
apprncinhly IHHH 1,1111111111it._y 1111d (11/11) < P./11 < ( I - 11/. I). 
111 t.hc !,,t.t.nr "''""• 1,h,, dl\l.ni:l".orn nm cn111parnt,ivcly i11-
.sc11siloivc t.11 t.lw 11111Tnw,,r ·1,lnh. 

9. f.onclusions 

'l'hn fonnuln.s Jll'I\Hl\111".i,d i11 thi.s pn.pcr pcl'll1il, t.11,, 1,1111-
f[lll\llOL\H of fi11it .1, rnxol11t.io11 1111d x11.111pli11/.( to lrn q111111t.i
t,1d,ivcly 11.s.se.sx,,d .si111ply nnd v11lidly. We ns.serl, l.hnt. 1.hcHl\ 
rn.sull,H .shnnld 111,n1ii I, p11 rl.irniln r rnco11.sf,r11ct.nd i m11g1,,s, 
H11t:ll t·,ho.sc1 pre.sn11t.11d l1y oi.hc 1· 1111t.horn !'Ii, !IJ, t.o ltc 111orn 
cn.sily 11.ss11Hxccl ohj1!ct.ivnly. 

'l'h11 for11111l11s (;!ti) 1111d ('.l7), fn1· 11linsi11µ fract.io11 1i( 1111d 
re.sol11Lio11 lox.s rl, rnxp1!dively, MC xinq1ln e11011/.(h t.o Ill\ 
c11lc,11l11l,ed 1,y h1111d . 'l'lw l'orn111!,, (:lH) I'm co11t.1·axl, loxx d 
11111.sl; hn l:llllljllll.1!d digihilly, hut it, c,ould hn I\V11l1111.t.l!d 
co11ve11ic11t.ly e11011gh, in 11.11y p11rtic11l111· i11xl.111tcl\, I'm 1·11.11-
gc.s of i11t.ernsl, of I-he .scvcrnl p11rn11wtcrn. 

'l'hc .simple fo1·1111il11 (2'.l) fol' co11trn.st losH, valid when , I 
i.s .s1111dl, i.s q11it.11 .sig1iifirn111t. , for,, rc11.so11 poi11t.wl 0111·, to 
IIH hy n. Ko.s.soff oft.hr. ll!t,l'llHOllics li1xtit·,11t.c i11 Hyd11H,Y, 
A11.st·,rnli11. When l\tllploying c11111p11tcd l.011101-(rnphy (of 
1111y kind, l\,g. 11lf,rnx1111ic,, X-rny, low-frnq11n111:y nl,idric: 
e111T1111I;, de. I 1111) for rn11Li1w si:rnmii11g p11rpox1.•ll, it. could 
ho l,ot.h ,dfocf.ivH 1111d I\Co110111ically adva11l.11gc1111x t.o 
l\llljilO.\' ,11:0111parnf:iv,dy .s111111! n11111lrnr of rd11t;iv1dy widn, 
h11t. i:1111t.ig11011.s, dd1!dor.s. l111ag11 fuat.11rex 11a1Tow111· t.1111-11 
f,lw dl!f.ni:f.orx i,11111,! .sf.ill 111, i111,q.;rnl """""""fully, wil .h 
ncgligil,le 11li11xi11g (hni,1111.so 111' f,hl\ cl11s11111!ss 111' I.Im do-

t.cct.11rs) hut, of 1:0111·.sc at, pnornr rnxol11t.i1111 . A vii.al eo 11 -
xidnral'-i1111 ix, how,wm·, t.1111-t, t,]1c foat.11r1is m11.st. Ht.1111,l 1111t, 
adeq1111 I.Illy frn111 f,hci 1· !t111:kf.(l'flllllllH, l11J1\IL11H11 1.lwy nmy 
ot.hHrwixe he 1111rnc:o/.(11i.s1d1lc i11 rcl\011xt.n1ct.1id imnµeH, 
owing 111 t.h" i,1111t.1·11xl; loxH whii,h i.s f.(iv,,11 hy ('.!'.!). 
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Chapter 6 

INVERSION ALGORITHMS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter discusses algorithms for solving inverse problems that are complete in 
the sense that the quantity and quality of the data available is sufficient to permit 
inversion to be accomplished. Even when an inverse problem is complete, there remain 
major conceptual and computational difficulties. It is shown in Chapter 4 that St is in 
general a nonlinear mapping of C, which almost always makes it impossible to devise 
an analytical representation for the inverse operator. One has to resort to iterative 
approaches which, although they may be ingenious, tend to be ad hoc. Furthermore, 
it is only rarely that one can answer any of the associated uniqueness questions. Such 
solutions to inverse problems are by no means useless, however, because they can be 
assessed ( and often further refined) in the light of previous practical experience. 

When the connection between E and C is so simple that n is linear, it is usually 
easy to construct the inverse transformation n-1 [Lee 1984]. Uniqueness questions can 
be readily answered and the sensitivity of the reconstructed generalised constitutive 
parameter to both errors in the data, and to numerical inaccuracies in the implementa
tion, is straightforwardly assessable [Oldenburg 1984]. This is highlighted by the many 
successful applications of the principles of echo-location, computed tomography (CT), 
and Fourier imaging which are routinely invoked nowadays throughout science and , 
engineering. Even in situations where these principles are not strictly applicable, they 
are often invoked, with results that (while inferior to those obtained when the implied 
assumptions are valid, or at least nearly so) are often far from completely useless (refer 
to Table 1.1 ). 

The reasoning presented in Section 6.2 places the inverse scattering problem in 
the context of the coherent inverse source problem, and highlights the practical com
putational difficulties in the way of obtaining numerical solutions to inverse problems. 
The point here is that the dimensionality of the data is necessarily less than that of the 
quantities which one wishes to recover from the data. It is worth contrasting this with 
direct problems which can always ( at least in principle) be cast as Fredholm integral 
equations implying that the dimensionality of the unknown (the scattered field in this 
context) is no greater than that of the supplied information. For inverse problems, 
the dimensionality of the data and the unknowns can only be made equal by introduc
ing fairly sweeping approximations. As indicated in Section 6.2, this does not mean 
that solutions cannot be obtained unless such approximations are invoked, but it does 
emphasise why so little real progress has been made in solving many of the inverse 
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problems which have been studied intensively over the last quarter century. 

The remaining sections of this chapter represent a hierarchy of approaches 
to generating numerical solutions to complete inverse problems. The approximations 
that are invoked are less sweeping, and the analytical and computational complexities 
increase accordingly, with each section until Section 6.7, where no explicit approxima
tions are invoked. 

In Section 6.3, wave motion is approximated by emanations described in terms 
of straight rays which exhibit negligible spreading as they propagate away from the 
source. Such approximations are highly reasonable (in the sense that they lead to very 
useful results) in a number of applications. The archetypal instance is X-ray computed 
tomography (CT) in which the quantity to be reconstructed is the X-ray attenuation 
coefficient of a body that has been probed [Kak 1979,Bates et al. 1983]. Although the 
conventional projection model introduced in Section 5.4 leads notionally to a procedure 
for inferring the generalised constitutive parameter from samples, supplied on a radial 
grid, of its Fourier transform, the generally preferred method (which is described in 
Section 6.3) is modified, or filtered, back-projection. 

Because X-ray CT has revolutionised medical diagnostic radiology (see, for 
example, Herman [1979]), it is appropriate to examine any theoretical, experimental, 
and computational aspects of CT that deviate from the ideal CT model. Some of these 
have alrnady been discussed in Chapter 5 (see Section 5.4). Note also that Appendix 5-
E is relevant in this regard. 

Section 6.4 considers another deviation from the ideal CT situation . The 
sources of radiation are still assumed to give rise to emanations that propagate as 
straight rays but , rather than being controlled by the experimenter, are embedded 
within the body. It is the spatial distribution of the emitting substance that is to 
be inferred. Employment of gamma cameras to detect emission of photons from 
radionuclides deposited within the human body was commonplace before X-ray CT 
came on the scene, but the images so obtained were merely equivalent to conven
tional X-ray shadowgram projections [Garrett and Smithson 1987,Keyes 1987]. True 
cross-sectional' reconstruction was only attempted after the advent of CT. Whilst the 
interaction of the emanations and the body are well understood on the atomic scale, it 
is far from clear how to accurately model the macroscopic process. The emphasis here 
is on finding a model that is sufficiently physically representative whilst still permitting 
the construction of tractable computational inversion algorithms. The nature of the 
interaction between the emanations and the body has two important facets that should 
be taken into account. The first is that the emanations suffer attenuation while pass
ing through the body. Secondly, the detectors employed have appreciable beamwidths . 
Appendix 6-A is apparently the first investigation to employ a model simultaneously 
incorporating both facets. As in almost all other previous studies [Tanaka et al. 1984], 
a constant attenuation coefficient is assumed (for the reasons given in Appendix 6-A) . 

When diffraction effects are significant, a description in terms of rays becomes 
inadequate. The approximations outlined in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 provide linear ex
pressions incorporating diffraction. As shown in Section 6.5, the far-field form of these 
approximations lead to tractable inversion schemes, known as diffraction tomography 
[Mueller 1980,Devaney 1982] or Fourier imaging [Robinson 1982, Chapter 1]. 

Section 6.6 is devoted to the compensation for what is now generally known 
as "speckle" [Dainty 1975a,Abbott and Thurstone 1979]. It is manifested whenever 
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quasi-monochromatic wave motion, such as laser light [Erf 1978] or narrow-band ul
trasound [Burckhardt 1978,Bates and Robinson 1981], is scattered from or transmitted 
through an inhomogeneous propagation medium. It is also generated by phase insta
bilities in coherent receiving systems [Robinson 1982]. The particular kind of speckle 
processing known as shift-and-add is examined from the point of view of reducing the 
effects on the reconstructed image of multiple reflections that are incorrectly inter
preted by the simple model employed in echo-location. There is no lack of data in the 
situations discussed in Section 6.6. The recorded data are, however, "jumbled up)). 
Shift-and-add can be regarded as a type of preprocessing that "unjumbles" the data. 

The use of approximate inverse scattering models has been successful in prac
tice, partially due to the relative simplicity of the inversion schemes, which are in
variably manifested as explicit non-iterative algorithms. There are always, however, 
situations in which the errors inherent in assuming an approximate model become 
intolerable, requiring a more faithful nonlinear model to be adopted. Explicit inver
sion of a general nonlinear relation is impractical. However, iterative inversion can be 
contrived, as indicated in Section 6. 7, which outlines the general Newton-Kantorovich 
technique for solving nonlinear equations . The method has been previously applied 
in various forms but it seems not to have been appreciated how widely applicable it 
really is. Such a technique can almost always be reasonably employed provided there 
exists a reliable formulation of the direct problem. Appendix 6-B invokes the null
field method (see Section 4.3) in order to formulate the direct problem for a totally 
reflecting object, and solves the inverse problem by the Newton-Kantorovich technique. 
Appendix 6-C applies the technique to a formulation of the penetrable scattering prob
lem that expands the emanations in basis functions which explicitly incorporate the 
inverse scattering data. 

Techniques that do not strictly fall within the terms of reference of this thesis 
but are important in theory and in practice are summarised in Section 6.8. 

6.2 INVERSE SOURCE PROBLEMS AND THE 
DIMENSIONALITY DIFFICULTY 

The conventional volume-source formulation (see Section 4.2.1) of scattering expresses 
the scattered field in terms of radiation from an equivalent source density E that is 
proportional to the inhomogeneity (x2 -1) and to the field VJ within the inhomogeneous 
region is, 

VJs(x,k) 

E(x, k) 

f E(x1, k )g(x, X1, k) dY(xi), 
, }y. 

k2 (x 2(x, k) - l)VJ(x, k). 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

The equivalent source density is seen to depend on VJ, which is a general function of 
position and frequency that itself depends on x and the incident field as generated 
by sources under the experimenter's control. The data for inverse source and inverse 
scattering problems, as defined in Section 1.3, consist of measurements of the scattered 
field at points comprising a set Y m removed from Y s• Since the field within is cannot 
be probed directly, by definition, E depends on the product of two unknown terms, 
(x2 - 1) and VJ· It is convenient, at least until an estimate for E has been obtained, to 
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forget that VJs is a scattered field and to think of it purely as the emanations generated 
by E. That is, one first attempts to ascertain an equivalent source density E, whose 
decomposition into (x2 -1) and 'ljJ is to be attempted at a later stage [Hoenders 1978]. 
By this procedure, the inverse scattering problem, in which a single incident field is 
employed, assumes the form of an inverse source problem. It should be noted that 
because monochromatic wave motion is being examined, the equivalent source density 
can be expected to exhibit an arbitrary degree of spatial coherence. It is worth recalling 
that there is a wide class of important inverse source problems, not directly consid
ered in this thesis because they do not fall within its scope, that consider random, 
partially coherent [Born and Wolf 1970, Chapter 10], [Beran and Parrent, Jr. 1974], 
[Carter and Wolf 1985], [LaHaie 1986], and spatially incoherent sources [Bates 1982]. 

To obtain all the information about E available in its radiated field, 
it is in principle sufficient for Y m to be a surface enclosing · Y s, from which 
the field throughout the remainder of free-space can then be completely deter
mined [Bates 1984,Wolf and Porter 1986] . This is obvious from Huygens' princi
ple [Baker and Copson 1950] and plays an essential role in generalised hologra
phy [Porter 1970,Porter and Devaney 1982a,Porter and Devaney 1982b] . In prac
tice, the presence of noise implies that taking more measurements increases the 
accuracy of the data, but this is merely reducing additional uncertainty over 
and above the ideal situation. The presence of evanescent waves [Sherman 1969], 
[Wolf and Nieto-Vesperinas 1985] means that, in practice, only the homogeneous waves 
can be stably back-propagated. 

To see why it is sufficient for Y m to be a surface, consider the expression for 
VJs in any of the separable coordinate systems (see Section 3.3.1) . Outside ls then, VJs 
can be written in the form 

(6.3) 
m 

Measurement of VJs on a surface, say 6 = R, 1s sufficient to determine {Am} by 
invocation of the orthogonality relation (3 .31 ), 

(6.4) 

Even if E is merely a function of l1 (0 :s; 6 < R), so that the expansion 
(3.32) permits the 6 and 6 integrals to be performed immediately, (6.1) reduces to 
(Devaney and Sherman 1982] 

(6 .5) 

Clearly, knowledge of Am alone is insufficient to determine E, implying that the inverse 
source problem is non-unique. It is not even possible to assign E a unique constant 
value because the value of R can be adjusted so as to produce any desired value for 
Am in (6.5). The non-uniqueness arises because an arbitrary E is three-dimensional 
while the measurement surface is effectively only two-dimensional. This discrepancy is 
referred to by Bates [1984] as the dimensionality difficulty. 
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Figure 6.1: The Fourier transform of Eis a general three-dimensional quantity. Only 
the Fourier components on the sphere of radius k contribute to the scattered field. The 
other Fourier components are non-radiating sources. 

Another interpretation [Wolf and Porter 1986] relates the quantity, 

(6.6) 

to the components of the Fourier transform of E that lie on the sphere of radius 
k in Fourier space ( see Figure 6 .1). The result en tails arguments similar to those 
presented when arriving at ( 4.8). The said Fourier components of E are called the 
radiating sources while the remaining Fourier components are non-radiating sources 
[Devaney and Wolf 1973,Kim and Wolf 1986]. 

Note that r is defined in terms of known (to the experimenter) quanti
ties. Thus, knowledge of the scattered field on a surface enclosing Y s is not 
sufficient to enable unambiguous determination of E [Bleistein and Cohen 1977], 
[Devaney and Sherman 1982], [Fischer and Langenberg 1984]. It is worth noting that 
uniqueness is ensured if the source density is spatially incoherent or composed of dis
crete scatterers [Bates et al. 1985] or if the sources are known to lie on a known surface 
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(so that the dimensionality difficulty is rectified), but the constraint of finite extent is 
not sufficient [Devaney and Sherman 1982]. 

Despite the non-uniqueness of the solution for the inverse source problem, it 
is often possible to remove the ambiguity for the inverse scattering problem, because 
there is an additional constraint that the equivalent source can be decomposed into 
a product of (x2 - 1) and ¢. The decomposition is only consistent if 'lj; is the field 
generated by the interaction of x and the incident field . This permits elimination of 
some, perhaps all, multiple solutions . In order to establish consistency, it is necessary 
to exploit another degree of freedom such as the frequency of the incident field or its 
direction of incidence. Although 'lj; is different for each incident field employed to probe 
the inhomogeneous region, then the respective decompositions must each possess the 
same X· It is on this extra consistency that the possibility of obtaining unique solutions 
to inverse scattering problem rests. Note, however, that to verify consistency, it is 
necessary to determine the fields generated by the interaction of x and each incident 
field. This is by no means a trivial task. While this is in no sense a proof of uniqueness, 
it provides a general indication of the computational approach needed to solve inverse 
scattering problems, and demonstrates the necessity of possessing reliable methods of 
solving the direct problem. 

In practical applications the computational demands of establishing consis
tency have generally been deemed too daunting, so that a variety of approximations 
and heuristic approaches have been adopted in order to make inverse scattering prob
lems tractable. Typically, this involves simplifying the decomposition of the equivalent 
source density to such an extent that the solution can be inferred without resorting to 
numerical computation of the total field (see, for example, Ramm [1986]). For exam
ple, the first Born and Rytov approximations ( see Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 respectively) 
employ an approximate equivalent source density that is proportional to the product 
of the inhomogeneity (x2 -1) and the incident field, the latter being of course known a 
priori. A second example is the use of the projection model, described in Section 5.4, 
which also removes all the ambiguity in the determination of the equivalent source 
density. 

6.3 REMOTE PROBING COMPUTED TOMOG
RAPHY (CT) 

Conventional or remote probing CT is the name given to the species of inverse problem 
that arises when the emanations are actively used by the experimenter to probe the 
body and the behaviour of the emanations is assumed to be adequately described by 
propagation along known rays [Brooks and Di Chiro 1976b], [Dines and Lytle 1979a], 
[Kak 1979], [Greenleaf 1983], or equivalently by the projection model of Section 5.4 
[Cormack 1963], [Cormack 1964], [Lewitt and Bates 1978a]. 

The inverse Radon transform has already been stated (5 .24). Another form 
of the inverse Radon transform that can be derived by manipulation of Fourier trans
form identities [Bracewell and Riddle 1967], but also from mathematical considerations 
[Nievergelt 1986], is 

f(r; 0) = B {ft(l; </>)} (r; 0), 
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where j5 is lmowq. as the filtered or modified projection, 

(6.8) 

the Fourier transforms being one-dimensional, and B is the back-projection operator, 

B{f5(e; </J)}(x) = fo7r f5(e - x · [; ¢) d¢. (6.9) 

The operation of back-projection, has the effect of smearing, over a ray, the value of 
the projection corresponding to that ray (see Figure 5.2). 

Various other forms of the inverse Radon transform exist [Barrett 1984] 
but do not lead to the most efficient numerical implementations. The com
putational schemes based on (5.24), known as direct Fourier reconstruction 
[Stark et al. 1981,Natterer 1985], are generally discarded in favour of more popular 
schemes based on (6. 7), known as filtered or modified back-projection techniques 
[Lewitt et al. 1978,Rowland 1979,Lewitt 1983]. Filtered back-projection has many 
advantages for software and hardware implementation, notably requiring only one
dimensional Fourier transforms of data that can usually be obtained on regular linear 
grids, and the utilisation of the back-projection operation. 

ART [Gordon et al. 1970,Gordon 1974] and SIRT [Gilbert 1972,Norton 1985], 
[Andersen and Kak 1984] are iterative techniques to solve (5.22) for f, considered 
as a set of linear simultaneous equations. Other things being equal, filtered back
propagation is generally more computationally attractive. The significance of iterative 
techniques is that they are amenable to modifications that allow for deviations from 
the ideal projection model, such as those mentioned in Section 5.4, to be incorporated 
[Lytle and Dines 1980], [Datta and Bandyopadhyay 1985], [Andersen 1987] 

6.4 REMOTE SENSING COMPUTED TOMOG
RAPHY 

The success of conventional CT (Sections 5.4 and 6.3) to model the transmission 
of X-rays through biological tissue has lead to attempts to apply similar theory 
to other species of emanations. Two medical imaging modalities, PET (positron, 
or paired photon, emission tomography) [Derenzo 1977], [Derenzo et al. 1977], 
[Thompson et al. 1979] and SPECT (single photon emission computed tomography) 
[Knoll 1983], [Larsson and Israelsson 1982], [Muehllehner and Colsher 1981], employ 
radionuclides that are deposited in the body and whose photon emissions are detected. 
The distribution of photon emitters acts as a spatially incoherent source distribution 
so that PET and SPECT are inverse source problems, as defined in Section 1.3. The 
notion of radiation travelling along straight rays is retained. 

The radiation process by which photons are emitted by the body can be de
scribed on the microscopic scale by simple mechanisms [Stanton 1969, Chapter 4]. In 
PET, positrons (particles of equal mass but opposite charge to electrons) are emitted to 
be annihilated by electrons after travelling a few millim~tres. Energy and momentum 
are conserved by the creation, for each annihilation event, of two photons of equal en
ergy and almost mutually opposite directions. Coincidence circuitry enables inference 
of the ray traversed by the two photons [Budinger et al. 1977], [Thompson et al. 1986]. 
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In single photon emission CT (SPECT), the radionuclides emit individual photons 
[Budinger and Gullberg 1977). Transition to the macroscopic scale is far from un
derstood, often only being amenable to statistical description [Floyd et al. 1984), and 
many approximations must be invoked in order to pose a tractable problem. 

To draw parallels between the projection arising in conventional CT and 
measurements that can be realised in SPECT, it is necessary to introduce collima
tors that confine, to a pencil of rays, the region contributing to detected radiation 
[Rotenberg and Johns 1965]. An acceptable level of detection is only achieved when 
the beamwidth of the collimators is appreciably larger than that of X-ray collima
tors [Derenzo and Budinger 1977). Compton scatter is a significant contribution to 
the detected emanations and tends to further increase the effective beamwidth of 
each detector [Floyd Jr. et al. 1985]. As in conventional CT, the emanations suffer 
attenuation during passage through the body. It is assumed that the spatial dis
tribution of the attenuation coefficient has been previously determined by the con
ventional CT schemes summarised in Section 6.3. Correction for attenuation is an 
area of current research interest. The majority of research into SPECT assumes a 
constant attenuation coefficient. An original contribution to the relation between 
the detected emanations and the source distribution that simultaneously takes into 
account the finite and variable resolution of the detectors and a constant atten
uation coefficient [Tan et al. 1987) is reproduced as Appendix 6B. This is signif
icant in that previous approaches consider constant attenuation and infinitesimal 
beamwidth [Tretiak and Metz 1980], [Clough and Barrett 1983], which permits ap
proximate attenuation correction to be performed by a variety of adaptations of the 
conventional CT techniques [Hsieh and Vlee 1976), [Chang 1978], [Lewis et al. 1982), 
[Tanaka et al. 1984), [Zeeberg et al. 1985), [Axelsson et al. 1987). 

6.5 DIFFRACTION TOMOGRAPHY (FOURIER 
IMAGING) 

Fourier imaging [Robinson 1982] is the name given to the species of inverse problem 
that arises when the direct problem is adequately described by the Fourier transform 
relation ( 4.12) derived within the first Born approximation. Recall that a similar 
expression is obtained for the first Rytov approximation (refer to Section 4.2.2). Be
cause the model employed explicitly accounts for diffraction (but, nevertheless, only 
approximately) and can be regarded as the finite wavelength limit of computed to
mography, Fourier imaging has also been called diffraction tomography [Mueller 1980], 
[Devaney 1982), [Soumekh 1986a]. Both the (first) Born and Rytov approximations re
late (a functional of) the scattered field to the generalised constitutive parameter x by 
a (linear) Fourier transform identity of the form (4.12). When two spatial dimensions 
are considered, ( 4.12) relates the one-dimensional Fourier transform of the scattered 
field to the two-dimensional Fourier transform of x on a circle in Fourier space, and is 
often termed the diffraction-slice theorem [Devaney 1982,Devaney 1985a], in analogous 
fashion to the projection (projection-slice) theorem (5.23). 

The Fourier transform of the scattered field provides the Fourier transform 
of x on circles (spheres) in Fourier space, rather than on lines (planes). At a fixed 
frequency, maximal information concerning the Fourier transform of x is gathered by 
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Figure 6.2: The scattered field from one incident field provides Fourier components 
of x situated on a sphere. By varying the incident direction, Fourier space _is covered 
within the Ewald limiting sphere, allowing an inverse Fourier transform to infer X· 

employing incident waves of all angles, as in conventional CT (see Figure 6.2). 
For finite k, however, coverage of Fourier space extends only to the sphere in 

Fourier space of radius 2/ A, known as the Ewald limiting sphere [Wolf 1969], because 
for real angles, the magnitudes of sines and cosines cannot exceed unity. This is in 
keeping with the intuitive notion that the spatial variations of the medium's consti
tutive parameters significantly smaller than a wavelength cannot be discerned. The 
inverse Fourier transform of (4.12) is a band-limited approximation to the true distri
bution of X· Comparison of (4.28) with (5.25) reveals that conventional CT can be 
considered as the high frequency limit of diffraction tomography [Devaney 1983] where 
circles of zero curvature become straight lines. 

Numerical techniques based on direct Fourier inversion of ( 4.12) suffer from 
problems, similar to direct methods in conventional CT, of interpolating onto a rect
angular grid [Pan and Kak 1983]. Devaney [1982] has pioneered the back-propagation 
algorithm which is analogous to filtered back-projection. On account of the diffraction 
effects implicit in Fourier imaging and diffraction tomography models, it is necessary 
to employ filters whose characteristics vary with distance from where the field is back
propagated. Applications with various measurement geometries are have also attracted 
interest [Devaney and Beylkin 1984,Lan et al. 1985,Baribaud et al. 1985,Paoloni 1987]. 
Diffraction tomography has recently been examined in the context of vector wave mo-
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tion [James et al. 1985,J ames 1986] and extended to an iterative procedure 
[Devaney 1986]. 

Some of the more apparent deficiencies in the diffraction tomography model, in
cluding the lack of explicit accommodation of multiple scattering and attenuation, have 
been investigated by applying reconstruction algorithms to scattering data obtained for 
simple geometries [Azimi and Kak 1983,Slaney et al. 1984,Soumekh and Kaveh 1986], 
[Paoloni 1986]. 

Imaging by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [Hinshaw and Lent 1983], 
[Straughan 1986] or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as it is now often called 
[Williams 1984], can be arranged [Morris 1986, Chapter 2] to provide data which rep
resent samples, of the Fourier transform of the density, on a rectangular grid whose 
spacings, in three orthogonal directions, satisfy the sampling theorem (see Section 2. 7). 
This means that MRI can be viewed as a species of Fourier imaging. It is worth keeping 
this in mind in studying the MRI literature, although most MRI image reconstruction 
algorithms operate on differently organised data sets (Cho et al. 1987]. 

The far scattered field from a totally reflecting body, computed on the basis 
of planar physical optics (see Section 4.4), can be expressed as a Fourier integral over 
the equivalent source density, provided one is only interested in the scattering within 
some 60 degrees of the major peak of the scattered field, so that the source density 
can be inferred by Fourier transformation [Lewis 1969]. Hence, physical optics far 
field inverse scattering can be regarded as a species of Fourier imaging. The Fourier 
integral representation can remain valid for bodies that are only partially reflecting 
[Beckmann and Spizzichino 1963, Chapter 3]. Bates and Vlall [1977b] review this in 
greater detail. 

Approximate inversion algorithms, valid for fields spanning all angles, can 
be constructed on the basis of the extensions to physical optics discussed in Sec
tion 4.4. While they are less computationally convenient than the planar physical 
optics algorithms, because they cannot be formulated as integral transforms, Bates 
and Wall [1977c] have show that stable inversion is practicable, at least for circular 
physical optics. 

6.6 SPECKLE IMAGING 

It is often the case in imaging that the object of interest is a part of the generalised 
constitutive parameter consisting of discrete scattering centres embedded in an inho
mogeneous refractive index. "\iVhen only the juxtaposition of the scatterers and an 
indication of their relative amplitudes is required, it is often convenient to consider 
the inhomogeneous medium merely as a source of distortion. The distortion is of
ten speckly in nature. The information about the nature of the medium conveyed by 
speckle is often disregarded. Rather, speckle is treated as unwanted artefact to be 
removed from the image. The problem of dealing optimally with speckle has come to 
be called "speckle processing" or "speckle imaging" [Bates 1982]. 

Speckle has the appearance of a random phenomenon. Techniques to reduce 
speckle artefacts generally require an ensemble of images, whose distortions are sta
tistically independent. These images are manipulated in such a manner that spu
rious features are averaged out while the desired features are preserved. The de-
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tails of such techniques are numerous and varied, and depend largely on the pecu
liarities of the application under consideration, primarily the origin of the speckle 
and its statistical behaviour depend on the precise mechanism causing the speckle 
[Wells and Halliwell 1981,Robinson and Knight 1981,Melton Jr. and Magnin 1984], 
[Ward and Saleh 1985]. The remainder of this section concentrates on the aspect 
most germane to the inverse scattering techniques of the previous chapter, namely, 
approaches that reduce distortion caused by shortcomings of techniques based on echo
location. 

The shift-and-add (SAA) technique described in Section 5.2 operates on an 
ensemble of images formed by some or other imaging procedure and is a form of 
supplementary processing that can reduce distortion caused by imperfections and lim
itations of the procedure employed. When viewing an object through a fluctuating 
medium, the ensemble of distorted images on which SAA operates can be recorded 
sequentially, without altering the band of frequencies ( or, equivalently, wavelengths) 
accepted by the detection apparatus. In a particularly promising application of SAA, 
wide-angle ultrasonic scatter imaging [Robinson and Bates 1980), it is impractical to 
gather a temporal sequence of independently distorted images. It often transpires, 
however, that images formed within different frequency bands are adequately indepen
dent [Bates and Robinson 1981]. The version of the true image implicit in each of the 
blurred images is different, of course, because each is formed within a different band of 
frequencies. For the remainder of this section, the dependence of the fields describing 
the emanations at them-th frequency is denoted by a subscript. The major difference 
is in phase{f(x)}. The phase differences can be compensated in the simple manner 
described below. 

Consider the geometry of Figure 6.3. The scattering region Y s consists of a 
collection of point scatterers embedded in an inhomogeneous medium, 

N 

k2x2(x) = L fn5(x - Xn) + v 2 . (6.10) 
n=l 

An arbitrary point within the measurement region Y m, which is taken to enclose Y s, 
is denoted in polar coordinates by (R; 0). The use of a subscript in "Y m" does not 
signify that the measurement region varies with each speckle image. The incident field 
is a plane wave whose direction of propagation defines the 77-axis, 

(6.11) 

The Cartesian coordinates ( e, 17) are a rotation, through the origin and by an angle ¢>, 
of the (x,y) system. Them-th speckle image is generated by forming, on a family of 
surfaces, the equivalent source distribution that produces the m-th measured field. In 
two spatial dimensions, these surfaces are taken to be lines of constant e. When R is 
a constant large enough for Y m to be in the far-field of Y s, so that (3.27) applies, and 
assuming that the scattering region is small enough to permit the approximation 

I_, _, I R .... ~ 
X-Xn ~ -Xn·X, (6.12) 

to be invoked whenever x E Ym and Xn E Y s, then the normalised radiations 'Wm(R; 0) 
received due to an equivalent source distribution e-ikm 11 sm(e1 , 17) are given by 

'Wm(R; 0) = eikm6 cos(0-,t,) 1-: sm(6, 17 )e-ik,,.11[1-sin(0-,t,)] d?7. (6.13) 
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Figure 6.3: Geometry for coherent speckle imaging. The scattering region Y s con
sists of a collection of point scatterers embedded in an inhomogeneous medium. The 
measurement region Y m is a circle enclosing Y s· The incident field is a plane wave 
travelling in the positive 17-direction. 
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The infinite limits on the integral merely imply that the whole of Y 3 along the line 
e = 6, which is arbitrary but fixed, is included. On associating Wm with the m-th 
measurement of the scattered field, and introducing 

u = km[l - sin(0 - ¢>)], 
Fm(u) = Wm(R; 0), 

inversion of (6.13) is easily found to be 

sm(6,11) = 1-: eie1Jl-(km-u)2Fm(u)eiU1Jclu, 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

(6.16) 

which is in the form of a Fourier transform relation. The choice of eik1Jsm(x) for the 
equivalent source density ensures that, when (i) the scatterers fall on a line e = 6, 
(ii) vis identically unity, and (iii) the first Born approximation applies, sm(6, 17) is in 
perfect agreement with the first term of (6.10). 

The presence of distortion implies that, in practice, the measured quantity is 
conveniently expressed as 

( 6.17) 

The term Hm ( it) represents the distortion experienced similarly by all radiation arriving 
at it, and is such that Sm is linear with respect to \JI( it, km), whereas Cm( it) includes 
all other imperfections, such as random noise, nonlinear effects, and errors introduced 
by model approximations. In particular, Hm is taken to contain a description of the 
distortion experienced by the first order scattering while Cm describes higher order 
multiple scattering. The inverse Fourier transform of (6.17) results in an expression of 
the form (5.6). 

The motivation behind incorporating multiple scattering terms in Cm is chiefly 
because they can be expected to exhibit a large amount of destructive interference 
when averaged over independent speckle images. The field at Xm can be written as 
[Ishimaru 1978, Chapter 14] 

N 

'lp3 (Xn, km)= L eik,,.r,,p + higher order terms, (6.18) 

p=l 

JJ -=I=- n 

where rnp = lxn - xpl• Despite the normalisation that accounts for the phase factor 
(-ik17) introduced by the incident field, the terms in (6.18) exhibit phase variation that 
depends on km. Actual experiments performed [Bates and Minard 1984] obtain the 
ensemble of images from the use of a single incident direction, ¢> = 0, and demonstrate 
the practical efficacy of the technique. 

Suggestions for future investigation of speckle processing are made in Sec
tion 7.2. 

6.7 ITERATIVE ARBITRARILY ACCURATE 
SOLUTIONS 

When it is found impossible to form an explicit expression for the inverse (5.1) of the 
direct mapping, the only recourse is to attempt iterative solution. By treating ( 4.1) as a 
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nonlinear equation in an abstract normed linear space, the full power of sophisticated 
mathematical techniques can be invoked to derive iterative algorithms that lead to 
convergent sequences of estimates of the true generalised constitutive parameter. 

A common form of iterative algorithm is the fixed-point algorithm [Rall 1969, 
Chapter 2]. The direct mapping (4.1) is first rewritten in the form 

X = 1i(x). (6.19) 

Given an initial estimate x(0), the fixed-point iterates are defined for l > 0 by 

(6.20) 

The limit point of the iterates, if they in fact converge, is known as the fixed-point 
of 1i and is a solution of the original problem ( 4.1 ). The general direct mapping is 
nonlinear with respect to x and a form for 1i that ensures convergence of the fixed-point 
algorithm may be hard to establish. 

The Newton-Kantorovich algorithm [Rall 1969, Chapter 4] is an example of 
the fixed-point technique to solve nonlinear operator equations whose most familiar 
manifestation is, perhaps, Newton's solution of nonlinear algebraic equations. Under 
quite wide conditions, the algorithm can be shown to converge quadratically. It can also 
be applied equally satisfactorily to regularised forms of ill-posed problems. Consider a 
general nonlinear operator equation 

n(x) = TJ. (6.21) 

The data for an inverse problem are represented by TJ . Given a description of the 
direct mapping to define the operator n, the inverse problem is posed as solving (6.21) 
for x, which belongs to a normed linear space. At each iteration, an improved estimate 
of the solution is obtained by setting 

(6.22) 

The effect of a perturbation ,5x(I) to x(ll is approximated by linearising n about the 
current estimate x(I), i.e. 

(6.23) 

where n' denotes the Frechet derivative of n [Rall 1969, Chapter 3]. To compute an 
improved estimate, (6.23) is equated to the right hand side of (6 .21), and the resulting 
equation 

(6.24) 

is solved (in a least squares sense if over-determined) for the update ,5x(I). For the 
conventional Newton-Kantorovich algorithm, >,(I) is always unity. Improved conver
gence to a solution may be obtained by performing a line search to determine an 
optimal >,(I) at each iteration. Techniques such as the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 
[Dennis and Schnabel 1983] may also improve the algorithm. An important factor in 
the success of the basic method is the faithfulness of the initial approximation x(0). 

Appendices 6-B and 6-C represent useful extensions to the Newton-Kantorovich 
inverse scattering literature in that they demonstrate, respectively, the technique can 
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actually be implemented for the Bates and ·wall [1977a] formulation of the null-field 
method and for what is perhaps the most general implicit solution [Bates 19756], 
[Bates 1984] to the inverse scattering problem for macroscopic wave motion. Related 
applications of the Newton-Kantorovich algorithm to the inverse problem considered 
in Appendix 6-B are due to Roger [1981] and Kristensson and Vogel [1986] Con
nolly [1985] and Connolly et al [1985] review all this in considerable detail. 

6.8 OTHER TECHNIQUES 

Whilst pertinent references are included in previous chapters, there are many other 
ingenious techniques reported that cannot all be covered here. The continued promi
nence, and many of the trends, of inverse theory can be appreciated by perusal of the 
special issues of journals, often concerning diverse scientific and technological applica
tions, that are devoted to aspects of inverse theory. Some of the more notable ones 
are: 

• Acoustic Imaging: [Vvang 1979] 

• Applications of Electromagnetic Theory to Geophysical Exploration: [Wait 1979] 

• Computerized Tomography: [Herman 1983] 

• Digital Acoustical Imaging: [vVade et al. 1984] 

• Direct Problems in Propagation and Scattering: [Mittra 1985] 

• Electrical Impedance Tomography - Applied Potential Tomography: 
[Brown et al. 1987] 

• Electromagnetics in Applied Geophysics: [Howard Jr. 1984] 

• 1983 International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS 1982): 
Remote Sensing: The promise of Remote Sensing: [Sieber 1983] 

• 1984 International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS 1983): 
Remote Sensing: Extending Man's Horizon: [Rea 1984] 

• Physics and Engineering in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging: 
[Cho and Nalcioglu 1984] 

• Inverse Methods in Electromagnetics: [Boerner et al. 1981] 

• Inverse Problems in Propagation and Scattering: [Devaney 19856] 

• Medical Imaging: [Wells 1987,Dallas and Wagner 1987] 

• Medical Ultrasound: [Waag 1983] 

• Non-destructive Testing: [Bond and Reynolds 1987] 

• Ocean Acoustic Remote Sensing: [Ehrenberg 1986] 
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• Physical and Computational Aspects of 3-Dimensional Image Reconstruction: 
[Cho 1974] 

• Radar Reflectivity: [Fritsch 1965] 

• Signal Recovery: [Fienup 1983a,Fienup and Rushforth 1987] 

• Technology and Health Care: [Sherman 1979] 

This remainder of this section lists certain key references relating to aspects of 
inverse theory which, although of considerable scientific and technological importance, 
do not come strictly under the purviews of this thesis. They are ordered under the 
following headings with the minimum of explanation. 

6.8.1 Gel'fand-Levitan and related methods 

Inverse scattering theory arose originally in a quantum mechanical context (for a 
chronological survey, see the Foreword to [Chadan and Sabatier 1977]) wherein, as 
explained in Section 2.4, the refractive index is effectively everywhere unity. The early 
work was concerned with exact methods of solution for one-dimensional or spheri
cally symmetric situations [Chadan and Sabatier 1977,Newton 19816]. The celebrated 
Gel'fand-Levitan and Marchenko techniques have been recently reviewed by Hashaby 
and Mittra [1987]. Newton [1980,1981c,1982a,1985] and others [Rose et al. 1984], 
[DeFacio and Rose 1985,Rose et al. 1986], have recently extended these to three spa
tial dimensions. The relation between these integral equation techniques, so-called 
"layer-stripping" techniques (based on a differential equation formulation of the direct 
problem [Yagle and Levy 1984], [Yagle and Levy 1986]), and also the Radon transform 
(see Section 5.4), has been emphasised by Yagle [1986]. 

6.8.2 Reconstruction from resonant frequencies 

Kac [1966] once asked the delightful question "Can one hear the shape of a drum?" The 
implication is that, given the resonant frequencies of an object, one should be able to de
duce its constitution and shape. Significant progress seems only to have been achieved 
for one-dimensional problems [Lytle and Lager 1976], [Barcilon 1974], [Barcilon 1976], 
[Barcilon 1979], [Ba.rcilon 1982], [Barcilon 1987], [Gladwell 1984], [McLaughlin 19846], 
[McLaughlin and Rundell 1987]. This topic has recently been reviewed by McLaugh
lin [1986]. 

6.8.3 Conservative fields 

At first sight, physical intuition suggests that the effectiveness of any imaging 
scheme increases with the reduction of the wavelength of the radiation employed. 
Surprisingly, perhaps, imaging techniques have been devised that employ effec
tively infinite wavelength [Price 1979], [Liu and Chen 1984], [Barber and Brown 1984], 
(Kohn and Vogelius 1984], (Kohn and Vogelius 1985], (Connolly 1985], 
(Seagar and Bates 1985], [Connolly and Wall 1987], although similarities with conven
tional CT (refer to Sections 5.4 and 6.3) are somewhat illusory [Bates et al. 1980], 
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[Bates et al. 1983). This has been taken advantage of rudimentarily by geophysi
cists for quite some time [Dines and Lytle 1981), [Wait 1983), [Smith and Vozoff 1984), 
[Assal and Mahmoud 1987]. Recently, remarkable success has been achieved in imag
ing the interior of the human body [Seagar 1983], [Brown et al. 1985]. The best recent 
account of clinical applications is [Brown et al. 1987]. 

6.8.4 Existence and Uniqueness Results 

Conditions ensuring existence and uniqueness of the solution to the inverse problem for 
an impenetrable obstacle have been obtained by Schiffer (see Lax and Phillips [1967, 
Chapter 5)) and extended by Jones [1985). The related problem of characterising 
inverse scattering data has been examined by Ramm [1987). Such results contain 
theoretical arguments and do not suggest actual algorithms to solve inverse problems, 
particularly when noise is present in the data. 

Difficult though this question is, it must be worth pursuing because, if suffi
ciently manageable results can be obtained, they can be expected to help one simplify 
and/or generalise inversion algorithms. 
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Abstract: By representing an image as a distribu
tion of Gaussian blobs, due account is taken, for a 
single photon emission computed tomography 
(S PECT) sys I em, of finite detector resolution 
(leading to spatially varying image resolution) and 
constant allenualion of the radiations on their 
passage through a body. A simple enhancement 
procedure is proposed. It is argued that the effects 
of variable allenualion (as must occur in practice) 
are unlikely to be important in general. 

Introduction 

Single-photon-emission computed tomography (SPECT) 
has been investigated for more than a dozen years [I, 2]. 
From the beginning, there has been interest in compen
sating for the attenuation suffered by the radiations on 
their passage through the body. A significant difficulty is 
that, even ir conventional computed tomography (CT) 
measurements [3] are made initially, using radiation of 
the same energy as that responsible for the SPECT 
image, there is no guarantee that a convergent algorithm 
exists to account for the allenuation [I, 4]. Although the 
general allenualion problem for SPECT remains 
unsolved (and may well be unsolvable), the constant 
allenuation problem is well understood now [5-7]. In 
this taller problem, one assumes that the allenuation 
coefficient is invariant throughout the body. This 
assumption only leads to useful practical results if the 
surface of the body is known from prior observation; 
using calipers or by echo location, for instance [4]. Some 
success has been achieved with post-processing based on 
assuming different values of the allenuation coefficient in 
different parts of the body [5]. 

Received signal levels are usually high enough in con
ventional CT that one can use collimated detectors pos
sessing narrow beams. It thus makes good physical sense 
lo think of the radiation received by an individual CT 
detector as being confined to a thin pencil of rays. 
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SPECT signals, on the other hand, tend to be pholon
limiled, so that it is usually necessa ry lo employ detectors 
having appreciable beamwidths. Surprisingly, the effect of 
a linile SPECT beamwidth, which leads lo variable 
resolution within the body [9], seems lo have received 
comparatively lillle allenlion [10, 11]. 

In this paper we examine both constant allenuation 
and variable resolution. We also discuss the kind of 
image processing which can ameliorate their deleterious 
consequences. Of special significance is that we allow 
simultaneously for both effects without having to resort 
lo iterative procedures. Despite the greater generality of 
our analysis, we flnd ourselves able lo prppose a very 
simple enhancement stralegy which, nevertheless, appears 
to be potentially useful. The results of this processing 
could probably be slightly improved by any of the com
monly practised post-processing image-restoration 
schemes [ 4-13]. 

The general SPECT problem is formulated in Section 
2, while Section 3 lists the simplifications which we flnd 
arc necessary to oblain quantitative image-processing cri
teria . Section 4 presents some general analysis from 
which specific results are obtained in Sections 5 and 6. 
The general SPECT problem is re-examined in Section 7 
where we conclude that it may not be worth worrying 
too much about trying to take due account of variable 
allenuation, because little advantage is likely lo accrue 
even if a practicable means of accomplishing it could be 
devised. We assess, in Section 8, the practical implica
tions of our approach. 

2 General SPECT problem 

The closed curve C in Fig. I represents the perimeter of a 
particular cross-section of a 3-dimensional body contain
ing a distribution of radiating sources. The distribution is 
denoted by f(x, y, z), where the Cartesian co-ordinates x, 
y and z are taken to be fixed in the cross-section. The f, 
,, Cartesian co-ordinates are rotated in the plane of the 
cross-section by an (arbitrary) angle </J with respect to the 
x, y co-ordinates. The Cartesian· and polar co-ordinates 
of the arbitrary point P in the body are (x, y, z) and (r; 0, 
z), respectively. Nole that a semicolon always precedes an 
angular variable in this paper, so that we can write 

f(x, Y, z) =f(r; 0, z) (I) 

without being in any way ambiguous concerning the 
types of co-ordinate implied in each case. 
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We postulate a li11car array or identical detectors with 
their races (i.e. collecting apertures) in a plane which is 
parallel to the ¢', z-plane. The ¢-axis, which lies in the x, 
y-planc at a distance I{ from the ¢'-axis (lo which it is 
parallel), passes through the centres of all detectors in lhe 
array. The centre of a typical detector lies al Q. We 

Fig . 1 /Jasic Of.'0111,•tr)' a11tl fo-orcli11ate sy.'itemsj;,, Sl'ECT 
Ci.,;; lhc pcri111clcr of a parliculnt cro.~!Hicction through i\ J-tlimcnsioual buJy 

denote its lolal response lo the complete distribution of 
sources within the body by /l.,(¢; </1). In the absence of any 
allcnualion of the radiations from these sources, /1.,(¢; r/1) 
can be expressed quite generally as 

/1,(¢; qi)= f I I!(¢' cos (qi) 

- 11 sin (</,),¢'sin (r/1) + 11 cos (,f,), z) 

x D(~ - ¢', 11 + R, z) d¢' ,1,, dz (2) 

where the infinite limits here (and in similar instances 
later in this paper) merely imply that all of the body is 
being considered, and where D(¢ - (', 11 + R, z) is lhe 
dclcclor's response lo a point source al P. Nole lhal, in 
the arguments of f(x, y, z) in eqn. 2, the co-ordinates x 
and y have been expressed in terms of¢' and 1/. 

We imagine a continuous array of detectors, which 
can be e!Tectively realised either by scanning a single 
detector along the ¢-axis (this is of course impracticable 
in the real medical world because it would take loo long) 
or with a discrete array whose spacing is close enough to 
satisfy whatever resolution constraints appertain in any 
particular application (this is practical) [14]. We also 
postulate that responses are recorded for all ,p, which is 
another idealisation which can be effectively realised, in 
practice, if responses are recorded for discrete values of</>, 
again spaced sufficiently closely to satisfy the prevailing 
sampling constraints [ 15]. 

The general Sl'ECT problem is to recover f(x, y, z) 
from /1.,(¢; ,f,), as de lined by eqn. 2, recorded in all planes 
z for - w < ( < w and O ,;:; rp < 2n, on the understand
ing that the attenuation coefficient 2n 11(x, y, z), corre
sponding lo each point P in the body, is unknown a 
priori. As we have no idea al present how lo attack this 
problem, and because it probably does nol possess a 
unique solution, it makes sense lo pose the restricted 
SPECT problem, i.e. recover f(x, y, z) when 11(x, y, z) has 
been reconstructed previously from a set of conventional 
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CT measurements. I l is worth emphasising thal the con
ditions under which even this restricted problem can 
have a unique solution arc us yet unclear. This is why we 
lower our sights and only give detailed consideration to 
the simplilied problem introduced in Section 3. 

Like everyone before us, we have to introduce approx
imations before we can even begin to analyse the 
problem. In particular, we note that it is far from clear 
how to modify the integral in cqn. 2 so as to take account 
of attenuation. It cannot be done with complete gener
ality by merely inserting a factor such as 

h(P, Q) = exp (-2n J, 11(x, y, z) ,11) 
l'-(l 

(3) 

into the integrand. This factor represents the attenuation 
along the straight line path from an arbitrary point in the 
body lo the centre of a typical detector. We are not sug
gesting that the radiations do not travel in straight lines, 
just emphasising that the race or a real-world detector has 
a finite area. Consequently, the general Sl'ECT problem 
is even more challenging than is customarily intimated 
[ 4, 8, I 0, II]. 

3 Simplified problem 

Uecausc the detectors used in Sl'ECr systems have mod
erate bcamwidths (between 5" and 10" say), and as R 
must be roughly twice the radius of the circle which 
ci rcumscribes C (lo accommodate patients of various 
shapes and sizes), and owing lo the comparatively. low 
resolutions and poor signal -lo-noise ratios achieved in 
practice, we feel it is reasonable lo adopt lhc simplilica
lions introduced here. 

Each detector (spccilically the one with its centre al Q) 
is characterised by a simple beam emanating from the 
detector's centre with its axis parallel lo the 11-a·xis. While 
the width of the beam increases with distance from Q, the 
shape of the beam is circularly symmetric in any plane 
parallel lo lhc z, ¢-plane. This means that we now can, in . 
fact, account for attenuation by inserting into the inte
grand of eqn. 2 the factor /,(/', Q) dclined by cqn. 3. Note 
that ell in cqn. 3 is the clement of length along the 
straight line path from I' lo Q. 

Tiu: most imporlanl of the physical processes affecting 
lhc quality of Sl'ECr imagery is Compton scattering. It 
gives rise lo the major part of the attenuation suffered by 
the radiations on their passage through the body. It also 
affects the effective beamwidlhs and beam shapes of the 
detectors owing lo multiple scattering. /1. ray proceeding 
from a particular. source toward s a particular detector 
may be scattered out of its initial path and then be rc
scallcred into another detector. This increases the cll'cc
live width of each detector's beam [ 12]. /1.s the 
distribution of Compton-scattering material, which is 
approximately proportional to 11(x, J', z), varies through
out the body, the beamwidlh and beam shape or each 
detector must, in gen.end, be differe nt, and must alter as ,t, 
changes. By the central limit theorem, however, lhc 
average beam shape can be expected to be Gaussian. /1.s 
the beam shape in the absence of multiple scattering is 
close lo Gaussian [ 16], il is reasonable lo assume the 
overall average beam shape lo be Gaussian, which 1s 
what we do in the following. 

The distance from any point within the beam to Q is 
approximated by R plus the 11 co-ordinate or the point. 
This means that the beam can be expressed in the general 
form <I>([(¢' - ~)2 + z2]/(,,. + Rj2112 ), where (} is the effcc-
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live beamwidth. Radiation emanating rrom a point 
source spreads out spherically, weakening according to 
the inverse square or distance from the source, so that the 
detector's response to a point source is given by 

D(~ - ~•. 11 + R, z) = (l/4n(11 + R)2)tl>([(~' - ~)2 

+ z2]/(11 + R)20 2) (4) 

It is also assumed that the straight- line path implied by 
the integral in eqn . 3 can be taken parallel lo the 11-axis, 
so that 1// is replaced by 1h1, i.e. 

/1(P, Q) = exp ( -2n f /(x, y, z) t/11) (5) 

The distribution f(x, y, z) is assumed independent of z 
over the beam, so that 

.f(x, y, z) = f(x, y) (6) 

implying that the distribution or sources throughout a 
)-dimensional body can be built up from 2-dimensional 
distributions existing in stacked parallel cross-sections, 
each or which can be reconstructed from a separate set or 
measurements, as in conventiona l CT [J]. 

The attenuation is taken lo be zero outside the body 
and constant inside (as already intimated in Section I, 
this simplification has to be made in order for us to make 
any headway). The constant attenuation coenicicnt is 
2nji. The curve C is understood lo be determined by 
prior measurement, implying that the position of the 
point Q' (see Fig. I) is known. The upshot is that (- R) 
and 11(x, y, z) arc replaced in eqn. 5 by ij(~; 1/>) and 11, 
respectively, where ij(~; ,f>) is the 11 co-ordinate of Q'. Fur
thermore, li(P, Q) can be normalised by multiplying it by 
exp ( - 2njiij(~; t/>)), thereby giving 

/i(P, Q) = exp (-2n[111) (7) 

because 11 is, by delinilion, the 11 co-ordinate o r P. 
We have now reached the same position with regard 

to attenuation as those [5, 7, 17, I 8] who have gone 
before us, but we are simultaneously taking account of 
the finite beamwidth or the detectors. II is impracticable 
to attempt to recover the form or f(x, y) from r.(~; 1/>) 
until a runctional form for <I>(·) is specified . for the 
reasons given in the third paragraph of this section, and 
because we arc approximating 11(x, y, z) by ji, we reel it is 
appropriate lo take each detector lo be an average detec
tor, which is characterised by a Gaussian beam shape 
having an effective beamwidth denoted here by /1. On this 
understanding, p.(~; 1/1) is seen lo play the part, familiar in 
conventional CT [J], or the projection at angle 1/1 . 
Accordingly, we call it the SPECT projection which, by 
incorporating eqns. 4 lo 6 into eqn. 2, can be written as 

~-
p,(~; i/1) = ff I f(f cos (iJ,) - t/ sin (t/J), f sin (i/J) 

+ 11 cos (t/1)) exp { - 2nji11 - [(~' - ~) 2 

+ z2]/2(11 + R) 202} cl~' t/11 tlz/4n(11 + R) 2 (8) 

The simplified SPECT problem is to recover f(x, y) from 
p,(~; ,p), as defined by eqn . 8, given for - co <~ < co and 
0 ~ 1/1 ~ 2n, for particular values or ji, R and /J. 

Whenever we rercr in the rest or the paper to the 
actual reconstruction of images, we find il convenient (for 
case of exposition) lo do so in te rms of direct Fourier 
inversion [ 15]. We emphasise, however, that the more 
efficient modified back-projection approach remains 
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applicable, in any or the manifostations which are now 
standard for conventional CT [I, 9]. 

4 Analytical considerations 

Note that the z-intcgrat ion in eqn. 8 can be done imme
diately. To proceed rurther we introduce, in the spirit or 
the projection theorem of conventional CT [J, 15], the 
I-dimensiona l Fourier transform, with respect to ~. or 
r.(~; qi). We denote this transform by F,(p; t/J) . Adopting 
exp U2np~) for the Fourier kernel leads to 

'° 
F,(p; t/J) = (02/2) J ff(<' cos(</>) - 11 sin (1/>), f sin{</>) 

+ 11 cos (t/J)) exp (2nUp~' - 1111 

- n(11 + R)20 2 p 2]) d~' t/11 (9) 

It is now instructive to state the result or a particular 
rearrangement or the integral in eqn. 9. We require the 
2-dimensional Fourier transform F(p; t/J) or f(r; 0) = f(x, 
y). Arter lengthy, but nevertheless straightforward, manip
ulations it transpires that 

F,(p; i/>) = (n1120;2J12) 

x exp (-2n2R202p 2) 1:cxp ( - 12/202) 

x F([I + r 2] 112p; 1/> - tan- 1(r)) dt (10) 

where r = I - jji/p - j2nR0 2 p. In situations where it is 
allowable to neglect the detector's bcamwidth (i.e. 0 ~ 0) 
we see that the Gaussian r1111ction in the integrand has 
the character or a delta function, implying that eqn. I 0 
reduces to 

F,(p; i/1) = F((p 2 - ji2) 112 ; i/> + j tanh- 1 ([1/p)) (11) 

which emphasises Clough and Darrell's [8] elegant 
insight that user111 information concerning the conven
tional spectrum F(p; t/1) is given only by the part or the 
SPECT spectrum F,(p; </>) lying outside the circle or 
radius ji centred on the origin of Fourier space. It is 
unclear how to make praclical computational use in 
general or values or F,(p; ,p) for p < j,, because these 
values define F(p; iJ,) for imaginary values or its radial 
co-ordinate. The focl that F,(p; t/J) defines F(p; ,/>) explic
itly only for complex values of t/J docs not mean that F(p; 
41) cannot be readily evaluated for real values or </>. 
Inspection or eqn. 11 reveals that, when F,(p; 1/i) and F(p; 
t/J) are both expressed as trigonometrical Fourier series in 
,p, their correspondi ng Fourier coefficients are directly 
proportional to each other, with the quantity tanh- 1 
(ji/p) appearing in the proportionality factors. 

We are interested in situations in which the factor exp 
( - 12/202), in eqn. 10, does not have the character of a 
delta function. The form or eqn. 10 is then decidedly dis
couraging, and we have found il more profitable to 
return lo eqn. 9. 

Various practical difficulties cause the resolution 
achievable with SPECT systems to be quite limited (14, 
19]. It is, consequently, adequate to represent f(x, y) as 
an array of 'Gaussian blobs', The spacing or the blobs 
and the effective radius, a say, or each blob characterise 
the resolution which one hopes a particular SPECT 
system will achieve. 

necause/(x, y) is linearly related to either r,(~; cf,) or 
F.(p; ,µ), the performance of a SPECT system can be 
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assessed by examining a single blob, centred al the point 
(b; fl) say, i.e. 

f(x, y) = exp { - [(x - /, cos (fl))2 

+ (y - b sin (f/))2]/2er2} (12) 

When eqn. 12 is substituted into eqn. 9, both integrations 
can be performed immediately (but care must be taken 
when manipulating the integrands never to allow 11 to 
become implicitly less than ( - R), as is clear rrom inspec
tion or Fig. I), giving 

F,(/1; rj,) = H(/1; 1/1, µ, er, R, b; fl; O)F(p; 1), b; /J) (13) 

where F(p; <f,, I,; /l) is the spectrum or the single blob, i.e. 

F(p; <f,, b; fl)= 2ner2 exp (-2n[ner 2 p 2 

- jbp cos (<f, - {J)]) (14) 

and H(p; 11, µ, er, R, b; {J; 0) represents the spatial fre
quency distortion clue to both (constant) attenuation or 
the radiations and (variable) finite resolution or the 
sources or these radiations, i.e. 

H(p; <j,, µ, a, R, b; {J; 0) = (02/2w) exp (-n) (15) 

where 

w = (I + 4n2er202/12)112 

and 

n = 2n{n[I - 4njier 2/R]R 202 f1 1 - nµ 2er2 

- µb sin (rj, - fl) - 2nbR01p1 sin (rj, - fl) 

+ nb 101p 1 sin 2 (1! - {J)}/w2 

(16) 

(17) 

Eqns. 12 to 17 suggest a simple image-processing scheme 
for SPECT, as we explain in the following two Sections. 
Uefore embarking ·on this, we point out that F,(p; 11) is 
not, as it stands, a suitable basis for image reconstruction 
because it is not conjugate symmetric, i.e. F,(p; <f, + n) # 
F_:(p; <f,), where the asterisk denotes complex conjuga
tion, implying that the image is not real. It is, therefore, 
appropriate to introduce what we call the oppositely 
averaged SPECT spectrum F,(p; ,f,) defined by 

F,(p; rj,) = [F,(p; rj,) + F,(-p; <f, + n)]/2 (18) 

which is conjugate symmetric. Note that using F,(p; <f,) as 
a basis for image reconstruction is equivalent lo averag
ing diametrically opposed projections, which is a stan
dard SPECT procedure [5]. 

5 Resolution considerations 

To generate userul SPECT imagery, the resolution must 
be much less than the average diameter or the cross
scction. So, we must insist that er ~ R. The term in n, as 
defined by eqn. 17, which most limits the spatial fre
quency content or the SPECT spectrum is 2n 2 R 202 p 2 • It 
follows that w, as defined by eqn. 16, differs little from 
unity throughout the range or p for which exp 
(-2n2 R202p 2) has appreciable value. Consequently, w 
can be replaced by unity in eqn. 17 without introducing 
any significant error. 

Irµ is large enough that the attenuation is appreciable 
over a distance equal lo the effective radius or the blob, 
then either this radius is set too large or the magnitude or 
the attenuation is so severe that the SPECT system is 
unlikely to be or much practical use. Consequently, the 
factor 2nµer must be appreciably less than unity, say no 
greater than 1/3. Therefore, (4n2µer 2/R) can be no greater 
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than 2a/3R, which is itselr considerably less than unity 
(sec the second sentence or this Section). Similarly, 
2nji 2a2 cannot exceed 1/18. We then sec that eqns. 15 lo 
17 reduce effectively lo 

H(p; <f,, µ, er, R, b; /J; 0) 

= (//2/2) exp (-2n 2 R 202 (1 2 - /\) (19) 

where 

I\= 2n2{sin 2 (1/1 - {J) - [2R/b + {1/nb021i1] 

x sin (1/1 - fl)}/J 202(1 2 (20) 

rrom which, it appears that attenuation only contributes 
appreciably to image <lcgra<lation at low spatial fre
quencies. We must not, or course, forget the normal
isation involved in the definition of /J(P, Q) in cqn. 7. This 
normalisation glosses over the very significant adverse 
effect ·or the attenuation on the detected signal-to-noise 
ratio. Uecausc the maximum value or b can hardly be 
greater than 2R/J, say, in practice, and is likely to be 
closer to R/2, we see from eqns. IJ, 14, 18, 19 and 20 that 
any blob's oppositely averaged SPECT spectrum is 
dominated by the ractor 

M(/1) = (na 202) exp [ - 2n 2(a 2 + R202 )(1 2] (21) 

which determines the reso lution which one should 
attempt to achieve in any particular instance. The point 
is that I F_,(p; <Ml is only appreciable in that part of 
Fourier space wherein M(/1) exceeds a threshold sci by 
the prevailing noise level. 

The total nux or radiation 'received from a blob is pro
portional to (er0)2, with the constant or proportionality 
depending on the various system parameters such as the 
species and densities or the sources or radiation, the time 
devoted to measuring each SPECT projection and the 
nature or the detectors: Uecause M(O) is directly pro
portional to this nux, as is I/R-2, the ratio or M(p) to 
nk 2/R 2 (where the constant k depends on the system 
parameters) characterises the signal-to-noise ratio for the 
component or the spectrum a t the spatial frequency /J. l\s 
the effective radius of each blob is a, we require M(p) to 
exceed the lowest spectral level that can be determined to 
a userul accuracy for all pup to I/er. Taking n/c2/R 2 to be 
this level, we see that · 

M(l/a) = n/c 2/R 2 

Combining eqns. 21 and 22 gives 

ex 2 = n 2/(</ + log, ex) 

where ex= (er/RO) and q = log, (1{20 2/i<) - n 2. 

(22) 

(23) 

In any particular instance, the system parameters arc 
known and so eqn. 23 can be solved for o:. This deter
mines the system resolution because it lixes the choice or 
a. 

One can attempt to remove some, small, part or the 
blurring inherent in H((I ; <f,, 11, er, R, b; /J; 0) by invoking 
an image restoration strategy or the kind rererencc<l in 
Section I. As such strategies arc covered adequately in 
the quoted Rererences, we content ourselves with pro
pounding a simple enhancement scheme which is sug
gested by the analytical . approach introduced in this 
paper. 

On recalling that the resolution is essentially deter
mined by M(11), we sec, from eqns. 13 to 20, that the only 
ractor in F(p; 1/i) that <lepen<ls, clTcctivcly, on 11 is 

J(</J, µ, b; /J) = cosh [2n/J{t sin (1> - /J)] (24) 
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the practical computational significance of which is con
veniently assessed by examining the multi-blob image 
shown in Fig. 2. This is an idcalisedf(x, y) consisting of a 
discrete array of identical blobs. Fig. 3 shows the recon
struction, directly from F,(p; ,f,). The attenuation coeffi
cient is typical of that occurring in practice. Although the 

Fig. 2 M11ltl-/>/11h i11111ac, ,·,m.,istiuo of /3 id,·11ticnl hlo/,., (11 = 0.08) 

Th~ co-nrdinalcs or 1hc i.:cnlrcs of tht.: hlobs nrc (0.6; n), (0.3; n), (ll.O; 0), (O.J; 0), 
111.6; 11.11), 111.4; n/4), (11.H; n/4), (11.4; Jn/4), 10,8; )n/4), (11 .5; 4n/3), ((1.5; 5n/3), (0.3 ; 
.ln/ !), (0.7; )n/21 

Fig, 3 A·foa11i1111le of 1mcompe11.rntecl recn11str11ctitm ,~{ 11111ltl-hlol1 
im,111,•, t1.f.rn111i1111 H = /, 0 = 0.05 mul f• = 0 .5 

shapes of the reconstructed blobs are somewhat dis
torted, their most serious defect is the large variation in 
their amplitudes. The enhancement strategy described in 
the following Section compensates for much of this. 

6 Simple image enhancement strategy 

The variation in the amplitudes of the blobs apparent in 
Fig. 3 is mainly due to the factor J(,J,, JI, b; //) defined by 
cqn. 24. The enhancement strategy introduced here is 
based on the following interpretation of this factor , We 
first note, from the definition of the Fourier transform 
[ 15], that 

r"' r2
• f(0, 0) = Jo Jo F(p; ,p)p d,f, tip (25) 

which suggests that the aforementioned variation in blob 
amplitudes may be given lo a useful degree nf approx
imation by the integral nf J(,f,, JC, I>; //) over the /J, ,fi-
140 

plane. As J{,f,, µ, h; fl) is independent of /1, we need only 
consider the factor 

A(b, ji) = r •J(t/>, Jt, b; /J) d,J, (26) 

By expanding J(,f>, µ, b; fl) as a series of modified flessel 
functions [201, we obtain 

A(h, 11) = A(Jil,) = l 0 (2n1tl1) (27) 

the form of which is displayed in Fig. 4, for the interval 
0 ~ 11h ~ 0.5. 

'.o 3 
9-
4 

o'--------~-------~ 
0 0.15 

pb 

Fig, 4 R11di11I 1111111/it,11/e vari11/im1J11c1t>r A(1i/i) 

0.5 

The enhancement procedure is to take the image 
obtained directly from F,(p; tf>) and, at each point, divide 
the value of the image by A(i1r). Fig. 5 reveals the result 
of enhancing the image shown in Fig. 3. While this 

Fig. 5 l\lao11i11uh• of e11lw11r,•d rt'con."itructirm of 11111/ti-l,lob iuwuc 
Same paramclcrs as for Fi~. J 
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enhancement procedure is certainly approximate, we find 
it to be effective over a wide range of values of ji. Dlobs at 
different radii are reconstructed to somewhat different 
resolutions, but the variations are likely lo he acceptable 
in practice. The amplitude variations with radius arc 
reduced markedly. We demonstrate this quantitatively 
with the aid of the 5-blob image, shown in Fig. 6, which 

Fig. 6 5-l,loh imaoe, co11sisti110 of ide11ticnl /,/obs (a = 11.118) all ce11tred 
011 x-axis at poillls deji11ed by x = 0, ±0.3, ±0.6 

consists of a linear discrete array of blobs each iden(ical 
to _each of (hose shown in Fig. 2. fig. 7 shows the recon
struction of the 5-blob image, directly from .F,(p; ,p), 
without any kind of restoration being attempted. The 

Fig . 7 Alag11it1ule of 1111com1u!11 .rnted re(·o11str11ctio11 of 5-blvl, imnye, 
<1.'i,'illlllill!I R = 1, U = 0.05 a11d ft = 0.5 

attenuation coefficient is the same as that invoked for 
Fig. 3. When the image shown in Fig. 7 is enhanced, it is 
quite similar to Fig. 6, although there is a significant loss 
of resolution. fig. 8 shows line profiles along the x-axis 
through the original image and also through the uncom
pensated and enhanced images. The main dilTerences 
between the profiles through the original and enhanced 
images are lhal lite latter profile exhibits slightly broader 
peaks of somewhat unequal amplitudes and its nulls are 
less than half as deep. 

Our suggested image-processing strategy is thus to 
record a set of measured projections within the angula r 
range O ~ ,p < 2n, normalise each projection by /i(P, Q) 
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as dclined by cqn. 7, thereby generating a set of what we 
call (in Section 3) SPECT projections, average the 
SPECT projections al angles differing by n, thereby gen
erating a se t of 'averaged' projections within the angular 
range O ~ ,t, < n, filler each of these averaged projections 
such that their spatial frequency content corresponds lo 
the resolution estimated by the procedure characterised 
by eqns. 22 and 23, apply a conventional CT image 
reconstruction algorithm (refer lo final paragraph of 
Section 3), and, finally , divide each pixel value in the 
reconstructed image (whose radial co-ordinate is r) by 
A(µr), where 2rrji is the available estimate of the average 
attenuation coefficient. ll is the combination of the liltcr
ing and the division by A(µr) which represents the 
outcome of the theoretical development introduced in 
this paper. 
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7 Effects of variable resolution 

When, as is always true in practice, the attenuation is 
variable, the SPECT spectrum of a blob is given 
(approximately, but nevertheless to reasonable accuracy) 
by F,(p; ,f,), as developed in Sections 4 and 5, multiplied 
by a factor Z(p; ,p, /J; //) which of course depends, in 
general, on where the blob is localed in the cross-section. 
As this factor represents only the variation of the attenu 
ation about its average value, it can usually be expected 
lo merely affect the resolution lo which the blob is 
reconstructed. We remark that this factor has an identi
cal form lo that which arises when the amplitude of the 
image /(x, y) varies from projection to projection. We 
have previously studied such 'temporal variations' 
(because projections are usually measured sequentially, 
the aforesaid variations are usefully thought of as 
occurring in time) and have shown that they have sur
prisingly little effect on image detail [21, 22]. Dounduries 
between regions of diflerenl 'density' lend lo be clearly 
recognisable, even when lhe variations arc large [21]. 

The main purpose of a SPECr system is lo identify 
locations of appreciable concentrations of sources of 
radiation. One seldom attempts to recover line detail 
(which is just as well, considering the relatively poor 
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resolutions and signa l-l o-noise ralios of SPECT syslcms). 
We therefore feel confidcnl in asserling, on lhe basis of 
our previous experience [21, 22], lhal only rarely will be 
efTecls of variable resolution be actually noliceable in 
images rcconslruclcd from SPECT projections. 

We arc nol, of course, inferring Iha! allcnualion has 
no imporlanl effects. II seriously degrades lhc signal-lo
noisc ralio, as we have already emphasised. Com
pensation for lhe average value of lhc allcnualion 
coeflicienl is niandalory, unless one is prepared lo pul up 
wilh image degradation of lhe kind illuslraled in 1:igs. 3 
and 7. We have, however, shown in Section 6 how lo 
amelioralc the cfTccls of average allcnualion . Whal we 
arc arguing in lhis Section is that variable attenualion is 
usually comparatively unimporlanl. 

8 Conclusions 

Our combined analysis of variable resolution and con
stant attenuation in SPECT has persuaded us Iha!: 

(a) variable resolution is conveniently handled by rep
resenting the image as a dislribulion of blobs whose effec
tive diameters are chosen according lo lhc simple 
prescription introduced in Section 5 

(/,) lhe only really serious image degradation due lo • 
conslanl allcnualion (aparl from ils adverse effect on lhe 
signal-lo-noise ratio) is ils tendency lo cause different 
parts of the image lo be rcconslruclcd with different 
amplitudes (lhis tendency can be markedly inhibited by 
lhe simple enhancement procedure introduced in Section 
6) 

(c) ii is probably a waste of lime lo allcmpl lo solve 
the variable allcnualion problem. 

We are planning experiments to evaluate (in a clini
cally meaningful manner) lhe usefulness of the image
processing strategy suggested in Section 6 and lo 
compare it wilh more sophisticated processing, such as 
that recently reported by Faber et al. [23] and Webb 
[24]. 
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6-B NEWTON-KANTOROVICH METHOD 
APPLIED TO INVERSE SCATTERING 
FOR AN EXTERIOR HELMHOLTZ PROB
LEM 

This appendix is a preprint of a paper (authors: D. G. H. Tan and D. J. N. Wall) 
submitted (January 1988) to Inverse Problems. 

Abstract 

The problem of determining the shape ·of an impenetrable obstacle from a set 
of measurements of its far-field scattering amplitude is solved by formulating the 
problem as a non-linear operator equation which is then solved by an iterative 
method. The use of the null-field method to solve the direct problem at each 
iteration leads to efficient evaluation of the Frechet derivative of the non-linear 
operator. Results of numerical trials with simulated data are presented. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Inverse problems arise in a large number of important techno.logical and scientific 
applications (1,2,3) and are often conveniently formulated in terms of an associated 
direct problem which has received much more attention (4). Such is the case when 
wave motion involving diffraction is concerned. The direct problem, relevant to the 
inverse problem considered in this paper, consists of knowledge of a scattering obstacle 
embedded in an otherwise homogeneous medium, and specification of an incident field 
describing radiation impinging on the scatterer. Equations defining the interaction 
of the incident field with the obstacle must then be solved to deduce the resultant 
scattered field. The associated inverse problem is to deduce the form of the scatterer 
based on knowledge of the scattered fields caused by a number of incident fields. Once it 
is realised that the direct problem defines a mapping M from the space C of scatterers 
to the space E of measurements, 

M:C-• E, (1) 

the inverse problem is readily posed as finding the inverse mapping 

M- 1 : E-• C. (2) 

At once, one is tempted to ask whether the inverse map exists and is unique, and 
whether the solution is stable (4). It is in general difficult to answer these questions 
because M is normally non-linear and often cannot be written in closed form, but see 
Colton [5) for some discussion of these questions. 

The inverse problem becomes greatly simplified if M can be meaningfully ap
proximated by a linear map. Techniques such as computed tomography [6), which has 
revolutionised clinical medical diagnostics, and diffraction tomography [7] are popular 
inversion schemes because their linear models of the direct problem are readily inverted 
numerically. 

When a linear approximation to M is deemed invalid, the only recourse is to 
attempt indirect iterative inversion of the non-linear expression (1). One technique 
that has proved particularly useful is the Newton-Kantorovich method [8,9,10]. In 
this paper, we apply the Newton-Kantorovich method to an inverse problem whose 
associated direct problem is an exterior Helmholtz equation. The obstacle is such 
that the Dirichlet boundary condition applies on its surface, as is appropriate for the 
tangential electric field on a perfectly conducting obstacle, or for a sound soft acoustic 
obstacle. This problem has been considered before [9 ,10,11] and is known to be ill
posed [5]. What is original about the results reported here is that our formulation of 
the direct problem employs the null-field method [12] in a manner that enables simple, 
efficient, and stable numerical evaluation of the Frechet derivative as required by the 
Newton-Kantorovich method. 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we introduce 
our notation and describe a numerical method which serves to define the direct map
ping M. Section 3 describes the basic principles of the Newton-Kantorovich method 
and the Frechet derivative. Equations defining the Frechet derivative for our direct 
mapping are presented in Section 4. Consideration of the numerical implementation of 
the Newton-Kantorovich method is shown in Section 5 to lead to a stable and efficient 
numerical scheme for evaluation of the Frechet derivative. Numerical results verifying 
our analysis are also presented in Section 5 and in Section 6 we assess the significance 
of our results. 
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2 DIRECT PROBLEM 

Our technique developed in this paper applies in two or three spatial dimensions but, 
in order to convey the essential principles without becoming obscured in notational 
nomenclature, the exposition considers a problem depending on only two spatial di
mensions. An arbitrary point in the plane Y is denoted in Cartesian coordinates by 
(x,y) and in polar coordinates by (r,0). The concepts discussed here are easily gener
alised to three dimensions. A smooth, simply connected, closed curve r partitions Y 
into an interior region Y _, containing the origin O, and an exterior region Y + which 
is assumed to be homogeneous with wavespeed c. It is assumed that r is star-like, i.e. 
an arbitrary point on r can be represented in polar coordinates as (p, </>) where pis a 
real single-valued function of</>, 

p = p(</>) . (3) 

Time-harmonic waves with the suppressed temporal dependence exp( iwt) prop
agate in the exterior region and the presence of an impenetrable obstacle within Y _ 
causes a scattered field 7Ps that is described by 

(v' 2 + k2 )7Ps( x, k) 0, x E Y+, (4) 

lim r 1 / 2 ( ENs/ fJr + i/;;'ljJs) 0, (5) 
r--+oo 

'Ip 1Pi + 7Ps, xEY+Uf, (G) 
'Ip 0, x E f, (7) 

where k = w / c = 2n: / >-. is the wavenumber and >-. is the wavelength of the radia
tion. Condition (5) represents the Sommerfeld radiation condition [13]. The Dirichlet 
boundary condition (7) is known as the "sound soft" boundary condition in acoustics, 
where 'ljJ represents the velocity potential, and is also appropriate when 'ljJ represents 
the axially directed component of electric field on a perfect conductor. The incident 
field 7Pi also satisfies ( 4) throughout Y +, except for the region containing the source 
of the radiation. The source is assumed entirely under the control of the experimenter 
and is of no further concern. 

It suffices to assume that 7Pi can be chosen to be a plane wave, satisfying ( 4) 
exactly throughout the whole of Y, with the multipole expansion [14, page 1371) 

1Pi exp( -if. x) 
00 

L a11Jm(kr) exp(im0), (8) 
m=-oo 

where Jm denotes the Bessel function of the first kind of order m, k is a vector in the 
plane satisfying lkl = k, and am= (-i)mexp(im0), 0 being the angle formed by k 
and the positive x-axis. 

A technique to compute 7Ps, for a given r and 7Pi, popular among numerical 
practitioners and with considerable theoretical advantages, is the null-field method [12] 
which is based on the coupled integral equations 

ii (I -:_ ,,1 k)fJu(' ' k)df('') = { 1Pi(x,k), xE Y_, 
g X X ' f) X ' X "'' ( --: k) --: y r n - 'f's x, ' X E +· 

(9) 

Here, g denotes the free-space Green's function -ilfd2)(klx - x'l)/4, where H;;) is 
the Hankel function of the second kind of order m, and fJ / fJn denotes the directional 
derivative in the direction of the outward normal tor. On using (3) to parametrise r, 
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and expanding g with the aid of an addition theorem [15, §11.3], the Petrov-Galerkin 
method with "test" functions 

cp(x, k) = 4iCm exp(imB), m = -oo, ... , oo, (10) 

applied to (9) with x E Y _ results in an infinite set of moment equations. The set 
{Cm} are constants to be chosen later. The null-field equations so obtained are 

/27r 
Cm lo f(</>)H~)(kp(</>)) exp(-im</>)d</> = Um, m = -oo, ... , oo, (11) 

where Um = 4iCmam and the surface source density f depends on r through 

J(</>) = J[p(</>)]2 + (dp/d</>) 2 ~:(p(</>),</>,k). (12) 

Since f has period 21r, it is appropriately expanded as 

00 

J(</>) = L fm exp(im</>), (13) 
m=- oo 

so that the null-field equations reduce to solving the infinite system of linear equations 

00 

L Hmnfn = Um, m = -oo, ... , oo, (14) 
n= - oo 

where, for m, n = -oo, ... , oo, 

/27r 
Hmn = Cm lo H~)(kp(</>)) exp(i(n - m)</>) drp . (15) 

In the far-field, x E Y + is sufficiently far removed from r to permit the asymp
totic form of the Hankel functions to be invoked in the second equation of (9), so that 
the scattered field has the asymptotic form 

00 

7Ps ~ (l/81rkrt 112 exp(-i(kr - 31r /4)) L bmim exp(imB), (16) 
m=-oo 

where, from (9) with x E Y +, the bm are given by 

00 

bm = L lmnfn, (17) 
n=-oo 

and 
/27r 

lmn = lo lm(kp( </>)) exp( i( n - m)</>) d</>. (18) 

Note that since lm = Re(JI,~~)), where Re denotes the real part, the integrals in (18) 
will have been computed in the evaluation of (15). 

When solving the direct problem for a particular p( </>),the conditioning of the 
linear system (14) is improved by suitable normalisation of the Hankel functions ap
pearing in (15) [16]. Equivalently, this may be accomplished by choosing the constants 

Cm to be 1/ H~)(kp(O)). Thus, in the event that r is a circle of radius po, Hmn reduces 
to the Kronecker delta, and [10] 

(-i)m / H~l(kpo), 

(-ir lm(kpo)/ H~;l(kpo), 
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as can be deduced from separation of variables [17, §2.2.1]. 
When (7) is replaced by the Neumann boundary condition, 

8'1j;/8n = 0, x Er, (21) 

it is found that (12), (15), and (18) are replaced by 

!(¢) = u(p(</J),¢,k), (22) 

Hmn = -Cm fo2
1r [kp(¢)H~l 1(kp(¢)) + imp'(¢)H~l(kp(¢))] 

exp(i(n - m)¢) d<j), (23) 

lmn = - fo2
1r [kp(<j))J:,.(kp(</J)) + imp'(<j))Jm(kp(</J))] exp(i(n - m)<J>) d<j). (24) 

In (24) and (23), the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the argument of the 
appropriate functions. 

3 GENERAL NEWTON-KANTOROVICH 
ALGORITHM 

The Newton-Kantorovich algorithm [18] is an iterative scheme to solve non-linear op
erator equations whose most familiar manifestation is, perhaps, Newton's solution of 
non-linear algebraic equations. Consider a general non-linear operator equation 

M(x) = V, (25) 

with x belonging to a normed linear space. At each iteration, M is linearised about 
the current estimate x(I) of a solution, 

(26) 

where M' denotes the Frechet derivative of M. To compute an improved estimate, 
(26) is equated to the right hand side of (25), and the resulting equation 

(27) 

is solved (in a least squares sense if over-determined) for the update 15x(1). The new 
estimate of a solution is thus 

(28) 

where, for the conventional Newton-Kantorovich algorithm, >,(I) is always unity. Im
proved convergence to a solution may be obtained by performing a line search to deter
mine an optimal >.(1) at each iteration. Techniques such as the Levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm [19] may also improve the algorithm. An important factor in the success of 
the basic method is the faithfulness of the initial approximation x(0). 

The Newton-Kantorovich formulation provides a general method which can 
be employed in many applications. The data for a given inverse problem represent 
V. In this paper, the data constitute measurements of the scattered field. The form 
of M' depends, of course, on M, and the success of the method depends on reliable 
calculation, at each x(/), of both of these quantities. For the direct problem considered 
here, the mapping of a particular obstacle to its scattered field is computed using the 
null-field equations of the previous section. It remains to describe, in the next section, 
a method for computing the Frechet derivative of the direct mapping. 
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4 COMPUTATION OF FRECHET DERIVATIVE 

The operator M considered here is defined as a set of normalised measurements of 
the scattered field due to a single incident wave, made in the far-field at a number 
of different angles, denoted Bmeas• This mapping is conveniently expressed by the 
functional 

00 

M(p) = L imbm exp(imBmeas), (29) 
m=-oo 

where the functional dependence on p(</>) is implicit in {bm} through (14), (15), (17), 
and (18). It is appropriate to introduce a representation for r in terms of some basis 
coefficients {pp} and basis functions fop(</>)}, 

p(</>) = LPp{!p(</>), (30) 
p 

where, for the moment, the number of basis functions and their functional form is 
completely arbitrary. The Frechet derivative is then a matrix operator with elements 
that are merely the partial derivatives of M with respect to each Pp· The element 
corresponding to Bmeas and pp is then 

00 

M~ = 8M/8pp = L im8bm/ 8ppexp(im0meas), (31) 
m=-oo 

From (17), the term 8bm/ 8pp is conveniently expressed as 

00 

8bm/ 8pp = L (J:nnpfn + lmnf~p). (32) 
n=-oo 

Note that the primes in the concise notation J~mp and f~P do not strictly denote 
differentiation. In fact, from (18), 

1• 2-rr {) k 1:n(kp(</>))-0 p (</>) exp(i(n - m)</>) d<f> 
o PP 
{21'. 

k lo 1:n(kp(</>))ep(</>) exp(i(n - m)</>) d<f>. (33) 

The remaining term, yet to be defined, in (32) is f~p· This can be computed by noting 
that (14), when differentiated and rearranged reads, for each p = -oo, ... , oo, 

00 00 

L Hmnf~p = - L H:nnpfn, m = -oo,. ,., 00 1 (34) 
n=-oo n=-oo 

where H:nnp is defined similarly to 1:nnp• that is, (33) with Jm replaced by CmH!;). 
Note that, regardless of the value of p, the linear system of equations (34) involves the 
same linear operator as (14). Since only the right hand sides differ, the set Unp} can 
be calculated with little extra work once the inverse operator has been computed to 
solve (14). 

Efforts to efficiently compute J:nnp and H:nnp influence the choice of {ep(</>)}, 
as demonstrated in the next section. 

It is worth noting that, in practical situations, accurate measurement of the 
phase of 1Ps may be difficult' [20] so that a more realistic measurement is of intensity, 

U(p) = M(p)M*(p). (35) 
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This alternative form of direct mapping poses no serious complication to the procedures 
developed above, because each component of the Frechet derivative of U is trivial to 
evaluate, 

8U/8pp = 2Re(M*8M/8pp), (36) 

once M' has been computed in (31). 
Reference to (24) reveals that, when the Neumann boundary condition applies, 

(33) should be replaced by 

J:,.np = - fo 2
1r { [kJ:,.(kp(</>)) + k2p(</>)J:i'i(kp(</>)) + ikmp'(<I>)] {!p(</>) 

+ imJm(kp(</>))e~(</>)} exp(i(n - m)</>) def>, (37) 

the double prime denoting second derivatives, with the expression for H;,mp having Jm 

replaced by C'mH>;). 

5 NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

Computation of the M' entails summation of the expi'essions in (31) and (32) , and 
solution of the system of equations (34) for all p. Note that {Jmn} and Un} can be 
retrieved from the solution of the direct problem, and require no further computation. 
It remains to specify particular basis functions fop(</>)} that ease the effort in solving 
(27). 

The major component of the additional computational effort associated with 
the Newton-Kantorovich method is in the evaluation of J:nnp and H:nnp at each it
eration. Inspection of (33) reveals that, in order to compute P:nnp} and {H:nnp} 
efficiently, is is desirable to use complex exponential functions for fop(¢,)} . A first 
choice for the representation of p( ¢,) might then be 

00 

p(</>) =Po+ L(Pi+) exp(ipef,) + pi-) exp(-ipef,)), (38) 
p=l 

where the constraints that Po be real and that pi+) and pi-) form complex conjugate 
pairs must be imposed to ensure that p(ef>) is real-valued. Note that although J' and H' 
depend on three indices, the simple addition theorem for complex exponential functions 
can be exploited to combine the indices p and n into a single index q = p + n. Thus, 
the complex exponential representation provides for efficient evaluation of J:nnp and 
H:nnp, by necessitating evaluation of integrals only of the form 

r21r 
H:,.q = kC'm Jo H,(;)(kp(</>)) exp(i(q - m)</>) def>, m,q=-00, . .. ,00. (39) 

The complex representation (38) is, however, inconvenient when solving (27), 
where the complex conjugacy requirements must be incorporated as constraint equa
tions. Since p is a real function of¢,, it seems natural to choose a real Fourier series 
representation 

00 

p( ¢>) = Po + L(P1c) cos ]Jq> + P1s) sinpq> ), ( 40) 
p=l 

where {pie), P1s)} are real numbers. Fortunately, the advantages of both representations 
can be preserved by noting the simple transformations between the coefficients : 

P1c) = P1+) + P1-), pis)= i(p1+) - P1-)), (41 ) 

p1+) = (p1c) - ip~s))/2, p~-) = (p~c) + ip1sl)/2. ( 42) 
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Consequently, the partial derivatives with respect to these quantities transform as 

8/fJp~c) = 8/fJp~+) + 8/op~-), 

fJ/fJp~+) = (fJ/fJp~c) - i8/fJp~s))j2, 

8/op~s) = i(8/8p~+) - 8/8p~-)), (43) 

8/8p~-) = (8/8p~c) + i8/8p~s))j2. (44) 

Hence a most efficient procedure for computation of M' is to first associate {pp} with 

{p~+), p~-)}, introduced in (38), throughout §4 so that M' is computed in terms of the 
the complex exponential basis representation. The coordinate transformations ( 43) 

are then invoked to yield M' with respect to the set {pp} = {p1c), P1s)}, introduced in 
the real Fourier series representation ( 40), to be employed in solving (27). 

It is instructive to think of (12), (14), (16), and (17) as various summations in 
terms of coefficients of basis functions. In any computer implementation of the algo
rithm, finite dimensional spanning sets must be extracted from such bases. While it 
would be desirable to have analytical means by which to estimate the magnitudes of 
these dimensions required to achieve a specific accuracy, the former are invariably cho
sen by computational experiment, that is by the unimaginative procedure of increasing 
the dimension of the spanning sets until convergence is manifest. 

Utilisation of finite dim~:msional subspaces ensures that the linear operators, 
H and J, used for computation of both of the operators M and M', become finite 
dimensional matrices. Consequently, all infinite summations in the antecedent are 
truncated to a finite number of terms, so that Hmn and H~inp have indices rn, n, and p 

varying from, say, -Nu to Nu, -N1 to N1, and -NP to Np respectively. To determine 
{fn} in (14), we require Nu 2'. NJ, For lmn and J:,,np• rn meed only vary between -Nb 
and Nb where Nb< Nu. A finite number of measurements NM is also postulated so 
that M maps from R 2Np+l into RNM. Clearly, in order to pose a meaningful inverse 
problem, we require NM > 2Np. 

We suggest that solution of the linear systems defined by the matrix oper
ator H, namely (14) and (34), and the Newton-Kantorovich update equation (27) 
should be performed by the use of the singular-valued decomposition (SVD) algorithm 
[21]. Although this algorithm is more computationally expensive than, say, Gaussian 
elimination, its capacity to solve over-determined systems and to provide accurate es
timation of the vector 2-norm condition number of a matrix [22, Chapter 1] justified 
its use. It should also be noted that the effort expended computing the SVD is only a 
small part of that required in our complete implementation (which is itself comparable 
if not better than those of others [9,11]), the greatest portion being the evaluation of 
H, J, H' and J' by numerical quadrature. 

Remember that solution of (34) does not require further matrix inversion be
cause H- 1 is effectively available from the direct problem, in the form of the SVD of 
H. By employing the computational procedure described in the paragraph following 
( 43), evaluation of the M' only entails evaluation of JI' and J', and multiplication of 
previously computed quantities. 

The major component of the additional computation effort required to obtain 
an update is in the evaluation of J' and JI' at each iteration , which is comparable to 
solving the direct problem. However, these quantities are used repeatedly for different 
components of M'. Thus, unlike a previous method [11], our scheme provides an 
efficient calculation of M' as the number of terms used to represent the obstacle is 
increased. 

Note also, that computation of M' involves quantities that can, in principle, 
be evaluated to arbitrary accuracy. Numerical inaccuracies are inevitable, but the 
numerical conditioning of the evaluation of M' is governed by the conditioning of H, 
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and so is equal to that of solving the direct problem. Any noise in the data for the 
inverse problem has no effect on the computation of M', but of course affects solutions 
of (27). 

Software to solve the direct and inverse problems was programmed on a Dig
ital MicroVAX-II in standard FORTRAN-77 using single precision floating point real 
numbers with E = 1.0e-7, where Eis the smallest (positive) number such that (1.0+E) 
produces a result greater 1.0. The integrals involved in computation of H, J, H' and 
J' were all evaluated to a relative accuracy of at least 1.0e - 4 by an adaptive Simpson 
algorithm. 

Numerical tests on the portion of the program that solved direct problems 
showed good agreement with the analytical results for cylinders of constant radii, and 
for other simple geometries described in [17, §3.2.1]. The operator H was truncated 
to a square matrix of rank NJ, Choosing Nu = NJ = 15 and Nb = 10, was sufficient 
to satisfy the forward scattering theorem [17, page 7] to a relative accuracy of at least 
1.0e-3 each time a direct problem was solved. 

The data for the inverse problem was obtained by solving the direct problem 
for an obstacle described in dimensionless terms by 

kp(¢) = 2+0.5cos(4¢), (45) 

that is probed by an incident field exp( -ikx) (see Figure 1 ). For the inverse problem, 
Np was set to 4 and NM to 9. The measurement angles in the far-field were evenly 
spaced by 271' /9 radians and included 0 = 0. The real and imaginary parts of the scat
tered field were treated as separate equations, so that (27) became an over-determined 
system of 18 equations in 2Np + 1 = 9 unknowns. Such over-determination is essential 
in practical situations where measurement noise is inevitably present. Since our prin
cipal objective was to demonstrate the validity of our Frechet derivative, no noise was 
added to the measurements. The Newton-Kantorovich algorithm can be modified to 
account for noise by replacing (25) by an equivalent optimisation problem with appro
priate regularising constraints. One way of incorporating the constraints is by utilizing 
the a penalty function method [11]. The Frechet derivative evaluated according to the 
procedures described in §§4 and 5 can be employed directly in the penalty function 
method, as described in [11], because the standard Gauss-Newton approximation to 
the Hessian matrix is utilised. 

The initial estimate of the obstacle was chosen arbitrarily to be the circle 
kr = 2, shown as the dashed curve in Figure 1. The final reconstruction is visu
ally indistinguishable from the true obstacle. Results of 4 iterations of the Newton
Kantorovich method are shown in Table 1. The conditioning of the direct problem and 
of the update problem (27) solved at each iteration is listed, as well as the error in the 
estimate of the obstacle measured in the maximum norm. The error is seen to exhibit 
quadratic convergence, demonstrating the effectiveness of our algorithm. The typical 
CPU time to perform one iteration was two minutes . 

6 DISCUSSION 

We have demonstrated that the inverse problem for an impenetrable obstacle can be 
formulated as a non-linear operator equation which can be solved by the Newton
Kantorovich algorithm. The use of the null-field method to solve the direct problem 
leads to a tractable update problem and quadratic convergence can be obtained. 

Table 1 show that the conditioning of the inverse problem, as defined by so
lution of (27), is such that the particular problem considered here with the aforemen-
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tioned truncation values (see §5) is not, in fact, ill-conditioned. The effect of noise on 
the data for this particular problem will not, therefore, be very significant. 

It should be noted that formulations such as ours and others [11] that employ 
the null-field method to define M implicitly assume that the origin of coordinates 
can be positioned at a point within Y _. Furthermore, the effect of a shift of origin 
is to alter the phase of the scattered field whilst preserving its magnitude, so that 
the absolute position of the obstacle can only be determined when the phase of the 
scattered field is known accurately. The problem of positioning the origin disappears 
when only the intensity of the scattered field is given. This is because an equivalence 
class of scatterers exists, consisting of translated versions of the true scatterer, whose 
members all produce the same data. Consequently, when only the intensity of the 
scattered field is measured, only the shape of the obstacle can be deduced, and the 
experimenter is always free to select a representation in which the origin is within Y _. 

We are also currently implementing our method for problems in which the 
Neumann boundary condition applies. 
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/ 
I 

Figure 1: The scattering geometry. Solid line is the scattering obstacle 
kp( <P) = 2 + 0.5 cos( 4¢) to be reconstructed. Dashed circle is the initial estimate 
kp = 2. The final reconstruction is indistinguishable from the true obstacle and so is 
not displayed. 

Iteration Direct problem Inverse problem L= error 
condition number condition number after update 

0 0.5 
1 1. 25.446 0.130 
2 10.397 38.910 0.0239 
3 86.956 40.000 0.000143 
4 69.930 38.760 0.0000056 

Table 1: Results of Newton-Kantorovich method. 
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6-C ALGORITHMIC IMPLEMENTATION OF 
GLOBAL SOLUTION TO SCALAR 
INVERSE SCATTERING PROBLEM 

This appendix is a preprint of a paper (authors: D. G. H. Tan, R. D. Murch, and 
R. H. T. Bates) submitted (February 1988) to Inverse Problems. 

Abstract 

A numerical solution to the inverse problem for the Helmholtz equation with 
spatially varying wavenumber is presented. The algorithm is based on a global 
solution to the inverse problem which expresses the field (within the inhomoge
neous part of space from which the wave motion is scattered) in basis functions 
that explicitly incorporate the scattering data. The numerical solution employs 
an eigenvalue search together with a Newton-Kantorovich algorithm. While the 
algorithm is formulated in 3 space dimensions, numerical examples are presented 
only for fields and inhomogeneities that vary in 2 dimensions (thereby conserving 
computational effort without transforming away the essential difficulties, as would 
be the case if we simplified to 1 space dimension). Convergence properties of the 
algorithm are illustrated. 
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1 Introduction 

We introduce a technique for generating numerical solutions to inverse problems in
volving the Helmholtz equation with spatially varying wave number. The algorithm is 
based on the global formalism which we introduced some time ago [1] and discussed 
further recently [2]. Although numerical methods have been previously devised, for it
erating towards solutions to inverse scattering problems by solving successions of direct 
problems [3,4,5], our approach seems to be the only one so far proposed that expresses 
the wave motion in basis functions that are uniquely related to the inverse scattering 
data. We emphasise the very significant differences, as far as inverse scattering prob
lems are concerned, between wave motions that do and do not exhibit refraction. It is 
well known how to handle the latter, which are characterised by the Schrodinger and 
plasma wave equations [6,7]. The point is that the refractive index is understood to 
be spatially invariant for these two equations. 

Necessary preliminaries, including a formal statement of the inverse scattering 
problem, are introduced in Section 2. We set down our formalism in Section 3, while 
in Section 4 we describe our new algorithm. Section 5 presents numerical results . In 
Section 6 we assess the significance of our results and discuss what further studies are 
needed. 

Our analytical derivations are for three space dimensions. For computational 
economy we present numerical solutions only for two space dimensions, which does not 
reduce the significance of our algorithm, because it is only for a single space dimension 
that the Helmholtz wave equation with a spatially varying wave number can be reduced 
to an equation with a spatially constant wave number [8,9]. 

2 Preliminaries 

An arbitrary point P in three-dimensional space Y is labelled with the spherical polar 
co-ordinates (r,¢,0) (see figure 1). Space is partitioned according to 

y = y - u y -+ u s u y +- u y +' (1) 

where Y _ is the sphere r < a_, the spherical annuli a_ ::; r < a and a < r ::; a+ are 
denoted Y -+ and Y +- respectively, S is the spherical surface r = a, and Y + is all of 
space for which r > a+ . We specify (a+ - a) and (a - a_) to be finite . 

We consider scalar wave motion which is everywhere linear, implying that it 
can be examined equally as well in the frequency (i .e. wave number) domain as in the 
time domain. We prefer the former and write the wave function 'I/;= 'l/;(r,¢,0,k) as a 
function of space and the free-space wave number k. This wave function is required to 
satisfy 

(2) 

throughout all space, apart from YO wherein reside the sources of the wave motion. As 
indicated in figure 1, Yo CY+. We specify space to be free within Y _+ USUY+- and 
the part of Y + not containing Y 0, and homogeneous throughout Yo, implying that the 
refractive index v = v(r,¢,0) satisfies 

v(r,¢,0) = 1 for r ~ a_. (3) 

It is worth recalling [2] that, provided vis allowed to vary with k, quite general 
linear wave motion can be reduced to the canonical form characterised by (2). For 
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convenience, we take v to be independent of k. In fact, as inspection of Sections 3 and 
4 reveals, our method of solution is unaffected by whether or not v depends upon ,k. 

The previous paragraph suggests that we have developed an approach of con
siderable generality. While this is potentially correct, we must point out that con
siderable refinement of our numerical techniques is needed before the full power of 
the approach can be realised. In particular we must devise appropriate regularisa
tion techniques in order to be able to deal with scatterers having dimensions of many 
wavelengths. 

When we specialise to two space dimensions we set 0 = 11' /2 and replace r by 
p, so that the co-ordinates of P are (p, ¢ ). Also 1/; = 1/;(p, ¢, k) and v = v(p, ¢ ). 

The inverse scattering problem is here posed as : given the sources of the wave 
motion within Y 0, knowing 1/; throughout Y +-, determine v for r < a. 

Because ( a+ - a) is finite, the given information implies that the field scattered 
from the spatially varying refractive index can be immediately separated from the field 
(due to the sources) incident upon this varying refractive index. Furthermore, both 
fields can be taken as known throughout Y +-. Because ( a - a_) is also finite, the 
boundary conditions on S are 

'l/;(a- ,¢,0,k) = 1/;(a+,¢,0,k) and Dr'l/;(a-,¢,0,k) = Or1/J(a+,¢,0,k), (4) 

where the notation a± implies 

with f being real and positive. 

3 Formal solution 

lima ± f = a±, 
f-+0 

Within Y + we express the wave function as 

1P = 1Pinc + 1Ps, 

(5) 

(6) 

where 1Pinc = 1Pinc(r, ¢, 0, k) is the incident field emanating from Yo, and 1Ps = 1/Js(r, ¢, 0, k) 
is the field scattered from the spatially varying refractive index inside S. We consider 
a set { 'l/;f.:i_1c(r, ¢, 0, k ); p = -l, -l + 1, ... , l; l = 0, 1, ... } of incident fields, the p, l th being 
chosen to be 

1/;f~~(r,¢,0,k) = j1(kr)Yt(¢,0) for PE Y+-, (7) 

where j1( ·) denotes the spherical Bessel function of the first kind of order l, and rT( ·, ·) 
is the p, [ th spherical harmonic regular throughout O ~ 0 ~ 11' and O ~ ¢ ~ 271' [10]. We 
take the implied temporal variation of the wavefunction to be exp( iwt) where i = .J=T, 
w = kc, c=wave speed in free space and t=time, so that the p, l th scattered field 1/;f•1 

can be written as 
oo n 

1/Jf•1(r,¢,0,k) = L L A~'.n(k)ht2)(kr)Ynm(¢,0) for PE Y+-, (8) 
n=Om=-n 

where A~1n(k) is the m,nth expansion coefficient for the p,l th wavefunction 1/JP,1, and 

h!;) ( ·) den,otes the spherical Hankel function of the second kind of order n. The A~~n ( k) 
constitute the data for the inverse scattering problem because, as stated in Section 2, 
the wave function is known throughout Y +-

An appropriate representation of 1/JP,1 throughout Y -+ U Y _ is 

oo n 

7j;P•1(r,¢,0,k) = L L 7/J:'i"i'.n(r,k)Y~n(¢,0) for r < a, (9) 
n=Om=-n 
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where the functional forms of 7/Jf/n( r, k) are, as yet, unspecified. We define the 
impedances 

8 .J,p,I (a k) 
zp,I (k) = - r 'f'm,n ' 

m,n 7/J~'.n( a, k) 
(10) 

Reference to ( 4 ), (7) and (8) then indicates that 

(11) 

where a dash ( or prime) denotes the total derivative, and the Kronecker delta Om,n = 1 
form= n and O form=/- n (m and n being integers) . Note that 

(2)' 
Zp,I (k) -- -khn (ka) f ..J. d ..J. l or m r p an n r . 

m,n h~2)(ka) 
(12) 

Since the '1/;f;,_lc( r, </>, 0, k) are all of unit amplitude, in the sense that there is no multiplier 
of the standard eigenfunctions on the right hand side of (7), it is appropriate to think 

of the z;:f and the A~~p,n:;i=l(k) as the normalised inverse scattered data. 
When (9) is substituted into (2), and the orthogonality of the ynm(</>, 0) is 

invoked, the resulting second order differential equations (with respect to r) seem 
most readily manipulated if we set 

(X) 

'l/;p,I (r k) = " BP,I (k)J. (aP,l r) m,n , L...J µ,m,n n Ji,m,n , (13) 
µ=1 

where Bt;~,n ( k) is the fl, m, n th expansion coefficient for the p, l th wave function. On 
requiring that each a~•.~,n = a~•.~,n(k) satisfy the eigenvalue relation 

0 p,I J., (aP,I ) _ zp,I (k)J' (a:P,l ) 
µ,m,n n µ,m,n - m,n n µ,m,n , (14) 

we see that (9) automatically accommodates the normalised inverse scattering data. 
In fact, as we have remarked previously (although in contexts restricted to two space 
dimensions [1,2]) the a~•.~,n(k) are uniquely related to the Z~'.n(k). This is because, 
by an obvious extension of the theory of Dini series [11], {jn(a~•.~,nr);p = 1,2, ... } is 
found to be an orthogonal set (with weight function r2 ) throughout O ::; r ::; a, for any 
quartet of integers p, l, m and n, with l and n non-negative and !Pl ::; l and 1ml ::; n. 
Consequently to recover v for r < a we must infer either explicitly or implicitly, the 
BP,I (k) from the zp,I (k) and BP,1 (k). µ,m,n m,n µ,m,n 

On substituting (9) and (13) into (2), and invoking Bessel's equation [11] to 
eliminate the term r- 28r(r28,.jn(a~•.~,nr)), it transpires that 

(X) ii (X) 

" " "[1il,m,n,p,I - o -(aP•I )2NP,I ] B'T!.•1- -(k) = 0 for r < a, (15) L...,.; ~ L-J µ,m,n µ,µ µ,m,n µ,m,n µ,1n,n 
n=O m=-n µ=1 

where 

Jil,m,n,p,I = ra r21r r1r k2v2(r ,1,, 0)J. (aP,1 r)J'-(a:'T!.• I_ -r) µ,m,n JO JO JO l 'f'l n {L 1ffi 1n n µ,m,n 

ynm( </>, 0)Yt( </>, 0)r2 sin 0 d0 d</> dr, (16) 
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and the normalisation constant NC;!n,n(k) is defined by 

l a 1211" 111" 2 
NP•1 (k)= [kj (aP,l r)Ym(</> 0)] r 2sin0d0d</>dr µ,m,n O O O n µ,m,n n , , (17) 

We see that (15) represents a triply infinite system of linear algebraic equations for 
the Bt;~,n(k). A non-trivial solution exists only if the determinant of the coefficients 
of the Bt;~,n(k) vanishes. We know of no direct means of utilising (15) to determine 
11 nor have we been able to devise any direct way of evaluating this "inverse scattering 
determinant". The following Section, demonstrates, however, that iterative manip
ulation of the equations derived in this Section permits the form of v(r,</>,0) to be 
estimated. 

An intriguing aspect of the above mentioned determinant is that it suggests 
it may be possible to recover v2 (p, </>, 0) for a single pair of integers p, l provided the 
normalised data are given for (effectively) all k. Alternatively, it would seem that a 
single value of k may be sufficient, if data are available for (effectively) all pairs of 
integers p, l. These remarks are not offered with any rigorous intent, but we think 
them worth making because they accord with res ults obtained for wave motions that 
do not exhibit refraction [12]. Further comments relevant to this are made in Sections 
4 and 6. 

When the refractive index is spherically symmetric, so that it depends only 
upon the radial co-ordinate r, one would expect to be able to recover 112 = 112 ( r) from 
data depending upon a single parameter. Inspection of (8) indicates that A~/,n(k) = 0 ' 

unless m = p and n = l. So, we expect A;::(k) to represent sufficient data either 
for a single pair of integers p, l and a range of k or a single value k and a range 
of pairs of integers JJ, l . This accords with what has been established for the non
relativistic quantum mechanical inverse scattering problem[12]. Expressions which are 
to be evaluated numerically necessarily contain finite numbers of parameters. This 
implies that we would hope to be able to estimate v2 (r) usefully given A~'.n(k) at a 
finite number, say fl, of values kj of k, for a single pair of integers p, l. We would also 
expect to reconstruct v2 (r) to the same order of accuracy from A~'.n(k) given for only 
one value of k, a single integer JJ, and about the same number fl of integers l. These 
expectations are borne out by the results presented in Section 5 below. 

Since a non-spherically symmetric refractive index requires many more param
eters to characterise it to the same accuracy than one that it is spherically symmetric, 
we expect that more data are needed to be able to reconstruct it usefully. This does 
not necessarily imply however, that we need take more discrete values of k or more 
pairs of integers p, l . The point is that for a single pair of integers p, land one value of 
k, there are many expansion coefficients A~1,n(k) . So, provided we are given A~'.nU•i) 
for J values kj for a single pair of integers JJ, l and for all pairs of integers m, n for 
which IA~1nl is significant, we would expect to be able to recover a useful estimate of 
112 ( r, </>, 0).' This means that we must supplement the inverse scattering determinant 
with equations relating the Bt;~,n(k) to the A~1,n(k) form/- p and n /- l. 

4 Algorithmic Imple1nentation of the Formal Solution 

All the conceptual and analytical difficulties associated with our approach ( and all 
other exact approaches, for that matter) to the inverse scattering problem are present 
in two space dimensions, although the required computational effort is of course much 
reduced by comparison with three dimensions. So, as already intimated in Section 1, 
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we conserve "computational energy" by operating on the two-dimensional versions of 
the equations developed in Section 3. Employing the notation introduced in Section 
2, we replace (7), (8), (9), (10), (11) and (13) through (17) by 

00 

1/J!(P, </>, k) = L A~ ( k )Hf;)( kp )eim</> for P E Y +-, 
m=O 

00 

'I/J1 (p, </>, k) = L 1/J!n (p, k )eim</> for p ~ a, 
m=-oo 

00 

1/J!n(P, k) = L B~,m(k)Jm(a~,mP) for p ~ a, 
µ=l 

00 00 

L L [Ifi;~•1 - Oµdi(a~L,m)2N!,m] Btm(k) = 0, 
m=-oo µ=l 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

where Jm(·) is the cylindrical (i.e. ordinary) Bessel function of the first kind of order 

m and Hf;\,) is the cylindrical Hankel function of the second kind and order 2. Note 
that, because there is one less dimension, the quartet p, l, m, n of integers introduced 
in Section 3 reduces here to the pair l, m. 

The Zfn(k) and the A~(k) constitute the normalised data for the two-dimensional 
inverse scattering problem. Because we have not been able to find a direct method 
of evaluating the If,;;:: we have had to devise an iterative scheme which is introduced 
below. 

The first step in the solution is to solve the eigenvalue equation (23) to obtain 
a~,m for all the needed values of l,J.t and m. We accomplish this by a Newton root 
finding algorithm. The eigenvalues are spaced by close to 7r for large µ, so the initial 
estimate of a~+l,m is taken to be a~,m +1r. In this way the desired number of eigenvalues 
can be readily determined numerically. 

We express the unknown v2 (p, </>) in terms of an appropriate set of basis func
tions. We choose the representation 

N p 

v 2 (p,</>)= LL Cn,prectn(p)eiP<I>, (27) 
n=l p=-P 

where the Cn,p are expansion coefficients, 

{ 
1 for (n-l)a < p < !!Q 

rectn(P) = O N N' 
otherwise, 

(28) 
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and N and P are finite positive integers. The finiteness of N and P emphasises that 
our algorithm leads to numerical solutions, which cannot of course be implem~nted for 
infinite numbers of basis functions ( or for continuous functions either because they have 
to be quantised in amplitude and spatially sampled, both of which are to be understood 
in what follows, although we refrain, for expository convenience, from indicating them 
explicitly). Finite sets of the integers l, m and p must also be chosen. 

Once the a~,m have been determined, it is expedient to compute quantities 

(29) 

for later use. We employ an adaptive Simpson algorithm for these computations [13]. 
Because our method is iterative, it needs an initial estimate of v in order to 

start it. We find it convenient to take v to be a constant equal to the average of v in 
Y _. This gives us the set { C~~i} of initial expansion coefficients. The remainder of 
this Section indicates how sets, which are improved in the sense that they increasingly 
approach the set { Cn,p} for the true refractive index, are obtained at each iteration, 

{Ct~} being the set at the ith iteration. 
When (27) is substituted into (25) and (18) through (26) and (29) are invoked, 

it is seen that 

(30) 

where µ E {1, 2, ... , µ}, m E {- M, - M + 1, ... , M} and fl and M are finite positive 
integers. We take l E {O, 1,2, ... ,L} with L being a finite positive integer. This gives a 
set of homogeneous equations for the B~,m· Equations (18), (19), (20) and (22) provide 
a set of non-homogeneous equations relating the given A~i to the B~,m, namely 

00 

L B~,nJm(a~,ma) = A~H~)(ka) + 01,mJ1(ka). (31) 
µ=l 

Equations (30) and (31) need to be solved simultaneously. We do this by combining 
(30) and (31) for all / as a single set of non-homogeneous equations and write them 
for the i th iteration as 

K(c(i))13(i) = x, (32) 

where the elements of the matrix K and vector A are straightforwardly found from 
inspection of (30) and (31 ). It should be noted that the majority of the components 
of the A in (32) are zero. 

At each iteration, (32) is solved in a least squares sense and the residue p(i) of 
this least squares solution is computed as 

(33) 

The functional dependence on C(i) emphasises that K is evaluated using the current 
estimate of the refractive index. Next the Frechet derivative [14] of F is formed by 
calculating central differences. 

An update to c(i) is found by solving (in a least squares sense) 

(34) 
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where pi(i) is the Frechet derivative at iteration (i) and 

c(i+l) = c(i) + sc(i). (35) 

We take as a measure of distance between two vectors C and :6, the infinity 
norm, i.e. the ma..ximum absolute difference between respective components Cj and 
Dj: 

!IC - DIieo = mµ ICj - Djl• 
J 

(36) 

The iterative method is terminated once the distance between c(i+l) and c(i) falls 
below a preset level ( chosen to be .005 for the numerical examples presented in Section 
5). 

Equations (34) and (35) represents the Newton-Kantorovich method of solving 
the non-linear operator equation 

(37) 

which is satisfied at the true solution but not elsewhere (locally at least). 
This provides us with a numerical scheme which is equivalent to forcing the 

determinant of the coefficients of B1,m in (24) to vanish while accommodating all of 
the normalised scattering data. 

5 Numerical Examples 

To illustrate the performance of the algorithm several numerical examples are presented 
here. In order to obtain accurate computer-generated inverse scattering data, we 
computed the scattering from two-dimensional objects of the type depicted in figure 2. 
The interior of each object is subdivided by circular boundaries . Each region between 
such boundaries is of a constant refractive index. Each refractive index is real and 
non-negative but is otherwise arbitrary. Although only four interior circular regions 
are shown in figure 2, our software permits as many boundaries as we have so far felt to 
be necessary. We call the circular boundary of radius a the exterior circular boundary. 

The wavefunction in each region of a body ( typified by figure 2) was written as 
a finite eigenfunction expansion (involving Bessel and trigonometric functions) satis
fying the Helmholtz equation in the region. The expansion coefficients were evaluated 
by matching the eigenfunction expansions across the circular boundaries. Both the 
wave function and its first derivative were required to be continuous across each cir
cular boundary. With the aid of the addition theorems [11], "mode-matching" can be 
effected across the boundaries [15,16,17] permitting straightforward ( although tedious) 
evaluation of the expansion coefficients. We have found it easy enough to transcribe 
this procedure into a computational algorithm. 

The examples presented in Section 5.1 are included to demonstrate that the 
algorithm does exhibit numerical convergence, even though the series representation 
for v and 'l/; incorporated into the algorithm are necessarily approximate (because 
they are unavoidably truncated). The results reported in Section 5.2 confirm that the 
algorithm can be successfully invoked for asymmetrical scatterers. 

The scatterers examined in this Section are all small, in the sense that their 
dimensions are comparable with the wavelength. Vle reiterate the point made in 
the second paragraph following (3) that we need to devise appropriate regularisation 
techniques before we can hope to handle significantly larger scatterers. 
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5.1 Circularly Symmetric Examples 

The required computational effort is greatly reduced when v(p, </>) 
transpires that 

7/;f,,.(p,</>,k) = 7/Jf(p,k)eil,t,, 

implying for each l, that A~(k) = 0 form f:. l. 

v(p ). It then 

(38) 

To force v to be circularly symmetric, we chose all the circular boundaries,which 
subdivide the object, to be concentric. In general there are Q boundaries, with the 
radius of the qth being aq and aQ = a_. vVe refer to figure 2 to indicate how this can 
be arranged for Q = 3. The refractive index of region (iv) is set equal to that of region 
(ii), so that region (iv) effectively disappears. The boundaries of regions (i) and (ii) 
are then made concentric with the circle of radius a3 = a_. The constant refractive 
indices of regions (i) through (iii) are denoted by v1, V3 and V3 respectively. 

As regards the reconstruction algorithm, the initi al estimate within Y _ of v 

was for all trials taken to be a constant (the value 7.0 was chosen) and L was always 
set to (N - 1) with one exception discussed below. The important parameters are 
the integers N and µ, which are the number of terms in the series representations for, 
respectively, v(p) and 7/;f (p, k). 

Table 2 summarises the performance of our algorithm on the data supplied 
by the objects described in Table 1, when µ was taken to be 6, N was varied and 
ka was set equal to 1 where we have taken a_ to be identical to a, for convenience. 
The only values of N considered were multiples of Q, implying that the locations of 
discontinuities of v coincided with those of the true refractive index. The integer in 
each entry is the number of iterations performed to fulfil the stopping criterion while 
the real number is the distance, as defined in Section 4, between the final estimate and 
the true refractive index. 

For the entry Q = l, N = 2, convergence to the true solution was not achieved 
for L = 1,2 but was for L = 3. 

The value ofµ determines the degree of approximation inherent in the repre
sentation (28) of 7/J within y _. While increasingµ improves the level of approximation 
possible, numerical ill-conditioning of (32) increases. Consequently, there is an opti
mum choice for µ. 

5.2 Asymmetric Examples 

Our goal in this subsection is to demonstrate that our approach can actually be effec
tive with asymmetric objects. Because of the very considerable computational effort 
required to generate the inverse scattering data, we only present results for simple 
objects. 

The simplest type of asymmetric problem is one for which the scatterer is 
actually symmetric but the solution is formulated on the assumption that the body 
may be asymmetric. We computed the scattering from a single circular region of radius 
a (with ka = l) of refractive index 3. We then set N = l, P = l,µ = 3, L = 2, M = 
1 and took the initial estimate of v to be characterised, with reference to (27), by 
C1,-1 = 0.2, C1,o = 2.5 and C1,1 = 0.2. We found that the maximum error between 
the actual value of v and the estimate of vat the 4th iteration was .01% 

We also examined the explicitly asymmetric object shown in figure 3. We 
calculated the scattering for ka = l, v1 = 3.0 + 8v, v2 = 3.0 - 8v, 8v = 0.2 and 
V3 = 3.0 (refer to caption to figure 3 for the definitions of vi, v2 and v3). On setting 
N = 1, P = 1, µ = 3, L = 2, and M = l, and taking the initial estimate of v(p; c/>) to 
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be the constant 2.5, we obtained after 5 iterations the estimate 

v2 (p; ¢) = 3 + .08 sin¢+ .002 cos¢, (39) 

which indicates that the perturbations (represented by the two circular regions of 
radius b) of the uniform refractive index ( of value 3.0) are positioned very nearly 
symmetrically about the line ¢ = ±rr /2 ( as inspection of figure 3 reveals that they 
indeed are). 

We did not consider ourselves justified to expend the necessary computer time 
to obtain a significantly more faithful estimate of v(p; ¢) than that represented by 
(39). Before attempting to do this we need to perfect regularisation techniques of the 
kind intimated in Section 2. We nevertheless wish to emphasise that the accuracy of 
(39) is significant, in the sense that the integrated difference, for p < a, of the actual 
refractive index and its estimate is only 20%. 

6 Conclusions 

An inversion algorithm, based on a.n expression of the wave function which explicitly 
incorporates the inverse scattering data, has been formulated for both two-dimensional 
and three dimensional scatterers and implemented for two-dimensional scatterers. 

While numerical results have only been obtained for scatterers whose size (in 
terms of the wavelength) and structural complexity are modest, we have demonstrated 
that convergence towards the correct refractive index distribution is possible. Vile are 
currently studying how to incorporate an efficient regularisation procedure into our 
inversion algorithm. 

This paper highlights the chief difficulty that lies in the way of obtaining ac
curate inverse scattering data. This is the problem of devising scatters that are ade
quately versatile (in the sense that their shapes and refractive index distributions a.re 
flexible enough to serve as useful models of objects of interest in scientific and techno
logical applications) and yet do not demand inordinate computational effort (if usefully 
accurate scattered fields are to be generated). The piecewise circular bodies which we 
have chosen represent a practical compromise, but we would have preferred to have 
generated data for bodies having smoothly varying refractive indices. We urge those 
who concern themselves with inverse scattering algorithms to pay increased attention 
this particular problem area. 
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Figure 1: Partitioning of space into spherical regions each centred on the point 0. 
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(ii) (iii) 
(iv) 

2a 4j 

2a 3 =2a_----------+-'=~ 

Figure 2: Piecewise two-dimensional object subdivided by circular boundaries. The 
particular object depicted here has four boundaries. The labelling of the four regions 
is explained in the text. 
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Figure 3: Asymmetric scatterer. P represents an arbitrary point in two dimensions. 
Refractive indices of upper and lower circular regions of radius b are denoted by v1 and 
v2 respectively. Refractive index of remainder of circular region of radius a is denoted 
by V3. 
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II 

Q\q 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 

Table 1: Characteristics of circularly symmetric objects for which results are presented 
in Section 5.1. Note that aq and 11q are respectively, the outer radius and the refractive 
index of the qth of the Q regions into which each object is subdivided. 

Q\N 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 __ :t,_ __ 4 _ __ b _ __ 4 _ _ _4 __ __ 4 _ 

?.vln-5 ?.vln-3 1 v1n-2 1 V tQ-4 1 X 10-4 1 V lQ-3 

2 _]_ __ 3 6 
2x10-3 1 X lQ-3 2x10-2 

3 3 5 
1 v1n-3 ?.v1n-2 

4 4 
1 vHJ-2 

5 2 
sx10- 4 

6 9 
SxtQ-2 

Table 2: Summary of the performance of our algorithm on the data supplied by the 
objects described in Table 1. The integer in each entry is the number of iterations 
performed to fulfil the stopping criterion while the real number is the distance, as 
defined in section 4, between the final estimate and the true refractive index. 
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE 
RESEARCH 

7.1 CONCLUSIONS 

Although inverse problems have been studied for several decades, even centuries, many 
conceptual and computational difficulties remain. Whereas the theory of direct scat
tering (i.e. solution of partial differential equations) is well established, the theory of 
inverse scattering is decidedly tentative by comparison. Tractable numerical inver
sion schemes are largely limited to problems in which the direct problem is a linear 
mappmg. 

The contributions to inverse scattering theory made by this thesis fall into 
three groups : 

(A) It integrates the known direct and inverse approaches into a unified development, 
of a kind which does not seem to have been attempted previously. 

(B) It introduces an extension of diffraction theory, namely, the generalised volume
source formulation developed in Section 3.4.1. The generalised formulation is an 
improvement over the conventional approach in that it provides scope, through 
appropriate choice of Green's function, for the incorporation of a particular prop
agation principle into the description of the diffraction process. Appendix 3-A 
invokes the generalised formulation to derive (seemingly more systematically than 
heretofore) a sequence of approximate descriptions of diffraction, potentially ap
plicable in inverse scattering contexts, but falls short of devising inversion algo
rithms based on the said approximations. 

(C) It reports, in Appendices 5-A, 5-B, 5-C, 5-D, 5-E, 6-A, 6-B, and 6-C, eight de
tailed investigations into particular areas of inverse theory. The most noteworthy 
aspects of these contributions are as follows : 

• Appendices 5-A-5-D demonstrate that various types of extra information 
(that can often be supplied in practical situations) can, when suitably in
corporated into a phase retrieval algorithm, lead to faithful completion of 
inverse scattering data consisting only of the magnitude of scattered fields. 
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The ability to successfully perform phase retrieval considerably enhances 
the potential applicability of many inversion techniques that rely on data 
consisting of both magnitudes and phases of scattered fields. 

• Appendix 5-E provides a quantitative assessment of the effect on images, 
reconstructed from projections by conventional techniques, of the sampling 
and resolution of individual projections. The graphical results offer a guide 
to the amount of detail that can be expected to be discerned by computed 
tomography systems. 

• The model of single photon emission computed tomography developed in 
Appendix 6-A simultaneously accounts for constant attenuation and vari
able resolution, ma.king it more sophisticated than previous models which 
consider each factor in isolation. The model succumbs to lengthy but 
straightforward analytical manipulation culminating in a relatively simple 
scheme to improve images formed by applying conventional computed to
mography algorithms. 

• Appendix 6-B formulates the inverse problem for an impenetrable obsta
cle (governed by the Dirichlet boundary condition) as a nonlinear operator 
equation which is then solved by the Newton-Kantorovich algorithm. The 
invocation of the null-field method to solve the direct problem at each itera
tion provides an efficient and stable means of evaluating the Frechet deriva
tive of the direct mapping. Given the numerical complexity of schemes 
to solve diffraction problems, the exploitation of such structure to reduce 
computational effort is crucial to the viability of the Newton-Kantorovich 
algorithm. The formulation can incorporate regularisation, and can be ex
tended to deal with obstacles governed by the Neumann boundary condition. 
It can also handle situations in which the data supplied are measurements 
of only the magnitude of the scattered field, making it especially significant 
in problems for which phase retrieval is not feasible. 

• Appendix 6-C presents an algorithmic implementation of a solution to the 
inverse problem for a general penetrable body that was previously only 
proposed notionally. A considerable amount of the data is automatically 
incorporated into the formulation of the direct problem. Whilst the results 
demonstrate the viability of the technique, efficient means of regularisation 
and of evaluating the Frechet derivative will be required before the method 
can be usefully applied to real-world data. 

7.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The individual problem areas which a.re most urgently in need of further systematic 
study, and which offer reasonable hope of yielding to determined assault, are 

General properties of the direct problem: The defining relations, and hence ex
. istence, uniqueness, and stability properties, of inverse problems stem from the 
associated direct problems. It is only when the direct mapping is thoroughly un
derstood that reliable interpretation of inverse scattering algorithms is possible. 
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Analysis of the direct problem determines the types of regularisation appropriate 
for the corresponding ill-posed inverse problems. 

Investigation of the generalised volume-source formulation of diffraction: As 
concerns direct problems, where the generalised constitutive parameter is given, 
computationally viable ray-tracing schemes exist for computing the point char
acteristic function and, hence, the LJWKB Green's function. The generalised 
volume-source formulation then becomes a linear Fredholm integral equation of 
the second kind. The numerical viability of both iterative and non-iterative 
solutions of such an equation are unknown at present. If the generalised volume
source formulation admits perturbation analysis, then it is a candidate for incor
poration into a Newton-Kantorovich scheme. 

Refinement of phase retrieval algorithms: The theory of zero-sheets suggests that 
it may soon be possible to perform phase retrieval and deconvolution without 
prior estirnates of the functions involved, as Lane and Bates [1987b] have re
cently indicated by example. The image processing community has, up to now, 
found most success with employment of iterative Fienup algorithms. They are 
simple to implement numerically and the uncertainty in their convergence prop
erties adds to the delight when reconstruction is successful. Any methods of 
incorporating extra information as constraints within such an algorithm, in such 
a way that convergence is accelerated, would be beneficial. Of theoretical and 
practical interest would be a study of the degree to which the amount of extra 
information imposed can be reduced while still permitting convergence to the 
true solution to be attained. 

Extensions of conventional computed tomography: Computed tomography 
(CT), based on the projection model of Section 5.4, is sufficiently representative 
of the physical processes involved in transmission of X-rays through biological 
tissue to be routinely invoked for medical diagnostic radiology. Advances would 
accrue from the extension of conventional projection theory to handle situations 
in which the straight ray model is insufficiently descriptive of the underlying 
physical process. There are several aspects of CT algorithms that warrant further 
detailed attention. There is the need for improved allowance for refraction, when 
the emanations are macroscopic wave motions ( e.g. medical ultrasound, sonar, 
seismic sounding) . While this has been partially accomplished for situations in 
which refractive index variations can be reasonably treated as perturbations to 
a constant distribution (e.g. as for ultrasonic CT of the female breast), and for 
situations involving one spatial dimension ( e.g. stratified models of the earth used 
in seismic contexts), one feels that it should be possible to construct a much more 
widely applicable algorithm. Something else worth pointing out is the rather 
simplistic nature of the models on which SPECT algorithms are based. It has 
so far only been practicable to account for attenuation by the body when the 
attenuation coefficient is assumed constant. Although useful clinical results are 
obtained thereby, one would hope that variable attenuation ( which always occurs 
in the read-world) could be taken into account by appropriate incorporation of 
data obtained from a preliminary conventional X-ray CT scan. This possibility 
has often been mooted of course and tried, but with so little success that very 
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little definite information concerning it can be found in the literature, although 
the recent attempt by Heike [1987], which incidentally comes under the Newton
Kantorovich umbrella, may eventually prove to be a useful advance. Similar 
comments can be made about beam-hardening in X-ray CT (refer to Section 5.4) 
although it must be emphasised that neglecting it in reconstruction algorithms 
only results in severe image degradation under restricted sets of the conditions 
occurring in clinical practice. Nevertheless, it could be worthwhile implementing 
a convenient means of correcting beam-hardening artefacts, if such could be 
devised (it would have to be iterative of course). 

Speckle Imaging: There is considerable scope for investigation of the performance 
of ultrasonic speckle imaging under a variety of different schemes for gathering 
individual speckle images. It has already been established that shift-and-add has 
the ability to produce faithful images from ensembles of speckle images formed by 
illuminating the object with plane waves in different narrow frequency bands, all 
possessing the same direction of incidence. A natural extension is to form speckle 
images from a variety of incident directions, with frequency either fixed or varied. 
The extent to which the blurred version of the true image inherent in each speckle 
image dominates the contamination relies on the ability to usefully assume a sim
ple form for the refractive index of the inhomogeneous medium. One of the most 
drastic simplifications, which is attractive because it does not require any prior 
knowledge about the inhomogeneity, is to assume that the inhomogeneity varies 
negligibly from free-space. If some prior estimate of the generally inhomogeneous 
refractive index is available, then it seems likely that such information should be 
usefully incorporated into a more faithful description of the associated direct 
and inverse problems. An alternative is to estimate the average refractive index 
throughout the inhomogeneous region. Although theoretical analysis may be fea
sible, it seems more profitable to undertake experimental investigations with real 
or simulated (i.e. computer generated) data. 

Application of the Newton-Kantorovich method: The Newton-Kantorovich al
gorithm in its abstract form is a technique of considerable generality. Most 
significantly, the difficulties of analytical inversion of nonlinear direct mappings 
are circumvented. It relies, however, on the ability to define the direct prob
lem in terms of an operator whose Frechet derivative can be readily evaluated 
numerically or, preferably, determined analytically. The computational effort as
sociated with the Newton-Kantorovich algorithm is sufficiently demanding that 
the method would find more widespread application if there existed more com
putationally efficient numerical solutions of direct problems. 

Computers can be employed to manipulate large quantities of data at much 
greater speeds than can people. Any information extracted from such processing of 
data is only useful if it can be readily interpreted. The ability of the human brain to 
discern detail from unfamiliar scenes remains unrivalled by automatic computational 
schemes. For this reason, the discipline of digital image processing is certain to play a 
significant role in any practical imaging system. 

Perhaps the most important lesson to be learned is that the diverse disciplines 
in which inverse problems arise can benefit from cross-fertilisation of ideas developed 
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in other applications. Mathematics provides a setting in which the similarities and 
differences of particular problems can be appreciated. The rigorous aspects of mathe
matical analysis should not be permitted to overshadow the need to arrive at practical 
solutions. On the other hand, a thorough understanding of the effectiveness of a par
ticular algorithm can often only be assessed by such an approach. Consequently, there 
is also a need for continued interaction between theoreticians and experimenters. It is 
one of the author's aims to be part of such interaction. 
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